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“When the winds of change blow, some

people build walls and others build

windmills”, is an old Chinese proverb.

Through almost a thousand stories we

have had the opportunity to meet, discuss

and get inspired by people from all over

Norway that are building windmills. From

start-ups, small-to-medium business to

large enterprises we get to listen and

learn about those who are innovating,

building and developing technologies that

are leading the way for a sustainable and

better future. 

While I think it is safe to say that 2021 is off

to a pretty interesting start, there is no

doubt that it has been a challenging year

for all of us, regardless of profession. But

2020 also presented itself as a year for

new opportunities and risks to any

community, and we continued to see

transformational changes in how

technology impacts our lives. 

We have been facing new challenges 

and also finding companies with exciting

social engineering solutions, using this

opportunity to grow. In other areas, such

as climate technology, we observe

positive trends, and our report highlights

how Norway has taken a leading role in

innovative ocean technologies along with

several new green technologies. We see

AI participate in everyday life, and in our

health-tech chapter you will learn more

about how the evolution of AI improves

the quality of treatment and services. It is

encouraging seeing that so many early

respondents adapt to the new circum-

stances, and in addition, include

digitalization as a major part in their

solutions, gaining global attention. 

Executive
summary
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"Our report is designed to 
help you learn more, adapt
and thrive."



We are proud and happy to update you on

our best and most interesting stories from

the technology and innovation scene

across Norway enclosed in the very first

issue of the State of Norwegian Tech

Report. We have analyzed cases from

prior to, and during a year into the

pandemic. 

In a world where digitalization penetrates

everything, we are excited to see what

the future may bring, and we hope you will

learn or get inspired and motivated when

scrolling through the pages curious about

what’s to come next.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY SIDE 4



LØRNTOPIC 1

3DPRINT
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3DPRINT, also known as additive
manufacturing, is a process of making three-
dimensional solid objects from a digital file.
The method is creating a three-dimensional
object layer-by-layer using a digital model.
In an additive process laying down successive
layers of material until the object is physically
produced.

What is 

3DPRINT? 
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SME
Perspective: Topic:

3DPRINT

HP

Verner

Hølleland
adm.dir

19.08.2020.

#0100 Neste industrielle 

revolusjon

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

administrerende direktør i HP, Verner Hølleland.

Se episoden her:

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/neste-

industrielle-revolusjon

LØRN TOPIC 1: 3DPRINT SIDE 7 

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/283-

3d-print-hanne-eriksen-fablab-

fabrikkerer-fremtiden

SME
Perspective: Topic:

3DPRINT

Verket FabLab

Hanne Eriksen
Gründer

19.08.2020.

#0283 FabLab fabrikkerer 

fremtiden

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

gründer av Verket Fablab, Hanne Eriksen.
Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/483-

gronn-3d-printing

STARTUP
Perspective:Perspective: Topic:

3DPRINT

WeMakeIt3D

Camilla Minge
CEO

19.08.2020.

#0483 Grønn 3D printing

I denne episoden av #LØRN prater Silvija med

CEO i We Make It 3D AS, Camilla Minge.

Top cases in 3D print

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/neste-industrielle-revolusjon


CEO of FabLab Network, Hanne Eriksen

discovered the digital manufacturing

world in 2014 and has since taken

inspiration from Italy's FabLab culture. In

Verket FabLab, they work to provide

training in technology understanding and

practical use of technologies for use in

digital manufacturing. They have also

developed a sharing platform where

education and industry have a common

physical meeting place.

We provide training in technology

understanding and practical use of

technologies for use in digital

manufacturing, Eriksen says, and

continues; – I discovered a digital

manufacturing world during my studies

and thought that we finally had a tool that

could realize design projects beyond

using drawings and screens.  Eriksen is

taking inspiration from Italy. 

However, there are also positive

advantages to running this from Norway.

We have both resources and

implementation ability if you first go in to

do something. Then the funds are there

and Norway turns around quickly.

“We print with recycled plastic and are
the only ones to import recycled
filament to Norway. We wanted to be at
the forefront and have a sustainable
solution for 3D printing.”

“I look to Italy for its FabLab culture
with holistic thinking and as much focus
on design as the technologies
themselves,” Eriksen explains. 

Camilla Minges company is powered by

green technology, and with We Make It 3D

they are able to do prints with recycled

plastic. She also believes that 3D printing

should be included in school teaching and

offers courses in 3D printing and modeling

where children and young people learn to

model themselves. We Make it 3D has

been in the 3D industries for over 20

years and has helped its customers in

various ways, including by 3D-printing an

arm for a 15-year-old boy.

The digital
manufacturing
world

A greener life with
3D printing

There is a great focus on plastic today.

Minge and her team want to help young

entrepreneurs run their recycling center

in their own city. – We will also be a

driving force for information about plastic

and as a resource, she explains.
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Verner Hølleland is a technologist work-

ing with 3D printing. At HP, they use the

knowledge from over 30 years of experie-

nce with inkjet printers to develop unique

3D printing technology. 

At HP they want to unlock the endless

possibilities with digital manufacturing.

Imagine a future where we can produce

‘smart parts’ with embedded electronics

and integrated traceability and intellig-

ence. At HP they will help your business

get ready for the future era of digital

manufacturing.

The next industrial
revolution

Is 3D printing the next industrial
revolution?
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Here is a list of all logos
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Guest collection

#0093

Multiconsult

Cathrine Mørch

3D-print i bygge—
bransjen

19.08.2020

#0104

Norsk 3D Service

Justyna Bulat &

Robert Ingebretsen

Skanning, print og
modellering

19.08.2020

#0094

KHIO

Trond K. Mikkelsen

Hva gjør en
kunstner med 3D?

19.08.2020

#0105

Nordic Additive
Manufacturing og
Fieldmade

Svein Hjelmtveit
The future of
manufacturing

19.08.2020

#0096

Mylicia

Ronny Fiuren

Løser globale
helseutfordringer
med 3D-printing

19.08.2020

#0283

Verket FabLab

Hanne Eriksen
FabLab fabrikkerer
fremtiden

19.08.2020

#0095

Snøhetta

Carsten Løddestøl

3D-print som
kommunikasjonsver
ktøy

19.08.2020

#0483

WeMakeIt3D

Camilla Minge
Grønn 3D printing

19.08.2020

#0097

HY5

Ola Kyrkjebø

Mobilitet til verden

19.08.2020

#0700

Prototal

Hågen Lynum
Tid for
Homesourcing..?

03.07.2020

#0098

Arkitektur- og
designhøgskolen

Hans Gerhard Meier

Kreative løsninger
med 3D-print

19.08.2020

#0101

PLM Group

Gøran Jenssen

Økt konkurranse—
dyktighet med rett
verktøy 

19.08.2020

#0100

HP

Verner Hølleland

Neste industrielle
revolusjon

19.08.2020

#0102

AF Gruppen

Andreas Røsjø
Framtidens
byggproduksjon

19.08.2020

#0099

Tronrud
Engineering

Borgar Tronrud

3D-print —
moderne støping 

19.08.2020

#0103

SINTEF Digital

Tor Dokken
Additiv produksjon

19.08.2020
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AI
LØRNTOPIC 2
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What is AI? 
AI, which is shortened for artificial intelligence,
is the ability of a computer or a robot controlled
by a computer to make conclusions or do tasks
that are usually done by humans since they
normally require human intelligence and
judgment. 

LØRN TOPIC 2: AI SIDE 13 



ENTERPRISE
Perspective: Topic:

AI

Aftenposten

Per Kristian

Bjørkeng
Journalist

19.08.2020.

#0058 Kunstig intelligens 

- den usynlige revolusjonen

Se episoden her:

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Anne med
journalist i Aftenposten, Per Kristian Bjørkeng.

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/kunstig-
intelligens-den-usynlige-revolusjonen

ENTERPRISE
Perspective: Topic:

AI

Bouvet

Halvor

Grønaas
Fagansvarlig, data
science

19.08.2020.

#0060 De største 

fremskrittene i AI

Se episoden her:

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Anne med
fagansvarlig for data science i Bouvet, Halvor Grønaas.

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/60-ai-
halvor-gronas-de-storste-fremskrittene-
i-ai
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ENTERPRISE
Perspective: Topic:

AI

Telenor

Jarle Moss

Hildrum
VP Research

19.08.2020.

#0421 AI and transformation 

of the workplace

Se episoden her:

In this episode of #LØRN Silvija speaks with VP
Research in Telenor, Jarle Moss Hildrum.

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/421-a-
i-jarle-moss-hildrum-ai-and-
transformation-of-the-workplace

PUBLIC SECTOR
Perspective: Topic:

AI

Lånekassen

Kristine

Eilertsen
Utviklingsdirektør

19.08.2020.

#0068 AI og livslang læring

Se episoden her:

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Sunniva
med utviklingsdirektør i Lånekassen, Kristine
Eilertsen.

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/068-
kristine-eilertsen-ai-og-livslang-laering

Top cases in AI
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PUBLIC SECTOR
Perspective: Topic:

AI

NAV

Cathrine Pihl

Lyngstad
Leder AI-lab

19.08.2020.

#0215 Ansvarlig AI

Se episoden her:

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
leder for AI-lab i NAV, Cathrine Pihl Lyngstad.

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/215-ai-
cathrine-pihl-lyngstad-ansvarlig-ai

ENTERPRISE
Perspective: Topic:

AI

Telenor ASA

Astrid

Undheim
VP of Analytics & AI

19.08.2020.

#0414 AI in Telenor

Se episoden her:

Silvija talks to VP Analytics &amp; AI in Telenor
ASA, Astrid Undheim, about how Telenor works
with artificial intelligence in this episode of LØRN.

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/414-a-
i-astrid-undheim-ai-in-telenor

RESEARCHER
Perspective: Topic:

AI

NTNU

Ole Jakob

Mengshoel
Professor

19.08.2020.

#0157 AI in Theory and Practice

Se episoden her:

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
professor ved Dept. of Computer Science ved
NTNU, Ole Jakob Mengshoel.

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/157-ai-
ole-jakob-mengshoel-ai-in-theory-and-
practice

RESEARCH
Perspective: Topic:

AI

SINTEF

Anne Marthine

Rustad
Forskningsleder

19.08.2020.

#0067 Kunstig intelligens i norsk

næringsliv

Se episoden her:

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
forskningsleder for SINTEF, Anne Marthine
Rustad.

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/067-
hvorfor-er-kunstig-intelligens-viktig-
for-norsk-naeringsliv



BOUVET CONSISTS OF more than 1,550
engineers, designers, copywriters,
economists, political scientists, psycho-
logists, educators, mathematicians and
anthropologists assisting companies and
social actors in all industries. The company
has 13 offices in Norway and Sweden.
Subject manager for data science in
Bouvet, Halvor Grønaas, took an interest 
in AI when he took a course in pattern
recognition and neural networks in 2001.
He has among other things, helped to
develop a new environmentally friendly 
air cannon use as an acoustic source for

oil exploration. Today he works to solve

various quantitative problems for Bouvet's

clients, which involves both machine

learning, statistics and optimization. He

explains why AI is often called "the

scientific method of steroids". 

THE LOAN FUND (Lånekassen) is a state

administrative body subordinate to the

Ministry of Education (KD). The Loan Fund

provides scholarships and loans for

education in Norway and abroad, and

manages the repayment of student loans.

Development Director at the Loan Fund,

Kristine Eilertsen, says Lånekassen uses

machine learning to identify students who

have provided incorrect information in the

loan applications, and how this saves

society large sums. The purpose of the

Loan Fund is to make education possible

and ensure justice in society when it

comes to developing competence. AI is

nothing new, but it is only now we have

enough power behind the main drivers 

(data, storage and computing power) to
really be able to exploit the potential. It's
about to process data, something we
already are exposed to every single day. 
A challenge we see is that an AI that

makes decisions often is unable to justify

these, and therefore one can come in

situations where people feel unfairly

treated - on an individual level (refusal of

loan or job applications), but also in larger

groups that fall outside working life. The

machine learning selection has so far

proved itself to be about twice as

effectively as before. Even if it's too early

to conclude with something, we see

already that this has led to one efficiency

internally. 

"The development and the energy
within the field has exploded in recent
years, primarily driven by exponential
greater access to data and computing
power. This makes possible solutions of
technological and societal challenges
that previously were extremely
resource-intensive or inviolable."

Aftenposten is a Norwegian daily

newspaper with nationwide distribution

and is Norway's largest newspaper

measured in circulation. Aftenposten is

the main product of Mediehuset

Aftenposten, part of Schibsted Norge AS,

of which Schibsted is the main owner. 

The biggest

progresses in AI

AI and lifelong

learning

Artificial Intelligence

- The invisible

revolution

LØRN TOPIC 2: AI SIDE 16



Per Kristian Bjørkeng is a journalist in
Aftenposten and became a technology
enthusiast who got interested in AI when
he in 2003 traveled to California to look at
the first self-driving cars. He believes AI is
different to us humans than older inventi-
ons: The theme goes closer to us humans
than other technological themes. It's a kind
of distorted mirror that tells us something
about how we ourselves work, but not
everything. We have completed two
projects. One algorithm has replaced the
editor and now decides what to look at the
front of the Aftenposten. A big contro-
versy in AI is that criminals and gays can
be "discovered" only by face recognition.
And Google Photo can recognize my son
better than I can. All mathematics are
symmetrical - therefore the machines 
can never ask the question - Why?" 

NTNU is an internationally oriented

university with headquarters in Trondheim

and campuses in Gjøvik and Ålesund.

NTNU has a main technical science profile,

a number of professional educations and a

great academic breadth which also

includes the humanities, social sciences,

economics, medicine, health sciences,

educational science, architecture,

entrepreneurship, art and artistic activity.

Professor at the Dept. of Computer

Science at NTNU, Ole Jakob Mengshoel,

became interested in AI when he studied

at NTNU the 1980s. Now he works at NTNU

with a combination of theory, algorithms,

software and specific application areas.

He has, among other things, worked to

improve security, as well as the

integration of deep learning and "multi-

armed bandits" for chatbots. “AI’s original

focus was on toys, but now we can also

partially solve much more complex AI

problems,” Mengshoel explains. Forward I

want us to focus on using AI to solve the

greatness of society problems and

improve the latest technology in 

processes. I think artificial intelligence

combines problems such as theoretical

and computerized challenges with

interesting and influential applications. A

stronger focus on computer-controlled

methods are also exciting. Norway

focuses on a comprehensive and inclusive

process, which both have negative and

positive sides. Products, projects,

research and services that strengthen the

positive and minimizes the negative can

potentially provide a unique benefit.”

NAV is one of the largest public agencies

in Norway and manages one third of the

state budget through a number of diffe-

rent schemes such as sickness benefits,

unemployment benefits, pensions, cash

benefits, work clearance allowance and

child benefit. Head of the AI   lab at NAV,

Cathrine Pihl Lyngstad gives examples of

what responsible AI is all about. “It's about

two things: using AI where it provides

value, and to apply AI in a "right" way. At

NAV we come across (almost) the full

range of data types, various issues and

methods: everything from anomaly

detection (identification of 

AI in theory and

practice 

Responsible AI

LØRN TOPIC 2: AI SIDE 17



discrepancies) in logs and case flows, 
text analysis and classification of user
inquiries, GAN models to generate
synthetic data and much more. 

The balance between societal benefits

and privacy. The pendulum has swung

from a situation where many businesses

did too much they were not really allowed

to, and with little awareness of privacy and

fairness. We test different hypotheses for

how machine learning and predictions can

be used to get sick leave faster back to

work, and to drive more effective follow-

up of those on sick leave. Responsible AI

is about using AI in the right way - fair,

explicable, safe and that takes care of the

individual's privacy and rights. Our society

is built on trust, and that trust is quickly

broken down if we do not use AI on one

responsibly. Do it right: do not walk away

in confidentiality and the security part of

GDPR - think on whether what you do is

fair, explicable and takes care of the

individual privacy and rights.

SINTEF is one of Europe's largest
independent research institutes. SINTEF
collaborates with leading universities,
companies, institutes, industrial clusters,
start-up environments and governments,
and develops projects that can trigger
public co-financing for their clients. 
Anne Marthine Rustad is a research leader
for SINTEF. 

"Surveys show that those who know the

least about AI are the most skeptical ones,

who are afraid of new technology " tells

Anne Marthine. “Very easily one can say

that AI is the science of building computer

programs that can perform tasks that one

considers to demand intelligence if it is

done by a human being, such as to

understand (e.g. the surroundings), take

decisions, act and adapt. Machine learning

is a way to achieve this and the algorithms

give better results when they get more

data to practice themselves on. One of our

best examples of AI is how we carried out

a weed sprayer that examined how much

weed there was in the field for then to 

calculate how much herbicide and which
type to use. In combination with data
driven models (AI) and more traditional
methods we can get to things where
traditional methods are limited. There is a
lot of AI around each of us every day that
we are not necessarily aware of; spam
filters on mail, recommendations on 
music and movies on Spotify and Netflix,

suggestions for next purchase on

Amazon, of course voice control like Siri,

Alexa, etc. I think we should focus on the

B2B market in industries where Norway is

already a leader (O&G, maritime, etc.), and

that we should use it to ensure

competitiveness.”

Artificial Intelligence 

in Norwegian Business
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TELENOR ASA is a Norwegian majority

state-owned multinational telecomm-

unications company and is one of the

world's largest mobile telecomm-

unications companies with operations

worldwide. Telenor owns networks in 9

countries and is listed on the Oslo Stock

Exchange being the third largest company

listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange. Astrid

Undheim works as VP Analytics & AI in

Telenor ASA, and speaks about how

Telenor works with artificial intelligence.

Undheim believes that artificial intellig-

ence today is about machine learning -

training computers to understand connec-

tions in data. The areas that have become

most mature are image recognition and

text comprehension. “We are concerned

with taking artificial intelligence / machine

learning further as a research field,” she

says. “We operate with research on AI, but

also work closely together with NTNU, NR

and others around method development.

What's fun 

text mining applied to data about

employees and customers. “We already

see ethical implications of increased use

of AI in society. We can see this clearly in

projects where we use machine learning

on employee data. At Telenor we have

developed a machine learning model

which predicts voluntary redundancies in

Telenor and a machine learning model

which predicts «dropouts» in e-learning

programs. In addition we have worked

with a text analysis model that

automatically categorizes free text

feedback from customers on theme and

sentiment,” Hildrum says. “AI and machine

learning have a big potential to transform

jobs in a positive way, but for us to attain

these good effects the introduction of this

technology has to be done in dialogue

between developers, employees and

managers.”’

AI in Telenor

AI and

transformation 

of the workplace

about AI is that it is often a short way from

research to application. There is now a

great debate going on ethics and artificial

intelligence. It is in my opinion a big

mistake to try to regulate artificial

intelligence as technology. It is the use

that should be regulated and limited. In

order to succeed with AI in Norway, it is

important to make large investments

where we connect industry (data and

problems) with competence development

and research.

JARLE MOSS HILDRUM, VP Research in
Telenor, became interested in technology
when he was studying history and saw the
transformational impact technology has
had on society. He has a Ph.D. in innov-
ation studies and now works with the
development of long-term knowledge 
that can help Telenor with making good

decisions in the future. They do this with

the help of machine learning, statistics and 
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Here is a list of all logos
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Guest collection

#0065

Telenor

Ieva Martinkenaite
Global race for AI

excellence

19.8.2020.

#0066

Intelecy

Bertil Helseth

AI reduserer

matsvinn

19.8.2020.

#0068

Lånekassen

Kristine Eilertsen
AI og livslang læring

19.8.2020.

#0067

SINTEF

Anne Marthine

Rustad

kunstig intelligens i

norsk næringsliv

19.8.2020.

#0112

Sykehjemsetaten,
Oslo kommune

Torunn Aardal
Teknologien og oss

19.8.2020.

#0157

NTNU

Ole Jakob

Mengshoel
AI in Theory and

Practice

19.8.2020.

#0114

Keenious

Frode Opdahl
Kan AI erstatte

Google?

19.8.2020.

#0148

Medsensio

Johan Ravn
Maskinlæring for

lungelyder

19.8.2020.

#0214

SINTEF

Asbjørn Følstad
Chatbots

19.8.2020.

#0215

NAV

Cathrine Pihl

Lyngstad

Ansvarlig AI

19.8.2020.

#0309

Globus AI

Helge J. Bjorland
Livsviktig AI

19.8.2020.

#0290

IFE

Tomas Nordlander

IFE og Applied AI

19.8.2020.

#0311

Boost.ai

Lars Ropeid Selsås
Virtuell assistent

19.8.2020.

#0384

Idletechs

Harald Martens
Kunstig intelligens

for å gjøre gode

fagfolk enda bedre

19.8.2020.

#0318

Mito.ai

Marit Rødevand
Hva er NLP?

19.8.2020.

#0319

Making Waves

Hanne-Torill Mevik
Machine Bias

19.8.2020.

#0053

Universitetet i
Agder

Morten Goodwin
Hva er greia med

big data og AI?

19.8.2020.

#0055

Kantega

Jon Espen

Ingvaldsen

Overfitting vs.

Personalisering

19.8.2020.

#0057

Diffia AS

Petter Risøe
AI kan gjøre

helsetilbudet bedre

19.8.2020.

#0056

Turning Data Into
Products AS /
Qapio

Ariel Fisher

Kunstig intelligens —

mer kunstig enn

intelligent

19.8.2020.

#0058

Aftenposten

Per Kristian Bjørkeng
Kunstig intelligens -

den usynlige

revolusjonen

19.8.2020.

#0062

Companybook

Knut O. Hellan
Assisting

Intelligence

19.8.2020.

#0059

AISPOT AS

Harald Jellum
Kan AI gjøre

reiseopplevelsen

bedre?

19.8.2020.

#0060

Bouvet

Halvor Grønas
De største

fremskrittene i AI

19.8.2020.
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#0489

Fonn group

Haavard Myklebust
Fremtidens

journalistikk

19.8.2020.

#0518

Idletechs

Odd Are Svensen

Hvordan og hvorfor

vi må åpne black

boxen

19.8.2020.

#0531

Sopra Steria

Lars Løvlie
Big AI vs. "hverdags-

AI"

19.8.2020.

#0523

AIA Science

Odd Jostein

Svendsli

Vi gjør AI tilgjengelig

for alle.

19.8.2020.

#0546

Anzyz

Technologies

Per Morten Hoff
Fremtidens

tekstanalyse

gjennom AI

19.8.2020.

#0576

Semine

Lene Diesen
Disrupsjon i

regnskap og finans

bransjen

19.8.2020.

#0551

Universitetet i

Agder

Jahn Thomas Fidje
Anvendt AI

19.8.2020.

#0617

IBM

Anne-Sofie Risåsen
Gjenskap bedriften

din med AI

19.8.2020.

#0555

Gridd.AI Robotics

Johan Wedel
Kunstig intelligens

og

forretningsutvikling

19.8.2020.

#0761

Simula Research

Laboratory

Valeriya Naumova
Senior Researcher

1.9.2020.

#0763

Intellectual Labs

Inge Grini
New products built

on science and AI

24.8.2020.

#0765

Airmont

Morgan

Kjølerbakken

Effektivisering av

feietjenester ved

hjelp av AI

25.8.2020.

#0766

eSmart systems

Tina Skagen

AI og EL

25.8.2020.

#0200

Norsk Regnesentral

André Teigland
AI - Keiserens

kunstige klær?

19.8.2020.

#0201

Norsk Regnesentral

Line Eikvil
Intelligent og

automatisk

bildeanalyse

19.8.2020.

#0414

Telenor ASA

Astrid Undheim
AI in Telenor

19.8.2020.

#0421

Telenor

Jarle Moss Hildrum
AI and

transformation of

the workplace

19.8.2020.

#0063

Exabel

Erlend Aune
Kreativ bruk av data

19.8.2020.

#0064

Simula

Metropolitan

Center for Digital

Engineering

Valeriya Naumova
Høydimensjonale

data

19.8.2020.
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ARTTECH
LØRNTOPIC 3
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What is 

ARTTECH? 
ARTTECH is the combination of artistic
work and/or well-known manual art
combined with technology as part of a
creative or presentation process
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Top cases in Arttech

STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

ARTTECH

Tidvis

Ragnhild

Hutchison
Historiker og daglig

leder

19.08.2020.

#0333 Digital tidsmaskin

Se episoden her:

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

historiker og daglig leder i Tidvis, Ragnhild

Hutchison. Ragnhild har PhD i historie og lang

erfaring som forsker, rådgiver og prosjektleder. 

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/333-

art-tech-ragnhild-hutchison-digital-

tidsmaskin

STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

ARTTECH

Aurora Verksted

Trine Dreyer
Design- og

utviklingssjef, samt

gründer

19.08.2020.

#0368 (Kunst) Med menneske i

sentrum

Se episoden her:

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

Trine Dreyer, design- og utviklingssjef og

gründer av Aurora verksted. Trine har jobbet

med kunst, design og håndverk i over 30 år. 

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/093-

3d-print-i-byggebransjen?hsLang=no
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STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

ARTTECH

I/o/lab - Senter for

Framtidskunst

Hege Tapio
Kunstner

19.08.2020.

#0388 Biokunst - Den levende

kunsten

Se episoden her:

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

Hege Tapio, kunstner ved I/o/lab – Senter for

Framtidskunst. Hege er en vitebegjærlig kunstner

med en stor interesse for teknologi

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/388-

bio-tech-hege-tapio-biokunst-den-

levende-kunsten

SME
Perspective: Topic:

ARTTECH

Sørlandets nye

kunstmuseum;

Kunstsilo

Reidar

Fuglestad
Administrerende

direktør

19.08.2020.

#0548 Den digitale transformasjon

for kunst og for museer

Se episoden her:

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

administrerende direktør i Sørlandets kunstmuseum,

Reidar Fuglestad. Reidar har tidligere jobbet som

leder i selskap som Colorline og Dyreparken.

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/548-

arttech-reidar-fuglestad-den-digitale-

transformasjon-for-kunst-og-for-

museer



RESEARCH
Perspective: Topic:

ARTTECH

UiO

Benedikte

Wallace
PhD kandidat ved

RITMO senter for

tverrfaglig

forskning på rytme,

tid og bevegelse

19.08.2020.

#0566 Kunst og kunstig intelligens

Se episoden her:

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

Benedikte Wallace, Phd Kandidat ved RITMO,

senter for tverrfaglig forskning på rytme, tid og

bevegelse.

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/566-

arttech-benedikte-wallace-kunst-og-

kunstig-intelligens
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The art museum of Norways southern

region, also called Kunstsilo, has a strong

focus on digitization to create new

expressions and better audience

experiences. In an awardwinning, closed

grain silo an art center is being built with

national significance - and international

visibility. The art silos social mission is to

create a regional powerhouse for art and

artists in the region. At the same time, the

silo is a museum of national importance by

virtue of housing collections and

exhibitions that have interest for the

whole country. 

The managing director of Sørlandet Art

Museum, Reidar Fuglestad, has previously

worked as a leader in companies such as

Colorline and Dyreparken. “The most

important thing we do is to facilitate for 

the employees so that they can perform

at their best every single day,” Fuglestad

says. 

Fuglestad continues to explain how the

museum is adjusting towards

digitalization: “I focus on digitization within

6 areas: - Archive and collections -

Audience experiences Dissemination -

Sales and payment systems - Analysis and

movement knowledge - Digital art. In

addition, we develop our communication

with the outside world before, during and

after the visit to have best possible

dialogue with our guests and partners.

Norway is far ahead digitally in some

sectors, and stern sailed in others. Norway

is, among other things strong in technical

competence - process industry and oil

related. Norway is a commodity nation,

and is thus not far ahead processing. Here

art and culture can contribute.”

“We are building an Art Silo and
conducting experiments to be best
prepared to open a significantly larger
museum in 2022."  

The digital

transformation

for art and for

museums

"In my research group, we look at the 
concepts of rhythm, time and movement 
in many different ways, and believe that this
can help us to uncover important 
cognitive functions which underlies peoples 
experience of time and rhythm,” she
explains. 

Rhythms and neural

networks

e University of Oslo (abbreviated UiO) is

the oldest, second largest and highest

ranked university in Norway. The

university has over 27,000 students and

6,000 employees. Benedikte Wallace is a

PhD Master at RITMO in UiO, also know as

the universitys Center for

Interdisciplinary Research on Rhythm,

Time and Movement. RITMO studies

rhythmic phenomena, more specifically

music, body movement and audiovisual

expressions, and looks at how these are

processed physically and cognitively. 

To make art or move to music is

something we humans do completely

instinctively, but will we be able to model

these creatives the processes using

artificial intelligence? 
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Since neural networks are statistical

models they can also tell us about

correlations in the data they are trained

on and possibly reveal connections we

do not see at first glance. Over the last

year I have been working on dancers to

collect motion capture data of their

improvisations to music. This dataset

should used as training data for one

generative model to generate

movement given music as input. I

believe the interdisciplinary research

as at RITMO gives us a unique

opportunity to look at these complex

themes from multiple angles

simultaneously.

BioArt 

- art made alive

A digital

timemachine

Technology and science, and is behind

projects such as the Article Biennale and

Public Art Screens.  Hege Tapio is a

Norwegian artist at I / o / lab - Center for

Future Art. Hege is an inquisitive artist

with a great interest in technology. I / o /

lab contributes with innovative and artistic

projects by creating meeting places

between art and research for several

target groups in society. “Technology

development contributes to changing our

way of life and values   - there is an

interesting tension between the desire for

a technology- focused future and the

safeguarding of fundamental values” she

says. 

"Art can be a good driving force and

inspiration that can help promote critically

reflection on ours technological contem-

porary and to how we can shape ours

future. Right now I think so is exciting to

follow biotechnology development and

use of the Crispr method. Im also thinking

about climate change and how un-

imaginable slow and difficult it is to go

readjust on a large enough scale to slow

down development.” Taipo gives an artists

perspective on future challenges we

might see when implementing more

technology 

in our society: “To recognize genuin

human qualities and needs - such as

empathy, and to make and admit mistakes,

sensuality, creative processes that are not

logic controlled. Even a superintelligent AI

will not be able to conveythe value of

feeling sand between the toes and wind in

the hair. In a relatively rich country

like Norway, we have the opportunity to

cultivate these values. But I think Norway

shouldinvest even more in fronting radical

climate change. And culture of course!”

TIDVIS is a company that uses new

technology such as games and 3D models

to disseminate and make research

available, with a special focus on history.

The goal is for more people to get a wider

knowledgebase, to reflect on the present

and the future. General manager of Tidvis,

Ragnhild Hutchison has a PhD in history

and long experience as a researcher,

consultant and project manager. Ragnhild

explains how they through 3D modeling

get toconvey the past in a new way, so

that more people can learn about it. 

/ o / lab is a center for future art in

Stavanger run by artist Hege Tapio. I / o /

lab started up in 2001 and has since 2005

had recidence at Tou Scene. The center

disseminates art which touches on new
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The most important task we have is
history awareness,” she says. 

History awareness is the basis for human

expectations and our horizon, and thus the

starting point for how we experience the

present and think about the future.

Proximity to sources and verifiability is

also importan. We publish one The 3D

world of the port of Oslo in 1798 on open

license and hope others can benefit from

it. When it comes to XR (extended reality),

then digital worlds are invisible - one must

find ways to make people aware that they

exist in the physical world, and then must

one work a lot with interaction, installation,

design and physical product development.

We are still very early in development on

this in Norway, but my experience is that

Norwegian granting authorities and others

dare to give us support to create this.

“
“Art with a 

humanistic focus
NAurora verksted SA is a community for

artists with and without disability, working

together to create collective arts, design

and crafts. Aurora is a staff-owned

cooperative that is located in Bærum with

a shop at Majorstuen in Oslo, Respect by

Aurora, where they sell their products.

Trine Dreyer is a Design and Development

manager and the founder of the Aurora

workshop, and has worked with arts,

design and crafts for over 30 years.

Aurora builds its business around people

who fall outside the ordinary working life

due to a disability. Trine explains how

technology contributes to solving the

challenges these individuals have, as well

as how they develop products that are

local and sustainable: 

“The most important work we do is to
help people with a partly large or
compound disability, so that they may
participate in working life with dignity. 
 We build the business around care and
run an innovative organization with
value-based management.  We focus on
technology where it is part of the
solution  to challenges the individual
may. have. It becomes part of the
individuals expression, language,
movement, production, art etc. using
roll-talk, various computer programs
and the like. The most exciting thing
about this is the liberating potential of
technology. That she who can not
communicate, gets the opportunity. On
the producer side: that we can see that
low wages become less important, and
tech can have a beneficial effect on the
environment and knowledge
preservation in production locally. In
Norway we  have so many children in
good school and in good  leisure
facilities, we let so many talents get to
develop, even if we should expand with
more areas: focus on more than sports
and singing!  That we let the breadth of
the population, regardless of geography,
gender and parents economy, get the 
 chance, gives us a good basis for
capturing the talents."LØRN TOPIC 14: ARTTECH SIDE 29 



Here is a list of all logos
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Guest collection

#0333

Tidvis

Ragnhild Hutchison

Digital tidsmaskin

19.8.2020.

#0349

Kunzt

Silje Mariann Engja

Sigurdsen

Hvem sa kunst- og

kulturjournalistikken

var død?

19.8.2020.

#0352

UiO

Alexander Refsum

Jensenius

Fremtiden er

analog

19.8.2020.

#0368

Aurora Verksted

Trine Dreyer

Kunst med

menneske i sentrum

19.8.2020.

#0388

I/o/lab - Senter for
Framtidskunst

Hege Tapio

Biokunst - Den

levende kunsten

19.8.2020.

#0393

KNUDEN -
Kristiansand
kulturskole

Odd Christian

Hagen

Kunst — viktig

innovasjonsmuskel

19.8.2020.

#0548

Sørlandets nye
kunstmuseum;

Kunstsilo

Reidar Fuglestad

Den digitale

transformasjon for

kunst og for museer

19.8.2020.

#0549

Knuden -
Kristiansand
kulturskole

Sjur Høgberg

Kids, kunst og

computer

19.8.2020.

#0566

UiO

Benedikte Wallace

Kunst og kunstig

intelligens

19.8.2020.

#0586

Alpha Piano

Katharina Mosheim

Teknologi og musikk

blir nye

brukeropplevelser

19.8.2020.

#0625

NTNU

Jon Yngve

Hardeberg

Kan man måle

utseende?

19.8.2020.

#0689

Rogaland i Miniatyr

Jorunn Hodne

Lær av andres feil

19.8.2020.
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BIG DATA
LØRNTOPIC 3
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What is 

BIG DATA? 
BIGDATA is extremely large data sets that
may be digitally analyzed to reveal patterns,
trends, and associations, especially related to
human behavior and interactions.
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Top cases in Big Data

PUBLIC SECTOR
Perspective: Topic:

BIGDATA

Bane NOR

Sverre Kjenne
Leder

19.08.2020.

Se episoden her:

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/43-

big-data-sverre-kjenne-slik-kan-big-

data-predikere-fremtiden

#0043 Slik kan Big Data predikere

fremtiden

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Sunniva

med konserndirektør for digitalisering og

teknologi i Bane NOR, Sverre Kjenne, om hvordan

den digitale jernbanen skal gi økt sikkerhet og

mer effektive reiser.
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Bouvet

Simen

Sommerfeldt
CTO

19.08.2020.

Se episoden her:

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/hva-er-

crisp-metoden

#0047 Hva er CRISP-metoden?

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Inge med

CTO i Bouvet Norge, Simen Sommerfeldt.

ENTERPRISE
Perspective: Topic:

BIGDATA

Norsk

Regnesentral

Anders Løland
Forsker

19.08.2020.

Se episoden her:

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-

pod/ansvarlig-bruk-av-stordata

#0048 Anders Løland: Ansvarlig

bruk av stordata

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Inge med

assisterende forskningssjef ved Norsk Regnesentral,

Anders Løland, om en lun lånerobot og hvordan de

bruker maskinlæringsmetoder for å løse problemer.

RESEARCH
Perspective: Topic:

BIGDATA ENTERPRISE
Perspective: Topic:

BIGDATA

Telenor Norway

Liv Elise

Saune Tøftum
Head of Analytics

and Customer

Lifecycle

Management

19.08.2020.

Se episoden her:

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/413-

big-data-liv-elise-saue-toftum-

democratization-of-data

#0413 Democratization of data

In this episode of #LØRN, Silvija speaks to Head

of Analytics and Customer Lifecycle

Management at Telenor Norway, Liv Elise Saue

Tøftum, about the value created from insight,

data democratisation and automation.



ENTERPRISE
Perspective: Topic:

BIGDATA

Telenor

Johannes

Bjelland
Mobility analytics

19.08.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/422-

big-data-johannes-bjelland-big-data-

and-social-physics

#0422 Big Data and 'Social Physics' 

In this episode of #LØRN Silvija speaks with

Senior Data Scientist in Telenor Research,

Johannes Bjelland, about how Telenor use the

data they collect as a network company, while

staying within the frames of ethics and GDPR.
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Telenor Norway is a telecommunications

company that develops and delivers

mobile, fixed line, and internet services 

to customers and businesses. Telenor's

wholly owned Norwegian mobile

operation is the country's leading tele-

communications operator. Telenor's

service portfolio in Norway includes 

fixed and mobile telephony, broadband

and data communication services for

residential and business customers, 

as well as a broad range of wholesale

services. Head of Analytics and Customer

Lifecycle Management at Telenor Norway,

Liv Elise Saue Tøftum, speaks about the

value created from insight, data

democratisation and automation. For

Telenor Norway, the customer is at the

center of everything it does and Liv

believes being relevant to clients and

being able to adapt products according to

customer expectations is more important

than ever: “80 percent of the job is to

collect and organize data, while 20

percent is in the analysis itself / the algo-

rithm. The gold is in the data. The most 

important thing is that the insight here

improves our ability to serve customers

and run an efficient business,” she says.

“To collect and visualize the data in an

easy understandable way, as well as to

get distributed data access out to larger

parts of the organization (democratization

of data), often provides significant insight

and basis for good decisions.

Democratization 

of Data

Data and 

“Social Physics” 

Telenor Research is Telenor Group’s

corporate unit for scientific research. It

plays a key role in providing insight and

competence that enable Telenor to

become a software and data-driven

company. This unit conducts research

within key areas, including customer

insight, data analytics, machine learning,

innovation, digital services, new tech-

nologies and market dynamics. Senior

Data Scientist in Telenor Research,

Johannes Bjelland, talks about how

Telenor use the data they collect as a

network company, while staying within 

the frames of ethics and GDPR. Johannes 

explains how big data gives us tools to

study human behavior on a large scale,

and the several positive uses beyond

more effective spamming on the internet.

Johannes has focused on developing and

testing new methods to extract insight

and value from vast amounts of Telecom

customer data. This includes data mining,

machine learning, social network analysis

and setting up data driven marketing

pilots. He strongly believes in data analysis

as a tool for optimizing business deci-

sions and understanding human behavior: 

“We find new opportunities to use our

data on. I'm working on cutting edge

technology, often in intersection of social

science and technology, mathematics and

statistics. I believe relevant knowledge for

the future is python programming and

elementary knowledge in statistics and

machine learning. Big data methods to

understand the connection between the

customer's highly subjective rating of

Telenor's service quality and technical

parameters, and telecom data to measure

movement patterns in large crowds.”
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Data predicating 

the future 

What is the 

CRISP-method? 

to react much more proactive: “Large

amounts of data make it possible to find

patterns that tell us something about what

is likely to come to happen. In the railway

context we have been relatively good in

Norway at doing a practical application

that gives good results. Understanding

what is likely going to happen gives the

opportunity to intervene and create an

«alternative future», where one can avoid

that episode or error which could possibly

have happened.”

Bouvet consists of a total of over 1550

engineers, designers, copywriters,

economists, political scientists, psych-

ologists, educators, mathematicians and

anthropologists assisting companies and

social actors in all industries. Together

people deliver in Bouvet solutions that

contribute to a stable energy supply, one

more efficient public sector, safer banks,

richer media offerings, better HSE in the

oil sector, less administration in the

transport industry and better customer

experiences in the retail trade. CTO in

Bouvet Norway, Simen Sommerfeldt,

reflects on what Big Data means for

privacy and how lucky we are that got

GDPR started at the time we did in

Europe, as well as a good introduction to

The CRISP method, a method for

retrieving and processing Big Data, and

then extracting value-creating insights

from it: “With big data can we help the

customer to discover connections they

did not know existed. In extreme

consequence can artificial intelligence

and machine learning contribute to that

we can automate processes that before

had to be manual. In this way you can say

that this is a prerequisite and success

factor for success digitization. I'm very

concerned about privacy. We see that

China has spent it in one way that creates

a totalitarian surveillance community. And

in the United States they have used it to

convict people on suspicion that they

have done something wrong. You can say

that GDPR came as soon as it had to here

in Europe. We can thus tame the

technology and make sure that artificial

intelligence and machine learning serves

the citizens instead of suppressing them,”

Sommerfeldt says. “The CRISP method

works like this in big data: First you create

a hypothesis, then you find and import

data, organize them, then you choose the 

Bane NOR is a state-owned enterprise

with responsibility for the national railway

infrastructure. Bane NOR's purpose is to

ensure accessibility to railway infra-

structure and efficient and user-friendly

services, including hub and freight

terminal development. Bane NOR is

responsible for planning, development,

management, operation and development

of railway property. Bane NOR has the

operational coordination responsibility for

the safety work and operational

responsibility for coordination of

emergency preparedness and crisis

management. Bane NOR SF is 100 percent

owned by the state and is subject to the

Ministry of Transport. Executive vice

president for digitization and technology

in Bane NOR, Sverre Kjenne, explains how

the digital railway will provide increased

safety and more efficient travel. Sverre

says Bane NOR now is beginning to be

able to predict which switches are going

to fail at what time. According to Sverre,

Bane NOR is now scraping only on the

surface of great opportunities to be able 
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The Norwegian Computing Center (NR) is

an independent, non-profit and non-profit

organization private foundation that

conducts contract research for business,

public sector and private organizations

both in Norway and internationally. The

research areas are statistical modeling,

machine learning and ICT. NR is one of

Europe's largest environments within

applied statistics. Major applications are

petroleum, finance / insurance, earth

observation, climate and environment,

health, management and image analysis.

Within ICT, work is done with information

security, universal design and smart

information systems. Assistant research

manager at the Norwegian Computing

Center, Anders Løland, explains how they

use machine learning methods to solve

problems: “We can do things we could not

before and help many more than before. 

right artificial intelligence/machine

learning and algorithm/statistics for the

purpose, and in the end you evaluate the

hypothesis, before you start over again."

Responsible use 

of big data

What can go wrong can get bigger

consequences than before. At ICT we

have made a “borrowing robot”. It can s

ee the difference between risky and safe

customers from anonymized account

movements. We manage to balance

privacy and all the new possibilities.

Reaching the world, we are done with

responsible use of big data. Artificial

intelligence does not need as much 

data as possible to work well”
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Guest collection

#0042

Cognite

Geir Engdahl

Data som beskriver

den industrielle

virkeligheten

19.8.2020.

#0069

Datatilsynet

Catharina Nes

Big Data og

personvern

19.8.2020.

#0043

Bane NOR

Sverre Kjenne

Slik kan big data

predikere fremtiden

19.8.2020.

#0075

DNV GL

Jørgen Kadal

Fire V’er

19.8.2020.

#0046

NTNU, TEKNA

Lise Randeberg

Fysikk + statistikk =

diagnostistikk

19.8.2020.

#0285

MarkedsPartner

Stig Hammer

Salgs-og

markedsføringstekn

ologi

12.3.2020.

#0044

SINTEF Digital

Heidi Dahl

Big Data og

geometrisk

modellering

19.8.2020.

#0184

Høgskolen i Molde

Bjørn Jæger

Bjørn Jæger

19.8.2020.

#0047

Bouvet

Simen Sommerfeldt

Hva er CRISP-

metoden?

19.8.2020.

#0048

Norsk Regnesentral

Anders Løland

Ansvarlig bruk av

stordata

19.8.2020.

#0049

Skala

Heidi Moseng

Mennesket i

grensesnittet mot

teknologi

19.8.2020.

#0054

DNV GL

Elisabeth Tørstad

Store data — store

muligheter

19.8.2020.

#0052

Arundo

Ellie Dobson

Anvendelse av data

19.8.2020.

#0045

Kongsberg Digital

Michael Link

Digitale tvillinger

19.8.2020.

#0307

Corporater

Tor Inge Vasshus

Internasjonalt

programvareselska

p fra Stavanger

19.8.2020.

#0315

SAP Norway

Astrid Thommesen

Sæbø

Programvare for å

lede fremtidens

bedrifter

19.8.2020.

#0413

Telenor Norway

Liv Elise Saune

Tøftum

Democratization of

data

19.8.2020.

#0422

Telenor

Johannes Bjelland

Big Data and 'Social

Physics'

19.8.2020.

#0574

Cognite

Anna Olsson

Industriell software

som eksportvare?

12.3.2020.

#0494

Think Outside

Monica Vaksdal

Vi skal digitalisere

snøen!

19.8.2020.

#0394

Geodata

Geir Hansen

Kartteknologi og

digital tvilling

19.8.2020.

#0380

NORSAR

Volker Oye

Jordskjelv på

månen, jorden og

mars

19.8.2020.

#0581

Visma bWise

Kristin Rotevatn

Nyberg

Norge skal bli

datadrevne

19.8.2020.

#0662

Kartverket

Per Erik Opseth

Innovasjon i

Kartverket

19.8.2020.
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#0050

Acando Norge

Arturo Amador

Big data — en kilde

til innovasjon

19.8.2020.

#0051

eSmart Systems

Davide Roverso

«Virtuelle maskiner»

19.8.2020.

#0361

Unacast

Kjartan Slette

Innsikt -endring -

måling - også for

den fysiske verden

19.8.2020.

#0374

VMware

Roger Samdal

Virtualisering

19.8.2020.

#0684

USIT på
Universitetet i Oslo

Gard Thomassen

Nødvendig IT

infrastruktur for

presisjonsmedisin i

Norge

23.6.2020.
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BIOTECH
LØRNTOPIC 5
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BIOTECH, shortened to biotechnology, is the
technology based on biology that harnesses cellular
and biomolecular processes to develop technologies
and products that help improve our lives and the
health of our planet. Biotechnology is a broad area
of biology, involving the use of living systems and
organisms to develop or make products.

What is 

BIOTECH? 
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ENTERPRISE
Perspective:

Aker BioMarine

Lotte Skolem
Direktør for

produkt og

teknologi

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/hva-er-

greia-med-biotech-og-krill-i-antarktis

#0027 Hva er greia med BioTech

og krill i Antarktis? 

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

Direktør for produkt og teknologi i Aker

BioMarine, Lotte Skolem.

Topic:

BIOTECH
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CLUSTER
Perspective:

ShareLab

Marius Øgaard
Founder

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/29-de-

enorme-mulighetene-med-biookonomi

#0029 Enorme muligheter med

bioøkonomi

I denne episoden av #LØRN møter du partner i

inkubatoren ShareLab, Marius Øgaard.

Topic:

BIOTECH

STARTUP
Perspective:

Mobai

Brage Strand
Gründer og daglig

leder

12.03.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/622-

biotech-brage-strand-biometriske-data

#0622 Biometriske data 

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

gründer og daglig leder i Mobai, Brage Strand.

Topic:

BIOTECH

RESEARCH
Perspective:

Senter for digitalt

liv

Trygve
Brautaset
Professor

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/trygve-

brautaset-slik-skapes-morgensdagens-

biotech

#0041 Morgensdagens BioTech

I denne episoden av #LØRN møter du Trygve

Brautaset, leder for Senter for digitalt liv Norge

og professor i syntetisk biologi ved NTNU.

Topic:

BIOTECH

Top cases in Biotech

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/hva-er-greia-med-biotech-og-krill-i-antarktis


”Biotechnology is full of players which

promise a lot, including a new one

industrial revolution. Several claim that it

must be invested heavily and regulated to

realize growth and jobs. They have it in

common with all new technology. On the

one hand, there are many exciting uses for

biotech which, among other things, trades

about measuring, understanding, expl-

aining, and manipulating life processes. 

On the other hand, these opportunities

should be balanced and broken against

what society wants fears, and hopes. In

Norway, there has been a larger under-

standing of some of the challenges

biotech gives us. It has been called for

inclusion and transparency. Norway has

been among the countries that have been

in front with encouraging and financing

interdisciplinary research.”

The Consumer Research Institute SIFO is

a non-commercial interdisciplinary

research institute at the Center for

Welfare and Working Life Research at

OsloMet. SIFO is an abbreviation for The

State Institute for Consumer Research,

which was the name from 1974, until the

merger with Oslo and Akershus University

College, OsloMet's forerunner, in 2016.

Senior researcher Harald Throne-Holst

has a master's degree in chemistry and a

doctorate in sociology that comes in

handy when having to translate processes

between consumers, politicians, and those

in the lab. He explains how they work at

SIFO:

Aker BioMarine is a Norwegian world-

leading supplier of krill. Since its inception

in 2006, Aker BioMarine has been part of

the Aker Group. The company is known 

for supplying krill products through a fully

documented and secured capture and

process chain.  Director of Product and

Technology at Aker BioMarine, Lotte

Skolem tells how she opened her eyes to

biotechnology when she studied at NTNU.

“Biotechnology is a tool used to measure,

manipulate, repair, and tailor most of it we

humans really care about. Biotechnology

is central to everything from the prod-

uction of beer, paper, and vaccines for

gene sequencing and -manipulation of

microorganisms, plants, animals and

humans, for personalized diagnostics,

preaching, and treatment. Biotech is

exciting because it has unlimited possi-

bilities, and many of the problems we

struggle with day, can - in theory - be

addressed with biotechnology (diseases,

malnutrition, plastic in the oceans, global

warming, oil spills, and so on). At the same 

 

Lørntopic: 18

What is Biotech? What’s up with
Biotech and krill in
Antarctica?
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Partner in the incubator ShareLab, Marius

Øgaard has previously worked with the

development of high-tech systems and

products. ShareLab is an incubator for

startups, entrepreneurs, and industries

that want to develop new products and

services based on life sciences and

biotechnology. In the episode, Marius 

tells how biotech helps us find solutions

to humanity's major challenges in health,

aging, food production, energy prod-

uction, the environment, and the climate.

ShareLab is a launch platform for

entrepreneurs, start-up companies, and

industry that aims to develop new

products and services based on life

sciences and biotechnology. ShareLab

offers office space, a fully equipped

laboratory, lab administration services,

and a commercial and scientific network

and coaching - all on one floor in the lively

Oslo Science Park. Marius Øgaard, Partner

in the incubator ShareLab, has previously

worked with the development of high-

Lørntopic: 1802

Enormous
possibilities in
Bioeconomy

This potential irreversibility makes the

caution principle become extra important

for biotechnology.” According to Skolem,

Norway is good in broad research

processes:

time, it’s dangerous because just like with

all technology biotechnology can be

misused. Biotechnology also lives its own

life - the changes you do, often happens in

something alive, that can spin off in nature.

This potential irreversibility makes the

caution principle become extra important

for biotechnology.”

“Biotechnology is a tool used to measure,

manipulate, repair, and tailor most of it we

humans really care about. Biotechnology

is central to everything from the

production of beer, paper, and vaccines

for gene sequencing and -manipulation of

microorganisms, plants, animals and

humans, for personalized diagnostics,

preaching, and treatment. Biotech is

exciting because it has unlimited

possibilities, and many of the problems we

struggle with day, can - in theory - be

addressed with biotechnology (diseases,

malnutrition, plastic in the oceans, global

warming, oil spills, and so on). At the same

time, it’s dangerous because just like with

all technology biotechnology can be

misused. Biotechnology also lives its own

life - the changes you do, often happens in

something alive, that can spin off in nature. 

“We have excellent marine
research environments and strong
industrial processes. Norway is also
known for being good interdisciplinary
collaboration and we are interested in
adopting new technology (including
digital technology). Plus we are used to
having a relatively open and fact-based
debate on important ethical issues in the
public sector room.”
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tech systems and products. He tells how

biotech helps us find solutions to

humanities major challenges in health,

aging, food production, energy prod-

uction, environment and climate:

“Biotech is an amazing toolbox

that can be used for thousands of

different applications which have to do

with living things. Biotech can help us find

solutions to all of humanity's  major

challenges within health, aging, food

production, energy production, enviro-

nment, and climate. This toolbox is being

developed very fast now and this opens

wonderful new opportunities. Each and

every week there are new breakthroughs

in our understanding of biology. A good

example is a biofilm, which is a bacterial

coating that forms on all kinds of surfaces

and leads to damage and problems that

we want to get rid of. Until now, we have

used antibiotics and toxins to kill bacteria,

but this is known to have harmful effects

on the environment. Instead, scientists are

trying to exploit a phenomenon called

quorum sensing. The bacteria have a kind

of chemical communication system that

they use to tell each other how the

conditions in the 

place they are in are. By disrupting this

comm-unication, you can make the

bacteria thrive, and thus you can get rid

of them without using toxins. For

Norway, biotechnology means huge

future opportunities. The oil age is over

and we are looking for areas where we

can generate large income that replaces

petroleum revenues. The way I see it,

there is only one thing that has such a

great growth potential - that is to take

advantage of our large and unique

biological natural resources." 

Lørntopic: 1802

"The oil age is over and we are looking for
areas where we can generate large income
that replaces petroleum revenues." 

Biometric data

Mobai is a spin-off company from NTNU

established in 2019. Mobai&#39;s

technology is developed by

internationally renowned researchers

with expertise in biometric systems and

advanced attack detection at the

Department of Information, Security, and

Communication. The basis for the

technology behind Mobai's product is a

multimodal biometric authentication

solution, which uses a combination of

facial, iris, and ocular recognition to

provide strong security and privacy. The

founder and general manager of Mobai,

Brage Strand, tells about the increasing

use of biometrics we see today, for

example, to unlock a phone, and how we

must ensure that this remains a safe

process in the future. “My main project

now is Mobai AS - the company I build

together with Martin Stokkenes,

Raghavendra Ramachandra, Kiran Raja,

Christoph Bush, and Guoqiang Li -

Outstanding researchers in
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 biometrics, as well as AI and image

analysis from it. A growing problem is that

we can have less confidence in images.

There’s an interesting discussion at the

moment on privacy and the ethical use of

biometrics. As well as nudges and bias in

algorithms at a micro level that can have

macro effects. Some thoughts: Face

recognition/ biometrics are typically

depicted as a red flag in the privacy

context through biometrics provide a valid

opportunity to prove that you are you and

avoid identity theft, just take care of your

privacy. A more digital and automated

world involves systematic evaluation and

influence: there will be room for error and

adverse effects or evil purposes. At the

same time we can be influenced in a good

direction, but who defines what is the right

direction? A picture becomes biometric

information and once it is used for

identification, then it is by definition

sensitive personal information. This must

we as a company relate to and we have to

secure the information. If you should die -

should someone be able to use your finger

to open a phone? Is it OK if the police do

so? Many interesting ethical discussions

arise.”

Lørntopic: 1802

If you should die - should
someone be able to use your
finger to open a phone? Is it
OK if the police do so?

This is how
tomorrow’s biotech
is made
Center for Digital Life Norway is a unique

transdisciplinary research center. They

develop new knowledge and new

methods and processes for creating

value and responding to society's

challenges. Trygve Brautaset is the Head

of the Center for Digital Life Norway and

professor in synthetic biology at NTNU.

His recent research focus has been on

microbial molecular biology and he talks

about how we can use nature to create

tomorrow's solutions.
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Biology is the description of nature and

biotechnology has a purpose, to take

nature into use in one way or another. I

usually talk about modern biotechnology,

which is the one we relate to, and in

those cases, genetic engineering is a

very central part. Today we have a great

ability to uncover more and more

diseases as you may be genetically

available for, but we manage not to

come after and create treatments for it.

The controversies are created where it

is a mismatch between the data we have

and how we can actually use it.

Borregård Norway is an internationally

known example of the modern use of

biotechnology. They use surplus pulp

from forestry that otherwise cannot be

used for anything else. They process it

and take it into large reactors, where

they use it as food for microorganisms

that make biofuels and other chemicals.

Borregård has really managed to put

Norway on the map. I am constantly

reminded that many people are skeptical

of genetic technology, but researchers

are watching the possibilities.

 "I think Norway has big potential for
biotechnology and that we can end up
with a large industry in Norway if
only we are able to translate the
research into innovation.”

02
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Guest collection

#0021

SIFO, OsloMet

Harald Throne-Holst
Hva er Biotech?

19.8.2020.

#0033

Bioteknologirådet

Truls Petersen
Biotech —

«eksistensiell

vitenskap»?

19.8.2020.

#0022

Aleap

Erling Nordbø
Hvordan inkuberer

man biotek?

19.8.2020.

#0041

Senter for 
digitalt liv

Trygve Brautaset
Slik skapes

morgensdagens

BioTech

19.8.2020.

#0025

Fysisk institutt ved
Universitetet i Oslo
(UiO)

Anja Røyne
Biosement

19.8.2020.

#0622

Mobai

Brage Strand
Biometriske data

12.3.2020.

#0023

UiO

Aksel Sterri
Hvordan kan

Biotech gjøre livene

våre bedre?

19.8.2020.

#0154

Institutt for
elektroniske
systemer, NTNU

Astrid Aksnes
Diagnostistikk på

små biosensorer

19.8.2020.

#0026

Borregaard

Oskar Bengtsson
Verdens mest

avanserte

bioraffineri

19.8.2020.

#0029

ShareLab

Marius Øgaard
Enorme muligheter

med bioøkonomi

19.8.2020.

#0027

Aker BioMarine

Lotte Skolem
Hva er greia med

BioTech og krill i

Antarktis?

19.8.2020.

#0030

Oslo Cancer
Cluster (OCC)

Ketil Widerberg
Fremtidens

kreftbehandling

19.8.2020.

#0028

UiO

Simone Mester
Hvordan kan

naturlige proteiner i

kroppen bli til

«supermedisin»?

19.8.2020.

#0032

Bioteknologirådet

Sigrid Bratlie
Omprogrammere

livets kode

19.8.2020.

#0031

Algeta/Bayer

Frode Nakkim
Kan vi ta kontroll

over

evolusjonsprosesse

n?

19.8.2020.

#0024

Bio-Me AS

Morten Isaksen
De gode mikrobene

19.8.2020.
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BLOCKCHAIN
LØRNTOPIC 6
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BLOCKCHAIN is a system of digital recordings
of transactions and information in a way that
makes it difficult or impossible to change, hack, or
cheat the system. The name comes from its
structure, in which individual records, called
blocks, are linked together in a single list,
called a chain.

What is 

BLOCKCHAIN? 
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Top cases in Blockchain

STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

BLOCKCHAIN

Blockchangers

Robin

Pedersen
Forretningsutvikler

og droneentusiast

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/072-

blockchain-robin-pedersen

#0072 Blockchain og spillutvikling

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija og

Sunniva med utvikler i Blockchangers, Robin

Pedersen.

STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

BLOCKCHAIN

Blockchangers

Martin Knutli
Forretningsutvikler

19.08.2020 Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/071-

tre-hovedgrupper-martin-knutli

#0071 Tre hovedgrupper i

Blockchain

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

forretningsutvikler i Blockchangers, Martin Knutli,

om hvilke utfordringer Blockchangers prøver å

løse og om hvilke hovedgrupper som finnes innen

blockchain: Offentlige Blockchains, Private

Blockchains og Consortium Blockchains, hvor

sistnevnte er en mellomting av de to første.
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SME
Perspective: Topic:

BLOCKCHAIN

Elipses

Lawrence

Wintermeyer
Principal

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/081-

hva-er-blockchain

#0081 What is Blockchain?

In this episode of #LØRN, Sunniva talks to the

principal of Elipses, Lawrence Wintermeyer,

about what bitcoin, blockchain, DLT technologies

and cryptocurrency are, and how it all started 10

years ago.

PUBLIC SECTOR
Perspective: Topic:

BLOCKCHAIN

Unisot

Stephan

Nilsson
Founder og CEO

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/328-

block-chain-stephan-nilsson-your-

blockchain-service-provider

#0328 Your Blockchain Service

Provider

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

founder og CEO av UNISOT, Stephan Nilsson.



STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

BLOCKCHAIN

Norway in a Box

Espen Strand

Henriksen
Co-founder

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/545-

blockchain-espen-strand-henriksen-

teknologi-og-det-menneskelige-

potensiale

#0545 Teknologi og det

menneskelige potensiale 

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med 1

av 3 av Co-foundere i Norway in a Box og

datterselskapet NiBchain, Espen Strand

Henriksen.
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"We are a company that increases confidence
in guaranteed Norwegians products abroad.
Specifically: It is about developing the
software (NiBchain) further, as well as
amplify our network in China, and not least;
be true to the concept so that we still manage
to build trust. We try to solve the tasks a
different way than the established players,
and we try to apply technology to
substantiate and strengthen our concept;
increase trust in guaranteed Norwegians
products abroad, and thus the value of the
products. In Norway, we basically have a
society that is built on trust in one another -
and in that lies a form of openness and
empathy which can help us to understand.
Maybe we need to encourage that even more
through research, education, in workplaces
and elsewhere in society, and reward being
curious, open and inclusive.”

Norway in a Box was established in 2014

and started as a small family business.

Norway in a Box has now joined forces

with other Norwegians who have

experience from running, among other

things, old historic hotels, Scandinavian

tech start-ups, and successful food

companies. The concept of Norway in a

Box is to focus on things which fits on or

around a table. In addition, the company

has developed its own software called 

NiBchain, using blockchain technology, to

support the vision and the very core of the

concept; trust through openness. Espen

Strand Henriksen is the Founder behind

Norway in a Box and the subsidiary

NiBchain. Norway in a Box sells Norwegian

products abroad. Espen tells how they use

blockchain technology to challenge the

established and do things in new ways. He

also shares some thoughts on how

blockchain technology increases

customer confidence by guaranteeing

Norwegian products abroad:

“Being able to utilize the fantastic starting
point we have, with the products we have
and with the trust we have in each other in
this country, is something we should
capitalize on to a greater extent,” he says.

Technology and the
human potential

Your Blockchain
service provider

SIDE 55 

UNISOT is a revolutionary blockchain

service provider that builds on over 20

years of business integration experience

and aims to change the future of global

supply chains. UNISOT enables comp-

anies of all sizes and all industries to take

advantage of P2P blockchain benefits

within their current systems, making the

instant traceability of products during the

product life cycle secure and affordable.

The founder and CEO of UNISOT, Stephan

Nilsson, explains the connection between

blockchain and Supply Chain Manag-

ement, as well as why one should apply

blockchain technology in ERP systems. He

also explains how Blockchain technology

can disrupt the entire financial system, as

well as why you should forget everything

you have learned about Bitcoin so far.
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Principal of Elipses, Lawrence

Wintermeyer, about what bitcoin,

blockchain, DLT technologies, and

cryptocurrency are, and how it all started

10 years ago. He talks about his focus on

fintech, digital, and investment and

promotes policies for a transparent,

secure, and sustainable digital financial

future for everyone. Lawrence also talks

about an exciting project where

blockchain is applied towards the UN's

Sustainable Development Goals. He

describes himself as a Social Capitalist

and Digital Advocate who works with a

broad range of companies from start-ups

to global brands and non-profits.

“It has totally revolutionized the 
whole our current financial system 
and how we handle, exchange and 
value   information. I usually explain block-
chain to people by giving them some Bitcoin.
I ask them to download a Bitcoin wallet on
their phone, then send I give them some
money. When they see how quickly and easily
it is, they realize what potential this has. In
Norway, we are very good at the delay the
possible development.”

Blockchangers help governments,

businesses, nonprofits organizations, and

startups with blockchain strategy and

business development. Martin Knutli is a

Business Developer at Blockchangers and

shares his thoughts about what

challenges Blockchangers is trying to

solve and about the main groups that exist

within blockchain technology:

“Bitcoin Blockchain is the most exciting in
the world today, a decentralized payment
and information system, which today
handles 1500 transactions per second
(mostly as much as VISA), and as no single
organization owns or controls," he says.

What is Blockchain?

Tree main groups of
Blockchain

Public Blockchains, Private Blockchains,

and Consortium Blockchains, where the

latter is an intermediate of the first two.

Martin also tells us about how blockchain

can function as digital identity, and

about how blockchain can turn business

models upside down in order to

strengthen privacy:

“Blockchain is a technology that has the
potential to be as revolutionary as the
internet. Or maybe more so, it is a tech-
nology that can get us back to the values   on
which the internet was founded." 
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"The question now is whether one
manages to scale solutions, without
centralization, so that it not only
becomes a niche technology. A good
example of current blockchain
technology is a digital identity that you
can tie up all your personal data against.
Data that can travel across platforms,
which you can take with you, where you
want and that you have complete
control over. This is in stark contrast to
the current situation where big
companies lock your data and it gets
stuck in their data silos. This again
results in that your data, which should
work for you, does not reach its full
potential, because it becomes so
fragmented. Blockchain is incredibly
fascinating and quite complex. A
combination of economics, incentive
theory, cryptography, mathematics, and
code. I do not think one fully
understands how blockchain works until
one understands all these different
elements. Norway has a very strong
cryptography environment, especially
at the Selmer Center at The University
of Bergen.”

“Blockchangers help governments,

businesses, nonprofits organizations, and

startups with blockchain strategy and

business development. Robin Pedersen is

a developer at Blockchangers and tells

about the possibilities blockchain

provides and how blockchain will

have a positive effect on how our society

works: “Blockchain is a platform where

everyone has equal opportunities for

privacy, commercialization, and control.

The issues are how decentralized it

should be, and if everyone has equal

power to make decisions, or those who

know the most about the given case

should make the decisions. Imagine

Google Play or Apple Great where you

pay for apps. Instead of Google or Apple is

behind, then a Blockchain is behind. It can

be compared to a PC with the internet

where data only can be changed, as long

as one keeps track of the history of what

is happening. "

Blockchain and
game development

“When it comes to Norway, I
do not know if we have
managed to do so much good
with great influence yet. But
I think the projects we have
in Blockchangers have a big
potential and can have a
high effect on our society 
and the lives of others.
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Here is a list of all logos
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Guest collection

#0070

Zoom Tech

Simen Reynolds

Hva er blockchain?

19.8.2020.

#0071

Blockchangers

Martin Knutli

Tre hovedgrupper i

Blockchain

19.8.2020.

#0073

Blockchangers

Jon Ramvi

Blockchain —

demokratiserende

effekt

19.8.2020.

#0072

Blockchangers

Robin Pedersen

Blockchain og

spillutvikling

19.8.2020.

#0076

Tieto

Maria Kumle

Tillitsmaskinen

19.8.2020.

#0079

IOTA Foundation

Wilfried Pimenta de

Miranda

IOTA Data

marketplace

19.8.2020.

#0079

IOTA Foundation

Wilfried Pimenta de

Miranda

IOTA Data

marketplace

19.8.2020.

#0077

Finansit

Lasse Meholm

Distribuerte

muligheter i bank

og finans

19.8.2020.

#0080

OBOS

Morten Aagenæs

Blockchainløsning

for boligsalg

19.8.2020.

#0078

Brønnøysundregist
rene

Leo Sande Gasnier

Sosial entreprenør i

forvaltningen

19.8.2020.

#0081

Elipses

Lawrence

Wintermeyer

What is Blockchain?

19.8.2020.

#0082

Artplant

Henning Rokling

Blockchain som

spillteknologi

19.8.2020.

#0205

BDO AS

Niklas Krohn

Demystifisering av

Blockchain

19.8.2020.

#0328

Unisot

Stephan Nilsson

Your Blockchain

Service Provider

19.8.2020.

#0207

Dune Analytics

Fredrik Haga

Analyseverktøy for

Ethereum

19.8.2020.

#0545

Norway in a Box

Espen Strand

Henriksen

Teknologi og det

menneskelige

potensiale

19.8.2020.
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BOOKS
LØRNTOPIC 7
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What is 

BOOKS? 
BOOKS are a dissemination of new book-
publications and digital themes, or books
that specify in technology and innovation,
to the public.
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SME
Perspective: Topic:

BOOKS

Verden på

vippepunktet

Dag Olav

Hessen
Professor og

Forfatter

06.01.2021.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0935-

verden-paa-vippepunktet?

#0935 Verden på vippepunktet

I denne episoden av #LØRN bokbad snakker

Silvija Seres med biolog og professor ved

Universitet i Oslo, Dag Olav Hessen

SME
Perspective: Topic:

BOOKS

Fremtidsmennesket

Sigrid Bratlie
Forfatter

30.11.2020

Se episoden her:

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0890-

fremtidsmennesket?

#0890 Fremtidsmennesket 

I denne episoden av LØRN bokbad snakker,

Silvija Seres, med forfatter av boken

Fremtidsmennesket, Sigrid Bratlie.
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Top cases in Books

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0928-

homo-solidaricus?

#0928 Homo Solidaricus

I denne episoden av #LØRN bokbad snakker,

Silvija Seres, med forfatter bak boken , 

Homo solidaricus - et oppgjør med myten om det

egoistiske mennesket, Wegard Harsvik.

SME
Perspective: Topic:

BOOKS

Homo solidaricus

Wegard

Harsvik
Forfatter

21.12.2020.

SME
Perspective: Topic:

BOOKS

AI. Myten om

maskinene

Morten

Goodwin
Forfatter

27.11.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0880-

morten-goodwin?

#0880 AI, myten om maskinene

I denne episoden av LØRN bokbad snakker,

Silvija Seres, med forfatter av boken 

AI. Myten om maskinene, Morten Goodwin.



SME
Perspective: Topic:

BOOKS

Vi er stjernestøv

Sunniva Rose
Fysiker

11.12.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0920-

sunniva-rose?

#0920 Vi er stjernestøv

I denne episoden av #LØRN bokbad snakker,

Silvija Seres, med fysiker og forfatter bak boken,

Vi er stjernestøv, Sunniva Rose.
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70,000 years ago there was a species,

consisting of scattered populations of a

few hundred individuals, who largely lived

peacefully in a corner of Africa. Today, the

species counts 9 billion and is about to

fundamentally change the planet. The

species in question is us. What we do to

the earth has an impact on a geological

time scale, over hundreds of thousands of

years. So extensive are the emissions of

greenhouse gases and the reduction of

the biodiversity we have stood for, over

just the course of a tiny moment in the

world's long history. Dag Olav Hessen,

biologist and professor at the University of

Oslo, Dag Olav Hessen has written the

book “The World at the Tipping Point”,

which deals with climate change and

environmental damage we are facing

today. It also addresses innovation and

whether technology has made the world a

better place. The book was awarded the

prestigious Brage Prize in the non-fiction

class, and Hessen was also awarded that

year's honorary prize. Dag O. Hessen

describes his motivations for writing

“The World at the Tipping Point”:

“The book was mostly written in 2019,
and it was first thought to be a
pamphlet, but ended up becoming a
whole book, because I wanted to make
known that our challenges do not
revolve around just climate and CO2,
but also around the loss of natural
ecosystems, species, and environments.
I wanted to communicate the
seriousness of the situation, and at the
same time state that the earth does not
perish. Additionally, the book also
discusses what kind of societal tipping
points we are in need of at the moment,
in order to counteract the tipping points
in climate and nature. There are many
dilemmas; just think of wind turbines. A
lot that is green from a point of view is
not green from another."

The biggest threat to the future
is the belief that someone else
will save it.

Our world at a
tipping point

Lørntopic: 1802

What kind of future societies
do we envision? Can we
really solve this by further
growth? 

The future human

With biotechnology, the rules of life

change. How far do you want to go? Until

now, the premises of life have been

absolute: it is needed a woman and a man

to make children. Luck and bad luck

decide the genetic lottery. We are all

going to die. But does it have to be that

way? Between the fear of designer

children and the dream of eternal life, it

happens major breakthroughs.

Biotechnology now allows us to override

biology in all phases of life and take

control of our own evolution. In this book,

Sigrid Bratlie and Hallvard Kvale explain, in

a simple and understandable way, how

new technology makes it possible to

change how we make children, how we

stay healthy, and for how long we can live.
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In addition, the authors discuss the

difficult ethical and societal questions of

conception, life, and death as supplied.

The development is both exciting and

frightening. Is it ourselves who must set

these new boundaries? The book helps

you to understand what happens and

enables you to think through your own

choices in any of the most important

questions that we soon are all going

to face. Author Sigrid Bratlie has a

background in molecular biology from the

University of Glasgow and the Imperial

College of London. She also has a Ph.D. in

cancer biology from the Department of

cancer research at Radiumhospitalet in

Oslo. She was awarded the Norwegian

H.M King's Gold Medal in 2015 for her

work. With this book, Bratlie explains how

she wants to create excitement and

curiosity about a man's fascinating biology

but at the same time encourage reflection

on what great responsibility we have, now

that biotechnology allows us to hack our

biology in all phases of life:

make in biotechnology today. When it
comes to my favorite examples from
our book, I have a lot of candidates, but
I can mention three that shows some of
the breadths of the book: 1) Gene
therapy has now cured patients with
severe genetic diseases by re-writing the
DNA in their cells (CRISPR and other
genetic technologies). That is, after 4
billion years of luck and bad luck in the
genetic lottery we can now affect it. 2)
There are jellyfish that can reverse their
aging process and go from well-adults to
becoming immature "teens" again.
This shows that aging is plastic and can
be manipulated - maybe also in
humans? 3) White nationalists in the
United States meet for collective milk
drinking to show their «racial
affiliation». This is based on a
misunderstood or distorted science of
genetics and origin and shows how
knowledge can be abused. The most
important point in the books is perhaps
that biotechnologies are not good or bad
in themselves (as the axis often goes in
the public debate), but tools that can be
used for good or less good purposes.
And to a greater extent, it is still you as
an individual who must make your own
choices when both the opportunities
and challenges appear boundless.”

“Few people can understand
how fundamentally we are about to
change the premises of our lives using
biotechnology. The course in human
evolution can change - for better or
worse - by the choices we as a society 

Over the past 50 years, new findings in

biology, behavioral science, and

economics have turned old ideas about

human beings on their heads. The notion

of Homo Economicus - the idea that we all

have narrow self-interest as our goal in

everything we do - has taken a particularly

hard hit. In this book, Wegard Harsvik

and Ingvar Skjerve shed light on the

opposite, Homo Solidaricus. The book

reckons with the idea that selfishness and

self-interest must prevail. It compiles new

evidence that shows that cooperation is a

fundamental characteristic of us as a

species. The authors show that this

must also have consequences for how we

discuss politics and create a good society.

Solidarity and community are not a

struggle against human nature. It is deeply

ingrained in us. The author of the book

"Homo solidaricus - a reckoning with the

myth of selfish man" Wegard Harsvik

states:
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"Man is a normal animal. This must
have an impact on how we build
our society. Too many people still
believe in the myth of homo
oeconomicus. This leads to all of us
making mistakes as a society and in our
working lives. We have an innate drive
to view others as either member of our
group or as outsiders. We are animals,
and being social is what makes us tick. It
takes a lot of learning from instincts to
build a functioning bureaucracy -
helping our loved ones is deep within
us. People are less likely to help if they
are paid to do so. Even in nature, there
is cooperation between different
animals - for example, between badger
and coyote. The most important rule of
thumb from our book is: the friendliest
survive! "

There are few technologies as mythical as

artificial intelligence. If we are to believe

the predictions, we will all soon be re-

placed by robots at work and wiped out 

by autonomous weapons over which we

have lost control. Fortunately, most of

them are made up. Today, artificial

intelligence can figure out what you get 

to do before you decide, help you find a

girlfriend, discover new kinds of anti-

biotics, and work as a psychologist. 

Yet the algorithms are far from error-

free. In the courtroom, they judge African

Americans more harshly than the rest of

the population, while other intelligent

robots give lectures praising Nazism. 

Self-driving cars incorrectly categorize

people as plastic bags - with potentially

tragic results. “AI. The Myth of Machines”

explains in an explanatory and humorous

way what artificial intelligence really is,

how the technology has evolved, what we

use AI for today, and what will soon be

possible with AI. He also explains what

fantasies are: For example, no one has

any idea how AI can achieve any kind of

consciousness, show any signs of being

alive, or even have a simple moral

compass.

 

Author Morten Goodwin has missed a

book of this sort that he has written

himself and believes that many of the

popular science books and artificial

intelligence documentaries build myths

around artificial intelligence. He doesn'tt

want to talk about AI mumbo-jumbo form-

ulas, but about our actual attempts to

create intelligence in machines.

Lørntopic : 18

AI - The myth of the
machines
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"I still want to have a reasonable

discussion about artificial intelligence.

There's a lot of talk about AI, but it's often

on the wrong premises. For example, AI is

often so exaggerated that it most closely

resembles a parody. In this book, I try to

dispel the myths about artificial intell-

igence. I start by explaining what artificial

intelligence is, and in doing so, lead a

meaningful discussion about artificial

intelligence for better or worse. This

involves the power of big tech giants, jobs

disappearing, China's surveillance, and

superintelligence. I want to talk about AI

not in terms of mumbo-jumbo formulas,

but as our actual attempts to create

intelligence in machines. I have missed a

book of this kind, which I have now written

myself. Many of the popular science

books and documentaries on artificial

intelligence build myths about artificial

intelligence is a little tired of artificial

intelligence being portrayed as super-

intelligent and that robots are going to

take over the world. This is intimidation

propaganda and often pure bullshit.

Documentaries like "Ihuman" and "Social

Dilemma" are typical examples of films

that present a negative and false image. 

 AI is an amazing tool, but it is far from

perfect. It's easy to measure intelligent

computer programs by an impossible

standard, whether it's self-driving cars,

hiring algorithms, talking robots, or AI-

based diagnostic tools. If some expect

error-free algorithms, they will only be

disappointed. Here are 3 myths I"ll try to

debunk: 1) We don't understand what AI

does: Many think we don't understand

how AI solves the tasks it handles.

However, we very much do. 2) AI quickly

becomes biased and discriminatory: There

are many examples of AI making mistakes.

3) AI will never be better than us humans:

We always hear "shit in, shit out". To a

certain extent, that's true, but AI is often

heralded. Artificially intelligent algorithms

can now perform tasks we could only

dream of a few years ago. The algorithms

can see, talk and play games - in many

cases better than us humans. Every AI

innovation is like a small step forward. We

don't have to become dystopian because

someone is using the algorithms for evil

purposes, and we don't have to give up

because AI sometimes fails. "

 "AI sometimes fails. We need to
remember that we already have
great benefits from AI that works
well. Subject after subject of
study is about to be
revolutionized. It is absolutely
not a myth that artificial
intelligence works and
revolutionizes."
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"The main thing I want to push with these
books is understanding of radioactivity and
radiation - there are a lot of myths and
misconceptions in nuclear physics and nuclear
power (originating in fear and a lot of anti-
propaganda at the end of the last century), so
the goal was to make it safer, to create
curiosity and interest in facts in a very exciting
and important area. Part of the climate debate
today is often not so much based on facts but
plays a lot on emotion and fear. It is important
that such big societal decisions are based on
facts. The UN climate panel is clear that
nuclear power is part of the solution, but there
is little discussion of this in Norway. Here are
three of my own favorite examples from the
book: 1) Atoms are small, and it's hard to grasp
how CRAZY small they actually are: A hair is
200,000 atoms wide, but the nucleus of the
atom is extremely much smaller than the
atom itself - if the nucleus of the atom is like a
grain of sand, the whole atom is the size of a
cruise ship. "2) We are actually stardust: all the
stuff/atoms we (and EVERYTHING on the
globe) are made of were created in stoe stars
out in space that eventually died and
exploded. 3) Everything alive is radioactive,
and so we get an extra dose of radiation when
we sleep with another human, for example."

 "We Are Stardust!" is a book about
everything you didn't know you wanted to
know about nuclear physics. About the
assassination of a Russian spy, the woman
behind the atomic bomb, why your kids
don't need iodine tablets in a nuclear war,
and how the dose of radiation you're
exposed to increases with the number 
you go to bed with. Sunniva Rose, Ph.D.,

physicist, and research communicator
makes nuclear physics just what it is: fun
and exciting.

Lørntopic : 18

We are stardust!
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Here is a list of all logos
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Guest collection

#0915

Rødt lys - det store

skatteranet

Marianne

Marthinsen
Det store
skatteranet

14.12.2020.

#0916

Sannheten

Knut Nærum

Sannheten

14.12.2020.

#0918

Cappelen Damm

Ole Gjems-Onstad
La gründere flytte

14.12.2020.

#0917

Tankesmien

Agenda

Kaia Storvik

Ensomhetens
Århundre

14.12.2020.

#0919

Alltid rabiat

Gard Paulsen
Alltid rabiat

14.12.2020.

#0920

Vi er stjernestøv

Sunniva Rose
Vi er stjernestøv

14.12.2020.

#0925

RESTART

Sveinung

Jørgensen og Lars

Jacob Pedersen
Bærekrafts—
eventyrere

15.12.2020.

#0930

Norsk Regnesentral

Unni Eikeseth
Norske
forskningsbragder

21.12.2020.

#0932

Superhjernen

Olav Schewe
Superhjernen

21.12.2020.

#0933

Grønn vekst for det

21. århundre

Per Espen Stoknes

Grønn vekst for det
21. århundre

19.8.2020.

#0935

Verden på

vippepunktet

Dag O. Hessen
Verden på
vippepunktet

7.1.2021.

#0934

Forretnings-

forståelse

Tale Skjølsvik

Forretnings—
forståelse

22.1.2021.

#0937

Staten og Dataen

Silvija Seres
Staten og Dataen

18.1.2021.

#0938

Norge i Europa

Lise Rye
Norge i Europa

25.1.2021.

#0941

Oppreist

Trine Skei Grande
Oppreist

27.1.2021.

#0879

Res Publica

Hilde Nagell
Digital revolusjon

1.12.2020.

#0874

Det store spillet

Bår Stenvik
Det store spillet

18.11.2020.

#0875

Prøvekaninene

Gaute Brochmann

De digitale
prøvekaninene

19.11.2020.

#0877

Digital Forretnings-

forståelse

Tarjei Heggernes
Den digitale
forståelsen

25.11.2020.

#0876

Døden minutt for

minutt

Arne Selvik

Et lysere syn på
døden

25.11.2020.

#0878

Cappelen Damm

Arne Krokan
Deiling, plattform,

tillit

1.12.2020.

#0880

AI, myten om

maskinene

Morten Goodwin
AI, myten om
maskinene

14.12.2020.

#0881

Om natten lyser

stjernene

Robert Steen
Om natten lyser
stjernene

7.12.2020.

#0892

Civita

Eirik Løkke
Privatliv i det
digitale samfunn

7.12.2020.
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#0947

Tankesmien

Skaperkraft

Catharina Drejer
#Slavetech

9.2.2021.

#0928

NTNU

Wegard Harsvik
Homo Solidaricus

21.12.2020.

#0929

Alt etter havet

Lasse W. Fosshaug
Alt etter havet

21.12.2020.

#0942

Impaktor

Jon Fredrik Alfsen
Endringsnøkkelen

27.1.2021.

#0943

Notatet - fra flau til

profesjonell lærer

Simen Spurkland
Notatet - fra flau til
profesjonell lærer

26.1.2021.

#0882

StartUp-Helvete

Nicolai Prydz
Startup-Helvete

14.12.2020.

#0890

Fremtids—

mennesket

Sigrid Bratlie
Fremtidsmennesket

4.12.2020.
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BUILDTECH
LØRNTOPIC 8
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What is 

BUILDTECH? 
"The term itself refers to the technical
processes, methods and equipment used in
the construction of buildings".
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PUBLIC

SECTOR

Perspective: Topic:

BUILDTECH

Fagskole i Østfold

Kristoffer Moe
Faglærer

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/289-

build-tech-kristoffer-moe-digitale-

byggeplasser

#0289 Digitale byggeplasser

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

faglærer i BIM, Kristoffer Moe, om bygnings-

informasjonsmodellering og hvordan dette kan

være kostnadsbesparende i byggeprosjekter

ved å effektivt hindre uenigheter og opplagte

feil. 
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STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

BUILDTECH

Futurehome

Erik

Stokkeland
CEO

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/359-

fra-smarte-produkter-til-smarte-

tjenester

#0359 Fra smarte produkter 

til smarte tjenester

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

CEO i futurehome, Erik Stokkeland, om hvordan

smarte hjem kommer til å gå fra smarte

produkter til smarte tjenester. 

SME
Perspective: Topic:

BUILDTECH

Unloc

Kris Riise
Medgründer og

CEO

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/440-

build-tech-kris-riise-vipps-for-nokler

#0440 Vipps for nøkler

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

Medgründer og CEO i Unloc Kris Riise  om

hvordan de utviklet den digitale nøkkelen og han

opplyser oss om hvordan vi kan skape mer frihet

med åpne dører for smarte løsninger.

 

SME
Perspective: Topic:

BUILDTECH

Securo

Frode Resve
Daglig Leder

06.07.2020.

Se episoden her:

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0706-

buildtech-frode-resve-innovasjon-i-en-

konservativ-bransje

#0706 Innovasjon i en 

konservativ bransje

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

daglig leder i Securo, Frode Resve om hvordan

man kan bruke innovasjon i en konservativ

bransje

Top cases in Buildtech
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SME
Perspective: Topic:

BUILDTECH

Kivijervi

Entreprenør AS

Eirik Kivijervi
CEO

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/453-

build-tech-eirik-kivijervi-digitalisering-

av-byggebransjen

#0453 Digitalisering av

byggebransjen

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

daglig leder og eier i Kivijervi Entreprenør AS,

Eirik Kivijervi, om digitalisering av byggebransjen.



Many people struggle to see financially

gain by spending extra time to build a

digital twin or BIM. The interesting thing

about all this is after all, there are huge

construction errors that happen all the

time, and no one puts a price on those.

The knowledge gap will widen and get

bigger. AI will come in much larger degree

to the construction industry. It is only to

begin to adapt, the world rarely goes

backwards. Public builders have become

better at setting requirements, which

means that we have come relatively far in

Norway. In Norway, it is possible to take a

BIM study, where you learn the practical

use of BIM. Not many countries have that.”

I started with BIM because I was trained

as a carpenter, but wanted to change my

career my path to something in data. BIM

is digital twins for the building industry. 

BIM is a new communication platform in

the construction industry. BIM allows for

those without professional background to

see the whole, at the same time as those

who have professionally background can

retrieve information, take out quantities,

and run different analyzes. BIM helps to

reduce misunderstandings both

interdisciplinary and within the same field. 

DIGITAL

CONSTRUCTION

SITES

The vocational school in Østfold offers

higher vocational education located at the

level of upper secondary education. The

vocational school's educations are short

and vocational courses based on trade /

journeyman's certificates, authorization or

at least five years of relevant practice.

Today, the school offers education within

technical subjects and health and

upbringing subjects. Vocational school in

Østfold currently has 40 dedicated

employees and just under 500 students. 

Kristoffer Moe is a teacher at the school in

Østfold and lectures on Building

Information Modeling (BIM), as well as

how this can be done with a high degree

of cost-saving, by effectively preventing

disagreements and obvious mistakes.

Kristoffer also discuss the technology of

"digital twins"   in more depth, and how

such models can be helpful in reducing

the number of errors or deviations

through a process: 
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The company futurehome wants to make

everyday life for people easier by creating

a more connected, safer and smarter way

of living, by using the product futurehome

as a hub for managing smart homes.

futurehome has invested in the markets

most advanced and feature-rich smart

home software available today.

Futurehome believes that the future

technology eventually will be open and

inclusive, so their system is designed to

connect with third-party products,

applications and integrations. CEO of

futurehome, Erik Stokkeland, tells how

smart homes will go from smart products

to smart services. futurehome's product is

a hub between products and services, and

Erik also explains why Norway is a unique

market for smart home manufacturers:

“Norwegians spend a lot of time and

money at home. Smart homes helps us to

simplify everyday life and gives you

increased security at home. 

When it comes to new technology in the

market, robot vacuum cleaners are

undoubtedly a favorite, which saves me a

lot of stress. From Norway are smart door

locks from companies such as ID-Lock

and Yale exciting. The ability to further

educate and specialize in all areas we

work in will be important, as well as

establishing more directions for

specialization. «Medium management » is

something we see disappearing in a very

large degree. We have relatively flat

organizational structures in Norway. This

is well suited to bringing out collective

innovation ability across several

specialities. ” 

FROM SMART PRODUCTS 

TO SMART SERVICES
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“New technology has contributed to smart
solutions and simpler life. However we are
still outside our door and wonder where we
left the key. Its about time we digitize keys.
The entrepreneurial environment is
growing rapidly. We have a fantastic
infrastructure to support young
entrepreneurs. I believe that we will see a
fantastic and radical innovation in the next
generation of entrepreneurs.”

“

With experience from the digital tech

industry, Unloc have designed their

company for creativity and human inter-

action. Unloc practice their modern way of

working in conservative industries where

many have become paralyzed by

indecision and inaction. Unloc allows you

to save time by opening doors with your

mobile phone. In addition, with Unloc you

can send perma—nent and temporary

keys – as simple as sending a text

message. The company was founded in

2017. CEO of Unloc, Kris Riise, talks about

how they developed the digital key by

observing how we stand outside our

doors wondering where we left our keys,

and enlightens us on how we can create

more freedom with open doors for smart

solutions:

AN “ON DEMAND”

-APP FOR KEYS 
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ASecuro produces fireproof air valves based on it recognized

Firebreather technology. Securo was founded in 2006 by Geir

Jensenm who after a long time in fire engineering and fire

counselingm felt that there was a need in the industry. "Protecting

people" is more than a slogan for Securo, it is something they

strive for in their everydaym through having the safest products

on the marketm and by continuously working for safer regulations

both nationally and internationally. General manager of Securo,

Frode Resve shares how Securo innovates for circularity in the

construction industry: “One should innovate with a view to

develop products that also develop industry. This has, for 

example Tesla made for the automotive industry,” he says. 

INNOVATION IN A

CONSERVATIVE INDUSTRY

“Some industries are very adaptable in
Norway. We must continue to put the
spotlight on this, and the authorities must
facilitate such. I think it is important for
everyone to have a relation to the
sustainability perspectives. If not all UN
goals are important, one should evaluate if
one should implement some of them.”

- Frode Resve, General manager of Secure

“
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#0217

NTNU

Eilif Hjelseth
Bruk BIM for å lære

bygg

19.8.2020.

#0264

OBOS

Henning Lunde
Smart living

19.8.2020.

#0266

Areo

Hans Kristian Grani
Bærekraftig bruk av

bygg

19.8.2020.

#0265

Multiconsult

Bernt Sverre
Mehammer
Samfunnsarkitektur

19.8.2020.

#0267

Spacemaker

Håvard Haukeland
AI i arkitektur og

eiendomsutvikling

19.8.2020.

#0271

AF Gruppen

Ronny Liverød
Too big to fail?

19.8.2020.

#0269

Block Watne

Benth Arthur Eik
Kundereisen

19.8.2020.

#0272

Statsbygg

Anett Andreassen
Digitalisering i

byggebransjen

19.8.2020.

#0270

Wheel.me

Atle Timenes
Smarte hjul

19.8.2020.

#0273

Construction City

Benedicte Økland
Byggenæringens

nye kunnskapspark

19.8.2020.

#0274

DNB ID Solutions

Jannicke Birkevold
Bygg for fremtiden

19.8.2020.

#0289

Fagskole i Østfold

Kristoffer Moe
Digitale

byggeplasser

19.8.2020.

#0336

Defigo AS

Joachim Stray
Finner opp

ringeklokken på

nytt

19.8.2020.

#0295

Niras

Johnny Rimestad
Sætre
Nye måter å

planlegge på

19.8.2020.

#0359

Futurehome

Erik Stokkeland
Fra smarte

produkter til smarte

tjenester

19.8.2020.

#0440

Unloc

Kris Riise
Vipps for nøkler

19.8.2020.

#0451

SmartDok AS

Bjørn Tore Hagberg
Tech 70°N

19.8.2020.

#0453

Kivijervi
Entreprenør AS

Eirik Kivijervi
Digitalisering av

byggebransjen

19.8.2020.

#0452

Smart Construction
Cluster SA

Tor Arne Bellika
Digital tvilling og

klynger

19.8.2020.

#0474

Logiq AS

Knut Rosness
Vi må bruke det vi

har til å få til noe

nå!

19.8.2020.

#0505

Rapp Bomek

Jan Eirik Karlsen
Produkter og

løsninger som

sikrer liv og helse i

det offentlige rom

19.8.2020.

#0593

FeC

Kathrine Molvik
Digitalisering og

sveising

19.8.2020.

#0706

Securo

Frode Resve
Innovasjon i en

konservativ bransje

6.7.2020.

#0651

Tronrud Eiendom

Haakon Tronrud
Brett opp

skjorteermene –

også på t-skjorta….

19.8.2020.

#0708

SafeRock

Espen Lea
Gjenbruk innen

masser

6.7.2020.

#0735

Nymo

Øyvind Riiber Boye
Rigger Nymo for

fremtiden

23.6.2020.

Guest collection
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CLEANTECH
LØRNTOPIC 9
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CLEANTECH is any process, product, or service
that reduces the negative environmental impacts
through significant energy efficiency improvements.
This includes sustainable use of resources, 
or conducting environmental protection activities.

What is 

CLEANTECH? 
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PUBLIC SECTOR
Perspective: Topic:

CLEANTECH

Norsk olje og gass

Hildegunn T.

Blindheim
Direktør Klima og

Miljø

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/217-iot-

eilif-hjelseth-bruk-bim-

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/430-

clean-tech-hildegunn-t-blindheim-

lavutslippsteknologi-a-laere-bygg

#0430 Lavutslippsteknologi 

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

direktør for klima og miljø i Norsk olje og gass,

Hildegunn T. Blindheim.

STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

CLEANTECH

SustainableInsight

Susanne

Gløersen
Founder and

Sustainability

Strategist

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/438-

clean-tech-susanne-gloersen-

greentech-redefined

#0438 Greentech redefined

Having worked with sustainable investing and

most recently a sustainability strategist for years

across the ecosystem of finance, Founder and

Sustainability Strategist at SustainableInsight,

Susanne Gløersen, talks about the green

solutions of the future.
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Top cases in Cleantech

ENTERPRISE
Perspective: Topic:

CLEANTECH

Norsk Gjenvinning

Adis Cengic
Fabrikksjef

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/458-

det-finnes-ikke-soppel-mer

#0458 Det finnes ikke søppel mer.

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

Fabrikksjef hos Norsk Gjenvinning, Adis Cengic.

RESEARCH
Perspective: Topic:

CLEANTECH

SINTEF

Maria Barrio
Forskningssjef

05.08.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0674-

cleantech-maria-barrio-nye-

muligheter-for-verdiskaping-i-norge

#0674  Nye muligheter for

verdiskaping i Norge 

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

forskningsleder i SINTEF, Maria Barrio.



SME
Perspective: Topic:

CLEANTECH

SALT

Kjersti Eline

Tonnessen

Busch
Gründer og daglig

leder

14.05.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0664-

oceantech-kjersti-eline-tonnessen-

busch-framtidstro-for-havet

#0664 Framtidstro for havet

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

gründer og daglig leder i SALT, Kjersti Eline

Tønnessen Busch.
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Norwegian Oil and Gas (formerly

Norwegian Oil Industry Association, OLF)

is an interest and employer organization

for oil companies and subcontractors

involved in the oil business on the Nor-

wegian continental shelf. Norwegian Oil

and Gas works to further develop a

competitive oil and gas industry in

Norway. Norwegian Oil and Gas also

develops guidelines for the oil and gas

industry, such as advice and recomm-

endations on how companies can best

deal with various issues. Hildegunn T.

Blindheim, Director of Climate and

Environment at Norwegian Oil and Gas,

became interested in physics and

environmental issues when she studied

astrophysics. Since then, she has gained

solid experience in the oil and gas indus-

try and has previously worked for both

Norwegian Environment Agency and

Norwegian Institute for air research. At

Norwegian Oil and Gas, she helps the oil

and gas industry deploy technologies that

reduce greenhouse gas emissions in both

production and end use. She explains why 

carbon capture and storage (CCS) is so

important in the fight to meet climate

targets: "Since we are and will be

dependent on oil and gas for a long time, it

is absolutely necessary to develop

technologies that reduce emissions both

at production and end use. If not, if we

don't meet the climate targets we've set.

This is exciting because the industry has

competencies and technologies that can

contribute to solving the climate

challenge, while at the same time giving

the world's population the energy it needs.

Norway is a world leader in low emissions

in the petroleum sector, CO2 capture and

storage. Equinor is committed to

hydrogen from natural gas as an energy in

the European energy mix. Norway has a

unique opportunity to develop techno-

logies and solutions that are very impor-

tant for meeting climate targets and

meeting the world's energy needs. 

Then we must have authorities that think

beyond electoral periods and annual state

budgets and focus on industry and jobs

that make a very important contribution to

the climate targets, both nationally and

internationally.

SustainableInsight is an advisoryfocused

company dedicated to unlocking the

commercial and financial opportunities of

sustainability. They formed to help asset

managers, investors and businesses

pioneer, capitalize, commercialize and

invest in sustainability. SustainableInsight

has a particular passion for venture

capital, private equity and supporting

HNWI. Susanne Gløersen, Founder and

Sustainability Strategist at Sustainable-

Insight, has worked for years in sustain-

able investing and most recently as a

sustainability strategist in the financial

ecosystem and talks about the green

solutions of the future. As an expert in

sustainable investing, she believes that

sustainability and technology are

converging to disrupt most sectors and

systems to create the future of tomorrow.

"I have spent years working with sustain-

able investing and most recently as a

sustainability strategist across the

financial ecosystem. Now I run my own

consultancy, SustainableInsight. My 

path into the tech industry was through

sustainability. I realized that most green 

Low emission
technology

Greentech redefined

Lørntopic: 1802
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solutions across sectors and systems are

driven by technology. Sustainability and

technology are converging to make

sectors and systems more efficient,

productive and well-functioning, with less

environmental impact. There are so many

exciting technologies and growth markets

to invest in, and it's motivating to get a

glimpse of how the convergence of

sustainability and technology will shape

our future. We'll see drones flying people

and farming farmland, vertical farming,

mostly lab-grown meat - and so much

more. We can't just romanticize about

technology. New technologies alone will

not save us. We must also change mind-

sets and practices, and not squander

gains in energy efficiency."

SINTEF is one of the largest independent

research institutes in Europe. Its 2,000

employees deliver applied research,

technology, innovation, knowledge and

solutions to customers large and small

around the world. SINTEF has leading

international expertise in technology,

natural and social sciences. The Head of

Research at SINTEF, Maria Barrio, has a

degree in Mechanical Engineering and a

PhD in Bioenergy. She currently leads a

group of 10 researchers working on

water-related challenges. In the student

research project "Roadmap for the

business community of the future", they

are exploring technologies, resources and

knowledge that can develop entirely new

industries and value chains in Norway. "It is

important to pay attention to what

conditions Norway has to realize different

new value chains. This requires insight

into where we are today, what the

competitive situation is, what barriers

need to be broken down and what i

SALT is an independent expertise

company with knowledge about and for

the coast. SALT provides research,

consultancy and dissemination services

related to the sea and the coast. Their

expertise spans marine ecosystems,

coastal industries and entrepreneurship -

with leading expertise on northern issues.

Founder and CEO of SALT, Kjersti Eline

Tønnessen Busch has a PhD in aqua-

culture and is passionate about making

our seas and coasts cleaner. Based in

Lofoten, she runs SALT, which provides

research, consultancy and dissemination

services related to the sea and coast.

Kjersti talks about how SALT has mapped

marine litter along beaches in Norway: We

believe that the work we do is important

and that it is indeed possible 

Lørntopic: 1802

ncentives are needed to realize a value

chain," says Barrio. "Sustainability in itself

can be a dilemma, that is, how can we take

into account all three dimensions of

sustainability: the environmental, the

social and the economic."

New opportunities
for value creation in
Norway

Belief in the future of
the sea
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 throughout Norway. The head office is

located in Lysaker outside Oslo, and in

addition they have companies in Sweden,

Denmark and on United Kingdom. The

operations manager of Norsk Gjenvinning,

Adis Cengic, is a trained engineer and

head of Norsk Gjenvinning, tells more

about how Norsk Gjenvinning works, how

they organize the robots to make each

other smarter, and why he believes there

is "no more waste": In a world overflowing

with trash, there is no more trash. I am

very fortunate to be part of a team that

makes circular economy happen every

day. Our spring mission is to take waste to

the people and magically (through

processes, technology and skilled colle-

agues) transform it into raw materials for

new products. We recently opened the

world's first fully digital sorting facility. The

Triangle Collaboration and its Norwegian

model are the best foundation to become

the technology leader. Waste really does

not exist any longer. 

to implement the changes needed to

ensure that tomorrow's world is even

better than today's world. Our three

business areas are 'marine litter', 'marine

management' and 'forward-thinking

coastal communities'. We have mapped

the litter on beaches in Lofoten, Finnmark,

Agder and Novaja Semlja. Volunteers

gather to clean up beaches, such as at

Afroz Shah in Mumbai. Sustainability is

important for public health and SALT's

motto is: "Believe in the future of the sea,

the coast and the people".

Norsk Gjenvinning is Norway's largest

provider of recycling and environmental

services. As a group, Norsk Gjenvinning

has the ambition to be the best player in

the industry when it comes to susta-

inability. In recent years they have

positioned themselves in the sustainable

development and circular economy of 

the  future. Norwegian Recycling has the

largest geographical coverage in the

industry with approximately 50 plants

Lørntopic: 1802

There is no waste 
no more
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Guest collection

#0167

Ruter og WWF

Frode Hvattum

Total Energy

Efficiency

19.8.2020.

#0326

Spot on Shop

Bent Sondre

Nielsen

Matsvinn i

dagligvarebransjen

19.8.2020.

#0367

TotalCtrl

Charlotte Aschim

Bærekraftig

verdikjede

19.8.2020.

#0351

Too Good To Go

Bendik Walderhaug

Ikke vær lat - redd

mat

19.8.2020.

#0377

Restarters Norway

Kaja Juul Skarbø

Reparasjonsmagi

som fikser

fremtiden

19.8.2020.

#0438

SustainableInsight

Susanne Gløersen

Greentech

redefined

19.8.2020.

#0391

Empower

Wilhelm Myrer

Et globalt

pantesystem

19.8.2020.

#0458

Norsk Gjenvinning

Adis Cengic

Det finnes ikke

søppel mer

19.8.2020.

#0430

Norsk olje og gass

Hildegunn T

Blindheim

Lavutslipps—

teknologi

19.8.2020.

#0466

Re-Turn AS

Stein Dietrichson

Resirkulering av

plast

19.8.2020.

#0609

SINTEF Industri

Malin Torsæter

Forskning for en

grønnere

oljeindustri

19.8.2020.

#0611

SINTEF

Vibeke Stærkebye

Nørstebø

Sirkulær økonomi i

fremtiden

19.8.2020.

#0667

Westregruppen

Kaj B. Westre

Bærekraft som

nasjonalt

konkurransefortrinn

5.8.2020.

#0664

SALT

Kjersti Eline

Tonnessen Busch

Framtidstro for

havet

14.5.2020.

#0670

Iris- Salten iKS

Leif-Magne

Hjelseng

Innovasjon fra Bodø

5.8.2020.

#0705

Innherreds
Renovasjon IKS

Geir Tore Leira

Sirkularitet i

kommunalt avfall

6.7.2020.

#0674

SINTEF

Maria Barrio

Nye muligheter for

verdiskaping i

Norge

5.8.2020.

#0788

Miljødirektoratet

Janne Ovrebo

Bohnhorst

fagdirektør

4.9.2020.
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CYBERSEC
LØRNTOPIC 10
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What is 

CYBERSEC? 
CYBERSEC, also called computer security, is the
information technology security or IT security, that is
protecting computer systems against theft or damage,
to hardware, software or electronic data, as well as
from disruption or distraction of the services they
provide. At the moment this is one of the biggest
challenges in the modern world.
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ENTERPRISE
Perspective: Topic:

CYBERSEC

PwC

Frode

Hommedal
Technical Director
of Cybersecurity

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/324-
cyber-sec-frode-hommedal-state-of-
cyber-security

#0324 State of Cyber Security

Technical Director of Cybersecurity at PwC, Frode
Hommedal, tells us about the state of cybersecurity,
sustainable digitization, and threats to our individual
autonomy and democratic processes on this
episode of #LØRN with Silvija.

#0331 Security that supports

business, technology and innovation

ENTERPRISE
Perspective: Topic:

CYBERSEC

PwC

Monica Verma
Head of Cloud
Security

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/331-
security-that-supports-business-
technology-and-innovation

In this #LØRN episode, Silvija talks with Head of
Cloud Security at PwC Norway, Monica Verma,
about how security is more than just a means of
“restricting things”. 

SME
Perspective: Topic:

CYBERSEC

Jazz Networks

Nils Roald
Salgsdirektør i
Norge og Island

19.08.2020

#0570 Innsidetrusler: mye mere

enn en spionroman

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/570-
cybersec-nils-roald-innsidetrusler-mye-
mere-enn-en-spionroman

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
salgsdirektør i Norge og Island for Jazz Networks,
Nils Roald, om hvordan vi kan lære folk å tenke på
cybersecurity på en overkommelig måte, med
teknologi som ikke bare er laget for eksperter, av
eksperter.

ENTERPRISE
Perspective: Topic:

CYBERSEC

Sopra Steria

Jørgen Rørvik
Security Operation
Center (SOC)

19.08.2020

#0526 Cyber security, hvorfor ble

det så vanskelig?

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/529-
cybersec-jorgen-rorvik-cyber-
security-hvorfor-ble-det-sa-vanskelig

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
leder for Cyber Security i Sopra Steria DPS,
Jørgen Rørvik.

Top cases in Cybersec
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RESEARCH
Perspective: Topic:

CYBERSEC

NTNU i Gjøvik

Gaute

Wangen
Seniorrådgiver for
digital Sikkerhet

19.08.2020

#0627 Risikostyring 

av digital sikkerhet.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/627-
cybersec-gaute-wangen-risikostyring-
av-digital-sikkerhet

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
Seniorrådgiver hos NTNU Digital Sikkerhet i
Gjøvik, Gaute Wangen, om hvordan vi bør jobbe
med informasjonssikkerhet og risikostyring.



NTNU in Gjøvik is part of the Norwegian

University of Technology and Science

(NTNU). NTNU in Gjøvik is a direct

continuation of Gjøvik University College

(HiG) and was officially established on 1

January 2016, as HiG, Ålesund University

College (HiÅ), Sør-Trøndelag University

College (HiST) and NTNU merged into one

university called Norway University of

Science and Technology. The senior

advisor at NTNU Digital Security in Gjøvik,

Gaute Wangen, discusses how we should

work with information security and risk

management. Gaute Wangen talks about

the intersection between openness and

the culture of sharing in academia and the

demands of cybersecurity, and how these

can run into conflicts of interest. He shares

experiences and views on what is

important in this evolution, should it be

possible to maintain a high level of
security in digital security: I am conser-
vative in my belief in technology and how
much it can solve. I look at the digital
security space and many of the problems
we have now are

Risk management of

digital security

the same ones we have struggled with for
40 years. The knowledge that is relevant
for the future will be the foundation. In
Norway, we are good at talking openly
about security incidents, sharing data, 
and discussing the consequences of
cybersecurity in society. In addition, data
protection is strong in Norway. The main
point overall is that risk management is a
process, not a risk assessment."

"There are many dilemmas within my field,
but the one I find most interesting right
now is the culture of openness and
sharing in academia in meeting cyber-
security requirements. Here are common
areas of conflict and boundaries that need
to be eroded here. The understanding of
the issues we face, I will contend, is
generally low and there is a great conflict
of interest in play. We did a fun project in
the last few years on root cause analysis
of lost passwords. That was basically an
undergraduate thesis that ended up in an
academic article. That project also gave us
a thorough basis for decision-making, and
we measure the results of the measures
that we put in place. We also then did
projects on event data analysis, dark
figure collection, OSINT, safety culture,
and x number of risk assessments.

Jazz Networks provides cybersecurity that

protects what matters most to businesses 

- the people, the data, and the reputation.
Jazz Networks proved the platform
superiority after 2 years of development
when they won the 2019 US Cyber
Command competition against mature and
well-known online vendors and consulting
firms. Together with sister company Vaion,
Jazz Networks creates a complete
ecosystem to protect people, assets, and
LØRN SONT businesses.

Nils Roald, Sales Director in Norway and
Iceland for Jazz Networks, discusses
how we can affordably teach people to

Insider threats -

much more than a

spy novel
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think about cybersecurity with technology

that is not just made for experts, but by

experts: we are making a security

platform that can detect and stop insider

threats. We try to help employees not

make mistakes while exposing them for

intentionally violating internal security

rules or external regulations for one

reason or another. This helps companies

protect their employees, data, and

reputation. 

We work with:

1) simplification: the lack of expertise in

cybersecurity is great, and most products

are made by experts for experts. And 2),

detection: protecting against malicious

but seemingly legitimate use of IT

resources.

"I used to deal with protecting against
malicious hackers from the outside,
whereas in Jazz I mainly work with
those already on the inside; employees,
partners, board members, attackers with
stolen user accounts, etc., because they
already have privileged access to your
sensitive data and systems. This is where
the security industry is not yet focused
enough. Just since last fall, several large
IT companies, whose defense
capabilities are far beyond what you
would normally find in Norway, have
been exposed to successful data
breaches by insiders. We are good at
niches in these areas in Norway but
have an economic basis to spread across
all categories. Especially with sources
from offshore technology, simulation,
and in the future artificial intelligence.
Protecting employees and training them
for better safety hygiene is perhaps the
best investment you can make. Then
employees become a part of your cyber
defense. Cybersecurity is about
preparing for what is next, not what was
the latest."

Sopra Steria is Norway's leading digital

consultancy, helping large private and

public companies take the digital lead with

a desire to create value for customers and

society. Sopra Steria aims to contribute to

a better and more sustainable future and

in Norway, the company has 1800 empl-

oyees who have not only secured an

annual turnover of 2.7 billion in 2019, but

have also ensured that Sopra Steria has

been ranked as Norway's best place to

work for the last 4 years. Headquartered at

the top of the Post Office in central Oslo,

the company also has offices in Trond-

heim and Stavanger. The head of Cyber

Security in Sopra Steria DPS, Jørgen

Rørvik, discusses how security in digital

systems affects your security and mine,

and how important it is for main-taining

society-critical functions in a digitalized

Norway. How did we end up with so many

security incidents? And how do we deal

with them - from a security point of view? 

Cybersecurity -

how did it get so

difficult?
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"Security in digital systems is important.
It affects your security and mine and is
essential for maintaining society-critical
functions in a digitalized Norway. The
industry always tries to put functionality
and simplicity before good, secure
solutions. Security doesn't have to be
compromised with sexy and "smooth"
solutions, but it becomes difficult if
security is ultimately to be paramount.
Understanding the value chains of their
critical systems will be quite critical
going forward. This is especially true as
we introduce new technologies that
coexist with legacy systems. For
example, 5G on top of today's data
center. We are moving towards a good
culture for sharing about security and
security incidents in Norway. This
makes it easier to be successful. The
industry collectively has a huge skills
gap and resource needs, then we don't
share - we collectively lose. We also
have a very good NSM that shares
frequently.

"All companies with digital assets have
to put their systems into multiple
categories, and for the systems that are
in the business-critical category, you
really have to take on the task of
understanding and monitoring the
entire value chain if you're going to be
ready to fight the threat environment of
today and tomorrow."

“ “
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PwC is an international network with over

250,000 employees worldwide. The head

office is located in New York. Yet they

have 28 offices across Norway. With top

global and local talent, they can help your

business with advisory, audit, accounting,

tax, and legal services. They help both the

public and private sectors achieve their

goals. The head of Cloud Security at PwC

Norway, Monica Verma talks about how

security is more than just a means of

"limiting things." It's about enabling

business and innovation and, more

importantly, building customer trust and

experience. "Digitization, cloud and

innovation have been and continue to be

part of the rapid evolution of technology

and business to help customers be better,

safer, and more innovative," says Verma.

"Companies want to innovate and

outperform their competitors, but few are

willing to change the way they do things. 

Cybersec has been at the center of

several significant events recently,

including the IoT hacks against critical

infrastructures such as the U.S. power 

grid and a Norwegian aluminum plant, 

and Facebook's struggle with a precip-

itous drop in customer confidence and

stock price. Security is more than just

"restricting things". It's about enabling

business, innovation, and, more import-

antly, customer trust and experience.

Security is increasingly needed to enable

businesses to do things today that they

couldn't do yesterday.

A security that

supports business,

technology, and

innovation

a) How to build security and privacy is

by design and standard to enable

business, b) How to better invest in

protecting operational technology (OT)

and critical infrastructure, and c) How

to leverage cloud security for business

and innovation.

When it comes to competencies for

the future, I think the most important

ones are: 

"Massive data collection and
machine learning by cynical actors
threaten our individual autonomy
and democratic processes. We need
to understand what sustainable digi-
tization looks like and start working
towards it," he says.

“

Techincal Director of Cybersecurity at

PwC, Frode Hommedal, talks about the

state of cybersecurity, sustainable

digitalization and threats to our individual

autonomy and democratic processes.

Frode is helping PwC build a team that will

in many ways be an "enhanced CAC for

hire" and provides insight into PwS's

technology focus:

State of cyber

security
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"Everyone wants to use data, but few are interested in talking about where
excessive use of data can lead us as a society. And threat denial, where there is
an incredible number of people trying to pretend the world is a much nicer
place to not think about it. Internationally, it's good to see the authorities in
the UK giving a lot of good, concrete advice on security through the GCHQ
front NCSC. Nationally, I think it's very positive that Telenor has decided to
take action on security, and I'm impressed with Mnemonic. The threat
situation is escalating. Huge data collection combined with ML / AI and
cynical actors is a threat to individual autonomy and democratic processes.
None of this is sustainable, and that's why we need to work for under-standing
and sustainable digitization."

“
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Guest collection

#0155

Institutt for

matematiske fag,

NTNU

Kristian Gjøsteen
Kryptologi

19.8.2020.

#0256

Atea Norway

Thomas Tømmernes
IT-bransjens

fabeldyr

19.8.2020.

#0180

Tussa IKT

Vigleik Hustadnes
Sikkerhetsstyring

19.8.2020.

#0257

DNV GL

Elisabet Haugsbø
Cybersecurity ICS

testing

19.8.2020.

#0213

Norsk Hydro

Anders Strangstad
Cybersikkerhet i

praksis

19.8.2020.

#0259

Telenor

Richard Skjærstad
Cybersecurity - en

kulturreise

19.8.2020.

#0210

ABB AS

Judith Rossebø
Kunnskap —

viktigste forsvar

19.8.2020.

#0258

Mnemonic

Tønnes
Ingebrigtsen
Trusseletterretning

19.8.2020.

#0218

Cybereason

Vegard Guttormsen
Cybersikkerhet i

praksis

19.8.2020.

#0260

Nord & Bremtun

Erik Nord
Cybersikkerhet — et

topplederansvar

19.8.2020.

#0252

Secure Practice

Erlend Gjære
Sikkerhet og folk

19.8.2020.

#0225

Storebrand

Bjørn Watne
Tre dimensjoner av

sikkerhet

19.8.2020.

#0324

PwC

Frode Hommedal
State of Cyber

Security

19.8.2020.

#0253

Næringslivets

Sikkerhetsråd

Jack Fischer Eriksen
Risikolandskapet

19.8.2020.

#0228

Nagarro

Ryan Mattinson
Etisk hacking

19.8.2020.

#0255

TietoEVRY

Jens Kristian
Skårerverket
Breaching the wall

19.8.2020.

#0254

Visma

Hans Petter Holen
Helhetlig sikkerhet

19.8.2020.

#0331

PwC

Monica Verma
Security that

supports business,

technology and

innovation

19.8.2020.

#0364

Signicat

Jon Ølnes
eID

19.8.2020.

#0526

Sopra Steria

Jørgen Rørvik
Cyber security,

hvorfor ble det så

vanskelig?

19.8.2020.

#0572

Sopra Steria

Lillian Rostad
(U)sikre produkter

og tjenester

19.8.2020.

#0596

Knowit

Cecilie Wian
Utfordre antagelser

19.8.2020.

#0627

NTNU i Gjøvik

Gaute Wangen
Risikostyring av

digital sikkerhet.

19.8.2020.

#0605

Helhetlig 

IT-sikkerhet

Maria Bartnes
Helhetlig IT-

sikkerhet

19.8.2020.

#0570

Jazz Networks

Nils Roald
Innsidetrusler: mye

mere enn en

spionroman

19.8.2020.

#0212

KPMG og

Direktoratet for 

e-helse

Tor Indstøy &
Pejman Heibø-
Bagheri
Cybersikkerhet

19.8.2020.
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DEFTECH, or defense technology, is the application
of technology for use in warfare. It comprises the kinds
of technology that are distinctly military in nature
and not civilian in application, usually because they
lack useful or legal civilian applications, or are
dangerous to use without appropriate military
training.

What is 

DEFTECH? 
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PUBLIC SECTOR
Perspective: Topic:

DEFTECH

Forsvarsmateriell

Erik Brede
Senioringeniør

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/379-

def-tech-erik-brede-drone-som-

brevdue

#0379 Drone som brevdue

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

Leder for informasjonssikkerhet i Tussa IKT,

Vigleik Hustadnes, om hvorfor sikkerhetsstyring

er moro og viktig.

RESEARCH
Perspective: Topic:

DEFTECH

Forsvarets

forskningsinstitutt

Jens Inge

Hyndøy
Forskningsleder

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/389-

def-tech-jens-inge-hyndoy-

innovasjonsaktiviteter

#0389 Innovasjonsaktiviteter 

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

forskningsleder for Forsvarets forskningsinstitutt

(FFI), Jens Inge Hyndøy.

PUBLIC SECTOR
Perspective: Topic:

DEFTECH

Forsvarsmateriell

Petter Moe
Programdirektør

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/529-

funker-ikke-gamle-maten-ma-du-ikke-

prove-hardere-du-ma-prove-noe-

annet

#0529 Funker ikke “gamle måten”

må du ikke prøve hardere, du må

prøve noe annet!

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

programdirektør i Forsvarsmateriell, Petter Moe. 

RESEARCH
Perspective: Topic:

DEFTECH

Forsvarets

forskningsinstitutt

Torbjørn

Skauli
Sjefsforsker

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/381-

def-tech-torbjorn-skauli-kameraer-

som-ser-det-usynlige

#0381 Kameraer som ser det

usynlige

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

sjefsforsker ved Forsvarets forskningsinstitutt,

Torbjørn Skauli. 

Top cases in Deftech



The defense material is responsible for

providing the Armed Forces with relevant

and current material. Defense Materiel 

is tasked with advising, investing, and

managing equipment throughout the 

life of the defense. The aim is to ensure

performance, technical availability, 

and security in accordance with laws,

regulations, and other requirements. 

This applies to everything from the

soldier's personal clothing to tanks,

submarines, fighter jets, and techno-

logical solutions. Program Director in

Defense Equipment, Petter Moe, explains

what it takes to be the defense capable

multi-dimensional defender:

"Recently, we ran the MAST program

through the procurement process. We

realized that the old way with traditional

competition in procurement was not

delivering forward-looking solutions, we

saw ourselves opening up and asking

more open questions of industry. Then we

also found a new way to do it. The big

cloud platforms offer wonderful

opportunities, but it's a winner-take-all

setup, so as a nation and people we need

to think about who we are and what our

value proposition is. And then

we need to think about how we deal with

the fact that all technology fails

sometimes. If the old way of approaching

a problem doesn't work, the solution is not

to keep trying, you have to try something

else.”

The Norwegian Defense Research

Establishment (FFI) conducts applied

research and development for Norway to

have an effective and relevant defense, a

secure society, and competitive defense

industry. The head of research at the

Norwegian Defense Research Establish-

ment (FFI), Jens Inge Hyndøy, has been

with FFI since early 2000. He has been

part of the Army's development environ-

ment and is concerned with the use of

technology to make military units more

efficient in their missions. Jens talks about

how we can create effective techno-

logical solutions for the guard teams at our

military airports: We organize the inter-

action between industrial actors, resear-

chers, and military mission testers. Exper-

ience shows that activities in which these

three parties actively participate have a

very high success rate. Specifically, we

have a responsibility to accommodate

small and mediumsized enterprises that,

for example, have interesting technology

but lack the resources for an effective

development race. 

"Security is about preparing to be
attacked, and then resisting. It's like

chess, but with a lot more options, and a
lot more to win and lose," he says.

Trying 

something else Innovation activities
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Digital networking of sensor systems and

weapon control systems appears to be

the key to fully leveraging Armed Forces

investments in materials and departments.

In addition, it is a matter of being able to

operate many of the end systems fully or

partially autonomously. The Norwegian

technology environment has solutions that

are world-class, and we have a chance to

come out early with good solutions for the

Armed Forces industry to sell overseas.

Fear of AI-controlled weapons systems

going haywire and firing on their own

forces and civilians stops powerful

investment in systems like those

Norwegian Armed Forces can offer huge

improvements at a relatively reasonable

price. We are looking at how we can

create effective technological solutions

for the guard teams at our military airports. 

These include various sensor solutions,

situational awareness networks, and

remotely controlled weapon systems. 

We have niches where the Norwegian

industry has already delivered well and

where it is still expanding. However, the

likely close, trusting interaction. between

developers 

“
Cameras who spot

the invisible

and users is the key to rapid innovation

and highly functional solutions.

 I dare to say that we are good - not

despite the fact that we are small, but

precisely because we are small. It's easy

to gain trust, and we have relatively simple

bureaucratic mechanisms compared to

competing nations."

"The combination of optics and IT is
constantly opening up new possibilities,
and at the same time optics is a vivid
and exciting part of physics. It becomes
exciting when discussing the future of
AI and new interpretations of quantum
mechanics. In addition to global issues
of consumption, inequality, pollution,
and resource depl-etion. Norsk Elektro
Optikk is recognized as producing the
best hyperspectral cameras. There is
also a lot of other value creation in
optics, such as at Tomra and Kongsberg.
Optics is an exciting part of physics with
great potential for utility and value
creation."

The Armed Forces Research Institute's

most important task is to utilize new

technology so that the defense does not

fall behind. Chief researcher at The Armed

Forces Research Institute, Torbjørn Skauli,

talks about technologies where light is

used as a carrier of information and how

developments in this field can lead to

revolutionary new applications:

Rocketfuel

Chief researcher at the Armed Forces

Research Institute, Erik Unneberg, has a

Ph.D. in chemistry and has always been

interested in how everything is connected

and can be explained. He explains why it is

important for missiles to have smokeless

propellant and how we can increase the

range of the missiles:
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We are producing new knowledge from

which the Norwegian Armed Forces and

Norwegian industry can benefit in future

products. We are also working to ensure

that we know the field so well that we can

give good advice to the Norwegian

authorities on defense technology. We

need to understand the basics to get

started. Then we develop the technology

step by step, all the time, to understand

the physics and chemistry behind it. One

dilemma is whether to publish, patent, or

keep quiet about what you have

researched. One project we are working

on with Nammo Raufoss is rocket engines

that provide an increased range for the

rocket. This is done by using oxygen from

the atmosphere to burn the propellant. It is

important to have a solid understanding of

the chemistry and physics behind the

technology, but also how quantum

mechanical calculations can predict a

range of properties to high-energy

materials. 

"I think it is rewarding to be involved
in the development of technologies that
can be used to search the seabed for
shipwrecks, wreckage, deposited
garbage, and other interesting or
important things. Norway has a
world-leading industry developing
underwater robots and sonars, such as
Kongsberg Maritime in collaboration
with FFI. Norway is also a world
leader in offshore technology and
marine research."

This field is developing rapidly as

computers get more computing power,

algorithms get better and software gets

more user-friendly. One of the reasons

why Norway is good is that we have a

high level of expertise, besides that we

have short communication lines. It is a

short way from the drawing board to the

laboratory and production. Although

Norway is not a big nation in terms of

population, we get a lot in the areas we

focus on.

 

Search in the 

depths of the sea

Chief researcher at Research Institute of

the Norwegian Armed Forces and

professor II at UiO, Roy Edgar Hansen, has

a Ph.D. in physics from the University of

Tromsø and has been fascinated by

science and technology since childhood.

Roy talks about his autonomous

submarine and the importance of

developing underwater robots to better

understand the ocean floor. Large parts of

the ocean depths have not been explored.

“
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Guest collection

#0354

FFI

Morten Nakjem

Selvkjørende

minerydder

19.8.2020.

#0370

Forsvarets
forskningsinstitutt

Erik Unneberg

Rakettdrivstoff

19.8.2020.

#0381

Forsvarets
forskningsinstitutt

Torbjørn Skauli

Kameraer som ser

det usynlige

19.8.2020.

#0379

Forsvarsmateriell

Erik Brede

Drone som brevdue

19.8.2020.

#0389

Forsvarets
forskningsinstitutt

Jens Inge Hyndøy

Innovasjon-

saktiviteter

19.8.2020.

#0529

Forsvarsmateriell

Petter Moe

Funker ikke “gamle

måten” må du ikke

prøve hardere, du

må prøve noe

annet!

19.8.2020.

#0373

Forsvarets
forskningsinstitutt

Jonas Moen

Svermteknologi

19.8.2020.
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DRONETECH
LØRNTOPIC 12
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What is 

DRONETECH? 
DRONETECH is based on the drone, which is 
an unmanned aircraft that can be controlled
remotely or fly autonomously through software-
controlled plans using onboard sensors and GPS. 
It can be used for taking high-quality photographs
and videos, and collecting vast amounts of data.
Drones have already had a big impact in several
fields, and they can also be used when it comes to
protecting the environment.
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Top cases in Dronetech

SME
Perspective: Topic:

DRONETECH

Versor

Erlend Sierra
Medgründer og

leder

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-

pod/supersmarte-droneinspeksjoner

#0012 Helautonome

droneinspeksjoner

I denne episoden av #LØRN møter du

medgründer i Versor, Erlend Sierra. Versor

utvikler selvstyrte droner som muliggjør ende til

ende inspeksjoner i energisektoren.

STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

DRONETECH

MakeaDrone

Henning

Pedersen
Gründer

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/hva-er-

det-egentlig-inne-i-en-drone

#0015 Lag en drone

I denne episoden av #LØRN møter du gründeren

av MakeKit Henning Pedersen. Henning startet

opp MakeKit med et ønske om at alle skulle få

oppleve gleden med droner, og i dag jobber de

med å designe og utvikle drone-byggesett.

POLITICIAN
Perspective: Topic:

DRONETECH

SD

Ketil Solvik-

Olsen
Tidligere

samferdselsminister

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/hva-

skal-vi-kjore-i-fremtiden-og-hvordan-

skal-det-reguleres

#0014 Hvordan regulerer man

droner og selvkjørende biler?

I denne episoden av #LØRN møter du tidligere

statsråd og «transportnerd», Ketil Solvik-Olsen. I

episoden snakker Ketil om fremtidens

transportmiddel og hvordan man regulerer dem. 

SME
Perspective: Topic:

DRONETECH

Sevendof

Per Magnus

Veierland
Daglig leder

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-

pod/droner-til-samfunnsnyttige-

oppgaver

#0018 Et viktig fremtidsverktøy

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Sunniva

med daglig leder i Sevendof, Per Magnus

Veierland. 
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SME
Perspective: Topic:

DRONETECH

KVS Technologies

Steffen

Solberg
Systemarkitekt og

Co-Founder

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/542-

dronetech-steffen-solberg-

overvakning-av-stromnettet

#0542 Overvåkning av strømnettet

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

systemarkitekt og Co-Founder av KVS

Technologies, Steffen Solberg.



Versor develops software for

autonomous drone inspections. Versor

leverages an edge computing expertise

to do the understanding of the

environment in the contemporary up to

adapted behavior. This accelerates the

transition from human-controlled

assignments to supervision with multiple

drones working independently. By using

only light sensors and calculation, they

activate a small, smart, and safe drone

system that can be seamlessly

integrated for everyday missions and

inspections. Co-founder of Versor,

Erlend Sierra, explains how autonomous

drones can solve many problems we

have today, but also what can be

dangerous with the increasing use of

drones:

"A drone is an unmanned aerial vehicle
that can be remotely controlled by
humans. Especially in everyday
language, the term drone is associated
with flying robots (UAV). The exciting
thing is that it can be used to replace
many tasks that were previously done
manually, which is often a very time-
consuming or costly option. We are
developing self-guided drones that
enable end-to-end inspections in the
energy sector. We are mainly focusing
on the software issues involved to
achieve autonomous behavior, but
since we are working with robotics, it is
important to also understand the
hardware on which it will run. It's a
challenge, especially in the context of
increasing consumer use of drones,
where the airspace is occupied by
inexperienced operators and can
become a hazard in areas with lots of
people or at airports, for example. It is
also a general challenge in terms of
privacy and data security. 

Fully autonomous

drone inspections

Our best example of drone technology
is the one we work with ourselves - a
fully autonomous drone that can
perform sophisticated industrial
missions completely without human
intervention. In Norway, we have a
growing interest in drones among
graduates and employees in
technology companies for otherwise,
and a healthy attitude towards drone
regulations on a national level.”
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Make a drone

An imporant tool for

the future

The founder of MakeKit (formerly

MakeaDrone) Henning Pedersen. Henning

started MakeKit with a wish that everyone

should experience the joy of drones, and

today they are working on designing and

developing drone kits. In the episode,

Henning tells more about this journey, as

well as about how drones can be used as

educational tools for children and adults.

Technology allows us to provide better

services at a lower price. That doesn't

mean everyone will end up unemployed,

the system needs to be facilitated and we

will continue to facilitate. There will always

be an intersection of whether the

regulations are good enough and known

enough. At the same time, there are many

things that we can solve today in terms of

challenges in a simpler, better, and

cheaper way than what we did yesterday.”

Former Minister of Transport and

«transport nerd», Ketil Solvik-Olsen, talks

about the means of transport of the future

and how to regulate them. Ketil also

reflects on which societal aspects it is

important to consider in the development

of new transport concepts such as drones

and self-driving cars. Who should take

responsibility for the ethical aspects of

this?

How to regulate

drones and

autonomous cars?

"A transportation system must work

whether it is in the air, on the ground, or in

the sea. People have to experience it as

safe and you have to be mindful of

privacy. It is extremely important to set up

rules of the game that everyone in society

accepts and facilitates so that Norway can

be a country that creates both technology

and jobs. Drones are insanely exciting and

technology is helping us solve our

everyday problems. We can help more

people with a certain amount of money

and we can solve challenges. When you

talk about autonomous buses, a lot of

people think bus drivers will become

obsolete. I think they're getting a different

role. More people will probably ride buses

in the future, but that doesn't mean we

need bus drivers on every bus, but on the

big buses where we like to have a bus

driver in the front seat. I hope the

authorities are aggressive in putting rules

in place that are forward-thinking, but it

has to ensure safety. It's cool technology,

but if people aren't safe, we won't use it.

Sevendof is a Norwegian technology

startup that is building the future drone

infrastructure. The company springs from

NTNU and was founded in 2016 by

master's students from technical

cybernetics, machine and NTNU's School

of Entrepreneurship.

Sevendof is developing an industrial

drone network to deliver drone services

to corporate customers.
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“A drone is an unmanned aerial vehicle

that can be controlled remotely or that

controls itself. Drones can be found in the

air, on land, underwater, and in space.

Drones are exciting because they can

move freely in the world, both to explore

and to solve tasks. Drones are scary

because they increase the ability to

monitor people, with the potential to limit

personal freedoms. And because they can

significantly reduce the cost of killing

people, in both military and civilian

contexts. Historically, they have been the

most advanced drones have been

expensive and military tools. Milliampere

is a small and driverless shuttle developed

at NTNU. I think it represents an ideal we

should strive for, where technology

significantly improves society in a safe

and useful way. I recommend checking

out Staaker, a drone built in Norway. It's

very independent and can't be controlled

like other drones. Instead, you have a

wristband that you can use to control the

drone and it can follow you. Blueye

Robotics is another example from Norway

that made the Pioneer, an underwater

drone that you can control from your

phone. 

The simplest drones work through a

person using a remote control to directly

control the applications of a drone&#39;s

motors. From a remote, control signals are

sent via cable or radio to a drone, where a

motor driver then controls the currents of

the motors. Drones underwater, on land,

and in the air can be controlled in this way.

The world's first test area for autonomous

ships has been established in the

Norwegian Trondheim Fjord, where

autonomous ferries and cargo ships,

among others, are being developed.

Drones are a tool of the future that will

become a natural part of society."

Their goal is to station long-range drones

in fields such as made available to solve

assignments for users. Together with

other Norwegian companies and with

support from Innovation Norway

Sevendof is now working to deliver fully

autonomous inspections of mains. The

general manager of Sevendof, 

Per Magnus Veierland, talks about how

drones can perform socially beneficial

tasks such as inspecting power lines and

mapping construction sites.

What if we could replace tasks that are
both time consuming and costly with

drones?
Power grid monitoring

KVS Technologies develops AI-powered

software that enables smart drones to

perform autonomous power line

inspections and monitoring mains. This

eliminates the need for traditional

helicopter inspections, which provides

increased security and efficiency for

customers' business. The data becomes

delivered in real-time on KVS's cloud

platform so that power companies can

immediately be assured of the integrity of

their infrastructure and respond faster

than before critical issues.
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“The power grid is perhaps the most important infrastructure in modern
society - it is impossible to imagine today's society without it. Monitoring
this vast infrastructure is both time-consuming and risky, and when the
power goes out, you need to find the fault as quickly as possible. At KVS,
we perform these inspections more safely and efficiently, and without the
environmental footprint of current methods.  The solution we've developed
uses autonomous drones to provide valuable insight into the condition of
power lines, which complements operations and maintenance
departments. It's incredibly exciting. We have a total of well over 2
million customers - and each customer is often a family of people like me
and you - that is completely paralyzed when something happens to the
power grid. We are incredibly good at trusting each other in Norway, and
therefore we have authorities that are open and inclusive. The future is
here - and there is nothing in the way of building what you dream of.”

KVS Technologies develops AI-powered

software that enables smart drones to

perform autonomous power line

inspections and monitoring mains. This

eliminates the need for traditional

helicopter inspections, which provides

increased security and efficiency for

customers' business. The data becomes

delivered in real-time on KVS's cloud

platform so that power companies can

immediately be assured of the integrity of

their infrastructure and respond faster

than before critical issues. System

architect and Co-Founder of KVS

Technologies, Steffen Solberg, works to

make the inspections of the power grid

safer and more efficient, as well as

without the environmental footprint from

current methods using autonomous

drones.

Power grid

monitoring
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Guest collection

#0010

LØRN.TECH

Sunniva Rose

Hva er greia med

droner?

19.8.2020.

#0011

Ampaire

Kevin Noertker

Elektriske fly er også

droner

19.8.2020.

#0014

SD

Ketil Solvik-Olsen

Hvordan regulerer

man droner og

selvkjørende biler?

19.8.2020.

#0013

Equator Aircraft AS

Tomas Brødreskift

Verdens første

elektriske amfibiefly

19.8.2020.

#0015

MakeaDrone

Henning Pedersen

Lag en drone

19.8.2020.

#0018

Sevendof

Per Magnus

Veierland

Et viktig

fremtidsverktøy

19.8.2020.

#0016

FSubsea

Alexander

Fuglesang

Er selvgående

undervannspumper

droner?

19.8.2020.

#0019

NRK

Eirik Solheim

Leketøy eller

verktøy?

19.8.2020.

#0017

Bouvet

Nikhil André Luthra

Lek og alvor med

droner

19.8.2020.

#0012

Versor

Erlend Sierra

Helautonome

droneinspeksjoner

19.8.2020.

#0020

eSmart Systems

Tore Lie

Droner som passer

på strømmen vår

19.8.2020.

#0542

KVS Technologies

Steffen Solberg

Overvåkning av

strømnettet

19.8.2020.
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What is EDTECH? 
EDTECH, or education technology, is a study
and ethical practice for facilitating learning and
improving performance by creating; using and
managing appropriate technological resources.
Tools applied may include software, hardware
and processes to promote the education. 
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Top cases in Edtech
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STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

EDTECH

3DL

Shyam

Venkatraman
Gründer

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/174-

edtech-shyam-venkatraman-3dl

#0174 DL — fremtidens

læringsverktøy

Silvija talks to App Studio founder Shyam

Venkatraman about 3DL and the use of digital

technology to deliver a new form of learning

architecture in this episode of #LØRN. 

STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

EDTECH

Next2Five

Anneli Skudal
Gründer

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/203-

edtech-anneli-skudal-kunnskap-for-

fremtiden

#0203 Kunnskap for fremtiden

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

gründer av Next2Five, Anneli Skudal. Next2five

tilbyr produkter og tjenester ved å fokusere på

de kvalifikasjoner og ferdigheter som vil være

nødvendig i fremtiden. 

STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

EDTECH

Sci-Code

Magnus

Lysfjord
Co-founder

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/229-

ed-tech-magnus-lysfjord-

kodelaeringsverktoy

#0229 Kodelærings verktøy

In this episode of #LØRN, Silvija talks to co-

founder of the interactive learning platform Sci-

Code, Magnus Lysfjord, about coding, VR and the

learning platform of the future. 

PUBLIC

SECTOR

Perspective: Topic:

EDTECH

Statped

Lars Bjørndal
Seniorrådgiver

25.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0769-

teknologi-og-accessibility

#0769 Teknologi og accessibility

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

seniorrådgiver i Statped, Lars Bjørndal. Statped skal

støtte barnehager, skoler og voksenopplæringer i

arbeidet med å gi gode utviklingsmuligheter og

forsvarlig opplæring til elever med behov for

spesiell tilrettelegging.  



SME
Perspective: Topic:

EDTECH

Capeesh

Ole Andreas

Haley
Co-founder

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/173-

edtech-ole-andreas-haley-

spraklaeringsverktoy

#0173 Språklæringsverktøy

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Kristine

med co-founder av Capeesh, Ole Andreas Haley.

Capeesh er en språkapp designet for å tilby

smartere språklæringskurs for alle
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STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

EDTECH

Hjernelæring

Kjersti

Corneliussen
Daglig leder

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/446-

ed-tech-kjersti-corneliussen-

hjernelaering

#0446 Hjernelæring

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

daglig leder av Hjernelæring, Kjersti

Corneliussen. Hjernelæring er en digital plattform

for lærere om hjernen.

STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

EDTECH

Processimlabs

Javier Chan
CEO

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/424-

ed-tech-javier-chan-powerful-

teaching-games

#0424 Powerful teaching games

In this episode of LØRN Silvija talks to CEO of

Processim Labs, Javier Chan, about how they

simulate the real world, so that their students can

be ready for real life.

PUBLIC

SECTOR

Perspective: Topic:

EDTECH

Bokbasen

Magnus

Rudolfsen
Produktsjef

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/316-

ed-tech-magnus-rudolfsen-nytt-

produkt-for-skolenorge

#0316 Nytt produkt for skolenorge

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

produktsjef i Bokbasen, Magnus Rudolfsen.

Bokbasen har som mål å skape en smidig

infrastruktur for nye digitale løsninger i forlag,

bokhandel, bibliotek og skole. 



THREE DIMENSIONAL LEARNING (3DL)

delivers learning tools of the future. Their

solution includes 2D and 3D content and

equipment necessary to make full use of

it. 3DL utilizes the latest VR and AR

technology to make the classes more

engaging, immersive, and interesting for

students. App Studio founder Shyam

Venkatraman talks about 3DL and the use

of digital technology to deliver a new form

of learning architecture: “Edtech is not

here to replace the teacher, it's here to get

the full ecosystem to work properly. A

new learning architecture utilizes the

students' inherent curiosity as «Learning

by doing», learning by performing. For us,

it is about using digital technology to

deliver a new form of learning archi-

tecture. An architecture that exploits

students' inherent curiosity, learning by

performing and social reach on the

internet,” Shyam says. He defines edtech

as a technology that is used by students

and teachers to learn in the classroom or

outside i.e. technology, learning and 

teaching, and encourages collaboration

with clusters like Oslo EdTech as being

the right platform to learn from shared

experiences. “Children growing up today

need to be prepared for tomorrow. A

future that we do not yet know what jobs

it will offer. One thing is for sure, everyone

needs to know how to learn. At a higher

level, edtech will change the future of how

education will be used, taught, utilized and

ultimately the results it can provide, both

for the individual and for society as a

whole. 3DL is our latest contribution. It

uses 3D objects so that teachers can

teach and teach the student how to learn.

It is available on most platforms, from PC

and mobile phones to VR. In relation to

many other school systems, we have had

a participatory environment in Norway.

This is an important basis for changing

education through technology and the use

of technology for learning and teaching.

When it comes to collaboration, clusters

like Oslo EdTech are the right platform to

learn from shared experiences.”

Next2Five is a center for scenario

development and competence

description of future occupations and

market sectors. Next2Five develops

products and services with future

competence needs. Thus, the company

helps people to take appropriate

educational choices and promote lifelong

learning, at the same time as they identify

qualifications that will be needed in

various companies and organizations in

the future. Next2five offers products and

services by focusing on the qualifications

and skills that will be necessary in the

future. Founder of Next2Five, Anneli

Skudal, talks about why we should train in

the future, about edtech and how today

education must meet society's future

needs. “Edtech is a cluster like offers a

common meeting place for idea exchange

and interaction between edtech players.

In addition edtech helps us edtech actors

towards providers and marketplaces. The

school must educate students for the

future jobs and business demand the 

3DL - The learning

tool of the future 

Knowledge for 

the future 
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competence of the future. Here we see an

interesting one controversy in that school

speaks «skolsk» and business is talking

"Business" - business and school do not

speak the same language. Edtech must be

about first education and so on tech-

nology - in that order. Technology is just a

tool, just like a pen and paper. Important

keywords here are: in-depth learning

challenge adjustment making available

empowerment gamification In addition, it

must be intuitive and easy to use. In many

ways we are in the right place at the right

time. It is exciting to contribute for

business and school to meet the changes

that come faster and more disruptive than

ever previously. The goal is to learn to be

prepared for the unpredictable - to be

able to navigate in unknown waters.”

The Book Base (Bokbasen) was

established in 2007 and consists of 18

employees divided into Trondheim and

Oslo. The Book Base's products are based

on the Norwegian Book Database - the

most updated catalog of all book

publications in Norway - and create

infrastructure for new digital solutions to

publishers, bookstores, libraries and

schools. Product manager i Bokbasen,

Magnus Rudolfsen explains how teachers

and students can find good content for

their new digital everyday life through The

Book Base: “We develop products and

services which are basic, so that books

and information about books are available.

Now we are building a product called

Digital Student, a platform for digital

teaching aids in Norwegian schools,” he

says. “New products and new technology

must be used and remain widespread,

then they have to solve a real problem.

This is something I focus on. For Digital

students, this means that if we must move 

forward with digital teaching aids in

school, then it must be easier to use. In the

future, people will need a good ability to

think critically and source assessment.

Digital understanding - how information is

disseminated in a digital everyday life,

how to teach children and young people

today and where they pick up lessons

learned from. Digital services can solve

real challenges in new ways, but to an

extent to which we manage to tear

ourselves apart from habits and routines

from its analog everyday. We will do it

easier for teachers and students to find

good content for its new digital weekday.” 

THE COMPANY SCI-CODE is actively

developing services, tools and tech-

nologies within education that contributes

towards closing the gap between industry

and education. They are building a new

education system, pillared on the

advances in technology that will enable

exploratory learning, personalized

learning experiences tailored to each

individual, and the most stimulating

education in the world; verified by their

algorithms. Magnus Lysfjord is the CEO of 

A new product for

the Norwegian

Schools

Code learning tools
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the Sci-Code Company from the Centre

for Research, Innovation and Coordination

of Mathematics Teaching. Lysfjord tells

about the journey of Sci-Code: “We got a

sponsorship from The Research Council

of Norway, and from there on we were

able to create machine learning libraries

that would automate when you get

something wrong, and what exactly you

did get wrong. We can automate that

process and give people personalized

feedback,” Lysfjord says. “The cool thing

about VR is that it became a JavaScript

library just a few years ago, and that

opened up the doors for everyone

because the Internet is just JavaScript,

CSS and HTML. When that became

available in VR, everyone started booming

and Mozilla was actually in charge of

creating this Library called A-Frame. Here

you can create new objects very simple

with JavaScript and it has revolutionized

the way we see VR today. Our tool is

made in JavaScript and some back-end

Frameworks. You can put the VR-code

into that JavaScript and then we can

preview exactly what that VR-code is

going to look like instantly. You create a

3D-circle in a 3D-world and that's created

instantly.”

Statped (formerly the State Special

Education Support System) is a

Norwegian special educational support

service for municipalities and county

municipalities.Statped has cutting-edge

expertise in six defined subject areas

(deafblindness, acquired brain injury,

hearing, complex learning difficulties,

language, sight), and works multi-

disciplinary towards the individual user

and partner. Senior adviser in Statped,

Lars Bjørndal, explains how the

organization supports kindergartens,

schools and adult education in the work 

of providing good development opport-

unities and proper education for students

with special needs: “We facilitate

textbooks for students who use Braille,

and they help to communicate visual

pedagogy competence for the teachers.

In addition to following up on some of the

schools we work with, I chair the program

committee for the Tactile Reading

conference. It is an international con-

ference focusing on tactile reading, 

Braille, tactile graphics and digital aids in

the braille area,” he tells. “Knowledge of

technology and universal design is

obviously important. It is a prerequisite

that technology becomes part of the

means to achieve an inclusive community

in all arenas. We have good legislation on

the area of   equality and the Discrimination

Act, which i.a. includes duty to universal

design of ICT, although is still too easy to

circumvent the law. One of the superior

sustainability goals is to fight difference. In

that perspective a universal design is

completely essential to secure a more

equal participation in all areas of society

for disabled.

Technology and

accessibility
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THE COMPANY BRAIN LEARNING

 spreads knowledge about the brain to

help children to understand themselves,

increase their ability to self-regulate and

teach them to create good relationships.

Brain learning works through school,

where all children are. General manager 

of Brain Learning, Kjersti Corneliussen

explains why an understanding of the

brain is necessary for lifelong learning: 

“In the consulting company Vylder, we

work with learning in organizations: how 

to facilitate continuous learning and

innovation. It is about choosing a culture

for learning and creating systems

accordingly. In Brain Learning, we are

constantly working on learning, both our

own to further develop ourselves and the

children's and teachers' learning. Without

learning, we will quickly go out on a date,”

she emphasizes. “I would like to see

bigger exploration of technology as a

starting point for conversation and

dialogue, especially between children. 

It helps not to give out learning boards 

and bet that everything is going well. It's in

conversations we learn the most, so how 

Capeesh was designed by a team of game

designers, teachers and language experts.

Capeesh uses AI to create smart language

learning courses for everyone. Capeesh is

a unique tool for adaptive and individual

learning for all students, teachers and

companies. Co-founder of Capeesh, Ole

Andreas Haley explains how the app

works: “Through our app can one learn

Norwegian or eight other dialects based in

your native language. We have mapped

500 world languages and found out what

sounds you are going to struggle with. The

advantage is that you do not have to train

on everything. We as individuals have

unique needs and it is important to adapt

to each individual,” he says. “We develop

technology for tailor-made language

learning for companies. We program a lot

in python and NLP, and create interfaces

to use our software online and mobile app.

In the app we use gamification principles

to make it fun to learn,” he explains.

“Today there is so much exciting tech-

nology as one can use to create new, 

do we use technology to bring them out

good and informative conversations?” she

asks. “Knowledge about the brain will help

us as a society to normalize what is going

on inside us, and give us a language to be

able to express ourselves, increase our

empathy with others and learn more. Then

we have also a greater chance of

contributing for the children to retain their

natural creativity and enthusiasm,

something like comes in handy when we

need to solve all the problems that are

here and coming in the future. I look

forward to seeing all the results of the

work that is currently being closed down

in connection with the syllabus 2020. I

hope we will see exciting ways to teach

public health and life skills in school that

teachers get better tools than PDF and

interfaces that belong to the past. Let's

stand together for safe children who dare,

by giving them access to what we know

about the brain and its ability for learning.

Let's find those ways learning is the most

fun, by continuous learning itself. Join an

important and fun journey.”

Brain Learning Language 

learning tools
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AT PROCESSIM LABS, they develop

college-level educational games.

Simulations of complex processes

designed specifically for mobile devices,

enables students to learn by doing, put

their decision making skills to practice,

and exercise critical thinking in a fun,

entertaining, and dynamic way. Processim

Labs are turning smartphones into pocket

simulators that college professors can use

as powerful and convenient teaching

tools. CEO of Processim Labs, Javier

Chan, explains they want to simulate the

real world, so that their students can be

ready for real life. Javier believes in

transforming smartphones into pocket 

smart solutions. At the same time it is

easier than ever for one to consume the

content. Norway has a strong, technical

background that we make good use of. 

At the same time, I think Norway has solid

core values   that rotate in idealistic and

solidary reasons, sometimes rather than

the capitalist, which makes what is made

here have an extremely high quality.”

simulators that college professors can use

as powerful and convenient teaching

games. “We develop college games and

it’s exciting because when I think about

any problem in the world right now, I

believe they can all be fixed through

education,” Javier says. “Norwegians 

care, Katapult cares.”

Powerful 

teaching games
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Guest collection

#0170

Kikora

Vineet Sharma
Teknolgi som øker

læringsutbytte

19.8.2020.

#0171

Hypatia Learning

Erlend Øverby
Når data er viktig

19.8.2020.

#0173

Capeesh

Ole Andreas Haley
Språklæringsverktø

y

19.8.2020.

#0172

Hubro Education

Emil Oliver
Bedriftsimulator

19.8.2020.

#0174

3DL

Shyam Venkatraman
3DL — fremtidens

læringsverktøy

19.8.2020.

#0226

Oslo Edtech

Cluster

Hege Tollerud
Læringsteknologi

19.8.2020.

#0203

Next2Five

Anneli Skudal
Kunnskap for

fremtiden

19.8.2020.

#0227

Oslo Edtech

Cluster

Mihaela Tabacaru
Kompetanse for

fremtiden

19.8.2020.

#0216

Kompaks AS

Anne Kathrine
Linnebo
Ingeniører i skolen

19.8.2020.

#0229

Sci-Code

Magnus Lysfjord
Kodelærings verktøy

19.8.2020.

#0291

Dragonbox Norge

Audun Uggerud
Dragonbox gjør

matematikken

levende

19.8.2020.

#0313

Lin Education

Petter Sveen
Hvordan få H’en

tilbake i HR?

19.8.2020.

#0347

University of

Bergen

Barbara Wasson
Researching ICT

and learning is

exciting!

19.8.2020.

#0316

Bokbasen

Magnus Rudolfsen
Nytt produkt for

skolenorge

19.8.2020.

#0348

Bergen Kommune

Kristin Skage
Digitale verktøy på

fagets premisser

19.8.2020.

#0406

Science Addiction

Jo Røslien
Make science sexy

again

19.8.2020.

#0357

Poio

Daniel Senn
Poio knekker

lesekoden gjennom

lek

19.8.2020.

#0424

Processimlabs

Javier Chan
Powerful teaching

games

19.8.2020.

#0376

Forsvarets

forskningsinstitutt

Roy Edgar Hansen
Søk i havdypet

19.8.2020.

#0446

Hjernelæring

Kjersti Corneliussen
Hjernelæring

19.8.2020.

#0568

Kikora

Anders Baumberger
Verdien av

entusiasme

19.8.2020.

#0575

Undervisnings

plan.no

Tonje Brattås
Undervisning for

fremtiden

19.8.2020.

#0769

Statped

Lars Bjørndal
Teknologi og

accessibility

25.8.2020.

#0646

Escape history

Jens Petter Skaug
Digitale Escape

Room

19.8.2020.
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What is 

ENERGYTECH? 
ENERGYTECH is focused on the technology needs
and opportunities for reaching international climate
and sustainable energy goals. Synonymous with
cleantech, which is any process, product, or service
that reduces negative environmental impacts through
energy efficiency improvements, the sustainable use of
resources, or environmental protection activities.
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#0110 De viktigste energitrendene

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

daglig leder i Solenergiklyngen, Trine Kopstad

Berentsen.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/110-de-

viktigste-energitrendene

#0111 Solenergi slår knockout

I denne episoden av #LØRN vil Silvija og CEO i

solenergi FUSen AS, Thor Christian Tuv, snakke

om solceller, fremtidens solenergi og hvordan

FUSen skal gjøre alle tak og fasader til

bærekraftige sol-kraftverk.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/111-

solenergi-slar-knockout

Top cases in Energytech

CLUSTER

Perspective: Topic:

ENERGYTECH

Dyrekassen.no

Trine Kopstad

Berentsen
CEO og CO-

founder

19.08.2020.

ENTERPRISE

Perspective: Topic:

ENERGYTECH

Dyrekassen.no

Thor Christian

Tuv
CEO og CO-

founder

19.08.2020.
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#0116 Designe solkraftverk

In this episode of #LØRN, Marianne Carpenter talks 

to co-founder of RatedPower, Andrea Barber, about

how they have created a cloud-based software

solution to design solar power plants all over the

world, and how RatedPower wants to merge

technology and engineering, in order to reduce the

cost of implementing and optimising the performance

of solar power plants.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/116-

designe-solkraftverk

STARTUP

Perspective: Topic:

ENERGYTECH

Dyrekassen.no

Andrea Barber
CEO og CO-

founder

19.08.2020.

#0117 Digitalisering av

oljeindustrien

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Chul C.

Aamodt med daglig leder i Oliasoft, André Backen,

om hvordan Oliasoft digitaliserer oljebransjen og

bygger på stolt norsk industri-tradisjon, gjennom

sitt program Oliasoft Welldesign.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/117-

digitalisering-av-oljeindustrien

SME

Perspective: Topic:

ENERGYTECH

Dyrekassen.no

André Backen
CEO og CO-

founder

19.08.2020.

http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/


#0118 Havvind

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Isabelle

Ringnes med sjefs-forsker ved SINTEF Energi,

John Tande, og SINTEF er i dag et av Europas

største uavhengige forskningsinstitutter.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/118-

havvind

RESEARCH

Perspective: Topic:

ENERGYTECH

Dyrekassen.no

John Tande
CEO og CO-

founder

19.08.2020.
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#0119 Solenergi forandrer verden

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Marianne

Carpenter med forskningssjef ved Institutt for

Energiteknikk (IFE), Erik Stensrud Marstein om

hvorfor solceller trolig blir den største strøm-

produsenten i verden i god tid før 2050.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/119-

solenergi-forandrer-verden

RESEARCH

Perspective: Topic:

ENERGYTECH

Dyrekassen.no

Erik Stensrud

Marstein
CEO og CO-

founder

19.08.2020.

#0120 Kraftbransjens Airbnb

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Chul

Christian Aamodt med Leder AE Fleksibilitet hos

Agder Energi, Rune Hogga, om hvordan de

utvikler fremtidens markedsplass, der alle aktører

kan handle strøm – toveis – og i sanntid.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/120-

kraftbransjens-airbnb

PUBLIC SECTOR

Perspective: Topic:

ENERGYTECH

Dyrekassen.no

Rune Hogga
CEO og CO-

founder

19.08.2020.

#0121 Fremtidens fleksible

energiøkosystem

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Sunniva med

konsulent hos Skagerak Energi, Marius Dolven, om

AMS-målere, fremtidens energi og hvordan

blockchain, AI og IoT vil spille en rolle inn i dette.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/121-

fremtidens-fleksible-energiokosystem

PUBLIC SECTOR

Perspective: Topic:

ENERGYTECH

Dyrekassen.no

Marius Dolven
CEO og CO-

founder

19.08.2020.

http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/


#0122 Verdens mest effektive

flytende solenergi

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Marianne

Carpenter med CTO i Ocean Sun, Børge

Bjørneklett, om verdens mest effektive flytende

solenergi.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/122-

verdens-mest-effektive-flytende-

solenergi

SME

Perspective: Topic:

ENERGYTECH

Dyrekassen.no

Børge

Bjørneklett
CEO og CO-

founder

19.08.2020.
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#0124 Storskala solenergi over

hele verden

I denne episoden av #LØRN vil Chul C. Aamodt og

SVP Technology Solutions i Scatec Solar, Terje

Melaa, snakke om hvordan Scatec Solar jobber

med å identifisere og utvikle nye og lønnsomme

stor-skala sol-kraftverk rundt om i hele verden.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/124-

storskala-solenergi-over-hele-verden

#0123 Europas største produsent

av fornybar energi

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Sunniva med

Direktør for Konsern-strategi og – analyse i

Statkraft, Henrik Sætness, om hvordan de

analyserer energimarkedene, og om hvordan

energiteknologi skal løse klimautfordringene.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/123-

europas-storste-produsent-av-

fornybar-energi

PUBLIC SECTOR

Perspective: Topic:

ENERGYTECH

Dyrekassen.no

Henrik

Sætness
CEO og CO-

founder

19.08.2020.

ENTERPRISE

Perspective: Topic:

ENERGYTECH

Dyrekassen.no

Terje Melaa
CEO og CO-

founder

19.08.2020.

#0125 Digitale tvillinger for 

olje og gass

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Sunniva

med Strategic Advisor i Kongsberg Digital, Guro

Knapstad, om hva en "digital tvilling" er og

hvordan en slik modellert versjon av en asset

muliggjør simuleringer av ulike potensielle utfall.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/125-

digitale-tvillinger-for-olje-og-gass

ENTERPRISE

Perspective: Topic:

ENERGYTECH

Dyrekassen.no

Guro Knapstad
CEO og CO-

founder

19.08.2020.

http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/


#0126 Energiteknologi 

– veien inn i fremtiden

I denne episoden av #LØRN vil Chul C. Aamodt

og CEO i Subsea Valley, Preben Strøm, snakke

om hvordan Subsea Valley jobber for at Norge

skal bli en verdensledende energinasjon.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/126-

energiteknologi-veien-inn-i-fremtiden

CLUSTER

Perspective: Topic:

ENERGYTECH

Dyrekassen.no

Preben Strøm
CEO og CO-

founder

19.08.2020.
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#0127 What does it take to avoid

2C of global warming?

Sunniva, in this episode of #LØRN talks to Senior

Researcher for the senter for climate research

(CICERO), Glen Peters, about the opportunities as

well as challenges about the energy transformation.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/127-

what-does-it-take-to-avoid-2c-of-

global-warming

RESEARCH

Perspective: Topic:

ENERGYTECH

Dyrekassen.no

Glen Peters
CEO og CO-

founder

19.08.2020.

#0162 Innovasjon som

samfunnsansvar

In this episode of #LØRN, Silvija talks with

Managing Director in Lundin, Kristin Færøvik

about the changes in the oil sector, new

innovations and what it takes to be competitive in

the future.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/162-

innovasjon-som-samfunnsansvar

ENTERPRISE

Perspective: Topic:

ENERGYTECH

Dyrekassen.no

Kristin

Færøvik
CEO og CO-

founder

19.08.2020.

#0165 «Greening of gas»

In this episode of #LØRN, Silvija seeks to find out

the main trends in the oil and gas sector and how

CO2 can be extracted from gas before using it.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/165-

energytech-liv-hovem-greening-of-

gas

ENTERPRISE

Perspective: Topic:

ENERGYTECH

Dyrekassen.no

Liv Hovem
CEO og CO-

founder

19.08.2020.

http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/


#0244 Hybridteknologi

In this episode of #LØRN, Silvija speaks with the

CEO of ZEG Power, Kathrine K. Ryengen.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/244-

energy-tech-kathrine-k-ryengen-

hybridteknologi

STARTUP

Perspective: Topic:

ENERGYTECH

Dyrekassen.no

Kathrine K

Ryenge
CEO og CO-

founder

19.08.2020.
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#0163 Bærekraftig mobilitet

In this episode of #LØRN, Silvija talks to Ruter's

CEO, Bernt Reitan Jenssen, about courageous

management in the public sector, new use of

energy in the transport sector and how Ruter will

achieve the goal of becoming emission-free by

2028.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/163-

engerytech-bernt-reitan-jenssen-

baerekraftig-mobilitet

PUBLIC SECTOR

Perspective: Topic:

ENERGYTECH

Ruter

Bernt Reitan

Jenssen
Administrerende

direktør

19.08.2020.

#0109 Energiteknologi som

forandrer verden

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

daglig leder i BKK Grønn?InVest, Monika Inde

Zsak om hvordan investeringsselskapet

samarbeider med de beste oppstarts-

selskapene i Norge innenfor fornybar energi.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/109-

energiteknologi-som-forandrer-verden

PUBLIC SECTOR

Perspective: Topic:

ENERGYTECH

Dyrekassen.no

Monika Inde

Zsak
CEO og CO-

founder

19.08.2020.

#0164 Energy Technology Markets

In this episode of #LØRN, Silvija talks to

Executive Director of Forskningsrådet, Fridtjof

Unander.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/164-

energytech-fridtjof-unander-energy-

technology-markets

PUBLIC SECTOR

Perspective: Topic:

ENERGYTECH

Forskningsrådet

Fridtjof

Unander
Executive Director

19.08.2020.

http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/


BKK SPRING is a Norwegian company that

invests in innovative solutions within

renewable energy. BKK burns rubbish in

the Norwegian city of Bergen, which turns

into energy in the form of heat. CO2 is a

known waste substance when waste is

incinerated, but here BKK uses a green,

circular process. CO2 from the waste is

converted from flue gas to a material that

can be used by the company Bergen

Carbon Solutions. Bergen Carbon

Solutions, for its part, produces carbon

nanofiber, which is predicted to be a

material for the future. The general

manager of BKK Spring, Monika Inde Zsak,

gives her point of view on which

companies that have potential to make a

difference in existing or new markets in

this field. “To have enough energy in the

future and not kill our planet, we must

produce, transport and use energy

sustainably and smartly, this is exactly

where technology plays its important

role,” says Inde Zsak. 

UMOE is a Norwegian industrial

investment company concentrating on

green energy and services. The company

seeks out high reward, high risk

opportunities, while developing

companies through acquisition,

restructuring and organic growth. Umoe

pride themselves in contributing more

than just capital, and actively support their

businesses in creating value. The

company’s long-term commitment is

central to its growth and has resulted in

Umoe expanding to become one of

Norway’s largest privately owned

companies. 

FRIDTJOF UNANDER is the executive

director at The Norwegian Research

Council. The Norwegian Research

Councils primary task is to invest in

research and innovation that builds

knowledge for a sustainable future. 

“Technology really has the potential to
make a difference , both in industrial
and in developing countries. The
development of cheap battery
technology is exciting, and makes
electric cars competitive with fossil
fuels, eventually also above larger fossil
vehicles."

Investing in a 

green future 

The Research Council consists of more

than 400 employees who work with the

development and administration of

research and research-based innovation.

Unander hopes more people can see our

current climate situation from a future

perspective: “About 10, 20 and 30 years

there will probably be a lot reflection back

to this decade, both because it was our

last chance to avoid significant climate

change, but also because it was then

innovation and development of clean

energy technologies really started to

spread in the market,” Unander says. “The

view on the role of energy technologies 
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has changed significantly over the last

couple of decades. Some technologies

are showing rapid improvements and are

about to radically change parts of the

energy markets. However, by far not fast

enough and by far not in all the areas we

need. Global emissions are still increasing

and are at a record high this year.”

Did you know Norway has made an

agreement with the EU to reduce

emissions 40% by 2030?

“

The most important

energy trends

THE SOLAR ENERGY CLUSTER

(Solenergiklyngen) works with several

world-leading partners. The cluster's main

goal is to make Norway the world's best

arena for innovation and testing in solar

energy. Trine Kopstad Berentsen, CEO at

The Solar Energy Cluster, tells how the

cluster has worked towards electrifying

villages in Africa: “We bring good, trusting

Scandinavian business culture down to

Kenya, among other places. 

It is something that everyone enjoys, and

is also appreciated by Kenyans. We have

long silicon expertise in Norway, and we

are good at construction under harsh

climatic conditions,” says Kopstad

Berentsen. “Energy tech is an enabler in a

society that is changing and opening up

new solutions for everyone. The

technology makes the road shorter for the

consumer, and this is exciting because

consumers are now changing the energy

system by driving an electric car, living in

smart homes with solar cells on the roof,

and eventually relying on batteries. With

solar cells, the consumer himself has

become a producer, and we are talking

about a new concept - prosumer.”

LIV HOVEM is the CEO of DNV GL Oil &

Gas, and she tells her about the changes

in the oil and gas sector, and why

technology plays an important role in this.

With more than 30 years of experience in

helping the energy and maritime

industries manage risk to enhance safety,

reliability and efficiency, Liv works

extensively with technologies and

solutions geared towards enabling the

energy transition, and the role of gas in the

sustainable future: 

We are on the cusp of a technological
revolution and accelerated uptake of
cyber physical systems. The coming
decade will be about combining
advanced technologies and
implementation – where concepts such
as automation, data-driven insights and
grid parity acquire real meaning and
scale,” says Hovem. “The challenge in
Norway has been to demonstrate that
the technology is meeting regulatory
safety requirements. In a global context,
it is important that Norway’s legislation
and use of standards do not drive
technology in a direction that makes it
less attractive for the global market.
Regulations in Norway have served
technology development well. With
functionally based regulation, there is
much freedom for the industry to
develop and implement new solutions.
But this flexibility also leaves room for
interpretations and thus uncertainty in
terms of how regulators will assess new
solutions.”
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CEO AT FUSEN AS, Thor Christian Tuv

shares some of his knowledge about how

solar energy works: “The sunlight hits the

solar cell releases a tiny electron.

Furthermore, the electron is sent into the

building and comes bouncing out of the

plug that you have in the wall. We have

buildings now that produce more solar

energy than they consume, so that energy

is delivered to the neighbor - and that way

the whole neighborhood supplies to those

around the building. That everyone is on

clean energy is really amazing, and the

industry is evolving with the speed of

light,” Tuv says and continues: “Solar

energy rocks the entire energy world in 

its foundations. The biggest and most

established players must change

completely. Coal, oil and gas are out-

competed, and everyone will be able to

produce their own energy instead of

buying from the monopolists. At FUSone

we will make all roofs sustainable and

everything will be covered with solar

panels. 

We build good and lasting solar power

plants for everyone who wants short-

distance solar power delivered straight

into the building. Solar energy is the first

choice for everyone who wants good

energy for their building.”

RATEDPOWER was started to

revolutionize the renewable energy

industry. The company consists of a team

of engineers and developers with broad

experience in the energy sector, who

after many years working on the

development, construction, and

engineering of solar photovoltaic plants,

joined forces and decided to streamline

design processes. CEO Andrea Barber

explains how RatedPower is going to

accelerate energy transition and bring

energy into the 21st century: ”One of the

most exciting aspects of the renewable

energy industry is that there is no end to

the potential for innovation — every day

we discover something new,” Barber says.

“Compared to the rest of the world,

Norway is already a highly energy efficient

country. It is streaks ahead when it comes

to using electric cars, and Norwegians

have a natural affinity to and a desire to

live in synergy with nature.” 

The solar energy

revolution is here

Barber continues to describe the

challenging aspects of facing the new

energy technology industry: “Energy

drives economies and sustains societies.

But energy production and consumption is

also the single biggest contributor to

global warming. The challenge is to

reduce our reliance on fossil fuels to

power our households, workplaces and

transportation systems, while making

reliable, clean and affordable energy

available to everyone on the planet. Better

technology will improve efficiency.

Technology is making energy cheaper and

making renewable energy more

accessible to everyone. And that’s our

focus at RatedPower. We are merging

technology and engineering so we can

reduce the cost of implementing solar

plants and optimise their performance.” 
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OLIASOFT WAS FORMED IN 2015 by the

energy sector and software personnel

dedicated to using the best digital

technology to automate the workflow in

well planning. The result became Oliasoft

WellDesign, an integrated Cloud

Engineering (ICE) platform that transforms

the process of building cost-effective,

safe and efficient well design systems.

Oliasoft's open API allows users to build

custom solutions by linking Oliasoft and

third-party applications, in a way that can

remind a bit of Lego building blocks.

André Backen, CEO at Oliasoft describes

why they do what they do at Oliasoft:

“People are completely dependent on

access to cheap and clean energy. It is the

basis on which we can all eat us full, have

a heated house and many other products.

We have a desire to produce cheaper

than today and be more environmentally

friendly. Human civilization is built on

energy consumption, “Backen continues.

“We've gone from gathering twigs and

lighting bonfires, via wind turbines, steam

engines, internal combustion engines and 

nuclear power, and lately solar energy.

This has given us many benefits and is the

foundation of the society we all are a part

of. Energy consumption contributes to

emissions of CO2 and thus global

warming. We must succeed in capturing

CO2. The big elephant in the room which

no one talks about is the number of people

who need energy. We are today approx. 7

billion people and everyone needs energy.

That makes oil consumption increase by

1500 barrels every single day. In Norway

and Europe we use 20-22 barrels of oil

per citizen every year. In Africa they use 5

barrels per citizen each year. ”

THE TECHNICAL ENERGY INSTITUTE

(Institutt For Energiteknikk/IFE) IFE is a

leading research environment in energy,

health and industrial development. IFE

refers to itself as technology optimists,

and believes that technology is the key to

a better and more sustainable world. The

people working at IFE believe knowledge

helps us towards achieving the UN's

sustainability goals and cures diseases we

previously could not treat, that energy

helps people out of poverty and that

energy research is the key to solving the

world's climate challenges. Chief

Researcher Erik Steinsrud is positive to

how Norway is responding to new

energytechnology:  

The oil sector 

goes digital

“We are almost unique in Europe in that
we have a process industry that aims
towards the solar cell market. We make
the world's most sustainable solar cell
materials on a large scale."

DID YOU KNOW... 95% of all solar

cells in the world are based on

silicon? The benefit of the element is

that it makes up 27% of the earth's

crust and is easy to find. 
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CHIEF RESEARCHER JOHN TANDE FROM

SINTEF, wonders why Norway is not

betting more on wind power. “We already

have a significant export of goods and

services to the international offshore wind

sector, but this one can get much bigger.

We are completely dependent on a well-

functioning electricity supply. The

problem is that energy supply based on

coal and gas produces climate emissions.

Therefore we need alternative ways of

manufacturing energy such as

hydropower, wind power and solar.

Electricity supply is something we are all

completely dependent on. At the same

time, it is a very complex system, in fact

perhaps the biggest and most complex

man-made system that exists. When I

started at SINTEF in 1997 I had worked as a

researcher for 7 years in Denmark with

wind power. On that at the time it was

installed approx. 8 GW wind power in total

in the world. Now it is over 500 GW.

Offshore wind is 18.8 GW, and most are

installed in Europe. Offshore wind can

technically be built out to cover many

times the electricity the world needs.”

FLEXIBILITY LEADER AT AGDER ENERGY,

Rune Hogga, describes how they develop

the energy marketplace of the future,

where all players can trade electricity -

two-way - and in real time. Rune tells

about how the electricity industry in many

ways stands at a crossroads now, and

shares his views on what future power

companies will look like in the future, and

how the production of electricity can

serve companies, customers and society

in general. “Most likely it will happen more

in the next 10 years than the previous 100.

New technological solutions allow all

actors in the market to interact in

completely new ways, completely

automatic. It gives new ones ways to

operate the mains on, production on and

consumption on, something that serves

both network companies,” he says. New

technological solutions enable all players

in the market to interact in completely

new ways, completely automatic. In

Norway, the biggest controversies are

mostly about how to reduce the

consumption peaks in the power network. 

Is it strict regulatory rules from NVE or the

market that will control it by using

flexibility? Norway has participated to set

standards for how power systems are

organized. That we have an organized

power market, as well as almost 100%

renewable power generation, makes that

world quickly look to us if there is anything

new. There's probably something to our

mentality that we are not afraid to test

new things, and that we have many good

people who have holistic knowledge.”

CONSULTANT MARIUS DOLVEN FROM

SKAGERAK ENERGY believes AI, IoT and

Blockchain will be important in the future

market of energy. “IoT will play a big role

when it comes to involving consumers

into the ecosystem, one must partner with

brand new collaborators we did not

believe we were to work with 10 years

ago,” Dolven says. A lot of exciting things

are happening within many areas that will

affect sectors such as transport, energy

storage and renewable energy

production. The paradigm shifts happen

faster and faster because technology

development is happening exponentially.”

Dolven believes we are going to see huge

changes in how the energy market is

structured over the next few years. 

Harvesting energy

from the winds

The future market 

of power
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“A lot of exciting things are happening

within many areas that will affect sectors

such as transport, energy storage and

renewable energy production. The

paradigm shifts happens faster and faster,

because technology development is

happening exponentially. By going from a

model where the consumer today

typically can take out as much power as

the consumer wants (free bandwidth) to

paying for capacity (power tariff), we are

up for a lot of discussions. I think we are

going to move away from the big players

which deliver based on traditional value

chains. To minimize friction then one can

imagine that manufacturers sell directly to

the end user. Other countries have come a

long way through that consumers have

become "prosumers", meaning they both

produce and consume. LaaS (Light as a

Service) is also predicted to have a huge

growth going forward.”

OCEAN SUN HAS DEVELOPED and

patented a solution for solar energy,

based on floating clothes laid on the sea.

The company introduces an efficient,

affordable and durable solution on solar

energy, and the company's core

innovation is based on rigid PV modules,

mounted on a hydro-elastic membrane. 

 The method enables lower cell

temperature by direct thermal contact

with the water body. Since 2016, Ocean

Sun has conducted extensive surveys and

experimentation in pool laboratories and

built test systems on the Norwegian west

coast, in Singapore, and in the north of the

Philippines. CTO at Ocean Sun, Børge

Bjørneklett, tells us more about the

current state of solar power as an energy

resource: “Distribution of solar energy

harvesting by sea has an enormous

potential. It can provide cheap renewable

energy to large population groups and

accelerate transition from fossil fuel,” says

Bjørneklett. “It is important now to find

better solutions and faster development

of renewable energy due to global

warming. Falling prices make solar energy

that best option but limited area on

rooftops and land areas makes it should

be extended to lakes and the sea. Ever

since the Viking Age, Norway has been far

ahead in maritime technology, perhaps

due to the fjords and varying sea

conditions. The mountain and the

waterfalls gave Norway an advantage in

hydropower which in turn provided

energy for metallurgical industry. This has

provided good knowledge within material

technology and silicon for use in solar

cells. Solar energy innovations can 

provide cheap renewable energy to large

sections of the population and accelerate

transition from fossil fuel. But a leading

position in the market for artificial

reservoirs requires investments

approximately the size of the Norwegian

Petroleum Fund.”

STATKRAFT AS is an international power

company and Europe's largest producer of

renewable energy. The group produces

hydropower, wind power, gas power,

district heating and solar power, and is a

global market player in energy trading.

Statkraft has 3600 employees in 16 land

and is wholly owned by the Norwegian

state. Henrik Sætness works as Director of

Group-Strategy and -Analysis at Statkraft

and explains further what the company

does: “We analyze the energy markets

from the global perspective - that is, they

really big connections, oil, coal, CO2,

climate, technologies, etc., and down to

the individual markets Statkraft operates

in with detailed analyzes towards 2040.

Solar Power has a very rapid development

at the moment. The amount of solar power

in the world has doubled every fourth

year. This means that in four years' time

we will have twice as much solar power as

today - at the same time as it will cost a 
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third of the current price. There is a lot of

debate about how we can get a power

system that is built up over 100 years,

based on large machines that move

around quickly, over to a system where

one tries to squeeze in as much wind and

sun as possible in a few decades.”

Regardless of the challenges with making

the transition to renewable energy,

Sætness has a positive outlook on our

future, and of Norway as an important

contributor in the global energy industry:

“Norway has a unique starting point with a

renewable power system based on

flexible hydropower. We are a world-

leading environment for optimizing

hydropower and making the best possible

use of resources. In addition, we have very

good wind resources, and have quite a lot

of expertise in the development of wind.

Norway could in many ways be seen as an

energy service cluster.” 

THE CLUSTER ORGANIZATION SUBSEA

VALLEY (SSV) exists geographically of

Fornebu, Sandvika, Asker, Tranby,

Drammen, Hokksund and Kongsberg. SSV

consists of 184 companies and currently

has 3 of the 5 large subsea engineering

companies competing in the industry. The

largest engineering companies in SV are

FMC Technologies, Aker Solutions and GE

Vetco. When it comes to subsea

production systems, Norwegian suppliers

have achieved global market shares in the

range of 60-70%, and companies such as

FMC Technologies, Aker Solutions and GE

are truly global players within this

segment. Preben Strøm, CEO at SSV

shares a couple stories on what they do at

work: “SSV facilitates for Norway to stay a

world-leading energy nation, and the Oslo

region to become a world leader on

energy technology. We initiate and

facilitate collaboration between parts,

both within an industry, between industry

and academia, and between industry and

startups. The development of world

leading subsea technology in Norway is a

technology that in many ways

revolutionized the industry. It made it

possible to extract oil and gas cheaper, on

a larger scale deep, farther from land and

below more extreme weather conditions. 

Norwegian energy and supplier industry

would not receive the same international

position without this industry. If Norway

had stopped all oil production had it taken

less than three weeks before the

production loss had become absorbed by

other manufacturers. It's the money we

have earned and are going to profit on

from the oil that gives us financial room to

invest in a sustainable energy future.”

...DID YOU KNOW that an advantage

of solar energy and wind power is

that most countries in the world have

similar access to sun and wind? This

gives a more even distribution of

energy resources in the world. 
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HOW DOES A SOLAR POWER PLANT

WORK? Scatec Solar is a Norwegian

company that develops, builds, owns and

operates solar power plants. Terje Melaa

who works as SVP Technology Solutions

in Scatec Solar, tells us about how they

identify and develop new and profitable

power plants around the world. “We work

a lot to identify and develop the good and

profitable projects, in particular in

emerging or new markets. When the

project is developed and all agreements

and approvals are confirmed, the project

must be financed before it can be built.

We are building the plant and we operate

throughout the project lifespan, which is

typically 20-30 years.” Melaa continues

by emphasizing how the world needs

more energy, and that this growth must be

sustainable. “The leading analysis

agencies agree that the production of

electrical energy will double by 2050. This

growth can NOT come through coal

power, renewable energy will take all this

growth,” he says. “A solar power plant

consists of hundreds of thousands of solar 

panels on several square kilometers. 

By using drones one can scan one large

area in a short time. Equipped with

infrared cameras one can identify fault

situations immediately, which would have

been almost impossible otherwise. We

have very good professional envir-

onments on several of these things. We

are world-class in solar cell technology,

although production is modest compared

to China. We have also come a long way

with offshore wind power, and also have

opportunities in floating solar power.”

A DIGITAL TWIN is a digital replica of the

physical asset, which provides us full

overview of the actual condition of an oil

platform, a modeled version of the asset,

as well as opportunities to simulate

various outcomes, and then take action.

“Digital twins can reduce costs for an oil

asset by 30- 50% and increase

production by up to 10%,” says Guro

Knapstad, Strategic Advisor for

Kongsberg Digital. “Energibransjen er

preget av at de drifter store assets (=

store investeringer), gjennom tradisjonell

utbygging, med veldig stort fokus på

sikkerhet for de ansatte. Ved å ta i bruk ny

teknologi, gir det mulighet for

energibransjen å oppnå store

kostnadsbesparelser, samtidig som man

kan øke sikkerheten The energy industry

is characterized by that they operate large

assets (= large investments), through

traditional development, with a very large

focus on the safety of employees. By

taking use of new technology, it provides

the opportunity for the energy industry to

achieve major cost savings, while one can

increase security. 

...DID YOU KNOW solar power is the

most cost-efficient alternative we

have in green energy? 

Up next: Renewable

Global Energy 

Digital twins and

reducing costs
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Many people are afraid of losing their jobs

for machines. We do not think that will

happen, we believe this creates new and

value-creating activities. 

standard. Their researchers collaborate

with top researchers from around the

world, and publish their work in

recognized international journals, reports,

books and periodicals. Senior Researcher

for the Center for Climate Research

(CICERO), Glen Peters, shares his

thoughts about the opportunities as well

as challenges about the energy

transformation. “Let me be controversial

for once and say that oil is among our best

alternatives when it comes to energy. It is

a remarkable, versatile, and dense energy

source. You can propel 500 people on a

plane to the other side of the world, or

drive Oslo to Trondheim on one tank filled

in a matter of minutes. It has a carbon

dioxide problem, but to replace oil, you

have to outdo what is being replaced.”

Peters has recently expressed

passionately on climate change his

thoughts in articles he's written such as

How changes brought on by coronavirus

could help tackle climate change and The

past decade of political failure on climate

change has cost us. “In terms of scenarios

and future pathways, it is important to

remember where we are today and the

inertia in the system. It will take literally

decades to transition the energy system, 

and for a multitude of reasons. There is no

easy or unique path to transition the

energy system. Norway has been great at

solving problems in the oil and gas sector.

The question is whether Norway can

transfer that capacity to a new set of

technologies.” 

LUNDIN ENERGY has grown from an oil

and gas exploration company into an

experienced Nordic energy developer

and operator. Lundin explores even better

ways to produce and to develop energy.

This has made Lundin one of the world’s

leading, sustainable companies in the

industry. Managing Director in Lundin,

Kristin Færøvik, shares her thoughts on

the changes in the oil sector, new

innovations and what it takes to be

competitive in the future.  “Developing

and using the best possible ways of

understanding the subsurface (in order to

find, develop and produce oil and gas

assets) demands good integration of all

geo-disciplines (e.g. geology and

geophysics) and the ability to embrace 

CICERO is Norway’s foremost institute for

interdisciplinary climate research. The

organization delivers new insights that

help solve the climate challenge and

strengthen international climate coop-

eration. CICERO helps in strengthning

international climate cooperation, by

predicting and responding to society’s

climate challenges through research and

dissemination of a high international 

...DID YOU KNOW a digital asset is

characterized by features such as an

actual picture of the asset, a

simulated state of the asset, and a

predicted condition? 

Global warming:

Avoiding the 2

Celsius mark

Power innovation as

a social responsibility
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innovation and new ideas. This constant

drive for better practices – as opposed to

best practice – and curiosity about what

the data really tells you are at the heart of

our exploration team,” says Færøvik. She

continues by describing somewhat of a

paradox when it comes to common views

in the Norwegian society: “I do find it an

interesting paradox that Norway’s 

position as a global provider of offshore

tech-nology is not more widely known or

recognised among the general public. 

And in the same vein, why are we not

more ambitious about outcompeting 

other oil and gas basins in light of the 

Paris Agreement?” she says. We have a

world-leading oil and gas industry in

Norway; there is a role for Norway to play

in continuing to supply oil and gas to the

world in a responsible manner; a small,

transparent nation such as ours can be

competitive if we put our weight behind it.

Rapid deployment – and indeed develop-

ment – of new technology plays a big part

in staying competitive.”

RUTER AS is the public transport authority

for Oslo and Akershus counties in Norway.

Ruter is responsible for the administration,

funding, and marketing (but not direct

operation) of public transport in the two

counties, including buses, the Oslo Metro,

Oslo Trams, and ferry services. Ruter

currently accounts for more than half of

the country's public transport, and is

aiming to make all means of transport

powered by renewable energy by 2020 in

order to reduce local and global climate

emissions. CEO at Ruter, Bernt Reitan

Jenssen believes Ruter will achieve the

goal of becoming emission-free by 2028.

He also shares his thoughts about when

automatic payment of your public

transport travels will take place, and when

you will be transported environmental-

friendly and driverless from door-to-door. 

“Driverless buses will cut costs drastically

and create new offers to our customers. It

may turn the current public transport

upside down. It means that one does not

need to equal as many passengers per

bus for the economy to make sense, and

eventually we can facilitate door-to-door

driving. If we don’t procure the technology 

we know is needed for a sustainable

development now, this future might never

come. We are in a time of significant

changes in technology and it’s important

to ensure that this change is for the

better.” 

ZEG POWER was established in 2008 

as a spin-off from Institute for Energy

Technology (IFE), Norway. ZEG Power’s

overall goal is to offer a clean alternative

for global energy production. ZEG Power

aims to do this through efficient prod-

uction of clean hydrogen from hydro-

carbon gases with integrated CO2

capture, based on the patented ZEG-

tech-nology. Kathrine K. Ryengen is CEO

of ZEG Power and has extensive exper-

ience with technology start-ups, and from

commercializing innovative business

models and technologies for industrial

applications. ZEG Power works with

efficient production of emission-free

hydrogen with their self-developed

inventions, and Ryengen shares insights

about this technology, in addition to the

potential of what she refers to as "blue

hydrogen": 

DID YOU KNOW Norways has been in

front of developing horizontal drilling

technology?

Autonomous Driving

Blue Hydrogen
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“I believe that the most important concept

in energy technology is the combination

of technologies. By combining techn-

ologies, we can achieve green energy

generation and utilisation. Renewable

energy generation is critical to achieving

global emission targets and a circular

economy. However, a bold renewable

strategy will also need to be balanced with

technologies that enable power balancing.

Green hydrogen is expected to play an

important role in the future energy mix. I

find commercialising Norwegian

innovations and patents very rewarding. In

addition, contributing to a positive

environmental impact also gives meaning

and substance. ZEG technology can be

used to upgrade biogas to green

hydrogen, enabling a negative CO2

footprint when utilizing the Bio-CO2. In

addition, the ZEG technology provides for

green hydrogen generation from natural

gas, reducing CO2 emissions from

industry – and that’s exciting.”

...DID YOU KNOW that hydrogen is

produced from two main sources -

gas and electrolysis of water?
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Guest collection

#0108

SINTEF Energi

Mona Mølnvik
Karbonfangst og
lagring

19.8.2020.

#0109

BKK Grønn InVest

Monika Inde Zsak
Energiteknologi som
forandrer verden

19.8.2020.

#0111

FUSen AS

Thor Christian Tuv
Solenergi slår
knockout

19.8.2020.

#0110

Solenergiklyngen

Trine Kopstad
Berentsen
De viktigste
energitrendene

19.8.2020.

#0115

Techstars Energy

Audun Abelsnes
«Verdens» råeste
energi accelerator

19.8.2020.

#0118

SINTEF Energi

John Tande
Havvind

19.8.2020.

#0116

RatedPower

Andrea Barber
Designing solar
power plants

19.8.2020.

#0117

Oliasoft

André Backen
Digitalisering av
oljeindustrien

19.8.2020.

#0121

Skagerak Energi

Marius Dolven
Fremtidens fleksible
energiøkosystem

19.8.2020.

#0122

Ocean Sun

Børge Bjørneklett
Verdens mest
effektive flytende
solenergi

19.8.2020.

#0124

Scatec Solar

Terje Melaa
Storskala solenergi
over hele verden

19.8.2020.

#0123

Statkraft

Henrik Sætness
Europas største
produsent av
fornybar energi

19.8.2020.

#0125

Kongsberg Digital

Guro Knapstad
Digitale tvillinger for
olje og gass

19.8.2020.

#0136

Aker BP

Ine Dolve
Skarvfeltet i digital
transformasjon

19.8.2020.

#0126

Subsea Valley

Preben Strøm
Energiteknologi –
veien inn i fremtiden

19.8.2020.

#0127

Senter for
klimaforskning

Glen Peters
What does it take to
avoid 2C of global
warming?

19.8.2020.

#0163

Ruter

Bernt Reitan
Jenssen
Bærekraftig
mobilitet

19.8.2020.

#0164

Forskningsrådet

Fridtjof Unander
Energy Technology
Markets

19.8.2020.

#0166

Equinor

Ragni Rørtveit
Dare to Change

25.8.2020.

#0165

DNV GL Oil & Gas

Liv Hovem
«Greening of gas»

19.8.2020.

#0168

Aker BP

Karl Johnny Hersvik
Data Liberation

19.8.2020.

#0242

Zaptec

Anders Thingbø
Smart ladning av El
biler

19.8.2020.

#0183

Axbit

Erlend Wollan &
Audun O. Landsvik
Progressive Web
Apps

19.8.2020.

#0241

Equinor

Ragnhild Ulvik
Samarbeide om å
innovere

19.8.2020.
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#0119

Institutt for
Energiteknikk

Erik Stensrud
Marstein
Solenergi forandrer
verden

19.8.2020.

#0120

Agder Energi

Rune Hogga
Kraftbransjens
Airbnb

19.8.2020.

#0161

Umoe

Jens Ulltveit-Moe
Grønn verdiskaping

19.8.2020.

#0162

Lundin

Kristin Færøvik
Innovasjon som
samfunnsansvar

19.8.2020.

#0243

ZEM

Jan-Olaf Willums
Skipsfart løsninger
med nullutslipp

19.8.2020.

#0244

ZEG Power

Kathrine K Ryenge
Hybridteknologi

19.8.2020.

#0245

Solution Seeker

Bjørn-Erik Dale
AI for olje og gass

19.8.2020.

#0310

Innovationizer

Ingvar Didrik
Haukland
Autonomous Drilling

19.8.2020.

#0371

ABB

Håvard Devold
Fremtiden er
elektrisk

19.8.2020.

#0350

Aker BP

Camilla Leon
Field of the Future –
fremtiden starter i
dag

19.8.2020.

#0372

Otovo

Andreas Thorsheim
Go solar

19.8.2020.

#0455

Ishavskraft AS

Stig A. Hanssen
Fremtiden er
elektrisk

19.8.2020.

#0476

NERA (National
Energy Resources
Australia)

Francis Norman
Is the hype getting
ahead of reality?

19.8.2020.

#0477

eSmart Systems

Christian Thun
Eriksen
Visualisering av
Energy tech

19.8.2020.

#0521

Sintef energi

Fride Vullum-Bruer
Fremtidens
batteriteknologi

19.8.2020.

#0479

Statkraft

Henrik Sætness
Statkrafts
lavutslippsscenario

19.8.2020.

#0528

Statnett

Beate S. Krogstad
Digitalisering er
nødvendig for å
lykkes med det
grønne skiftet

19.8.2020.

#0544

Energiklyngen
Norwegian Energy
Solutions (NES)

Jorunn J. Sætre
Samhandling for
omstilling og
bærekraftig energi

19.8.2020.

#0676

ZEG Power

Kathrine Kværnes
Ryengen
Storskala ren
hydrogen fra gass

5.8.2020.

#0701

Sikom

Torfinn Solem
Schiefloe
Den smarte hytta

3.7.2020.

#0719

KVS Technologies

Cato Vevatne
Autonomi, strømnett
og innsikt

6.7.2020.

#0718

Shoreline

Ole Erik Vestøl
Endrerud
Alle må med på
visjonen

6.7.2020.

#0723

Origo Solutions

Bjørn-Tore Lenes
Kontinuerlig
omstilling

24.6.2020.

#0725

Redrock

Christoffer
Jørgenvåg
Å løse oppgaver på
sjøen

24.6.2020.
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#0461

Solcelle-
spesialisten

Carl Christian
Strømberg
Solceller på alle tak

19.8.2020.

#0471

Østfold Energi

Martin Vatne
Åpen
forretningsutvikling
for en bærekraftig
fremtid

19.8.2020.

#0475

eSmart Systems

Erik Åsber
Dataplattform som
utgangspunkt for AI

19.8.2020.

#0665

Glomfjord
Hydrogen

Finn Nordmo
Hydrogen, det nye
batteriet

14.5.2020.

#0673

Effee Induction

Eirik Belland
Miljøvennlig
støperiteknologi

5.8.2020.

#0675

Siva

Ingrid Lorange
Optimismen lenge
leve

5.8.2020.

#0732

Air Products

Tom Cantero
Vi sikrer liv og last til
havs!

24.6.2020.

#0460

Becour AS

Hans Petter Kildal
«Tinder» for
fornybar energi

19.8.2020.

#0547

Agder Energi

Unni Farestveit
Fleksibilitet i
strømnettet

19.8.2020.

#0729

Panterra

Preben Guttormsen
Muligheter for vekt i
Norsk industri

24.6.2020.
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FINTECH
LØRNTOPIC 15
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FINTECH, shortened for financial technology, is
used to describe new innovative technology to
replace, improve or automate the delivery and use
of financial services. 

What is 
FINTECH? 
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CLUSTER
Perspective: Topic:

FINTECH

NCE Finance

Innovation

Simen Armond
Head of Project
Development

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/396-fin-
tech-simen-armond-open-innovation-i-
praksis

#0396 «Open Innovation» i
praksis

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
Head of Project Development hos NCE Finance
Innovation, Simen Armond, om hvordan vi kan
skape et sterkere økosystem gjennom «Open
Innovation». 
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SME
Perspective: Topic:

FINTECH

Monobank

Bent Gjendem
Daglig leder og
gründer

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/358-
21-arhundrets-bank

#0358 21. århundrets bank

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
daglig leder og gründer av Monobank, Bent
Gjendem. Målet til Monobank er å effektivisere
bankbransjen gjennom innovasjon og utvikling.

SME
Perspective: Topic:

FINTECH

SpareBank 1 Nord-

Norge

Petter Høiseth
Konsernsjef

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/456-fin-
tech-petter-hoiseth-digitalisere-banken

#0456 Digitalisere banken

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
konsernsjef i SpareBank 1 Nord-Norge, Petter
Høiseth, om rollebyttet som foregår innen
bransjen og om hva vi kan være stolte av i Nord-
Norge.

STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

FINTECH

Payr

Åste Einn
CDO & Co-
Founder

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/457-fin-
tech-aste-einn-teknologi-for-bedre-
okonomiske-valg

#0457 Teknologi for bedre
økonomiske valg

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
CDO & Co-Founder i selskapet Payr, Åste Einn,
om hvordan du kan forbedre ditt finansielle liv.

Top cases in Fintech



ENTERPRISE
Perspective: Topic:

FINTECH

DNB

Ingjerd Blekeli
Spiten
Konserndirektør,
personmarkedet

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/584-
fintech-ingjerd-blekeli-spiten-private-
sector-leader

#0584 Private Sector Leader

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
Konserndirektør for Personmarkedet i DNB, Ingjerd
Blekeli Spiten, om at vi i fremtiden vil trenger
trenge mennesker som forstår og utnytter de
mulighetene som ligger i ny teknologi – og i
samspillet mellom menneske og maskin. 
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BRAbank ASA, formerly Monobank ASA, is

a holdigital bank that is committed to

providing the best experience to its

customers. The company started

operations in November 2015 and now

consists of 60 employees. The aim is to

redefine retail banking through simple and

user-friendly services and to work

purposefully with innovation and

development. The CEO and founder of

Monobank, Bent Gjendem, talks about how

Monobank's goal is to streamline banking

through innovation and development. “We

are leaving the digital age to experience

the age. Primary banking services are

often similar, but the experience is much

better for the customer. Some

megatrends are going development;

transferring money in real time between

people, customers want access to all their

financial resources somewhere and

advice in context. This makes the world a

better place, the customer gets a better

experience and fintech is streamlining the

banking industry. Norway is very much

ahead in 

technology and infrastructure, but far
behind international successes like Klarna
and Revolut.”

NCE Finance Innovation is a Norwegian
cluster for innovation in FinTech. The
cluster's goal is to create new financial
services and solutions through existing
and new companies and to increase the
export of Fin-Tech to international and
global markets. NCE Finance Innovation is
part of the cluster program Norwegian
Center of Expertise (NCE), which is
supported by the Government of Norway,
Innovation Norway, the Research Council
of Norway and SIVA. Head of Project
Development at NCE Finance Innovation,
Simen Armond, talks about how we can
build a stronger ecosystem through Open
Innovation. "Open Innovation" is the search
for innovation outside of one's own
company, using trust-based "give-and-
take" relationships across size and
discipline," he says. Collaboration
between competitors can provide real
value to the participating banking/finance
industry, but 

also to supporting disciplines such as

lawyers, tech and academia. A stronger

ecosystem can add value to all of our

member categories, the so-called five-

factor model for clusters: - Startups /

Entrepreneurs - Venture Capital -

Established / Corporates - Government -

Academia. On a national level, I like the

way sbanken and quantfolia, for example,

Sparebanken Vest and Folio Jobswork

together to give customers a better

product based on investment and good

teamwork. We have a high level of trust

and integrity in Norway. It comes down to

the individuals that gather in a room. NCE

FI take care of ensuring legal clarification

of competition and cooperation so that

there can be certainty about this part.

Collaboration between competitors can

be simplified with a neutral third party

acting who's only interest is to make the

project a success!”

The 21th century
bank

"Open Innovation" 
in practice
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SpareBank 1 Gruppen AS is a holding

company owned by SpareBank 1 Northern

Norway, SpareBank 1 SMN, SpareBank 1

SR -Bank, SpareBank 1 Eastern Norway,

Cooperative Savings Banks, National

Organization (LO) and unions affiliated

with LO. The SpareBank 1 groups was

established in 1996. The SpareBank 1

Groups has an administrative

responsibility for the collaborative

processes in the SpareBank 1 Alliance,

which focuses on technology, brand,

expertise, shared processes / use of best

practices and procurement. The alliance

also conducts development work through

three competence centers in learning

(Tromsø), payment (Trondheim) and credit

(Stavanger). CEO in SpareBank 1 Nord-

Norge, Petter Høiseth, gives his

perspective on the role change that is

taking place within the industry and what

we can be proud of in Northern Norway.

"In my work context it is both about AI,

robotics and last but not least a better and

more intuitive customer interface. The

way it should be digitized. At the same

time, we are very mindful that technology

cannot replace people. We advise, and we 

see that when it comes to important

events in life, it's a human being that our

clients need to meet. What I find most

relevant now is the use of data. We have

tons of data and details about our clients.

We have deep insights into our lives. That

we handle that data in a safe and proper

way is critical. The most exciting thing

right now is the launch of a new CRM

system that we believe will strengthen

both us and the customer experience you

get as a customer in SpareBank 1 Nord-

Norge. The goal is to change the whole

approach to the customer and the

interaction internally. Digitalisation must

not focus exclusively on technology, the

customer, the organization and the people

must be at the center.

Payr is a Norwegian fintech company with

a strong focus on user experience and

design. Payr was founded in 2016 by an

entrepreneurial team with the goal of

making your and my financial life easier. In

June 2017, the first Payr app was launched, 

an app that allows users to enter KID and
account numbers through a photo, and is
completely independent of which bank
you have. In October 2018, Payr was
named one of the most innovative fintech
companies in the world by H2 Ventures
and KPMP. Only 100 companies fit on the
list, and Payr is the only Norwegian
company. In 2019 Payr merged with Hudya
and becomes part of the Nordic Hudya
Group. CDO & Co-Founder at Payr, Åste
Einn, talks about how to improve your
financial life: "We humans think we're
walking around being rational, but we're
actually making a lot of decisions with our
crocodile brain, or Homer Simpson brain.
People talk a lot now about the "customer
at the centre," but I think we have a long
way to goto really understand people. And
that's at the big level; business idea that
works for people, but also down in a
sentence on a website. People are 
leaving services they don't understand. 
All professions will probably exist in
combination with technology. But here 
we need many different professions - we

need philosophers to discuss ethical

decisions, like whether we can remove

malaria mosquitoes. Otherwise, I would

say. Being critical of sources is extremely

important knowledge. Spend a lot of time 

Digitalizing the bank

Technology for
better economic
decisions
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Vice President for the Retail Market at

DNB, says that in the future we will need

people who understand and utilize the

opportunities that lie in new technology -

and in the interaction between man and

machine: “In the future, we will need

people who can understand and exploit

the opportunities that lie in new

technology - human-machine interaction.

It’s all about simplification - develop

products and services that make

everyday life easier for people. One

should not develop everything alone -

with collaboration when we reach our

targets.”

DNB ASA is the largest financial group in

Norway with equity of approximately NOK

250 billion (as of June 2019). The group

was established on 4. December 2003

following a merger between Den norske

Bank (DnB) and Gjensidige NOR. The

company's largest shareholder is the

Norwegian state in the Ministry of Trade

and Industry (34 per cent), and the largest

shareholder is Sparebankstiftelsen DNB

(approximately 8 per cent). In November

2011, the company changed its name to

DNB. DNB is the second largest financial

group in the Nordic region after the

Swedish bank Nordea. DNB manages

capital of NOK 2898 billion and has total

loans to customers of NOK 1535 billion (as

of 31 March 2016). The Group has its head

office and business address in Bjørvika in

Oslo. Ingjerd Blekeli Spiten, Executive 

understanding people, their challenges,

irritations anddesires - before and during

the development of services and

products.”

Private sector
leader
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Guest collection

#0083

Tripod

Henrik Lie-Nielsen
De største

endringene i

FinTech

19.8.2020.

#0084

Quantfolio

Jan Åge Skaathun
Innovasjon med

FinTech

19.8.2020.

#0086

Finance Innovation

Atle Sivertsen
Norges første

fintech-klynge

19.8.2020.

#0085

Sbanken

Christoffer Hernæs
Viktige begreper i

FinTech

19.8.2020.

#0087

TheFactory

Ingar Bentsen
Akselererer din

startup

19.8.2020.

#0090

PwC

Lars Erik Fjørtoft
Samarbeid er

nøkkelen til

fremskritt

19.8.2020.

#0088

IKT-Norge

Liv Freihow
Regulatorisk

sandkasse

19.8.2020.

#0089

VIPPS

Elisabeth Haug
Vipps-entusiast

19.8.2020.

#0113

Aprila Bank ASA

Israr Khan
Heldigital bank for

bedrifter

19.8.2020.

#0150

Alliance Venture

Bente Loe
Spennende

selskaper innenfor

FinTech

19.8.2020.

#0314

Privanet

Camilla Andersson
Crowdfunding

19.8.2020.

#0198

Funding Partner

Geir Atle Bore
Crowdlending

19.8.2020.

#0330

Account Flow

Daniel Jara
Ting du ikke visste

om regnskap

19.8.2020.

#0344

Stacc Flow

Eivind Kjellevold
Tjenestedesign i

fin.tech

19.8.2020.

#0342

Stacc Flow

Anne Line Grepne
Prosessplattform

for digitalisering på

rekordtid

19.8.2020.

#0343

Stacc Flow

Ingeborg Faye
Vågsholm
Fintech handler om

mennesker, ikke

teknologi

19.8.2020.

#0358

Monobank

Bent Gjendem
21 århundrets bank

19.8.2020.

#0363

SR-Bank

Vidar Aksland
Vidar Aksland:

Innovasjon og

utvikling

19.8.2020.

#0375

Fana Sparebank

Marianne Wik Sætre
«De raske spiser de

trege»

19.8.2020.

#0369

Spleis

Marius Sommerseth
Hei Spleis?

19.8.2020.

#0395

Tjommi

Henrik Johannessen
Liten FinTech mot

de store

19.8.2020.

#0433

FiBAN

Reetta Ilo
Angle investors

19.8.2020.

#0396

NCE Finance
Innovation

Simen Armond
«Open Innovation» i

praksis

19.8.2020.

#0426

TINE

Sven Richard
Tønnessen
Ansiktsbetalingstjen

este

19.8.2020.
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#0457

Payr

Åste Einn
Teknologi for bedre

økonomiske valg

19.8.2020.

#0488

TicketCo

Kåre Bottolfsen
Event payments

made easy

19.8.2020.

#0584

DNB

Ingjerd Blekeli
Spiten
Private Sector

Leader

19.8.2020.

#0583

Eiendomsverdi

Mette Ahlquist
Digitaliseringen av

bolig- og

boliglånsbransjen

19.8.2020.

#0590

Vipps eCommerce
& Invoice

Emma Tryti
Utrydde

papirfakturaen

19.8.2020.

#0091

DNB

Wasim Rashid
Plattform som

forretningsmodell

19.8.2020.

#0092

Finstart Nordic

David Baum
Fremtidige

finansielle tjenester

19.8.2020.

#0345

DiggEcard

Olav Balandin
Gift card as a

service

19.8.2020.

#0346

Idify Norge

Rune Synnevåg
Byggeklossene som

opprettholder tilliten

i E-signaturer

19.8.2020.

#0441

Zeipt

David Alexandre
Salvail
Digital receipt

19.8.2020.

#0456

SpareBank 1 
Nord-Norge

Petter Høiseth
Digitalisere banken

19.8.2020.
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What is 
FOODTECH? 
FOOD TECH is combining food science and
technology in the growing, harvesting, preservation,
processing, packaging, distribution, and use of safe
food. Related fields include analytical chemistry,
biotechnology, engineering, nutrition, quality
control, and food safety management.
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Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/454-
lorn-soc-marit-barbo-trygge-maltider

#0454 Trygge måltider

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
Leder for informasjonssikkerhet i Tussa IKT,
Vigleik Hustadnes, om hvorfor sikkerhetsstyring
er moro og viktig.

STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

FOODTECH

MerkMaten AS

Marit Barbo
Daglig leder

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/490-
foodtech-cecilie-hauge-agotnes-
digitalisering-av-matbehov

#0490 Digitalisering av matbehov

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
Leder for informasjonssikkerhet i Tussa IKT,
Vigleik Hustadnes, om hvorfor sikkerhetsstyring
er moro og viktig.

STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

FOODTECH

CanCannotEat

Cecilie Hauge
Ågotnes
Hovedgründer

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0760-
foodtech-adrian-diaz-ai-for-better-
food

#0760 AI for better food

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
Leder for informasjonssikkerhet i Tussa IKT,
Vigleik Hustadnes, om hvorfor sikkerhetsstyring
er moro og viktig.

STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

FOODTECH

Völur

Adrian Diaz
Co-Founder 

02.09.2020

RESEARCH
Perspective: Topic:

FOODTECH

Universitetet i

Agder

Nina Øverby
Professor i
ernæring

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/554-
foodtech-nina-overby-digitale-tiltak-for-
a-fremme-et-godt-kosthold-tidlig-i-livet

#0554 Digitale tiltak for å fremme
et godt kosthold tidlig i livet

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
Leder for informasjonssikkerhet i Tussa IKT,
Vigleik Hustadnes, om hvorfor sikkerhetsstyring
er moro og viktig.

Top cases in Foodtech
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Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0770-
smartfarm

#0770 Smartfarm

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
Leder for informasjonssikkerhet i Tussa IKT,
Vigleik Hustadnes, om hvorfor sikkerhetsstyring
er moro og viktig.

FOUNDER
Perspective: Topic:

FOODTECH

Miljødata

Jonas
Carlsson
CEO 

26.08.2020



The Department of Nutrition and Public

Health at the University of Agder trains

students in nutrition, public health and

food and health in teacher education.

Some research focuses on food and

nutrition in a life cycle perspective, and

research is done on what food means for

good health and how whole generations in

Norway should receive training in coo-

king. The department collaborates with

companies, voluntary organizations,

schools and kindergartens in the region,

both through practice in subject studies

and teacher training, and through various

research projects and practice topics in

health promotion work. Professor of

Nutrition at the University of Agder, Nina

Øverby, explains how nutrition can be

better understood through the use of

technology and how the population can be

inspired to eat healthier through the use of

technological innovations: "Technology

and digital interventions have great po-

tential to improve the nutrition of large 

and important populations (the vulnerable

and the young), but we do not yet know

how to do this so that the changes last. In

some studies, we have developed

websites that parents can access, with

short film clips about everyday food

situations, etc. In other projects we have

developed e-learning programs that

nursery staff can use to promote healthy

eating habits in nursery. There are many

who believe that in the future it will be

very important to change / do different

things. I think that keeping up to date

technologically is very important and that

such knowledge is important. But at the

same time, I think we lose some

elementary life skills along the way if

everything is done well by technology, so I

think life skills need to be on the agenda."

Digital measures to
promote a good diet
early in life

Smartfarm

AI for better food 

Jonas Carlsson is a partner and CEO of

Miljødata. Environmental data wants to

use technology and with a focus on the

farmer, create a better, sustainable world

and create a better future in the farmer's

profession. They are a completely new

start-up company with big growth

ambitions.

Völur optimizes food value chains with the

use of Artificial Intelligence. Their

pioneering services enable a whole new

set of possibilities that understands how

your business works, predicts cause-

effect outcomes, and makes real-time

recommendations driven by the market

demand. Völur embraces a food

production industry that uses the least

amount of global resources to satisfy the

market demand. With the intention of

addressing and reducing that waste, Völur

provides AI-powered optimization

services for the food industry in

accordance with the UN Sustainable

Development Goal 12: Ensure Sustainable

Consumption and Production Patterns.

Their goal is to enable a more sustainable

and optimized meat industry. Since

starting up, they have built a prototype for

one of the biggest players in the meat

industry in Norway. This was done by

working really close with key personnel

and decision makers to get a proper

representation of their value chain and

their problem. It is through this process of

building trust that they can understand

how the industry can become more

sustainable and benefit all the players

within through applying AI.
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MerkMaten AS sells informative food

cards for easy food labeling, which lets

consumers know what they are eating and

what the food contains. The food cards

are used at events, schools and other

places where food is served, and are now

in a fixed assortment with every “Meny”

shop throughout the country. The product

is also embraced by The Norwegian

Asthma and Allergy Association and the

Norwegian Vegan Society. Their main goal

is to prevent exclusion for the many with

food allergies, intolerances, celiac disease

and other food hypersensitivity. A small

Food Card can make a great difference for

so many with allergies. Someone needs a

wheelchair, elevator and ramp while

people with food challenges can get help

from a Food Card. This can make the

difference between whether they can

participate or not. MerkMaten is currently

in the initial phase of a project to develop

digital food cards for bigger institutions.

CanCannotEat founder Cecilie Hauge
Ågotnes has IBS (Irritable Bowel
Syndrome), and has written 4 books about
the research-based LavFODMAP diet. 
She holds regular lectures at several

Norwegian hospitals, and because she

herself has experience with the need for

adapted food, she saw that the hotel and

restaurant industry has major challenges

with quality assurance and efficiency in

serving food to guests in need for cus-

tom food. This resulted in the launch of

CanCannotEat, a digital platform for

information on allergies, and digital

managing of one's personal allergy list.

The allergy list in CanCannotEat can be

emailed to restaurants, friends and family.

Hotel, restaurant and the catering industry

is an industry that is behind when it comes

to digitization. Only ¼ of the industry is

open to digitization, however it is this

industry that has the most to gain from it. 

Digitization of 
food needs

Safe meals 
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Guest collection

#0286

Norges miljø- og
biovitenskapelige
universitet

Pål Johan From
Roboter inntar

landbruket

19.8.2020.
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#0760

Völur

Adrian Diaz
AI for better food

2.9.2020.

#0650

Humorbonden

Geir Styve
Mat og eventuelt

14.5.2020.

#0323

Sensonomic

Anders Gundersen
Datasimuleringer

for bærekraftig

landbruk

19.8.2020.

#0454

MerkMaten AS

Marit Barbo
Trygge måltider

19.8.2020.

#0276

TINE

Johnny Ødegård
Den digitale

bonden

19.8.2020.

#0464

NordicAquaFarms

Roger Fredriksen
Akvakultur teknologi

19.8.2020.

#0278

NIBIO

Siv Lene Gangenes
Skar
Urban Farming

19.8.2020.

0490

CanCannotEat

Cecilie Hauge
Ågotnes
Digitalisering av

matbehov

19.8.2020.

#0277

N2 Applied

Trond Lund
Grønn husdyrmøkk

19.8.2020.

#0467

Brynild Gruppen

Mathias Holm
Digitalisering i en

tradisjonell

næringsbedrift.

19.8.2020.

#0279

NIBIO

Svein Solberg
Skoghelse

19.8.2020.

#0492

JET Seafood

Eirik Talhau
Markedsplasser

som salgsverktøy

19.8.2020.

#0284

Soil Steam
International

Hans Kristian
Westrum
Bærekraftig

matproduksjon

19.8.2020.

#0621

Avisomo

Martin Molenaar
Import er ut

12.3.2020.

#0280

NIBIO

Ingvild Nystuen
Geografisk Data

Science i

landbruket

19.8.2020.

#0510

Denofa

Torgeir Hjertaker
Soyaprotein for en

bedre verden

19.8.2020.

#0281

NIBIO

Siri Svendgård-
Stokke
Jordsmonnkart

19.8.2020.

#0554

Universitetet i
Agder

Nina Øverby
Digitale tiltak for å

fremme et godt

kosthold tidlig i livet

19.8.2020.

#0275

Nofence

Oscar Hovde
Berntsen
Virtuelle gjerder

19.8.2020.

#0770

Miljødata

Jonas Carlsson
Smartfarm

26.8.2020.



GAMETECH
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GAMETECH, or game technology, refers to the
development of supporting technologies for games,
independent of a specific game design.

What is 

GAMETECH? 
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Top cases in Gametech
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RESEARCH
Perspective: Topic:

GAMETECH

Høyskolen

Kristiania

Ole Goethe
Associate

Professor

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/134-

gamification-mindset

#0134 Gamification Mindset

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Sunniva

med Associate Professor ved Høyskolen

Kristiania, Ole Goethe, om gamification mindset. 

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/olli-

ohls-sosiale-roboter

#0149 Opportunities of Social

Robotics

In this episode of #LØRN, Silvija talks to Robotics

Lead in Futurice, Olli Ohls, about the possibilities

that social robots open up and what we can

expect from social robots in the future. 

SME
Perspective: Topic:

GAMETECH

Futurice

Olli Ohls
Robotics Lead

19.08.2020

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/556-

gametech-robert-sach-gaming-teknologi-

smarthus-var-soken-etter-opplevelse

SME
Perspective: Topic:

GAMETECH

IK Start

Robert Sach
E-sport ansvarlig

19.08.2020
Se episoden her:

#0556 Gaming, Teknologi &

Smarthus – vår søken etter

opplevelse

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med E-

sport ansvarlig hos IK Start og Daglig Leder for

Resonans Prosjektet, Robert Sach, om hvordan E-

sport kan skape gode holdninger for dagens unge,

samt bidra til gamification i hverdagen.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/231-

fra-suksessrik-spillgrunder-til-

mobelsnekker

#0231 Fra suksessrik spillgründer

til møbelsnekker

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

tidligere spill-gründer, Kim Daniel Arthur, om

hvordan han var med og bygde opp selskapet

Playfish, som gründerne senere solgte til

spillgiganten EA Sports for 2,4 milliarder kroner

STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

GAMETECH

Playfish

Kim Daniel

Arthur
CEO

19.08.2020
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Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/594-

gametech-anette-staloy-optimize-for-

luck

#0594 Optimize for luck

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
VP of Business & Marketing i Dirtybit, Anette
Ståløy, om hva selskapet har lært seg om
produktutvikling etter å ha lansert 6 spill, hvorav
3 spill er lansert i Fun Run serien, som har vært
tre store suksesser. 

SME
Perspective: Topic:

GAMETECH

Dirtybit

Anette Ståløy
VP of Business &

Marketing

19.08.2020



Kristiania University College was founded

in 1914 and offers education in Oslo,

Bergen and online. Kristiana University

College is an accredited college with

10,000 students, 500 employees, just

over 800 million in turnover and over 100

study programs. The school views it as

their social mission to offer up-to-date,

sustainable and future-oriented

education, based on the highest grade of

research and artistic work. Now the

school's ambition is to become Norway's

first private working life university, an

extension of the college's ever closer ties

to the Norwegian business world.

Professor Ole Goethe explains

"gamification" as the application of game

elements and game mechanics in non-

game related contexts to promote a

desired behavior or to achieve a learning

outcome. This technology is used to

increase the capacity of both humans and

technologies, and has a practical focus on

building engaging systems.

Futurice is a digital innovation and

engineering company with Finnish roots.

Their core business is developing and

designing digital services and products. In

addition, Futurice helps its clients to

become future capable by transforming

company cultures, co-creating digital

strategies, and turning tech into business.

Social robots open up a lot of

opportunities for both now and in the

future. An example is a project where they

used a social humanoid robot to teach sign

language basics to autistic children. The

design was led by Minja Axelsson who

created her masters thesis on this case. It

recently got shortlisted on the IxDA 2019

for the ‘Disrupting’ category. A social

robot brings a new bundle of intuitive

technologies to our use, but with that also

requirements for a new kind of thinking

when building services on a robot. 

Start is a sports club from Kristiansand.

The club is best known to play football, but

has in the past also played handball,

orienteering, athletics, cycling, skiing and

bandy. The club's greatest merits are the

league championships in 1978 and 1980.

The club has started an e-sports team

competing in the game FIFA. This isn’t just

Start, but a bunch of sports clubs around

the world have launched their own e-

sports team. Start’s own e-sports

manager states that “we must

acknowledge value creation and the

innovation that lies in creating new fresh

synergies, among other things where

gaming comes out more.”

Gamification
mindset 

Opportunities of
social robots

Gaming, technology
and smart houses -
our search for
experiences
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The company Playfish, now owned by

Electronic Arts, was a developer of free

games for social media. Playfish was

founded in 2007 and until the closure in

2013, the company managed to attract up

to 55 million users a month, with over 37

million users via Facebook. The company

in its time made money by selling virtual

goods inside their games. In 2009,

Electronic Arts announced the acquisition

of Playfish for $ 400 million. In the past,

gaming technology was a very specific

branch, but now it has been mixed into

many other technologies. Game

technology does not have its own home,

but the interface between entertainment

and a functional technical product makes

it an exciting subject. One challenge is

that modern games focus more on long-

term addiction, instead of fast dopamine

such as an arcade game.

Dirtybit was founded in 2011 by students

at NTNU - Norway University of Science

and Technology, which merged together

to make mobile games. The founders

wanted to recreate the emotions and

those memorable moments they got from

competing with each other while playing

Mario Kart together when they were kids,

and bringing this to new generations on

mobile platforms. Most multiplayer mobile

games on the market back then worked in

a way which the players had to take turns

to play, so Dirtybit began developing the

game "Fun Run", where people could have

fun and play together in real time. The

game soon began to spread in schools in

the United States, and after reaching No. 1

In the US app store, players all over the

world began to play Fun Run. Today,

Dirtybit's games in the Fun Run series

have more than 120 million downloads

worldwide. Despite this, it is very

important for them to respect the

competition. This is also something they

ensure by, by among other things, keeping

up to date with the algorithms of app

stores. Furthermore, VP of business and

marketing explains that one is dependent

on “optimizing for luck” through these

types of processes. 

From successful
entrepreneur to
furniture maker

Optimize for luck
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Here is a list of all logos
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Guest collection

#0128

TimetoRIOT

Kimberly Larsen
Smart hiring

platform

19.8.2020.

#0199

Playpulse

Elina Willert
High Intensity

Interval Gaming

19.8.2020.

#0129

Norconsult

Thomas Fløien

Angeltveit
Gamification i

samferd-

selsprosjekter

19.8.2020.

#0231

Playfish

Kim Daniel Arthur
Fra suksessrik

spillgründer til

møbelsnekker

19.8.2020.

#0131

Attensi

Henrik Weltz
Gamification driver

adferdsendring

19.8.2020.

#0321

Attensi og Be 
Your Best

Odd Skarheim
Gamified 3D-

simuleringsbasert

trening

19.8.2020.

#0130

Megapop

Jørgen Tharaldsen
En ny definisjon av

gamification

19.8.2020.

#0308

Misc Games

Gøran Myrland
Læring gjennom

spill

19.8.2020.

#0132

Hyper

Spill som redder liv

Jon Styrkestad

Haukaas

19.8.2020.

#0556

IK Start

Robert Sach
Gaming, Teknologi

& Smarthus – vår

søken etter

opplevelse

19.8.2020.

#0135

Arct AS

Karin Berentsen
Samfunnet betaler

når business feiler

19.8.2020.

#0133

Kahoot!

Sigurd Ringstad
Lek og lær med

Kahoot!

19.8.2020.

#0594

Dirtybit

Anette Ståløy
Optimize for luck

19.8.2020.

#0149

Futurice

Olli Ohls
Opportunities of

Social Robotics

19.8.2020.

#0134

Høyskolen
Kristiania

Ole Goethe

Gamification

Mindset

19.8.2020.

#0197

Playfinity

Jarle Nordby-Bøe &

Paal Smith Meyer
Aktiv gaming

19.8.2020.

#0169

Snuti

Christer Eckermann
Få verden til å lese

bøker

19.8.2020.
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HEALTH TECH is defined as as the application
of organized knowledge and skills, in the form of
devices, medicines, vaccines, systems and
procedures designed to solve a health problem and
improve the quality of life. In current society, the
field of digital health includes specific focuses on
delivery and financing of innovative health
services, as well as development and
commercialization of new treatments.

What is 

HEALTHTECH? 
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SME
Perspective: Topic:

HEALTHTECH

Jodacare og
Jodapro

Kristil Erla

Håland
CEO

19.08.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/579-

healthtech-kristil-erla-haland-ny-og-

nodvendig-samhandling

#0579 Ny og nødvendig

samhandling

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

CEO Jodacare og Jodapro, Kristil Erla Haland, om

hvordan de hjelper pårørende med å ta større del av

behandlingen til pasienten, samt ta del i alt det

positive som skjer under behandling, uten å selv

måtte gå ut av jobb.

Top cases in Healthtech

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0868-

karen-dolva-teknologi-som-oker-

velferd

#0868 Teknologi som øker 

velferd

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija 

med CEO i No Isolation, Karen Dolva.

FOUNDER
Perspective: Topic:

HEALTHTECH

No Isolation

Karen Dolva
CEO & gründer

06.11.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0869-

mina-gerhardsen-teknologi-for-bedre-

helseordninger

#0869 Teknologi for bedre

helseordninger

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

Generalsekretær i Nasjonalforeningen For

Folkehelsen, Mina Gerhardsen.

SME
Perspective: Topic:

HEALTHTECH

Nasjonalforeningen
for folkehelsen

Mina

Gerhardsen
Generalsekretær

11.11.2020.

http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/


THE HUMAN GENOME was completely

sequenced in 2001, and the field of

bioinformatics has gained momentum.

DNA-sequencing is a process used to

read the order of the letters in the genetic

material DNA, and the purpose of the

process is to gain access to an organism`s

genetically programmed codes.

Bioinformatics is described as a field of

study in informatics where the use of

information technology aids in the

biological study, often still limited to

molecular biological studies.

WITH A VAST AMOUNT OF
ACCESSIBLE RESOURCES IN
SEAWEED, 

Norway is becoming a prominent

producer of aqueous biomaterial, and is

currently world-leading when it comes to

the use of alginate in biotechnology.

Through technological innovations on

chips and gels, we are learning more

about how we can preserve or affect the

qualities of biological cell cultures.

This has previously been done in 2D on

hard plastic, but with recent develop-

ments we are moving towards growing

cells in 3D hydrogels.

The 3D environment of hydrogels mimics

the extracellular matrix found in nature,

the  term referring to molecule structures

surrounding cells. NTNU is currently

collaborating with SINTEF on the project

“3DLife” where alginate, the strings of

sugar molecules in seaweed, is used to

build 3D-structures as environments for

cultivating cells. Research on health might

soon face a shift where experiments on

animals are replaced by experiments on

biological chips, and where human cellular

reactions to environmental influences are

reproduced synthetically in our

laboratories According to professor Berit

Løkensgard Strand from NTNUs Institute

of Biotechnology  and Food Science, the

current innovation on tissues and organs

on chip are the future of our under-

standing of cells and tissues, and essential

to future models for managing disease

and external influences on human health.

AHO, THE OSLO SCHOOL OF

ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN, are

currently researching the future design of

healthcare institutions in collaboration

with central hospital Ahus. Besides

adjustments for technological innovation,

the human experiences of patients are

included and emphasized throughout the

research, from early concept

development to

implementation. 10% of the total health

costs in society stems from people going

through the last 3-4 days of their lives. As

new technology innovation enables a

more efficient health sector, it is important

to balance these possibilities towards

human needs and perspectives.

Biotechnology and
tissue on chips

Lørntopic: 1802

Designing health services

for the future
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HEALTH ECONOMISTS measure the

effect of new treatment against the costs

and assess whether it burdens the

Norwegian treasury and whether it

provides the right treatment to the

country`s citizens. Eline Aaas is an

Associate professor at the University of

Oslo, and emphasises the importance of

including health economic perspectives in

clinical research: “The prioritization

regulations in Norway state that when we

are to assess new treatments, three

criteria must apply: 1) Health effect

measured by health-related quality of life,

2) Cost and 3) Severity,” Aas explains. The

methods we use can be useful, not only to

evaluate new treatments and drugs in the

wake of clinical trials, but also as a useful

tool in innovation projects - that we

discuss the potential for cost-

effectiveness.”

THE DOCTOR/PATIENT RELATIONSHIP
is changing around the world at this
moment. People want to monitor their
chronic diseases and their individual
health at home, or wherever they are.
Regardless, 95% is still confined to
primary care for measurements and
evidence. A company named Deversify
currently develops and commercializes
mobile electronic devices to monitor
biomarkers for individual health and
chronic diseases. Solutions already exist
for measuring high blood pressure and
blood sugar, and future targets in the field
of individual health technology include
cardiology, epilepsy, obesity and smoke
cessation. CEO and founder of Deversify,
Anders Murman has 25 years of
experience from med-tech in Sweden
and California, and has had leading
positions in publicly listed companies 
such as RaySearch, Aerocrine and
Pharmacolog. He shares his view on
Norway`s potential when innovating in 
the field of health technology: 

HJEMMELEGENE (The Home Doctors) is

an organization working towards

reintroducing the traditional home visit in

healthcare, but with new and modern

technology. Patients and health personnel

are easily connected through technology,

and home visits are possible 24/7 every

day of the year. Hjemmelegene brings

together position technology, 4G, route

optimization, advanced medical

diagnostics, and cloud-based services

and combines them all in one platform.

Patients avoid waiting rooms and long

journeys, while healthcare professionals

are given the opportunity to observe and

understand the disease picture based on

the patients; own immediate environment.

Digital innovations
enables accessibility 
and alternative
treatments

Future societies and health
services

"Norway is leading the way for the rest of the
world in promoting sustainable and impact
driven business, combined with scalability
for the rest of the planet.”
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which already has helped more than half a

million patients. At KRY, technical

developers work alongside health workers

to create a service for the future, where

patients can receive high-quality

consultation regardless of their place of

residence or life situation. “The Norwegian

report Perspektivmeldingen shows us that

the state of Norway soon will have higher

costs than expenses,” says Liselotte

Lunde, Communications Manager at KRY.

“So it goes without saying that we need to

implement digital solutions in order to help

more people for less resources.” An

ongoing debate is taking place at the

moment, regarding the importance of

physical presence from health personnel

during consultancy. Digital health services

such as KRY have brought forward that in

some areas the quality of the consultancy

is arguably strengthened, as all patient

data is stored, tracked and measured

through a fully digital service.

A START-UP NAMED DIGNIO is now

offering a service that offers health

personnel a possibility to follow-up

patients from a distance. Dignio combines

software specifically targeted towards

health personnel, a 

user friendly app for patients, as well as

amethodology on remote healthcare. 

Chronic diseases are on the rise in most

countries, and through Dignio services

such as deployed, digitally controlled

medicine dispensers, patients get more

involved with their own health and

treatment, which is found to have positive

results on their experience of having

chronic diseases, and on their general

mental wellbeing. CEO of Dignio, Lars

Christian Dahle, explains how Medical

Distance Follow-up emphasizes that

technology is not interesting on its own,

only when used to better our lives.

 “How will we manage to provide good

healthcare in a society where there is a

growing shortage of nurses and other

health workers?” he asks.

“Although the Norwegian Directorate of

Health has documented positive effects

for both patients and the health service

with Medical Distance Follow-up, the

health service still holds the old way of

delivering services as sacred. Norway is

among the best in the world in primary

health care.

 

Lørntopic : 18

This gives us a completely unique starting

point as a living lab for the development of

welfare technology. Today`s health

services do not scale - and a national

effort is needed to renew us to more

sustainable ways of running good health

services.”

DIPS is Norway`s leading supplier of e-

health to Norwegian hospitals and one of

the three largest players in the municipal

health market. DIPS creates a digital

workspace for over 150,000 healthcare

professionals, spread across the country.

With headquarters in Bodø and satellite

offices in Oslo, Bergen, Straume,

Trondheim and Tromsø, DIPS consists of a

total of almost 320 employees.
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DIPS ` main goal is to realize increased

digital collaboration and efficient

information flow in and between hospitals

and municipalities. The group develops

tools that the heroes of reality use every

day in the fight for better health. Quality

Assurance Manager and Privacy Officer at

DIPS, Ingrid Egelandsaa, explains how

their digital health service works: “The

purpose is to make the healthcare system

more efficient, and we have contributed a

lot to patients being able to read their own

medical record on the internet. That way,

people can make sure that their treatment

is proceeding correctly, see who has read

their medical record, and much more. This

enables patients to keep track of their own

treatment.”

Technology that enables treatment over

distance has proven to be not only

relevant when it comes to routine follow-

up of patients. Chief physician Bjørn

Steinar Storvik experienced this when he

worked on his project called "Mobile

Prehospital Team" In this project, Storvik

investigated how it worked when a first-

responder ambulance moved out of the

emergency room, with technological

support from remote treatment.

 The paramedic who rushed to the

patient received a consultation from a

doctor during the meeting with the

patient, and became a strong encounter

with innovation in an organizational

direction. As a result of the project, video

consultation has now been implemented

among several emergency services and

ambulances in Norway. At the same time,

there are new challenges to be aware of

when implementing such technology, says

Bjørn Steinar Storvik: “There are

challenges connected to digital disruption,

as for example that important

observations can be overlooked through

video consultations, it is important that we

are aware of differences between such

consultations and physical meetings

where a doctor is present. From the

project, we saw that the patients felt safer

by not having to be transported for

examination by a doctor. Doctors often

interpret questions about innovation or

development of the health sector from a

doctor&#39;s perspective. The use and

innovation must be able to be defended

with benefit, and never replace the most

central and human in the health services.

Innovation requires the ability to withstand

turmoil and adversity - but that is normal.”

HILDE LOVETT OF THE NORWEGIAN

BOARD OF TECHNOLOGY (NBT)

believes future health services will be

depending on our understanding of

artificial intelligence itself. “We might not

have to code or analyse algorithms

ourselves, but we will have to have an

understanding for how AI-based systems

form their recommendations, and for how

trustable those are.”

Artificial
Intelligence and 
Big Data enters  
the health services
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Dahl focuses on methods in machine
learning that can be used to obtain more
useful information and knowledge from
the hospital`s  medical record systems. In
the BIGMED project, Dahl and his
colleagues have trained so- called neural
network models to classify radiology
reports. Neural networks are a collective
term for computer processors with
associated algorithms, which are inspired
by the way the nerve cells in a brain are
organized. 

Through the BIGMED research, it has been
possible to automate the counting of
examinations that have yielded relevant
findings for different patient groups. “We
need more artificial intelligence that can
help find and compile information about a
patient,” Dahl says.

 “Such systems can also help to find other
patients who are similar to the person to be
treated, so that you can get an overview of
similar cases more quickly.” 

Machine learning will become increasingly

important, Dahl explains: “The first

upheaval coming in image processing for

machines is becoming better than humans

recognizing most types of objects. The

second big wave is about machine

nutrition used on text.”

PROFESSOR EIVIND HOVIG heads the

Center for Bioinformatics at the University

of Oslo. He tells how their work with data

creates new opportunities in the treat-

ment of cancer: "Among other things, 

we are doing research on a biobank of

Norwegians with a prevalence of cancer i

n the family, hereditary predisposition, to

look at which genes influence the

development of cancer within a family. 

As a side product of this, we also get an

overview of genetic structures in the

Norwegian population in general, and we

are now in the process of publishing on

this.”

RESEARCHERS ON AI BELIEVE the

technology can provide the world society

with 60 million new jobs by 2025. Norway

has among the world`s best health

registerdata, which again enables us to

develop good algorithms for the future.

Scholarship holder Ishita Barua who works

with Clinical effectiveness research at the

University of Oslo, points out how the

design of algorithms in health technology

should include ethical human pers-

pectives in order to turn out successful: 

KYRRE EMBLEM, cancer researcher and

Research Group Leader at Oslo University

Hospital, comments on the development

of AI in health technology: “Will machines

take over the diagnostics and make, say

radiologists, redundant? No, but radio-

logists who don`t use artificial intelligence

will be outcompeted by radiologists who

do.”

FREDRIK DAHL is a Senior researcher at

Akershus University Hospital and involved

in the Norwegian research project called

BIGMED. 

“We must be just as careful about having
the same demands on artificial
intelligence as on medicines. We must
also challenge the development of
algorithms and the basis of ethics in that
doctors take a greater part in these
processes, and not just technologists.”
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A doctor`s
perspective:
Today`s challenges
and possibilities

 As a doctor, Haakenstad has hands-on

knowledge of the current challenges in

Norwegian hospitals, and he emphasizes

the need for the IT systems in Norwegian

hospitals to be modernized, streamlined

and gathered in one system, so that

routines such as record keeping make up

less of healthcare professionals` time, and

that the focus can to a greater extent be

directed at the people being treated.

LINA OELSCHLÄGEL, PhD candidate at

Lovisenberg Diaconal College, joins

Haakenstad`s wish of further developing

IT platforms at Norwegian hospitals: “The

medical record systems in the nursing and

care service do not interact with the

medical record systems at the largest

hospitals, and this means one does not

have the most up-to-date information

about patients.”

Lørntopic : 18

 “Among the most important focuses in the
time to come should be faster implementation
of already existing technology. “Many of our
current solutions in health services are
reminiscent of those one would tend to use as
private persons 10-15 years ago,”
Haakenstad says.

According to Haakenstad, Norway has
both an advantage and a disadvantage in
that the health trusts are owned by the
government. The disadvantage is that the
pace of innovation is significantly slower
than in private competition. The advantage
is that the government can implement
major changes nationwide, that go across
several functions

CARL HAAKENSTAD, doctor at Oslo

University Hospital, believes medicine

technology is going to define whether or

not we have functioning health services in

the future.

Equality in the Norwegian 
health sector

Hans Borchgrevink expresses the

differences that still emerge within

medical research." Accepting only some

20 percent of women researchers in

leading positions is a serious waste of

talent" he quotes.

#HUNSPANDERER (#SHETREATS) was

started by doctor Marie Louise Sunde, with

a goal of addressing gender stereotypes

and unconsciously institutionalized

discrimination, whichaccumulates to have

great significance for both the individual

and society. Even though we have

achieved formal equality in Norway, there

are still cultural norms and rules that

counteract real equality.

THE RESEARCH COUNCIL OF NORWAY is

currently working with the EU to facilitate

women in research and management.

International conferences such as the SHE

Figures and the European Gender Summit

also involve the health sector. As a former

employee of the Research Council, 

According to doctor and CEO i MedEvent,

Ida Susanna Fattah, innovation in the health

sector has long been characterized by a

top-down perspective, where reforms and

initiatives are initiated without the process

having included feedback from the people

who will carry out the work in the end.

"Several of the existing mentoring models,

such as power coupling and reverse

mentoring, are helping to change the

perspectives in such processes, " she says.

"Unfortunately, there is too little of this in

health, and I�m  not sure we create enough 
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Even though we have achieved formal

equality in Norway, there are still cultural

norms and rules that counteract real

equality. 50 years ago, people drew a

distinction based on race, and significant

research was conducted in order to

identify the racial differences as

"biological" and "genetic" - research which

today is considered to be a disgrace.

#SheTreats raises awareness about the

fact that it is not only men who contribute

to maintaining gender stereotypes, and

that it is not only women who suffer from

them. The organization collaborates with

pioneering companies, research

environments and state-owned institutions

to find solutions on how to increase

gender balance in the community. Through

local and global campaigns, #SheTreats

works to modernize feminism and redefine

Women are the largest group of people

who have been discriminated against over 

room for creativity."MedEvent wants to

create valuable meetings between

employers and health professionals, in a

context that also involves health techn-

ology. Fattah states that people at all

stages of innovation must have a say:

"Tech becomes a tool to be used by

people, and a solution to problems

identified by people. Then people who

work with the problems and challenges

must be included when shaping the

solutions.."

Equality in the
Norwegian health
sector

THE RESEARCH COUNCIL OF NORWAY is

currently working with the EU to facilitate

women in research and management.

International conferences such as the SHE

Figures and the European Gender Summit

also involve the health sector. As a former

employee of the Research Council, Hans

Borchgrevink expresses the differences

that still emerge within medical research.

“Accepting only some 20 percent of

women researchers in leading positions is

a serious waste of talent he quotes. "

#HUNSPANDERER (#SHETREATS)

was started by doctor Marie Louise Sunde,

with a goal of addressing gender stereo-

types and unconsciously institutionalized

discrimination, which accumulates to have

great significance for both the individual

and society. women´s rights as human

rights. .

the longest time - and the organization

believes it is time for gender equality to be

recognized as a human rights issue and not

a women´s issue. 
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An important part of these campaigns is to
raise awareness of the Implicit Association
Test (IAT), a test developed by Harvard
researchers to uncover unconscious
attitudes on gender equality. According to
doctor and CEO i MedEvent, Ida Susanna
Fattah, innovation in the health sector has
long been characterized by a top-down
perspective, where reforms and initiatives
are initiated without the process having
included feedback from the people who
will carry out the work in the end. "Several
of the existing mentoring models, such as
power coupling and reverse mentoring,
are helping to change the perspectives in
such processes" she says. "Unfortunately,
there is too little of this in health, and Im
not sure we create enough room for
creativity."

MedEvent wants to create valuable
meetings between employers and health
professionals, in a context that also
involves health technology. Fattah states
that people at all stages of innovation
must have a say:

"Tech becomes a tool to be used by

people, and a solution to problems

identified by people. Then people who

work with the problems and challenges

must be included when shaping the

solutions." 

Trust as a
prerequisite for
innovation in health
technology
PRINCIPAL OF CONSULTANCY

COMPANY Capgemini Norway AS, Morten

Granlund, believes trust is a fundamental

cornerstone in national innovation

processes: “Haste and shortcuts are

always punished in the long run, and lead

to a breach of trust. We can not afford that

when it comes to sensitive data such as

health data. Digitization and modernization

of a future-oriented health sector is

entirely dependent on trust. It takes a long

time to build the necessary trust, and very

little is needed to break that trust down

again.”

Smart technology will assist

health workers of the future

NISONIC is currently developing an ultra-

sonic device that can measure high brain

pressure due to accidents or neurological

disease. 

CEO Jan Biti believes we are on the verge
of discovering a new field in
diagnositation through ultrasound. On a
global scale, 70-80 million people are
affected by conditions from high brain
pressure every year, and early diagnosis is
crucial to avoid brain damage or death.
Ultrasonic diagnosis has a tremendous
potential due to the portability,
affordability and AI-based analytical
precision of the technology. 
At the same time, innovations in ultrasonic
diagnosis impacts challenging ethical
debates in our society, such as early
detection of conditions such as Down`s
syndrome during pregnancy. PREDIKTOR
MEDICAL works in the field of advanced
instrumentation and programming, and is
developing a product where light sensors
are used in treatment of people with
diabetes. The Norwegian company has
found a way of measuring blood sugar in
humans without puncturing the skin -
through their product BioMKR one,
algorithms convert light-values to an 
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Espen Krogh is the CEO of Prediktor

Medical, and describes a common

challenge met by start-ups in health

technology: “Norwegian technology hubs

have previously proved to come up with

groundbreaking solutions in health and

medical tech. The need for growth capital,

on the other hand, islarge, partly due to

regulatory barriers. This means that many

initiatives go abroad before they are fully

developed.”

NOT WIDELY KNOWN, diabetes is also

the leading cause of blindness among

those of working age. CEO and founder

Anders Eikenes of Oivi AS works to

develop technology that has the potential

to help half a billion diabetics worldwide.

Through a simple and affordable AI-

camera and an associated platform, this

technology identifies, tracks, and handles

diabetic eye disease. According to 

Eikenes, this technology has the potential
of reducing blindness risks for 95% of
diabetics. 

Such eye conditions are effectively
treated if identified at an early stage, but
medical personnel often face challenges
in that the eyesight reduction goes
unnoticed to a point where progressive
blindness is irreversible. No one has ever
built a fully automatic camera for taking
images of the retina, while simultaneously
implementing AI-based diagnostics,” 
Eikenes explains. “Even though the

Norwegian education system might be a

bit behind in factual and professional

knowledge, compared to larger asian

countries, we might catch up by nurturing

a culture of critical thinking among our

children. Norway is also more oriented

towards soft-skills than other countries,

we value an understanding of diverse

users and user groups, and to bridge

different disciplines that can create

different aspects of a solution.

estimate of the patients` blood sugar
levels. The patterns of such data provide
new insight into what causes different
measurement results, and can give
patients a deeper understanding of how to
control their own blood sugar levels. 

SOPRA STERIA AND OSLO UNIVERSITY
HOSPITAL are now involved on a project
called HoloCare.org. The project is
researching how holographic presentation
of medical images can improve
treatments in hospitals worldwide. “We
are going to see enormous value from the
intersection of VR and real life in the years
to come,” says John Berland, Director of
Innovation at Sopra Steria. “I think we
might have to go back to when the
technology of the car replaced horses to
find a solution that may have such a
potential influence on our society. What
will be interesting, is whether we manage
to facilitate implementation of such new
solutions as a society. As a parallel,
imagine if older generations previously
were toregulate car traffic based on the
traffic patterns of horses and wagons.”

MARIUS PEDERSEN is Professor of Color
Image Technology at NTNU in Gjøvik,
Norway. His work is aimed at quality
assessment of images, especially when
using algorithms in medical
image processing. 
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One of his new projects is called
Improved Pathology Detection in Wire-
less Capsule Endoscopy Images through
Artificial Intelligence and 3D Recon-
struction. Pedersen was also involved in a
project called IQ-MED: Image Quality
enhancement in MEDical diagnosis,
monitoring and treatment. “In IQ-MED we
worked with capsule endoscopy, skin
imaging, and video assisted surgery.”
Pedersen explains. “The colour laboratory
at NTNU is unique in Norway, and has skills
found in few other places in the world.
Image data is used in many different
applications, and usage of such image
processing will only increase.”

Self-monitoring health and

adjustment to our prospective

worklifes

RISKUS.COM is a national, digital net-
work for physical activity, and the only
Norwegian supplier offering a 360-tool f
or work-outs and voluntariness. The
company has a close collaboration with
municipalities all across the country, and
contributes to an increased community
participation, counteracts negative trends
such as loneliness and social exclusion,
and works towards preserving and
developing a sustainable society.

Smart care - Sustainability and

digitalization of the 

Norwegian welfare model

WELFARE TECHNOLOGY is defined as
user-oriented technology that aims to
support and strengthen users` safety,
security, co-determination, as well as to
enable increased self-help and quality of
life.

NINA SOLBERG, nurse and student at
MedLearn explains several of the current
definitions of welfare technology today:
“Welfare technology is, in short, a
common term for technical solutions and
products that are intended to assist
people in their own self-help, or byhelping
relatives and service providers to provide
assistance to service recipients. Welfare
technology will also strengthen the
service recipient`s safety, security and
coping, so that we can hopefully manage
ourselves in a better way when health is
failing or offers cognitivechallenges.
Welfare technology can have conse-
quences for both users and relatives, as
itcreates opportunities for information
sharing that one has not had before. 

By this I mean that such technology
challenges privacy and confidentiality.
Welfare technology is not just about
technology, but also about us as

human beings. The primary groups will be

people with impaired cognitive skills,

these can be people with developmental

disabilities and other congenital injuries

such as CP, reading and writing

difficulties, blindness, deafness, dementia,

stroke patients, traffic injured, elderly,

chronically ill and children. There is also a

lot to do in relation to how to implement

the technology at all levels. As I see it, it is

an advantage if the technology is

presented as early as possible in the

course of the disease. As this will most

likely contribute to the user wanting to

master the technology and that it does not

feel so alienated to all parties.”

Nina Solberg
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IT IS NO SECRET that the Norwegian
welfare model and service has been
among the global top in recent years. But
by 2030, Norwegian society needs to
create 300 000 new jobs and generate
750 billion in export earnings to maintain
its level of welfare. Healthcare is currently
the only national industry which both
contributes in reducing costs, as well as in
generating income on behalf of Norway as
a state. Elin Fjeldberg, who is Head of
Administration at Lom municipal,
expresses how we should relate to health
technology from a broader perspective:
“Innovation can not only be regarded as an
economic gain, but must also be regarded
as a gain in other areas of society.”

WELFARE TECHNOLOGY IS NOT JUST
FOR PATIENTS, and should be beneficial
for health workers to. Business manager at
IKOS, Marit Strandquist started IKOS to
simplify and streamline the working day of
health workers around the country. The
goal is to achieve quality, work motivation
and efficiency at the same time. IKOS
optimizes and standardizes the work
processes at Norwegian hospitals and
measures the results. As its main product,
IKOS delivers digital tablets that the
hospital staff can use as a to-do list. 

The product also streamlines overlap, and

is safer for high-risk patients, who are

automatically moved up the priority list if it

is acute. By spending less time on

conversations about the overview of the

patient, the employees develop by being

able to discuss the important topics for

the patient on a deeper level

NORWEGIAN SMART CARE CLUSTER

(NSCC) is a cluster with over 200

members in business and government

institutions. The goal of the cluster is to

build norwegian health industry by

carrying forward sustainable solutions that

improve quality of life for patients, as well

as cost-effective and quality-assured

deliveries of health and care services.

NSCC works towards this goal by

developing the national health care

market, through strengthening the

members of the cluster, facilitating

collaboration between the private and the

public sector, as well as exchanging and

enhancing knowledge across the sectors
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New tools and
focuses in health
services for the
elderly

JODACARE�s goal is to strengthen the

dignity of people with dementia and other

disabilities, and their relationship with

health personnel and their own families.

By providing this group of vulnerable

people with a digital platform that gathers

information from health and care services,

as well as enabling communication

between relatives and health

professionals, JodaCare wants to give this

group a sense of coherence in everyday

life. Through the use of images and

dialogue, the company and its product

create a sense of calm, for both service

recipients and their relatives.“

NO GROUP IN THE WORLD has more hip
fractures from falls, than Norway`s elderly.
Injuries from falling is a huge health issue
that takes lives every year. Chief physician
and researcher at Oslo University Hospital,
Ruth Aga, explains how her research

group managed to reduce hip fractures by 

 40% during a pilot in two cities. 

“Preventing injuries and fractures 
in theelderly is important both for those

who are at risk and socio-economically. In

California, a project called Healthy Bones

was done, where fall prevention was

combined with a check for osteoporosis.

This reduced hip fractures by an average

of 37% and in some places more than

50%. In Norway, I have had many patient

meetings over the last 20 years that have

led to frustration, because the patients

have a high risk of falling back, with major

consequences for their lives, without

health workers being able to follow up

these patients further.”

TO NOT KEEP UP WITH THE DIGITAL
DEVELOPMENT 
is almost equated with illiteracy in

today`s society, according to Tone Bye

who is project manager for the Norwegian

Pensioners` Association. In a welfare

society like Norway, it is important that the

technology used is made human-friendly

and easy to understand for society`s 

 elderly.

The Norwegian Pensioners Association is
a translator between technologic
innovations and the users of the
organisation. “The human perspective 
and opportunities for people must be
changed, from the problems being s
olved like we have always solved them, to

seeing the whole person and developing

services where the focus is on what is

important to the users,” says Bye. “The

most important challenge in the time

ahead will be to make Norwegian muni—

cipalities understand that technology is

also connected with prevention,

rehabilitation and volunteering in the

municipalities.”

NO ISOLATION is an initiative working to
protect the most vulnerable groups of our
society, the elderly above 80 years old,
and young children. Through their product
KOMP, these groups can communicate
digitally in a way that is easy to
understand.

KOMP is like a digital tablet, but with only

one button - the product can be used

without any digital competence, to share

images, messages, and as a platform for 

 video meetings. Karen Dolva, CEO and
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Founder of No Isolation, shares some of
her experience of launching a new
product in the welfare sector.

 “The welfare technology sector is in its
infancy. I think we will see a huge
number of more customized solutions
for groups that have previously been
offered very little. I personally hope that
there will be less focus on sensors and
monitoring, and as much focus as
possible on joy and mental health,” she
says. 

“The welfare sector is not fully
developed, so the industry and suppliers
are fragmented, and buyers are not
experts yet. Buyers often choose cheap
solutions that do not respond to the
problems well enough, and end up with
a bigger bill in the end. These are
startup issues that I`m sure will change."

NORWAY HAS PREPARED A NATIONAL
STRATEGY for the implementation of
personalized medicine since 2016.
Precision medicine is a term for a set of
diagnostic methods that, to a greater 
extent than traditional medicine, seeks to

find treatment or prevention that is

adapted to the individual`s characteristics.

Together with AI- enabled decision

support, developments in precision

medicine is viewed as one of the most

relevant innovational fields in future health

technology.

TODAY WE HAVE MORE POSSIBILITIES
in diagnostics and treatment than ever
before. Within lung cancer, there has been
a development, where previously there
was little to do or offer. In the past, it was
important to detect cancer as early as
possible, because there was little that
could be done through treatment. 

Now there are such opportunities, but

they are costly, both during investigation

and during treatment. “Diagnostics is at

the core of being able to offer 

personalized treatment. Then we must be
able to sequence and participate in the
development of good methods for
accurate diagnostics,” says Åslaug
Helland, Chief physician and Research
leader at Oslo University Hospital`s cancer
department.

BIGMED is a Norwegian intended to
identify the most important bottlenecks on
 the road to precision medicine. During the
project period, involved participants work
for clinical implementation, with concrete
demos and solutions that highlight
potential and point to new ways of solving
challenges in the healthcare system.

The project has been a collaboration
between clinics, academia, the business
community and the Research Council.

“Precision medicine as we define it is

treatment that is adapted to individuals`

characteristics and individual biology,”

says Vibeke Binz Vallevik, who is the

Project leader of the BIGMED- project.

“Today it takes us 10 year from clinic

research, until the patient benefits from

these studies. We need to shorten that

time. The most important thing we can do

now is to use the database we have today.

The emergence of
precision medicine
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This material is now archived, but should

be used to offer tailored treatment. In

Norway, we like to talk about how good

data we have in the health sector, that we

have longitude data from throughout the

life of a patient, by the fact that we all have

unique social security numbers. But we

are only 5 million people living in Norway,

and it will be important that we share this

data, and take part in international

initiatives.”

researchers do not have good IT-tools

that can be used to understand the results

and turn the findings into knowledge that

is of general benefit. “Through the Bigmed

project, we are working to build an ICT-

platform that can facilitate innovation in

precision medicine,” Zaka says. “It is

important now to establish infrastructure

and processes that facilitate innovation in

precision medicine, as well as a faster

implementation of the innovative solutions

in clinical use.” According to Zaka, some of

the most important focus areas for the

future are that health researchers work

more agile with larger IT-organizations on 

Assistant project manager at BIGMED, Alia
Zaka talks about how innovation created in
laboratories has a limited value if

social responsibility and security-critical

systems, that we are able to have

confidence in private actors on an equal

footing with the public ones, and that good

standards and protocols for information

development are developed.

PÅL BREKKE, CHIEF PHYSICIAN AND

RESEARCHER at OUS Rikshospitalet, has

worked with language technology as part

of the BIGMED project. The purpose of

researching language technology is to

develop machine learning methods for

interpreting and extracting analyzable

elements from text. “Research on large

data sets has been largely prevented by

an extremely conservative interpretation

of privacy,” Brekke explains. “A big

paradox is that the vast majority of

patients expect us to use the knowledge

we gain through treatments to become

better and wiser, but that the legislation,

or at least the interpretation of the

legislation, prevents us from doing so.”

NORWAY PER MED LAW is an initiative

started through the BIGMED project,

which has resulted in the establishment of

a new legal network that wants to include

broadly on a Nordic basis, and which will 

address new legal issues in the health

sector.

So what are the legal limits for what can
be done by genetic analysis in the health
sector in Norway? Associate Professor at
the Faculty of Law at University of Oslo,
Anne Kjersti Befring, is working to identify
new legal issues and perspectives that
many may not have thought about yet. 

“New technology requires new thinking
about how technology is regulated,
andshould be regulated in the future.
The Covid 19 pandemic has shown the
importance of this,as there have been
great tensions between what is the
traditional way of dealing with this and
new approaches, in a situation of high
urgency," Befring says.

Tecide for himself here and now. This
applies, for example, to the sharing of data
in order to gain medical knowledge and
protect people, and which can interfere
with the individual`;s privacy. During a
pandemic, tensions arise between a
traditional view of the rule of law and what
can be a threat to the rule of law if we do
not think differently, for example as in the
case of the Corona Act.”
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YOUR DNA CAN BE SEQUENCED TODAY
at private institutions for a budget of 10
000 Norwegian kroner. Global Alliance for
Genomics are working towards global
open standards for sharing of data.
Norway is also part of a collaboration with
our neighbouring countries called Nordic
Alliance for Clinical Genomics.

TONY HÅNDSTAD works as Coordinator
for Diagnostic Bioinformatics at Oslo
University Hospital. “It is important to
remove the barriers when it comes to data
sharing,” he says.

“We need to share patient data with other

laboratories to distinguish between

pathogenic and neutral genetic variants.

The health service and the legal author-

ities are currently so focused on privacy

that it goes beyond patient safety. We

health workers are concerned about

privacy as well, but we must find the right

balance so that we solve our tasks in the

best way. This requires that we commu-

nicate well, for example with authorities in

the Norwegian Directorate of Health.”

and ethics
Genetics, DNA 

Tony Håndstad
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REGIONAL ADVISER in Sør-Østerdal

municipality, Terje Røe, explains how

technology helps norwegian

municipalities to change their processes,

something he believes is of urgency, shall

our municipalities keep up with the world

in general. The municipalities have a

responsibility for all inhabitants and the

municipalities services are important for

mastering everyday life. With an

increasing proportion of people over the

age of 80, we have no choice but to help

these people to adopt technology, so that

everyday life becomes easier. The biggest

challenge is to counteract the fact that

increased use of technology makes

people lonely. 

“Although there will be a private market
for services within welfare, the
municipalities will have to ensure that
everyone receives an adapted offer, and
that the citizens`rights are safeguarded,"
Røe says.  

“This will, among other things, require that

the municipalities have the resources to

update their employees` competencies.”

NORDLAND HOSPITAL HF is the second
largest health trust in Norway offering
services as a traditional central hospital.
Project leader at the hospital, Merete
Johansen, mentions a paradox in our
current health technology: “At a hospital,
we have robots that can operate on
patients - today, the surgeon does not
have to sit in the same country where the
operation is performed. At the same time,
we see how short the healthcare system
has come in terms of patient records and
data sharing across service levels. The
healthcare system is far behind other
industries in Norway when it comes to the
use of technology in certain areas. It is
very important that professionals can
spend their time on their respective fields
and not on systems, especially in the
health sector.”

KRISTIN HOLANGER is a deputy in The

Midwives Association. It is moving forward

and there are new opportunities.

Nevertheless, the midwifery service is still

characterized by documentation systems

that do not talk to each other, and health

cards for pregnant women are still only

available on paper. The Midwives`

Association wants the health cards to be

digital, and that digital documentation

systems can ensure efficiency, quality and

a basis for better operation and

prioritization in society.

 “Alta now has ultrasonic robots that
allow you to send pictures from home,
to a doctor or to another city at the
same time. Then, as a pregnant woman,
you do not have to travel long
distances,” Holanger says.

Securing quality 
when imple-
menting new 
health technology
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NORWEGIAN HEALTH TECH is an

organisation that works to further develop

a more sustainable health service

nationally and internationally. The

organization`s focus areas are to facilitate

research and development, as well as

create industrial collaboration between

research, industry and health personnel

 “We have a health service that has an
enormous need to work in new ways -
to be able to provide health services to
everyone who needs it in a cost-
effective way with high quality. How
should the health industry and
innovation contribute to this?” asks
Kathrine Myhre, leader of Norwegian
Health Tech. 

“It is still difficult to break down the

necessary barrier between the private

and the public sector. Covid 19 has helped

to do something about this. Norway Health

Tech as a cluster has turned itself around

and is now working to present

opportunities and solutions to the

challenges, by creating arenas for

mobilization and presentation of the

companies` Covid 19-related solutions.”

KRISTIN STANDAL is a Project leader for

NWP (National Welfare Program). She

believes welfare technology provides

patients with security and safety, so that

people with reduced functionality can

manage themselves and retain their

dignity through independence. “Working

with welfare technology has given me the

possibility to work with municipalities

across the country and to contribute and

to help them work to change their

services," Standal says. 

“One challenge we experience is that the

introduction of welfare technology

intervenes across sectors in the munici-
palities, and makes it necessary with new
constellations of collaborations in order to
deliver the services. This requires major
processes of change, and unlearning old
ways of working. Many are impatient and
especially the suppliers - this is a
challenge. If the municipalities are to
benefit from the technologies, most of the
effort must be put into this.” According 
to Standal, a formalized collaboration

between the municipalities is an absolute

necessity in order to develop current

healthservices and meet emerging

technologies with openness.

Kathrine Myhre

Kristin Standal
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KINE MYHRE-NILSEN is an Advanced

Clinical Nurse in Drammen Municipality,

Norway. General nurses have a new role

for Norwegian municipalities and

hospitals, and Myhre- Nilsen talks about

how the role has been in an establishment

phase, and at the same time was to be

used during the Covid-19 crisis: 

“Covid-19 forced the entire healthcare
system to think new, collaborate and
establish new services. Routines for
infection control and hygiene must be
specific and in place, in every place, at
all times. Lack of physical encounters
does something to all of us," Myhre-
Nilsen continues. 

“Distance, infection control measures and

less focus on diseases other than Covid-

19 mean that many receive poorer follow-

up than they should. Infection control must

not be an obstacle to necessary health

care. Covid-19 has shown us that Norway

is not invulnerable. We thought we were a

protected country, but when the

pandemic came there was not good

enough handling of infection. Lack of

infection control equipment, routines and

procedures is something that must be

prepared for the next pandemic.”

WHAT KIND OF ROLE SHOULD SOCIAL

ROBOTS HAVE IN OUR HEALTH

INSTITUTIONS?

Lise-Merete Alpers is an Intensive Care

Nurse at VID Scientific College and

believes it will be relevant to introduce

social robots to the health service in the

near future. According to Alpers, it is

important to ask ourselves what

characteristics it is important for the social

robots to have, such as whether they can

be alienating, whether they will reduce

human contact, and to what extent

patients can be involved in deciding what

role the robots should play. Another

important question is whether it would be

ethically justifiable to use social robots in

cases of dementia, where a demented

patient may come to believe that the robot

is a real human being.

The social robots
are coming
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SUNNAAS HOSPITAL HF is a norwegian

hospital that focuses on highly specialized

rehabilitation for people who have been

exposed to serious illness or injury. Linda

Sørensen, Head of the Intervention Center

at Sunnaas, can tell us about how the

hospital now uses VR and robotisation in

its work with rehabilitation.  “We use

gamification in our treatment, so that the

patients can experience their treatments

as social and fun. At the moment, we see

opportunities for more accessible

rehabilitation services and opportunities

for patients to be more independent and

live life on their own terms," Sørensen

says.  “For the past year, we have been

working with robot-based training for arm

and hand. We have implemented

automation for the transport of equipment

and patients. A grip tail has been

developed for patients with impaired grip

function. Other than that, we are also

developing a robot thatwill be able to help 

health professionals bring things, as well

as help patients with everydaytasks at the

hospital and eventually at home”.

Truls Sveløkken is an Occupational

therapy specialist at Sunnaas Hospital:

“For me, welfare technology is everything

that can contribute and contribute to a

simpler, safer and more meaningful

everyday life for patients,” says

Svelkøkken. “Pill dispensers and GPS are

also useful here, but for me it is important

to promote gaming technology into the

various forms of welfare technology. I see

that game technology can provide

increased intensity and commitment in

training, and it provides opportunities for

variation to traditional training methods in

rehabilitation. Sveløkken works with brain

damage, and the plasticity of brains, and

trains patients`brains through active

repetition of the impaired functional

abilities. At Sunnaas Hospital, they have

discovered positive effects of using VR

and gamification in treatment, computer

games have proven to be more effective

than traditional methods, and patients

experience immediate pain relief when

they wear VR glasses. 

“Within commercialgames as a training

method, we have not seen anyone use it

as systematically as is done in several

places in Norway today. So I think what we

do well here in Norway is to use things

that already exist, and look for other ways

we can use it. More generally, I

experience that Norway is not afraid to try

new things in health. There are always

some barriers to overcome, in terms of

privacy and the like, but there is a lot of

excitement being tried around the country

now.”

Rehabilitation
through VR and
gamification
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EIVIND HOVIG, Leader of Oslo

University`s center for bioinformatics has

decades of experience in health research,

and shares his view on how Norway as a

society met the Covid-19 crisis: 

"Many words of praise for society`s

organizational principles can be deviated

from by political leadership when it`s up

and the billions can roll in random and

impulse-driven ways, so social control is

much more illusory than it seems. The

Constitution has been set aside, with

reference to the Infection Control Act. The

Infection Control Act refers to illness, not

the occurrence of a positive PCR test. If

you look at excess mortality in the

population, the numbers are small,

compared to the extremely powerful

measures taken. Society`s organizational

form must be followed better, and

decisions must be better anchored in the

people, based on the best existing

knowledge. Across European countries, 

a common goal has been set to share

genetic, clinical and phenotypic

“First of all, we learned that
pandemics are a serious threat that has
major consequences for us as a society.
Theseriousness affects many arenas and
we are vulnerable. But we have also seen
that many small and large municipalities
have an incredible power that can be
mobilized in the form of their
employees,” says Nyborg. "The Corona
crisis, which is first and foremost serious
for allof us, also offers some oppor—
tunities in new arenas. Digitization is just
such an opportunity, we are forced to
change work processes and metho-
dology quickly. Having experience of
working on a project-based basis where
the top and bottom work together is
worth its weight in gold for further
operations if a new pandemic arises. 
In the national welfaretechnology
program, we see that municipalities that
have lagged behind in digital-
development, really have gained
momentum. I both hope and work for
the technology to be more implemented
in the municipalities, so that we do not
become so vulnerable in the future.”

information from more than 1 million

people, which will be able to contribute to

completely new discoveries in the future."

ANNE KARI SWANG is the Leader of the

National Group of Health Nurses, and has

recently worked to solve the logistics

associated with the vaccination of Covid-

19.  “The Covid-19 vaccine will not be used

as a previous vaccine, because it will last

at the same time as the pandemic is

contagious. This requires the efforts of

volunteers in a very detailed plan that

safeguards infection control, and every

expensive drop of the vaccine,” Swang

says.

Experiences from
the Covid-19
pandemic

THE RESPONSE CENTER in the 

Norwegian city of Kristiansand collaborates

with the Health Innovation Center, and its

function is to respond to alerts from digital

and welfare technology solutions.

Benedicte Nyborg is head of the Response

Center and shares the experi-ences she

has gained during the crisis of Covid-19:
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CHRISTINE BERGLAND is a senior adviser to

the Ministry of Health and Care Services,

believes that during the Covid-19 crisis we

have seen that we have a very well-functioning

society, and that we have skilled authorities

that handle the crisis. "We should still work

long-term to be better prepared, especially

digitally,&quot; says Bergland. "Technology is

just an enabler. There is a lot that needs to be

changed for small gains; laws, organization,

semantics, governance structures and funding

models. In health, there is often great

resistance to such changes, and that makes 

the health sector lag behind other sectors.
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Oslo universitets-
sykehus

Carl Haakenstad
Helse og teknologi

19.8.2020.

#0233

Teknologirådet

Hilde Lovett
Persontilpasset
helsetjenester

19.8.2020.

#0249

Norges
forskningsråd

Hans M
Borchgrevink
Den nye
møteplattformen

19.8.2020.

#0221

Arkitektur- og
designhøgskolen i
Oslo

Jonathan Romm
Helsetjeneste-
design

19.8.2020.

#0248

MedEvent

Ida Susanna Fattah
Den nye
møteplattformen

19.8.2020.

#0234

Oslo universitets-
sykehus

Erik Fosse
Høyteknologiske
behandlings-
metoder

19.8.2020.

#0250

HunSpanderer

Marie Louise Sunde
Den nye
møteplattformen

19.8.2020.

#0237

Oslo universitets-
sykehus

Kyrre Emblem
Kunstig intelligens i
kreftbehandling

19.8.2020.

#0335

Oivi AS

Anders Eikenes
Smarte kameraer

19.8.2020.

#0235

Friskus

Sigrid Nedkvitne
Nasjonal
aktivitetskalender

19.8.2020.

#0282

Capgemini

Morten Granlund
Tillit i
digitaliseringen

19.8.2020.

#0238

Norway Health
Tech

Kathrine Myhre
Helse — den nye
industrien

19.8.2020.

#0404

Deversify

Anders Murman
Why everyone
should understand
their own health

19.8.2020.

#0236

Hjemmelegene

Nicolai Skarsgård
Hjemmelegene

19.8.2020.

#0287

Prediktor Medical

Espen Krogh
Tillit i
digitaliseringen

19.8.2020.

#0462

Dignio

Lars Christian Dahle
Why everyone
should understand
their own health

19.8.2020.

#0482

Universitetet i Oslo

Ishita Barua
Why everyone
should understand
their own health

19.8.2020.

#0499

Dips AS

Ingrid Egelandsaa
IT-bransjen har et
ansvar for å
motivere de unge

19.8.2020.

#0495

NEO Consulting AS

Dagfinn T. Hallseth
Why everyone
should understand
their own health

19.8.2020.

#0500

Higen Holding AS

Ståle Leitvoll
Fra eHelse
programvare til
bærekraftige
investeringer

19.8.2020.

#0504

Kunnskapsparken
Bodø

Ingunn Olsen
Helhetsorientert
helseinnovasjon

19.8.2020.

#0502

Retscreen

Alexander Skau
Se på netthinnen,
den forteller oss så
mye!

19.8.2020.

#0514

Sykehuset Østfold

Tove Julie Evjen
Fremtidens
helsetjenester

19.8.2020.

#0503

Nordlandssykehuse
t HF

Merete Johansen
Teknologi som kan
redde liv

19.8.2020.
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#0517

NTNU Technology
Transfer

Christian Gutvik
La ikke alt rundt
gjøre at du
glemmer produktet!

19.8.2020.

#0642

Universitetet i Oslo

Eline Aas
Helsegevinster og
ressursbruk

19.8.2020.

#0533

Sopra Steria

John Berland
Blandet virkelighet

19.8.2020.

#0652

Akershus
universitets—
sykehus

Fredrik Dahl
Maskinlæring i
medisinsk
journaltekst

19.8.2020.

#0579

Jodacare og
Jodapro

Kristil Erla Håland
Ny og nødvendig
samhandling

19.8.2020.

#0654

Universitetet i Oslo

Eivind Hovig
Nøkkelen til
presisjonsmedisin

19.8.2020.

#0538

Norwegian Smart
Care Cluster

Arild Kristensen
Bo lenger hjemme

19.8.2020.

#0653

Oslo Universitets-
sykehus

Alia Zaka
IKT infrastruktur for
datadrevet
innovasjon

19.8.2020.

#0582

Oslo universitets-
sykehus

Ruth Aga
Forebygge fall hos
eldre

19.8.2020.

#0655

Universitet i Oslo

Anne Kjersti Befring
Rettslige aspekter
av persontilpasset
medisin og life
science

19.8.2020.

#0634

Bigmed prosjektet
ved Oslo
Universitets-
sykehus

Vibeke Binz Vallevik
Vibeke Binz Valle:
Presisjonsmedisin til
pasientbehandlinge
n

19.8.2020.

#0845

Pensjonist-
forbundet

Tone Bye
Velferdsteknologi,
Jakten på det digge
livet

18.10.2020.

#0626

Institutt for
datateknologi og
informatikk ved
NTNU i Gjøvik

Marius Pedersen
Medisinsk
bildebehandling

19.8.2020.

#0686

Norway Health tech

Kathrine Myhre
På kryss og tvers

23.6.2020.

#0635

Oslo Universitets-
sykehus

Tony Håndstad
Genomikk og
datadeling

19.8.2020.

#0846

Jodacare

Kristil Erla Håland
Velferdsteknologi i
en ny tid

18.10.2020.

#0633

Oslo Universitets-
sykehus

Åslaug Helland
Personalisert
kreftbehandling

19.8.2020.

#0690

Tidewave R&D

Bjørn Lorentzen
Fra behandling til
forebygging

24.6.2020.

#0849

Larvik kommune

Elisabeth Sørensen
Selvstendig, trygg
og aktiv med
velferdsteknologi

19.10.2020.

#0850

MedLearn

Nina Solberg
Velferdsteknologi
som student

20.10.2020.

#0852

Nord-gudbrandsdal
lokalmedisinske
senter

Bjørn Steinar Storvik
Digital nytte vs.
digital distrupsjon

20.10.2020.

#0851

Lom kommune

Elin Fjeldberg
Organisasjonsutvikli
ng og ledelse innen
velferdsteknologi

20.10.2020.

#0853

Sunnaas Sykehus

Linda Sørensen
Nye teknologier i
helsevesenet

21.10.2020.

#0856

Åmot kommune

Ruth Sørlie
Fallgruver innen
implementering

22.10.2020.

#0854

Sensio

Marit Strandquist
Kvalitet og
arbeidsmotivasjon
med IKOS

21.10.2020.

#0867

KS Forskning
Innovasjon
Digitalisering

Kristin Standal
Velferdsteknologi –
kommunenes
perspektiv

23.10.2020.

#0855

Sør-Østerdal

Terje Røe
Velferdsverdi- og
teknologi
kommunalt

22.10.2020.
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#0860

OsloMet

Dag Karterud
Brukere må ha
kunnskap til å bruke

25.10.2020.

#0872

NYBY

Fredrik Gulowsen
Velferdsteknologi
for frivillighet

16.11.2020.

#0861

Utviklingssenter for
sykehjem og
hjemmetjenester

Sigrid Aketun
Kognitiv svikt og
velferdsteknologi

26.10.2020.

#0873

Sunnaas Sykehus
HF

Truls Sveløkken
Johansen
VR- og
spillteknologi som
rehabilitering

17.11.2020.

#0863

Bydel Frogner

Vegard Tangen
Velferdsteknologi
gir økt kvalitet

27.10.2020.

#0895

Kløfta Bo og
Aktivitetssenter

Ranveig Lie
Omsorg, etikk og
helseteknologi

11.12.2020.

#0862

Utviklingssenter for
sykehjem og
hjemmetjeneste i
Møre og Romsdal

Brit Steinnes Krøvel
Brukerbehov, ikke
snarveier

26.10.2020.

#0894

Landsgruppen av
Helsesykepleiere

Ann Karin Swang
Vaksinering under
en pandemi

11.12.2020.

#0864

Anniken

Birgitte Øgrey
Tanker fra en
mamma

27.10.2020.

#0898

NSFs Faggruppe
for sykepleiere
innen psykisk helse
og rus.

Espen Gade Rolland
Psykisk helse og rus
– den glemte
pandemien i
pandemien.

19.08.2020

#0869

Nasjonalforeningen
for folkehelsen

Mina Gerhardsen
Teknologi for bedre
helseordninger

11.1112020.

#0902

Responssenteret i
Kristiansund

Benedicte Nyborg
Digitalt skråblikk
under pandemien

17.12.2020.

#0865

HAVA-Instituttet

Aleksander Sether
Velferdsteknologi
og tjenester

28.10.2020.

#0899

Jordmorforbundet
NSF

Kristin Holanger
Teknologi, helse og
utvikling i
Jordmortjenesten

15.12.2020.

#0870

Kompetansesenter
for legevakt-
medisin

Kristian Rikstad
Myklevoll
Beslutningsstøtte i
helsetjenesten

12.11.2020.

#0903

Helse- og omsorgs-
departementet

Christine Bergland
Stolt byråkrat

17.12.2020.

#0868

No Isolation

Karen Dolva
Teknologi som øker
velferd

6.11.2020.

#0900

Leder for Senter
for bioinformatikk,
Universitetet i Oslo

Eivind Hovig
Min erfaring fra
Covid-19

16.12.2020.

#0871

VID vitenskapelige
høgskole

Lise-Merete Alpers
Sosiale roboter i
helse- og
sosialtjenester

13.11.2020.

#0904

Drammen
kommune

Kine Myhre-Nilsen
Allmennsykepleiere i
pandemien

18.12.2020.

#0905

Sandefjord
kommune

Ellinor Bakke Aasen
Teknologi i
kommunal helse-
og omsorgs-
tjenestene

18.12.2020.

#0909

Biotenk

Sigrid Bratlie
Vaksiner for
dummies

21.12.2020.

#0922

NSFLIS

Paula Marie
Elisabeth Lykke
Intensivsykepleie

20.12.2020.

#0921

Akuttmottaket
Kristiansund

Siw Andrea Todal
Den akutt-
medisinske kjeden

20.12.2020.

#0923

Anestesisykepleier
ne NSF

Therese Jenssen
Finjarn
Å ivareta pasienten

24.12.2020.

#0926

Hammerfest
sykehus

Eva Tharaldsten
Intensivsykepleier i
distriktene

23.12.2020.

#0927

Østre Toten
kommune

Renate Carita Nordh
Ta ansvar i
pandemien!

23.12.2020.
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#0239

KRY

Liselotte Lunde
Helse — den nye

industrien

19.8.2020.

#0408

Walkolution

Eric Soehngen
Why everyone

should understand

their own health

19.8.2020.

#0515

Sykehuspartner

Terje Gårdsmoen
Helseteknologi kan

den bidra til å sikre

en bærekraftig

helse &

omsorgstjeneste i

fremtiden ?

19.8.2020.

#0636

OUS Rikshospitalet

Pål Brekke
Kardiologi og

teknologi

19.8.2020.

#0848

Lovisenberg

diakonale høgskole

Lina Oelschlägel
Velferdsteknologi i

oppfølging av

palliative pasienter

19.10.2020.

#0859

Larvik kommune

Linda Nilsen

Augland
Digital

hjemmeoppfølging,

fremtidens

helsetjeneste?

25.10.2020.
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HOSPITALITY
LØRNTOPIC 19
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HOSPITALITY is looking at how to implement
technology to help both hotel and restaurant
operatives to improve the performance of their
businesses.

What is 

HOSPITALITY? 
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Top cases in Hospitality

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0816-
et-kurs-og-konferansehotell-under-
covid-pandemien

#0816 Et kurs og konferansehotell

under Covid pandemien

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

Tord Moe Laeskogen, som er hoteleier hos

Sundvolen hotel.
Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0819-
digitalisering-i-hotellbransjen

#0819 Digitalisering i hotellbransjen

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

Alexander Weiss Richter som er gründer og daglig

leder I Fácil.

SME
Perspective: Topic:

HOSPITALITY

Sundvolden Hotel

Tord Moe

Laeskogen
Hotelleier

29.09.2020.

SME
Perspective: Topic:

HOSPITALITY

Facil

Alexander

Weiss Richter
Founder & CEO 

29.09.2020.
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Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0823-

housekeeping-robot

#0823 Housekeeping robot

In this episode of #LØRN Silvija speaks to Micah

Green who is the founder, president and CEO of

Maidbot.

SME
Perspective: Topic:

HOSPITALITY

Maidbot

Micah Green
Founder, President

and CEO 

01.10.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0843-
peter-wiederstrøm-hotellmarkedet-i-
endring

#0843 Hotellmarkedet i endring

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

Peter Widerstrøm som er hotell rådgiver i

Wiederstrøm Hotel Consulting.

SME
Perspective: Topic:

HOSPITALITY

Wiederstrøm Hotel

Consulting

Peter

Wiederstrøm
Hotell rådgiver 

12.10.2020.



Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0824-

mat-verdier-og-kvalitet

#0824 Mat, verdier og kvalitet

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

Fredrik Røine som er kjøkkensjef hos Sundvolden

Hotel.

SME
Perspective: Topic:

HOSPITALITY

Sundvolden Hotel

Fredrik Røine
Kjøkkensjef

01.10.2020.
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Sundvolden offers a hotel that contains

the best of what they once were, while

constantly evolving to meet the needs of

today's guests. They want to give their

guests a memorable and different

experience by both preserving traditions

while investing in new technology. Their

vision is to be "loved by our guests and

admired by our competitors". To succeed,

they focus on sustainable development

with a large degree of in-house

production, a good working environment

and focus on safeguarding the external

environment. The owner, Tord Moe

Laeskogen, explains how it is important to

adapt during tough times to avoid

bankruptcy. This is, among other things

done by never leaving all their eggs in one

basket and always having a plan B. An

example is how they turned the hotel into

a hospital during the pandemic.

Maidbot is on a mission to bridge the gap

between robots and humans - starting

with Rosie - the world's very first

housekeeping robot for hotels and

commercial buildings. Like a self-driving

car, Rosie navigates intelligently through

the space while cleaning floors and

collecting invaluable operational and

environmental data. Maidbot's automated

systems deliver unprecedented value to

hotel operators, room attendants, and

hotel guests. Founder and CEO of

Maidbot, Micah Green, explains that

“human-robot interaction is very new and

there is huge potential to help write the

rules around human-robot interaction in

hospitality and commercial real estate.

Also it is not necessarily a fact that robots

will take all of our jobs in the future”.

Furthermore, Micah also talks about how

covid in many ways opens up for scaling

automation in several industries.

The use of Fácil's mobile app or self-

check-in system makes the check-in

process more efficient. As a result, hotel

staff will get more time to serve hotel

guests who want information and personal

service. The use of Fácil will lead to

increased revenue per operating unit, and

provide the hotel with satisfied guests

who do not have to stand in line at the

reception. According to the founder of the

company, the reason why customers

choose Fácil is primarily due to clear and

transparent prices, functionality, quality

and ease of use. They have a clear vision

to reduce paper and the use of plastic

keys in hotels. This should also be

important for hotels as sustainability is

becoming more and more important. 

A course- and
conference-hotel
during the Covid
pandemic 

Digitization in the
hotel industry

Housekeeping robot 

Lørntopic: 1802
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Wiederstrøm Hotel Consulting consists of

Peter Wiederstrøm and Tore Rodahl.

Peter Wiederstrøm has a master's degree

in economics from NHH and is the general

manager of Wiederstrøm Hotel Consulting

and partner of the Benchmarking Alliance,

and with that among other things

responsible for marketing, sales and

distribution of benchmarking systems for

the hotel and restaurant industry. Tore

Rodahl holds a bachelor's degree from the

Hotel Institute Montreux in Switzerland

and master's degree from Cornell

University in New York and the Hotel

College in Stavanger, and worked for the

consulting company Horwath HTL in Oslo

and London before the collaboration

between HOTELINTEL and Wiederstrøm

Hotel Consulting started in February 2019.

Together they assist the hotel industry

with advice in hotel operations,

management and strategy. 

Sundvolden offers a hotel that contains

the best of what they once were, while

constantly evolving to meet the needs of

today's guests. The hotel has a focus on

sustainable development with a large

degree of self-produced food. They carry

sustainability with them in every move

they make. Among other things, they are

involved in a project called “Kutt Matsvinn

2020” where they aim to cut food waste

by 20%. A kitchen has many dilemmas,

and something that is interesting is how

nowadays we can streamline cooking and

the boring administrative tasks with

technology. Here the whole hotel industry

has one way to walk. 

The hotel market 
is changing

Food, values 
and quality 

Lørntopic: 1802
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Here is a list of all logos
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Guest collection

#0816

Sundvolden Hotel

Tord Moe

Laeskogen

Et kurs og

konferansehotell

under Covid

pandemien

29.9.2020.

#0819

Facil

Alexander Weiss

Richter

Digitalisering i

hotellbransjen

29.9.2020.

#0822

Sundvolden Hotel

Cecilie Laeskogen

Kunnskap x Vilje x

Evne

29.9.2020.

#0821

Sundvolden Hotel

Silje Storvik

Gjestenes

forventninger &

trygghet – vårt

ansvar!

30.9.2020.

#0823

Maidbot

Micah Green

Housekeeping robot

1.10.2020.

#0840

Ringeriket
kommune

Karin Møller

Samvirke mellom

private og

offentlige aktører

11.10.2020.

#0824

Sundvolden Hotel

Fredrik Røine

Mat, verdier og

kvalitet

1.10.2020.

#0841

De historiske

Nils Henrik Geitle

Kulturarv inn i den

digitale verden

11.10.2020.

#0825

Lidmi Consultin

Joar Skjevdal

Frykt og andre

følelser; vår drivkraft

29.9.2020.

#0843

Wiederstrøm Hotel
Consulting

Peter Wiederstrøm

Hotellmarkedet i

endring

12.10.2020.
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IOT
LØRNTOPIC 20
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IOT, which means the Internet of Things refers
to a system of interrelated, internet-
connected objects enabled to collect and transfer
data over a wireless network without
human intervention. An IoT device could be
something as simple as a health-tracking
wearable, or as complex as a smart city with
sensors across all its regions.

What is IOT? 
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Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/144-iot-
for-smarte-byer-og-smarte-hjem

#0144 IoT for smarte byer og

smarte hjem

I denne episoden av #LØRN vil Sunniva og CTO i

Datek Wireless AS, Espen Westgaard, utforske

hva smarte byer, smarte hjem og smart helse er,

og hvordan IoT spiller en viktig rolle inn i dette.

STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

IOT

Datek Wireless AS

Espen

Westgaard
CTO

19.08.2020

SIDE 221

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/470-

anvendt-teknologi

#0470 Anvendt teknologi

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

Daglig leder i NXTec, Tore karlsen, om hvorfor

datasikkerhet og digital sårbarhet er en kunnskap

som må bli allmennkunnskap.

SME
Perspective: Topic:

IOT

NXTec

Tore Karlsen
Daglig leder

19.08.2020

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/312-i-

o-t-eirik-gundegjerde-bredband-5g-

og-oss

#0312 Bredbånd, 5G og oss

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

Direktør for Strategiske Prosjekter i Lyse, Eirik

Gundegjerde, om bredbånd, 5G og oss.

PUBLIC SECTOR
Perspective: Topic:

IOT

Lyse

Eirik

Gundegjerde
Direktør for

Strategiske

Prosjekter

19.08.2020

IOT

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/230-

iot-marius-sommerseth-digital-

transformasjon-med-iot

#0230 Digital transformasjon 

med IoT

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

Leder for digitalisering og innovasjon i Sporveien,

Marius Sommerseth, om hvordan man kan drive

frem digital transformasjon med IoT og innovasjon i

offentlig sektor.

PUBLIC SECTOR
Perspective: Topic:

Sporveien

Marius

Sommerseth
Leder for

digitalisering og

innovasjon

19.08.2020

Top cases in IOT
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Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/600-

energytech-kari-marvik-smart-

teknologi-og-iot

#0600 Smart teknologi og IoT

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

forskningssjefen for autonome systemer og IoT i

NORCE Norwegian Research Centre, Kari Marvik.

SME
Perspective: Topic:

IOT

Norce

Kari Marvik
Forskningssjefen

for autonome

systemer og IoT

19.08.2020
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Datek AS is one of Norway's leading

suppliers of customized M2M and IoT

solutions for the corporate market. The

company has long experience with

solution and product development, with

customers in many different segments.

These vary from fleet management (trains,

trucks, buses, and cars), tracking of

objects, central control of road lights and

emergency lights, ground systems at

airports, solutions for smart buildings, and

smart home solutions. Datek AS delivers

to companies in the private and public

sector both in Norway and in Europe. The

company was established in 1997 and

consists of 45 employees. Machine

learning and artificial intelligence

make us move from gadgets that are

remote controlled and provide useful

information, to intelligent homes,

buildings, and cities that learn and get

smarter and smarter and make their own

decisions. IoT gives ordinary gadgets, like

sockets, light bulbs, toasters, and

refrigerators, the ability to talk to each

other and their surroundings by using

wireless communication. 

The group is organized into three business

areas: Energy, infrastructure, and

telecommunications. Among the

companies included under

telecommunications, there are: Altibox AS,

Lyse Fiber AS, Lyse Fiberinvest AS, Signal

Bredbånd AS and Viken Fiber AS. They

build socially critical infrastructure within

energy and telecom while trying to be the

customer's best friend. This is done by

focusing on fiber cables to foreign

countries, 5G, and IoT. Communication

infrastructure is crucial for Norway’s

competitiveness and a mainstay for

tomorrow's society.

Nxtech was established in 2008 and is a

descendant of the Norwegian projector

industry (ASK, Proxima and InFocus). The

company undertakes complete

multidisciplinary assignments, but with

main competence in hardware and

software development. Nxtech has

implemented countless industrial and

consumer products for Norwegian and

foreign customers. CEO Tore Karlsen

explains that with more and more gadgets

and features connected to a worldwide

network we will see new forms of crime.

He also states that data security and

digital vulnerability are the knowledge that

must become general knowledge.

his allows us to remotely control them, get

information from them, and compile the

information to make things smarter.

IoT for smart cities

and smart homes

Knowledge for 

the future 

Applied technology

Broadband, 5G, and us
Lyse is organized as a group with 

Lyse AS as the parent company. The

parent the company takes care of the

ownership role in wholly and partly 

owned companies and organizes 

common functions such as economics 

and finance, market, HR, communications,

legal, procurement, real estate services,

and so on.
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Sporveien is a Norwegian company

owned by the City of Oslo, which is the

municipality operating company for public

transport. Sporveien also operates

railways and other infrastructure used in

public transport in the urban area of Oslo.

Sporveien owns, operates, develops, and

maintains infrastructure which is used for

the subway and tram, and manages a

significant real estate portfolio. Spor-

veien is also the builder for several major

infrastructure projects, such as the

upgrading of “Østensjøbanen”.One of

their projects in IoT is sensors that

measure current draws on switches 

to predict errors, and they have many

sensors with data that are used to collect

to use across. They also have a train that

laser scans tracks and collects data from

the subway network in their daily

operation.

NORCE Norwegian Research Center AS is

a Norwegian research institute organized

as a state-owned joint-stock company.

The company was established in 2017 

and is mainly owned by four Norwegian

universities with the University of Bergen

as the majority owner. NORCE has around

900 employees and conducts basic

research and applied research in environ-

ment, climate, energy, technology, health,

and society. The most important thing

they work with is sustainable technology

development and research to solve

various industry and societal challenges.

For example, they have a family of smart

IoT sensors for industrial use where the

technology platform and expertise can be

used in new applications and markets.

Digital trans-

formation with IoT

Smart technology

and IoT
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Guest collection

IOT

#0137

Futurice

Paul Houghton

Intelligent IoT

services empower

individuals and

companies

19.8.2020.

#0138

Webstep AS

Andreas Tryti

Mobilitet og

reiseplanlegging

19.8.2020.

#0140

IoT-
foredragsholder

Joakim Lindh

Making sense out of

IoT

19.8.2020.

#0139

Nordic
Semiconductor

Peder Rand

The ubiquitous IoT

network is already

here

19.8.2020.

#0141

Disruptive
Technologies

Ole Petter Novsett

Verdens minste

trådløse sensor

19.8.2020.

#0144

Datek Wireless AS

Espen Westgaard

IoT for smarte byer

og smarte hjem

19.8.2020.

#0142

MIMIRO og TINE

Torkel Randem

Digitalisering i

landbruket

19.8.2020.

#0145

ABB

Trygve Harvei

Industriell IoT – når

«ting» blir til alvor

19.8.2020.

#0143

GK Inneklima AS

Petter Bøhm

Nordahl

Bruk av IoT i smarte

bygg

19.8.2020.

#0146

Airthings

Erlend Bolle

Radon og

luftkvalitet

19.8.2020.

#0158

MyWo

Gaute Myklebust

Neste generasjons

brukergrensesnitt!

19.8.2020.

#0211

Posten og Bring

Alexander Haneng

Smart sporing

19.8.2020.

#0312

Lyse

Eirik Gundegjerde

Bredbånd, 5G og

oss

19.8.2020.

#0230

Sporveien

Marius Sommerseth

Digital

transformasjon

med IoT

19.8.2020.

#0470

NXTec

Tore Karlsen

Anvendt teknologi

19.8.2020.

#0600

Norce

Kari Marvik

Smart teknologi 

og IoT

19.8.2020.

#0496

Sensario AS

Paal Kaperdal

Tryggere på sjøen

19.8.2020.

#0498

Nordkontakt

Vemund Kristiansen

Ta mulighets-

rommet nå når

Bodø skal bli smart

by

19.8.2020.
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LEGAL TECH, refers to the use of technology and
software to provide legal services and support the
legal industry. Legal Tech companies are often
startups founded with the purpose of disrupting a
traditionally conservative legal market.

What is 

LEGALTECH? 
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Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/hva-er-
greia-med-lawtech

#0038 Hva er greia med LawTech?

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Sunniva med

daglig leder av BAHR LEAP, Elise Kirkhus.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/40-
chatbotten-anna-og-roboten-goliat

#0040 Chatbotten «Anna» og

roboten «Goliat»

I denne episoden av #Lørn.Tech møter du

produktsjef og advokat i HELP, Beate Kalvøy.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/jurister-
burde-leke-mer

#0039 Jurister burde leke mer

I denne episoden av #LØRN møter du direktør i

Hjort, Christopher Helgeby.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/567-
lawtech-stein-aamot-eierskap-til-egne-
ideer-og-produkter

#0567 Eierskap til egne ideer og

produkter

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

patentingeniør og partner hos Zacco Norway, Stein

Aamot.

ENTERPRISE
Perspective: Topic:

LEGALTECH

BAHR LEAP

Elise Kirkhus
CEO

19.08.2020

SME
Perspective: Topic:

LEGALTECH

HELP

Beate Kalvøy
Produktsjef og

advokat 

19.08.2020

SME
Perspective: Topic:

LEGALTECH

Hjort

Christopher

Helgeby
Direktør

19.08.2020

SME
Perspective: Topic:

LEGALTECH

Zacco Norway

Stein Aamot
Patent Attorney og

partner

19.08.2020
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Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0768-

fremtidens-advokatbransje

#0768 Fremtidens advokatbransje

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

COO i Wikborg Rein, Martin Bentzen.

ENTERPRISE
Perspective: Topic:

LEGALTECH

Wikborg Rein

Martin

Bentzen
COO

25.08.2020
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BAHR LEAP combines coding experience,

robust technology and BAHR's top legal

expertise in delivering market leading

automated legal templates. The law firm

BAHR LEAP acts as a radar picking up new

relevant technology, and checking if there

can be something to gain from using it.

The goal is to automate routine work tasks

like many lawyers spend a lot of time on

today, so they can rather spend their time

on more educational and fun tasks. Today

there are many exciting companies which

aim to create technology separately

addressed against the legal profession. 

traditional law firms?" The director of Hjort

Christopher Helgeby explains how

technology offers big opportunities,

however it is crucial that oneself has the

responsibility for the changes. 

The law firm Hjort was established in 1893

and assists business clients, public and

private clients with advice and procedural

assignments in cases within all central

areas of law. Hjort currently has 117

employees and is owned by 33 partners.

One of the biggest questions the industry

is facing today is "will the digitalisation of

the legal profession mark the end of 

HELP contributes to increased legal

certainty by making legal services

available to everyone. With increasing

economic differences in society, HELP's

social mission is perhaps more important

than ever. It is not just those with a lot of

money who will get their rights

safeguarded with professional legal

assistance. Now everyone can get the

help they are entitled to - without

wondering if they can afford it. A simple

and fascinating example of making

available legal services: a chatbot that can

face parking fines. This provides easy

access to legal aid and is free, which will

provide the opportunity to to counter an

unlawful claim. Furthermore, it is also

interesting that AI now can be used to

review contracts faster and better than

lawyers. That said, we are not yet there

that AI can do all the work alone.

Zacco is one of Europe's largest IP

consulting companies and offers a 360°

perspective on intangible assets: from the

submission of patent applications,

trademark registration and design

protection to software development,

digital brand protection, cyber security,

portfolio management and IP strategies in

the modern economy. The company has

150 years of experience in innovative

thinking, and each year since 2016, they

have been named Scandinavian Firm of

the Year. Many startups get presented a

claim that a patent isn’t necessary; it is too

expensive and difficult, and it is easy to

get around when you first get it. That is a

shame because a patent application is so

much more than just being able to get a

patent in the end. By defining the

technology in a patent application, you get

one review of your technology up against

previous rights and applications. Being

able to investigate if you have the

“freedom to operate (fto)” against current

technology that is registered, is very

important in a start phase. 

What’s LawTech?

The chatbot “Anna”
and the robot
“Goliat”

Ownership to own
ideas and products 

Lawyers should 
play more

Lørntopic: 1802
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Wikborg Rein is Norway's largest and

most international law firm with offices in

Oslo, Bergen, London, Singapore and

Shanghai. The company's lawyers have

expert knowledge in a wide range of

disciplines and industries. To provide

clients first-class legal assistance is their

top priority. Through their almost 100-year

long history, the company has built up a

unique international experience, and they

are top-ranked in leading international

legal awards such as Chambers and

Partners and Legal 500. Wikborg Rein's

purpose is to develop the most talented

heads to be able to make a difference in

business and society. The company is

working on using data in new ways in the

law industry to be able to work proactively

with their clients. Their COO Martin

Bentzen states that “being part of one

continuous travel where the use of

technology goes hand in hand with good

legal craftsmanship is in many ways some

of the most exciting I can imagine working

with.”

The law business 
of the future 

Lørntopic: 1802
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Guest collection

#0034

LexPredict

Dan Katz

Digitalisering av

advokatbransjen

19.8.2020.

#0035

Lawbotics

Merete Nygaard

Har du hørt om

advokatroboten

Lawbotics?

19.8.2020.

#0037

Selmer

Dan Sørensen

Hvem har ansvaret

når en selvkjørende

bil krasjer?

19.8.2020.

#0036

UiO

Malcolm Langford

Slik kan ny teknologi

forandre

advokatbransjen

19.8.2020.

#0038

BAHR LEAP

Elise Kirkhus

Hva er greia med

LawTech?

19.8.2020.

#0567

Zacco Norway

Stein Aamot

Eierskap til egne

ideer og produkter

19.8.2020.

#0039

Hjort

Christopher

Helgeby

Jurister burde leke

mer

19.8.2020.

#0768

Wikborg Rein

Martin Bentzen

Fremtidens

advokatbransje

25.8.2020.

#0040

HELP

Beate Kalvøy

Chatbotten «Anna»

og roboten «Goliat»

19.8.2020.
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LORNSOC
LØRNTOPIC 23
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LØRNSOC can be defined as the social aspects of
technology. This will include the human aspect,
new regulatory dilemmas, ethics in AI, capitalist
surveillance, privacy vs personalization, and more.
It teaches you to learn more about the
digitalization of society and potential aspects. 

What is 

LORNSOC? 
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Top cases in Lornsoc
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Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/61-

glen-weyl-radical-markets

#0061 Radical Markets

In this episode of #LØRN Silvija Seres talks to
Glen Weyl, Microsoft Office's Chief Technology
Officer, Political Economist and Social
Technologist (OCTOPEST) and Founder of the
RadicalxChange Foundation.

RESEARCH
Perspective: Topic:

LØRNSOC

Princeton

Glen Weyl
Professor

19.08.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/268-

lorn-soc-nikolai-astrup-

morgendagens-digitalisering

#0268 Morgendagens

digitalisering

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
digitaliseringsminister, Nikolai Astrup, om hvilke
prinsipper som blir viktige for digitaliseringen i
Norge.

POLITICIAN
Perspective: Topic:

LØRNSOC

Nærings- og

fiskeridepartement

et

Nikolai Astrup
Digitaliseringsminis

ter

19.08.2020.

Se episoden her:

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/332-

helth-tech-rune-winther-

velferdsteknologi-og-risiko

#0332 Velferdsteknologi og risiko

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
Leder for Utvikling av Digitale produkter i
Multiconsult, Rune Winther, om hvordan
velferdsteknologi vil være avgjørende for kvaliteten
på fremtidens helsetjenester og hvordan adekvat
risikostyring vil være avgjørende for at vi lykkes
med dette.

ENTERPRISE
Perspective: Topic:

LØRNSOC

Multiconsult

Rune Winther
Leder for utvikling

av digitale

produkter

19.08.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/365-

lorn-soc-rolf-assev-hva-kjennetegner-

en-vellykket-grunder

#0365 Hva kjennetegner en

vellykket gründer?

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
partner i StartupLab, Rolf Assev, om hva som
kjennetegner en vellykket gründer og et godt
gründerskap.

CLUSTER
Perspective: Topic:

LØRNSOC

StartupLab

Rolf Assev
Partner

19.08.2020.

http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/
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Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0924-

kriseledelse-preget-av-tillit

#0924 Kriseledelse preget av tillit

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija
med Bernt Reitan Jenssen, som er
administrerende direktør i Ruter.

Ruter 

Bernt Reitan

Jenssen
Administrerende

direktør

21.12.2020.

Topic:

LØRNSOC
Perspective:

PUBLIC SECTOR

http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/


Ruter AS is a publicly owned company

that is responsible for public transport in

Oslo and what was previously called

Akershus. Ruter determines fares and

route offers for subways, trams, buses and

ferries in these two counties, which are

then ordered from different operating

companies. For buses and boats the

contracts are awarded after tenders.

Since the start of the pandemic, Ruter has

had major challenges because of the loss

of a large part of their customers. This has

led the management to be dependent on

being solution-oriented in a difficult

situation. The company also has an

attitude that innovation is very important.

According to CEO Bernt Reitan Jenssen,

one of the measures for innovation is to

prevent managers from operating on

autopilot.

Princeton University is a private Ivy

League research university in Princeton,

New Jersey. Founded in 1746 in Elizabeth

as the College of New Jersey, Princeton is

the fourth-oldest institution of higher

education in the United States and one of

the nine colonial colleges chartered

before the American Revolution.

Professor at the university, Glen Weyl,

explains how the market today is too

polarized. He explains, among other

things, how it is a big problem that several

members of society are unable to see the

weaknesses of their own political position.

In other words, a better way to enter the

future is to forget the idea of utopian

socialist or liberal ideas. 

StartupLab is a technology incubator and

an early investor in Oslo Science Park.

Currently, 82 technical start-ups and

approx. 350 entrepreneurs are part of the

laboratory. StartupLab's philosophy is to

mix experienced technical contractors

with the less experienced ones. The

organization is proud to have some of the

key people and the founders of Opera

Technology, Funcom, Trolltech and

Confirmit affiliated with their companies.

Rolf Assev, who is a partner in the

company, explains why it is important that

the founder of a company is also the

person who takes the company into the

future. This is also a hallmark of several of

the largest tech companies today.

Furthermore, he also explains that the

characteristics of a successful

entrepreneur are an eye for detail, focus

on the right things and the ability to attract

a good team.

Crisis management
affected by trust 

Radical markets What characterizes
a successful
founder? 

Lørntopic: 1802
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The Ministry of Trade, Industry and

Fisheries is responsible for designing a

future-oriented business and seafood

policy. It involves influencing all policy

areas that are important for value creation.

The ministry shall promote Norwegian

business and industry, and contribute to a

sustainable management of the fishing

and aquaculture industry. Furthermore

they shall contribute to the coordination of

the work of various ministries to ensure a

comprehensive, good and future-oriented

business policy. Digitization is a topic that

is very relevant to the government today,

and they work every day to find solutions

for the future. On the other hand, this does

not mean that digitization is a goal in itself,

but that the goal is to find the best

solutions.

Multiconsult is one of Norway's leading

environments in engineering and

counseling. With roots dating back to

1908, the company has had a strong

impact on Norway's development and

economic growth. Having more than 2,850

skilled employees, the company provides

multidisciplinary consulting, design,

engineering, architecture, project follow-

up, management, verification and control -

both nationally and internationally. Head of

digital products, Rune Winther, explains

why welfare technology will be crucial for

the quality of future healthcare services

and how adequate risk management will

be crucial for success. This is deciding to

take advantage of all the new technology

that is coming.

The digitalisation of
tomorrow

Welfare technology
and risk 

Lørntopic: 1802
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Guest collection
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#0061

Princeton

Glen Weyl
Radical Markets

19.8.2020.

#0191

Bekkestua
barneskole

Annette Iversen

Aarflot
Dybdelæring

19.8.2020.

#0147

Lyngsfjord
Adventure

Hans-Olav H. Eriksen

Store ting som skjer

på små steder

19.8.2020.

#0192

Høvik skole

Ellen Larsen

Jakten på læring

19.8.2020.

#0176

ALV (arena for
læring om velferds-
teknologi)

Cecilie Campbell
Behovsdrevet

velferd

19.8.2020.

#0194

Bærum kommune

Ingvild L. Grave

Ragnhild H.

Sommerschild
Programmering i

skolen

19.8.2020.

#0175

ProtoMore og
iKuben

Hilde Aspås & Finn

Amundsen

Omstilling og

innovasjon i praksis

19.8.2020.

#0193

Vøyenenga skole

Evelyn Kristensen

Nye pedagogiske

verktøy

19.8.2020.

#0178

Molde Kommune

Mette Jane Holand
Kommunenes

muligheter

19.8.2020.

#0202

Antler

Magnus Grimeland
Morgendagens

største

teknologiselskaper

19.8.2020.

#0188

Jong skole

Vegard Haugen
«Jamming» og

læring

19.8.2020.

#0332

Multiconsult

Rune Winther
Velferdsteknologi

og risiko

19.8.2020.

#0186

Evje skole

Kirsten G. Kilde
Relevante

læringsøkter

19.8.2020.

#0251

Tony Blair Institute

Chris Yiu
Reguleringer for

fremtiden

19.8.2020.

#0187

Bekkestua
barneskole

Hans Christian Ruud
Læring for

fremtiden

19.8.2020.

#0268

Nærings- og
fiskeri-
departementet

Nikolai Astrup
Morgendagens

digitalisering

19.8.2020.

#0365

StartupLab

Rolf Assev
Hva kjennetegner

en vellykket

gründer?

19.8.2020.

#0383

Oslo Vitensenter

Jon Haavie
Digital skaperkraft i

fremtidens skolen

19.8.2020.

#0386

NTNU

Toril Nagelhus

Hernes
Universitetenes rolle

innenfor innovasjon

og omstilling i privat

og offentlig sektor

19.8.2020.

#0390

Arbeiderpartiet

Torstein Tvedt

Solberg
Stortingets

Spaceman

19.8.2020.

#0399

Bergen Kommune

Kjersti Eiken
Hvilken retning har

digi-toget?

19.8.2020.

#0402

Kirah

Anna Kirah
Norges største

datatreff

19.8.2020.

#0407

The Gathering og
House Of Nerds

Vegard Hvem

Skjefstad
Norges største

datatreff

19.8.2020.

#0412

Telenor Group

Ola Jo Tandre
Sustainability in

Telenor

19.8.2020.
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#0189

Evje skole

Ragnhild A. Omholt
Kildekritikk

19.8.2020.

#0338

Bridj

Kristian Bruarøy
Tverrfaglig
brobygger

19.8.2020.

#0190

Eiksmarka skole og
Stiftelsen Skapia

Eldar Skjørten
Skaperkraft

19.8.2020.

#0355

IKT-Norge

Torgeir Waterhouse
Data som
allemannsrett

19.8.2020.

#0423

Appear.in

Sean Percival
Facetime for work

19.8.2020.

#0425

Mob76

Monty Munford
Fuck of luck

19.8.2020.

#0427

Transform
Exponential

Sangbreeta Moitra
Hacking human
behaviour

19.8.2020.

#0469

COWI

Phan Åge Haugård
Klimatilpasning i by
med fremtidsrettet
overvanns-
håndtering

19.8.2020.

#0428

Idekapital Fund1 AS

Anders Brandt
Eksponensiell
skalering

19.8.2020.

#0472

Høgskolen i Østfold

Harald Holone
Sammenheng
mellom forskning,
undervisning og
næringsliv

19.8.2020.

#0435

Deichman bibliotek

Jonas Svartberg
Arntzen
Bibliotekenes
fremtid

19.8.2020.

#0478

Institutt for
energiteknikk

Petter Kvalvik
Menneskesentrert
digitalisering

19.8.2020.

#0432

Kahoot!

Johan Brand
Læring med et
positivt fortegn

19.8.2020.

#0473

Halden Kommune

Veronica Aam
Å ta i bruk ny
teknologi i offentlig
basistjenester

19.8.2020.

#0436

2M2D

Fredrik Winther
Skal du forstå
fremtiden må du
kunne analysere
oppstartsselskaper

19.8.2020.

#0480

Katapult
Accelerator

Nina Heir
Build the world you
want to live in

19.8.2020.

#0439

SHE

Heidi Aven
SHE index

19.8.2020.

#0486

VIS

Anders Haugland
Økosystem for
innovasjon, ta
ansvar, tenk stort

19.8.2020.

#0525

Trøndelag
fylkeskommune

Tore O. Sandvik
Innkjøpsmakt og
innovasjon

19.8.2020.

#0535

Validé

Gry Isabel Sannes
Teknologi og det
menneskelige
potensiale

19.8.2020.

#0543

Forus PRT

Linn Terese Lohne
Marken
Fremtidens
mobilitet med
autonomi

19.8.2020.

#0552

Nye Kristiansand
kommune

Ann-Helen Moum
Kom igang med
digitalisering i
offentlig sektor

19.8.2020.

#0553

Universitetet i
Agder

Sunniva Whittaker
Fra forskning til
forretning

19.8.2020.

#0557

Kristiansand
kommune

Øyvind Lyngen
Laderud
Hvordan skape
innovative byer?

19.8.2020.
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#0444

Mingl

Daniel Caetanya
Fossum
Build more
meaningful
relationships

19.8.2020.

#0512

Borregaard

Dag Arthur Aasbø
Få med alle på
endringsreisen

19.8.2020.

#0443

Innovation Norway

Pål T. Næss
Entrepreneur to
Public Servant

19.8.2020.

#0511

Høgskolen i Østfold

Geir Torgersen
Det grønne skiftet
trenger flere grønne
ingeniører

19.8.2020.

#0592

Noroff

Beathe Due
Hands-on skills &
employability

19.8.2020.

#0595

Knowit

Hanne Wetland
Nyttetegning og
sirkulær økonomi  

19.8.2020.

#0445

Sopra Steria

Tobias Studer
Andersson
Scaleup

19.8.2020.

#0513

Infotjenester

Thorfinn Hansen
Gjør læring enklere
for arbeidsgivere

19.8.2020.

#0449

StartupLab

Henrik Hatlebrekke
Fremtidens
mobilitet

19.8.2020.

#0522

NTNU

Tomas Moe
Skjølsvold
Teknologi i seg selv
er sjeldent nok

19.8.2020.

#0602

Universitetet i
Bergen

Jill Walker Rettberg
Digitalisering og
mennesker

19.8.2020.

#0608

Trondheim
kommune og NTNU

Tone Merethe
Aasen
Smart og
bærekraftig
samfunnsendring

19.8.2020.

#0618

NTNU

Gard Paulsen
Bokbad og
kybernetikk

19.8.2020.

#0660

Kognifai Partner
Program

Bent Erik Bjørkli
Digitalisering som
drivkraft

19.8.2020.

#0629

Gjøvik kommune

Pål Godard
Innbyggernes
behov + Innovasjon
+ Teknologi =
Norges smarteste
kommune?

19.8.2020.

#0661

Hemsedal

Pål Terje Rørby
Fremoverlent og
innovativ kommune

14.5.2020.

#0644

Buskerud
Næringshage

Jon Eystein Lund
Innovasjon og
lønnsomhet til
SMB�ene på bygda

19.8.2020.

#0678

Norges
Handelshøyskole

Tor Wallin
Andreassen
Digitale
innovasjoner for
bærekraftig vekst

14.5.2020.

#0632

Gjøvik kommune

Anne Marthe Dahl
Zettervall
Fra service-
kommune til
samskapings-
kommune

19.8.2020.

#0668

Nord universitet

Reid Hole
Styrking av den
samfunnsvitenskap
elige nordområde-
forskningen

5.8.2020.

#0884

Aftenposten

Mette Bugge
Gammel dame er
lett å vende

1.12.2020.

#0885

Impaktor

Jon Fredrik Alfsen
Aktiv
personalpolitikk

2.12.2020.

#0886

50 til 100

Kristin Langnes
Jobb lenger, men
hvordan?

8.12.2020.

#0896

Ipsos

Lene Rathe
Seniorpolitisk
barometer

13.12.2020.
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#0647

Viken
fylkeskommune

Anders Aagaard
Sørby
Digitalisering av
offentlig sektor

19.8.2020.

#0679

Stiftelsen
Falstadsenteret

Christian Wee
Digital
rekonstruksjon av
kulturturminner

23.6.2020.

#0656

Søstrene Storaas
hotell

Dea Haug Storaas
Eller motsatt?

19.8.2020.

#0696

Innovasjon Norge
for regionen
Trondheim

Therese Troset
Engan
Endringsledelse i
offentlig sektor

23.6.2020.

#0648

InnoCo

Sjur Dagestad
Innovasjon som fag

19.8.2020.

#0680

Proneo

Per Anders Folladal
Mulighetene for økt
innovasjon og
verdiskaping

23.6.2020.

#0649

Innolab

Jon Eystein Lund
Innovasjon, fra
tordentale til
handling

14.5.2020.

#0695

Sparebank1 SMN

Ingunn Figenschou
Eggen
Samarbeid som
innovasjonskraft

23.6.2020.

#0897

Utenriks-
departementet

John-Arne
Røttingen
Det internasjonale
arbeidet for å
håndtere
pandemien

14.12.2020.

#0901

Institutt for
samfunnsforskning

Anne Skevik
Grødem
Eldre arbeidstakere

16.12.2020.

#0910

BarentsWatch

Anna Karlqvist og
Heidi Beate Vang
Felles ressurs-
register

22.12.2020.

#0911

Telenor Research

Kenth Engø-
Monsen
Mobildata og
covid-19

22.12.2020.

#0657

Ifo-Institutt for
organisa-
sjonsutvikling

Roald Johansen
Utviklingsevne

19.8.2020.

#0767

Mæla
ungdomsskole

Anne Ragnhild Kjær
Sti
Den nye skolen

25.8.2020.

#0658

Sundvollen hotell

Tord Moe
Laeskogen
En hotelleder under
Covid-19

19.8.2020.

#0883

Senter for
seniorpolitikk

Kari Østerud
Jakt kompetanse
uavhengig av
fødselsdato

27.11.2020.

#0914

Juridisk fakultet
ved UIO

Anne Kjersti Befring
Pandemijuss - fritt
frem for amatører?

22.12.2020.

#0924

Ruter

Bernt Reitan
Jenssen
Kriseledelse 
preget av tillit

22.12.2020.



LORNBIZ
LØRNTOPIC 24
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What is 

LØRNBIZ? 
LØRNBIZ is the business technology that helps an organization run its
business and operations processes. This will include all companies in all
sectors who are facing a situation where technology is changing the
surrounding landscape. This can be everything from meeting room
facilities, the customers, employees or society. Faster development cycles,
disruptive business models and increased competition are examples of
why technology and automation play an increasingly more important
role in all businesses. 
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CLUSTER
Perspective: Topic:

LØRNBIZ

Digital Norway

Liv Dingsør
Daglig leder

06.01.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-

pod/0833-liv-dings%C3%B8r-

digital-utvikling-gjennom-gratis-

kompetanseinnhold?

#0833 Digital utvikling gjennom

gratis kompetanseinnhold
I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

daglig leder i Digital Norway, Liv Dingsør. Digital

Norway hjelper bedrifter å henge med i den

digitale utviklingen gjennom å tilby gratis

kompetanseinnhold..

ENTERPRISE
Perspective: Topic:

LØRNBIZ

Schibsted News

Media

Jo Odland
Senior Architect 

06.01.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-

pod/0835-jo-odland-digitalisering-

i-nyhetsbransjen?

#0835 Digitalisering i

nyhetsbransjen
I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija
med Senior Architect i Schibsted News
Media, Jo Odland. Schibsted selger i
hovedsak nyheter og journalistikk, i papirform
og som nettavis.

ENTERPRISE
Perspective: Topic:

LØRNBIZ

Schibsted

Gard Voigt
Rimestad
Engineering

manager

06.01.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-

pod/0834-gard-voigt-rimestad-

infrastruktur-og-viktigheten-av-

det?

#0834 Infrastruktur og viktigheten

av det

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

Engineering manager I Schibsted - Data and

tech, Gard Voigt Rimestad.
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ENTERPRISE
Perspective: Topic:

LØRNBIZ

Telenor research

Telenor group

Patrick
Waldemar
VICE PRESIDENT

06.01.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0837-
patrick-waldemar-tekno-strategiske-
dilemmaer?

#0837 Tekno-strategiske dilemmaer

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
forskningssjef I Telenor, Patrick Waldemar.
Telenor forskning har fokus på å generere
kunnskap som brukes til rådgivning innen
Telenor forretningsenheter og som input til
strategiprosesser.

Top cases in Lornbiz



ENTERPRISE
Perspective: Topic:

LØRNBIZ

Telenor

Birgitte
Engebretsen
Fungerende leder i

bedriftsmarkedet

19.10.2020.

Se episoden her:

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-

pod/0866-birgitte-engebretsen-

innovasjon-og-arbeid-mot-neste-

generasjons-teknologi?

#0866 Innovasjon og arbeid
mot neste generasjons
teknologi
I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker
Silvija med fungerende leder i
bedriftsmarkedet i Telenor Norge,
Birgitte Engebretsen.
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DigitalNorway helps companies keep up

with the digital development by offering

free competence content. They also work

for small and medium-sized companies to

be able to take part in the data-driven

economy. In today's complex data-

economy, one is dependent on a broad

cutting-edge expertise as value creation

of data places demands addressing

complex, cultural, commercial and legal

challenges. Smaller businesses are not

able to solve these on their own. Liv

Dingsør, CEO of DigitalNorway states that

to keep growing as a company it is

important to move outside your

accustomed ecosystem to pursue non-

traditional partnerships and be flexible

and pragmatic.

Schibsted is a Nordic media group

headquartered in Oslo. Schibsted's shares

are listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange.

The group consists of three main

departments: Nordic Marketplaces, News

Media and Next. Their business is mainly

based on their news-channels, however

they keep innovating. An example is how

they have combined the paper delivery

with food and package delivery. When it

comes to infrastructure, one of the

problems is that dilemmas can sometimes

arise, such as if it is necessary to upgrade

a system that already works. This is

especially difficult because different

teams have different needs.

digital revenue is currently not large

enough to fund journalism going forward.

A potential solution is to create common

systems across newspapers to share

costs of product development. However,

this will again raise the question of

whether the newspapers will manage to

retain their identity?

Telenor ASA, engaged internationally with

the name Telenor Group, is a Norwegian

telecommunications company originally

established by the state in 1855 as Royal

Electric Telegraph (Kongelige Elektriske

Telegraf). “Telenor Research” focuses on

generating knowledge that is used for

advice within Telenor business units and

as input to strategy processes. The most

important thing Telenor does in the

research part is to stay up to date and try

to understand the opportunities and

limitations that come with new

technology. An example is how 5G is

going to change the world going forward. 

Change of mindset

in a digital world 

Infrastructure and

the importance of it

Technologic,

strategic dilemmas 

Digitalisation in the

new business
Schibsted mainly sells news and

journalism, both in paper form and as an

online newspaper. One of the challenges

in news media is that revenue from the

print newspapers disappear, and the 
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Innovation and

technology for our

next generation 

Telenor Norway sells the digital

foundation and mobile services that

enables Norway's companies to be

digitized. One challenge they face is to

stand in the gap between having 160

years of history as an incumbent Telco

and innovating and delivering the next

generation technology. Their goal is to be

the preferred supplier to corporate

customers in Norway that must digitize

their processes. The last year it has been

important to establish a breadth of

services, capabilities and skills that

supports this.
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Here is a list of all logos
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Guest collection

#0294

Sarpsborg
kommune

Ole Gabrielsen
Endringer i offentlig
sektor

19.8.2020.

#0491

Crux Advisers

Harald Bjørland
Fremtidens vaktrom

19.8.2020.

#0353

UCL

Mariana Mazzucato
Problem based
innovation

19.8.2020.

#0493

shAIRskills

Ida T. Sætersdal
Delingsøkonomi i
arbeidslivet

19.8.2020.

#0397

NEW and Company
AS

Tore Totland
What's NEW

19.8.2020.

#0519

NTNU Technology
Transfer

Stein Eggan
Fra Kaos til kahoot

19.8.2020.

#0360

University of
Berkeley

Morten Hansen
Do less, then obsess

19.8.2020.

#0516

SINTEF TTO

Jostein Bjøndal
Fra forskning til
forretning

19.8.2020.

#0400

NEW AS og Waste
IQ

Anders Waage
Nilsen
Digitalisering og
sirkulærøkonomi

19.8.2020.

#0527

Sopra Steria

Marianne Selle
Hvorfor blir lovende
prototyper til
dårlige løsninger? -
eller ikke til løsninger
i det hele tatt?

19.8.2020.

#0450

NORD Ekspedisjon
AS

Vegard Uglebakken
Turismen, en digital
«dinosaur»!

19.8.2020.

#0417

Telenor Norway

Swati Sharma
New Digital
Products

19.8.2020.

#0530

Sopra Steria

Torunn Gaasemyr
Den nye digitale
arbeidsplassen

19.8.2020.

#0437

TRK GROUP

Trond Riiber
Knudsen
Building a stronger
innovation
ecosystem

19.8.2020.

#0540

Personalhuset

Gunnar Birkir
Gunnarsson
Teknologibruk for
personaltjenester

19.8.2020.

#0508

Sarpsborg
Næringsforening

Mariann Karlsen
Ledermot som
skaper retning

19.8.2020.

#0588

Visma group

Berit Braut
Kundeopplevelse
som
forretningsmodell

19.8.2020.

#0591

iStyrelsen

Ingvild Myhre
Tenk modig rundt
norges digitale
muligheter

19.8.2020.

#0631

NT6

Frode Iversen
Delingskultur – Om
å kle seg naken

19.8.2020.

#0607

Kantega

Camilla Wadseth
Innovasjon skjer i
samspill!

19.8.2020.

#0681

Norsk Industri

Stein Lier-Hansen
Ta i bruk moderne
og effektiv teknologi

23.6.2020.

#0707

GCE NODE

Jan Helge Viste
Fremtiden starter
nå!

6.7.2020.

#0682

Dualog

Morten Lind-Olsen
Fra start-up til
scale-up

23.6.2020.

#0683

Zoaring

Marie Hatjoullis
Å være i vater

23.6.2020.
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#0569

Dynamic Rock
Support og
Secustream
Technologies

Gisle Østereng
Kommersialisering
og kundefokus

19.8.2020.

#0459

Dfind a Randstad
Company

Morten Vigen Kolek
Rekrutterer roboter
bedre enn
mennesker?

19.8.2020.

#0578

Whereby

Ingrid Oline
Ødegaard
Fremtidens
arbeidsliv blir
fleksibelt

19.8.2020.

#0481

Serit Eltele

Jens-Harald
Jenssen
Fremtidens vaktrom

19.8.2020.

#0721

Young Industrial
Innovators

Fredrik Bringager
Student konsulent

24.6.2020.

#0738

Kompetanseløft
Trøndelag

Eirin Folde
Hvordan lykkes med
digital
transformasjon?

23.6.2020.

#0739

Handelshøyskolen
BI og Digital
Norway

Synniva Larsen og
Annita Fjuk
Vi mobiliserer
endringsagenter

23.6.2020.

#0839

Sparebank1

Arild Haugen
Utvikling av

fremtidens bank –
gjennom økt
kundefokus

8.10.2020.

#0740

Handelshøyskolen
BI

Ragnvald Sannes
Forskning for norske
SMB

23.6.2020.

#0847

Telenor Group
Holdings

Ove Fredheim
Digitalisering og
Innovasjon med
Telecom som
byggekloss

15.10.2020.

#0830

FINN

Jens Hauglum
Hvordan har FINN
benyttet
digitalisering til sin
fordel?

5.10.2020.

#0866

Telenor

Birgitte
Engebretsen
Innovasjon og
arbeid mot neste
generasjons
teknologi

22.10.2020.

#0829

Digital Norway

Eirik Andreassen
Omstilling i en
digital verden

7.10.2020.

#0858

Blocket

Pär Stigenberg
Noen lærdommer
fra å lede en
organisasjon i en ny
verden

22.10.2020.

#0831

Aftenposten /
Schibsted

Karl Oskar Teien
Digital verdiskaping
i nyhetsbransjen

5.10.2020.

#0867

Pexip

Tom Erik Lia
Skalering av

teknologibedrifter

10.11.2020.

#0835

Schibsted News
Media

Jo Odland
Digitalisering i
nyhetsbransjen

8.10.2020.

#0833

Digital Norway

Liv Dingsør
Digital utvikling
gjennom gratis
kompetanseinnhold

6.10.2020.

#0906

Telenor Research

Jarle Moss Hildrum
Distrupsjon av

kontoret

19.12.2020.

#0836

FINN

Bente Ulvestad
FINN din interesse
for digitalisering

8.10.2020.

#0834

Schibsted

Gard Voigt
Rimestad
Infrastruktur og
viktigheten av det

8.10.2020.

#0837

Telenor Research,
Telenor Group

Patrick Waldemar
Tekno-strategiske
dilemmaer

8.10.2020.
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MAKERS
LØRNTOPIC 25
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MAKERS can be defined as a company or person,
that makes a specified product, or it can be a
machine that makes something. Maker tech-
nologies are often associated with maker spaces
and encompass a broad range of tools and
activities. Typically these technologies refer to
electronics, robotics, 3D printing, metalworking,
woodworking, and arts and crafts.

What is MAKERS? 
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Top cases in Makers

Glamox

Nils Korperud
Group IT and
Digitalisation
Manager

08.01.2019.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/182-
lorn-soc-nils-korperud-digital-
eksperimentering?

#0182 Digital eksperimentering

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
Group IT and Digitalisation Manager i Glamox,
Nils Korperud. Glamox er en ledende
leverandør av belysning.

No Isolation

Karen Dolva
CEO & GRÜNDER

25.03.2019.

Se episoden her:

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/337-
makers-karen-dolva-no-isolation?

#0337 No Isolation

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
CEO i No Isolation, Karen Dolva. Karen forteller i
episoden hvordan avatar-roboten AV1 kan hjelpe
med å sosialisere barn som av ulike grunner ikke
kan gå på skolen. 

SME
Perspective: Topic:

MAKERS SME
Perspective: Topic:

MAKERS
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SME
Perspective: Topic:

MAKERS

Disruptive

Technologies

Erik Fossum

Færevaag
Grunder Disruptive
Technologies AS

20.05.2019.

Se episoden her:

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/398-
makers-erik-fossum-faerevaag-en-ny-
autonom-verden?

#0398 En ny autonom verden 

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
gründer av Disruptive Technologies AS, Erik
Fossum Færevaag. I episoden snakker Silvija og
Eirik om IoT og hvordan verden skal ombygges
for bærekraft. 

SME
Perspective: Topic:

MAKERS

Sew-Eurdrive

Heidi Solstad

Svensen
Daglig Leder

04.11.2019.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/507-
makers-heidi-solstad-svensen-
opplaering-som-gir-de-beste-
produktene-idag-og-imorgen?

#0507 Opplæring som gir de

beste produktene idag og

imorgen

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
daglig leder i SEW-EURODRIVE AS, Heidi
Solstad Svensen. Silvija og Heidi snakker i
episoden om fleksibiliteten man må skape i sin
bedrift og i sitt marked for å skape vekst.



SME
Perspective: Topic:

MAKERS

Slåttland Group 

Sigurd A

Slåttland
GRÜNDER OG
STYRELEDER

04.11.2019.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/509-
makers-sigurd-a-slattland-nye-
utfordringer-og-nye-muligheter?

#0509 Nye utfordringer og nye

muligheter

 I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
gründer og styreleder Slåttland Group, Sigurd A
Slåttland. Sigurd forteller hvordan de skaper
verdier ved å benytte høy kompetanse hos gode
medarbeidere for å gjøre hverdagen enklest
mulig for sine kunder.
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SEW-EURODRIVE is a German company

and a leading manufacturer of drive

technology. It is owned by the Blickle

family, and since its inception in 1931, the

company has been headquartered in

Bruchsal, Germany. SEW-EURODRIVE

manufactures gear units, motors, gear

motors, and converter technology in

different sizes for different industries 

and applications. According to the general

manager, it is important to see connect-

ions and understand how technology will

affect us for better or worse in the future.

This is how you stay one step ahead of the

competition.

No Isolation is a Norwegian start-up

company founded in October 2015. The

mission of No Isolation is to reduce

involuntary loneliness and social isolation

through developing communication

solutions that help those affected. In

Norway, there are 680.000 people

struggling with loneliness. Their 

technology is made up of different

solutions. Among these are for example

their “AV1”, which is an avatar of yourself.

Among other things, the robot helps

children to be in the moment with their

friends, without being physically involved.

Disruptive technologies AS is the

company that has created a system with

small, efficient, powerful, and adaptable

IoT sensors to reach an ever-increasing

number of operating components.

Disruptive Technologies also made data

encryption a top priority. Final, safe, cost-

effective, and sustainable operations give

people more freedom to engage in more

rewarding pursuits. We are entering a

wonderfully exciting time to rebuild the

world for sustainability and a green shift.

There are potentially more technology and

product opportunities than ever right now.

Glamox was founded in 1947 and is today

a leading supplier of lighting that offers

complete solutions for schools, health

care facilities, commercial and industrial

buildings, retail, hotel, and restaurant

businesses. Their main focus is to

establish the next-generation technology

platform to create customer and business

value. One of the companies most

important views is that with ever larger

and more frequent market changes,

continuous innovation becomes a basic

prerequisite for any organization.

Digital

Experimentation

No Isolation

A new, 

autonomous world Training that gives

the best products

today and tomorrow
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Slåttland was established in 1987 and

today consists of a stainless steel

workshop, carbon steel workshop,

assembly hall, test hall, and more ware-

houses. Today, more than 60 people work

in Slåttland and more than 70 people in

the entire Slåttland group. Over the last 30

years, Slåttland Group has been a supplier

of competency-based solutions for

demanding customers. Slåttland Group

has through many years devel-oped a

necessary core activity to operate a

demanding market. According to their

CEO, collaborative alliances are the key to

success.

New challenges and

new opportunities
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Here is a list of all logos
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Guest collection

#0182

Glamox

Nils Korperud
Digital

eksperimentering

19.8.2020.

#0317

Henry Audio

Børge Strand-

Bergesen

Challenges and

Opportunities

19.8.2020.

#0382

StartupLab

Kristian Hesthaug
3D printing -

fremtiden er her nå

19.8.2020.

#0337

No Isolation

Karen Dolva

No Isolation

19.8.2020.

#0385

Norsk Romsenter

Marianne Tantillo
NASAs måneplaner

- kan Norge være

med?

19.8.2020.

#0484

Sonitor
Technologies og
Forkbeard
Technologies

Hannah Tofteberg
Innendørs

posisjonering,

fremtidens GPS 

19.8.2020.

#0398

Disruptive
Technologies AS

Erik Fossum

Færevaag
En ny autonom

verden

19.8.2020.

#0507

SEW-EURDRIVE

Heidi Solstad

Svensen
Opplæring som 

gir de beste

produktene idag 

og imorgen

19.8.2020.

#0465

Norxe

Kjell Einar Olsen
Micro-display og

projeksjonsteknologi

innen simulasjon

19.8.2020.

#0509

Slåttland Group

Sigurd A Slåttland
Nye utfordringer og

nye muligheter

19.8.2020.
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MATERIALS
LØRNTOPIC 26
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MATERIALS technology is a comprehensive
discipline that begins with the production of
goods from raw materials to the processing of
materials into the shapes and forms needed for
specific applications.

What is 

MATERIALS? 
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RESEARCH
Perspective: Topic:

MATERIALS

NTNU

Nuria

Espallargas
Professor og

gründer av Seram

Coatings AS

22.11.2019.

Se episoden her:

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/520-

materialtech-nuria-espallargas-

innovasjon-innenfor-prosessindustri?

#0520 Innovasjon innenfor

prosessindustri

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija
med professor på NTNU og gründer av Seram
Coatings AS, Nuria Espallargas. Nuria er en
teknologientusiast med en doktorgrad i kjemi.

 SME
Perspective: Topic:

MATERIALS

Hunton Fiber

Karen

Ristebråten
Leder for IT og

digital utvikling

09.03.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/620-
materials-karen-ristebraten-digital-
utvikling-i-lokal-industri?

#0620 Digital utvikling i lokal

industri

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
Leder for IT og digital utvikling i Hunton Fiber,
Karen Ristebråten. Hunton Fiber,  produserer og
selger miljøvennlige og energieffektive
byggløsninger basert på tre og trefiber.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-
pod/629-materials-eskil-skoglund-
ultralyd-for-inspeksjon-av-
materialer?

#0628 Ultralyd for inspeksjon av

materialer 

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
CTO i DolphiTech, Eskil Skoglund. DolphiTech
utvikler avanserte ultralydkameraer for 2D og
3D-test, samt inspeksjon av materialer i blant
annet flyindustrien.

 SME
Perspective: Topic:

MATERIALS

DolphiTech

Eskil Skoglund
CTO

09.03.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0659-
materials-steinar-tragethon-en-
plastverden-i-utvikling23905?

#0659 En plastverden i utvikling

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija, Sjur
og Klaus med daglig leder i Hallingplast, Steinar
Tragethon.

 SME
Perspective: Topic:

MATERIALS

Hallingplast

Steinar

Tragethon
Daglig Leder

03.04.2020.

Top cases in Materials
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 SME
Perspective: Topic:

MATERIALS

Mandals

Knut Mjåland
Administrerende

direktør

08.06.2020.

Se episoden her:

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0730-
materials-knut-mjaland-legacy-
through-innovation?

#0730 Legacy Through Innovation

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija
med administrerende direktør i Mandals,
Knut Mjåland. I episoden forteller Knut
hvordan Mandals tenker rundt lean
produksjon, automasjon og innovasjon. 



Fenner Mandals AS is one of Norway's

oldest production companies, established

in 1775, and a globally leading supplier of

industrial flat rolling hoses for sectors

such as oil & gas, fire, mining, pipe

renovation, and agriculture. Worldwide,

the company is the leading manufacturer

of weaving machines used in the

manufacturing and production of flat

rolling hoses. The company is owned by

Michelin, a worldwide industrial group

headquartered in France. In the coming

years, the company is dependent on

sustainable changes to stay in Norway.

DolphiTech was established in 2019 and

develops advanced ultrasound cameras

for 2D and 3D testing, and inspection of

materials. DolphiTech has developed a

new ultrasonic transducer design that

produces high-resolution images. Dolphi-

Tech technology has industrialized known

principles in a completely new design,

product, and production process. The

basic technology is unique in a global

context. Their main focus is to develop

new technology in ultrasound, although

the industry may offer resistance because

of lag.

For production, the flexible and robust

materials polyethylene (PE) and

polypropylene (PP). The company is

committed to developing its employees to

prepare for future challenges.

Legacy through

innovation

Evolution of the

world of plastics

Hallingplast AS was founded in 1969 and is

one of Norway's largest and most modern

plastics manufacturers. The range of

products is large, with the main emphasis

on pipes for water, drainage, and gas,

cages to the fish farming industry, special

pipes for petrol stations, and road safety

products. 

Ultrasound and

inspection of

materials
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Hunton was started in 1889 and works to

produce the market's best building

solutions. Today, Hunton produces

environmentally friendly and energy-

efficient building solutions based on wood

and wood fiber, and the main focus is on

Nativo wood fiber insulation. The mission

is to make it easy to build environmentally

friendly. They want to automate and

optimize the processes in their products

through innovative technology. Their

leader for digital development states that

it is important to not get too comfortable

with how things work today.

Seram Coatings produces ThermaSiC, a

powder that can provide less wear on

aircraft, cars, and many other machines.

ThermaSiC provides superior coating in

corrosive and abrasive environments, as

well as at high temperatures (up to

1500°C in air and 2400°C in an inert

atmosphere). The company also works 

to create things that others think are

impossible. This is done by combining

different disciplines such as chemistry,

mathematics and physics.

Digital development 

in local industry

Innovation in

process industries
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Here is a list of all logos
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Guest collection

#0151

NTNU

Nikolai Helth Gaukås
Implanterbare

materialer for

helseteknologi

19.8.2020.

#0156

NTNU

Helge Weman

Tenk stort, tenk

nano

19.8.2020.

#0204

SINTEF MiNaLab

Fabrice Lapique
Sensorer og

mikrosystemer

19.8.2020.

#0181

Storvik AS

Amund Bjerkholt

Industri 4.0

19.8.2020.

#0304

Ecofiber Recycling

Kjell Inge Svendsen
Returordning for

kasserte fritidsbåter

19.8.2020.

#0520

Seram Coatings AS

Nuria Espallargas
Innovasjon innenfor

prosessindustri

19.8.2020.

#0378

DNV GL

Gustav Heiberg
Skade—

undersøkelser

19.8.2020.

#0620

Hunton Fiber

Karen Ristebråten
Digital utvikling i

lokal industri

25.8.2020.

#0463

Seal Engineering

Hans Fredrik

Sandberg
Forbedret

produktutvikling

med avansert

simulering

19.8.2020.

#0628

Dolphitech

Eskil Skoglund
Ultralyd for

inspeksjon av

materialer

25.8.2020.

#0659

Hallingplast

Steinar Tragethon
En plastverden i

utvikling

19.8.2020.

#0730

Mandals

Knut Mjåland

Legacy Through

Innovation

24.6.2020.
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What is

NETWORKS? 
NETWORKS are the technology, which is used
to exchange the data between small and large
information. Network technicians know the
installation: configuration & troubleshooting of
the network technology and this can be used to
send digital data like audio, data and visual
files.
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Top cases in Networks

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-
pod/0638-network-frank-tuhus-iot-
connectivity-and-computing?

#0638 IoT, connectivity and

computing

Silvija talks to system architect, Frank Tuhus,

about how IOT will change our needs and how

we can use it to solve a problem rather than just

creating a new “thing”.

Cisco

Frank Tuhus
System Architect

25.03.2020.

ENTERPRISE
Perspective: Topic:

NETWORKS

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-
pod/619-networks-merete-asak-
grunnmuren-i-all-digitalisering?

#0619 Grunnmuren i all

digitalisering

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

CTO i Cisco Norge, Merete Asak. I episoden

forteller Merete paradigmeskiftet som nå

kommer relatert til hvordan vi bygger og drifter

nettverk kalt Software Definerte Nettverk.

Cisco Norge

Merete Asak
 CTO

26.02.2020.

ENTERPRISE
Perspective: Topic:

NETWORKS

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0639-

networks-edvard-haugland-data-

centers-in-a-devops-world?

Topic:

Se episoden her:

#0639 Data centers in a DevOps

world.

In this episode of #LØRN Silvija talks to

Technical Solutions Specialist at Cisco, Edvard

Haugland, about how your job might change in

the near future.

Cisco

Edvard

Haugland
Technical Solutions

Specialist

25.03.2020.

ENTERPRISE
Perspective:

NETWORKS

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0641-
networks-bjorn-andreas-sponheim-wentzel-
digital-fundamentering-av-bygg?

Topic:

NETWORKS

Se episoden her:

#0640 Digital fundamentering

av bygg

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
Økosystem- og forretningsutvikler i Cisco, Bjørn
Andreas Sponheim Wentzel om om hvordan
nettverk kan bidra til å skape nye og muligheter og
innsikt når det gjelder utforming av bygg, samt om
det å forutse nye samfunnsbehov for å tilby
teknologiske løsninger vi vil behøve i fremtiden.

Cisco

Bjørn Andreas

Sponheim

Wentzel 
Økosystem- og

forretningsutvikler

25.03.2020.

ENTERPRISE
Perspective:



https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/641-
networks-victoria-engh-hva-muliggjor-
software-definert-nettverk?

Topic:

Se episoden her:

#0641 Hva muliggjør software

definerte nettverk?

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija
med Technical Solutions Specialist i Cisco,
Victoria Engh om, hvordan og hvorfor man
bør jobbe med å utdanne sine kunder, samt

hvordan selskaper bør rigge seg til når vi går
inn i en mer software-drevet verden.

Cisco

Victoria Engh
Technical
Solutions
Specialist

25.03.2020.

ENTERPRISE
Perspective:

NETWORKS
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Cisco is a company that enables people to

make powerful connections whether it’s in

business, education, philanthropy, or

creativity. Cisco hardware, software, 

and service offerings are used to create

Internet solutions that make networks

possible providing easy access to infor-

mation anywhere, at any time. In addition

to its products, Cisco provides a broad

range of service offerings, including

technical support and advanced services.

Cisco sells its products and services, both

directly through its own sales force as

well as through its channel partners, to

large enterprises, commercial businesses,

service providers, and consumers.

They have around 75,000 employees

globally and headquartered in San Jose,

California, USA. We are in the middle of a

paradigm shift that is related to how we

build and operate networks called

“Software Defined Networks”. To use this

new network and the infrastructure that is

required, will not only require a technical

change but will too demand a change in

the way we work.

DevOps is a set of practices that

combines software development and IT

operations. With all the new technology

currently being made, there is almost a

guarantee that almost all jobs will change

in the near future. However, you don’t

need to be worried about losing your job 

if you are willing to work, adapt and learn.

There are in other words greater rewards

linked to focusing on opportunities rather

than being afraid of change

IoT, connectivity

and computing

The foundation of 

all digitalization

Data centers in a

DevOps world

Cisco Systems, Inc. is a global manu-

facturing company technology and

provides services in networking and

communication. They sell their prod-

ucts under the brand names «Cisco»,

«WebEx» and Scientific Atlanta. 

Digital foundation 

of buildings

It is important to prepare yourself and

others for everyday work, the workplace

and the way one stays at work can change

as a result of continuous digitalization.

Therefore, it is also important to focus on

how to adapt new buildings to any future

changes. If the "digitization solutions" are

not built robust enough, at a future time

when we have become addicted to the

effects they provide, be prepared for a big

shock when these are absent.
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What makes

software-based

networks possible?

Cisco has a large and expansive portfolio

that quickly can become confusing, but

the goal is to get people to see the big

picture and sew together the solution.

SDN, or SD-Access as it is called in the

Cisco world, is a brand new way of

thinking for many. Everything that was

done manually previously, is now

centralized and controlled from a GUI

platform. This means that we free up the

IT department's time and resources.
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Here is a list of all logos
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Guest collection

#0196

ABB

Trygve Harvei
Digitalt og trådløst

19.08.2020.

#0637

Cisco

Merete Asak
Hjemmekontor,

sikkert og effektivt

14.05.2020.

#0288

IPCO AS

Ole Jakob Ottestad
Teknologi for bedre

samarbeid

19.08.2020.

#0638

Cisco

Frank Tuhus
IoT, connectivity

and computing

14.05.2020.

#0411

Telenor Research,
Telenor Group

Patrick Waldemar
5G Digitizes Society

19.08.2020.

#0640

Cisco

Edvard Haugland
Data centers in a

DevOps world.

19.08.2020.

#0410

Telenor Group

Sigve Brekke
«The Perfect

Storm»

19.08.2020.

#0639

Cisco

Victoria Engh
Hva muliggjør

software definerte

nettverk?

19.08.2020.

#0415

Telenor Norway

Camilla Amundsen
Modernization of

Norway

19.08.2020.

#0641

Cisco

Bjørn Andreas
Sponheim Wentzel
Digital

fundamentering av

bygg

19.08.2020.

#0419

Telenor Group

Ruza Sabanovic
Modernizing

Telenor and

society–technology

as engine

19.08.2020.

#0416

Telenor Group

Rune Harald
Rækken
New

standardizations for

5G

19.08.2020.

#0420

Telenor Norway

Ingeborg Øfsthus
Going to the next

“G”

19.08.2020.

#0418

Telenor Group

Terje Jensen
Architecture driving

future business

19.08.2020.

#0619

Cisco Norge

Merete Asak
Grunnmuren i all

digitalisering

19.08.2020.
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LØRNTOPIC 28
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What is 

OCEANTECH? 
OCEANTECH is the research technology
development related to marine business, science
and engineering on how to explore and exploit
resources related to oceans. It can also be
defined as marine technology for the safe use,
exploitation, protection of, and intervention in,
the marine environment.
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Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/208-
ocean-tech-aleksander-stensby-
fremtidens-shipping

#0208 fremtidens shipping

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

Managing Director i Klaveness Digital,

Aleksander Stensby, om hvordan skip kan

transportere råvarer mer effektivt, sikkert og

miljøvennlig.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/209-
ocean-tech-ben-fitzgerald-
exponential-engineering

#0209 Exponential Marine

Engineering

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

Operations Director i CoreMarine AS, Ben

Fitzgerald, om marine-teknologi.

ENTERPRISE
Perspective: Topic:

OCEANTECH

Klaveness

Aleksander

Stensby
Managing Director

19.08.2020.

SME
Perspective: Topic:

OCEANTECH

CoreMarine AS

Ben Fitzgerald
Engineer

19.08.2020.
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Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/223-
ocean-tech-okka-ohyo-maung-stoppe-
havforsoplingen-ved-kilden

#0223 Stoppe havforsøplingen

ved kilden

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

CFO i Recyglo, Okka Phyo Maung, om deepsea-

teknologi.

STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

OCEANTECH

Recyglo

Okka Phyo

Maung
CFO

19.08.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/224-
ocean-tech-maren-hjorth-bauer-et-
hav-av-muligheter

#0224 Et hav av muligheter

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

CEO og Co-founder av Katapult Ocean, Maren

Hjorth Bauer.

CLUSTER
Perspective: Topic:

OCEANTECH

Katapult Ocean

Maren Hjorth

Bauer
CEO og Co-

founder

19.08.2020.

Top cases in Oceantech

http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/


Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/497-

oceantech-wayne-murphy-the-future-

demand-for-food-can-aquaculture-be-

the-answer

#0497 The future demand for food,

can aquaculture be the answer?

Norway might have the most mature and

complex aquaculture in the world but there are

challenges facing startups in it today.

SME
Perspective: Topic:

OCEANTECH

Hatch Aquaculture

Accelerator

Wayne

Murphy
Co-Founder &

COO

19.08.2020.
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Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/306-

ocean-tech-karoline-sjodal-olsen-

baerekraftig-losning-mot-lakselus

#0306 Bærekraftig løsning mot

lakselus

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

CEO i Blue Lice, Karoline Sjødal Olsen, om

hvordan de fokuserer på nye bærekraftige

løsninger for oppdrettsnæringen.

SME
Perspective: Topic:

OCEANTECH

Blue Lice

Karoline

Sjødal Olsen
CEO

19.08.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0563-

oceantech-heidi-meland-dyrking-av-

marine-alger-ressurser-med-muligheter

#0663 Dyrking av marine alger –

ressurser med muligheter?

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

med Daglig leder i Algenettverk Nord AS (ANN),

Heidi Meland, om at vi kan se til Kina og på hvordan

de gjør produksjon, men ikke nødvendigvis bruke

dette som en inspirasjon.

CLUSTER
Perspective: Topic:

OCEANTECH

Algenettverk Nord

Heidi Meland
Daglig leder

14.05.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0672-

oceantech-jarle-solemdal-ny-

verdikjede-i-lakseproduksjon

#0672 Ny verdikjede i

lakseproduksjon

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

viseadministrerende direktør i Salten Aqua, Jarle

Solemdal, om at det fremdeles er mye å hente av ny

teknologi innen fiskerinæringen, og at det skjer mye

nytt i hele verdikjeden rundt lakseproduksjon.

SME
Perspective: Topic:

OCEANTECH

Salten Aqua

Jarle Solemdal
Viseadministrerend

e direktør

05.08.2020.

http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/


Klaveness Digital is a Norwegian

technology company that has that mission

to bring shipping and logistics into the

future. The company develops intelligent

solutions and services using the latest

technological advances to solve everyday

problems in the maritime supply chain to

some of the world's largest companies.

Klaveness Digital's flagship product,

CargoValue, provides customers

insightful insights that enable them to

optimize and digitize the supply chain.

With CargoValue, customers reduce

costs, supply chain uncertainty and CO2

emissions. Managing Director of

Klaveness Digital, Aleksander Stensby,

speaks about how ships can transport raw

materials more efficiently, safely and

environmentally friendly. Klaveness Digital

is a Norwegian technology company that

has that mission to bring shipping and

logistics into the future: “Klaveness as a

group has a broad focus, from the physical

the ships and how they can transport raw

materials more efficiently, safely and

environmentally friendly. 

In Klaveness Digitally, we have a focus on

the commercial side of shipping and

logistics,” Stensby says. “In the shipping

industry, there's big skepticism and little

transparency. Willingness to share and

interact is a great challenge in the industry

and something we have great focus on.”

For the last year I have been working a lot

on optimization related to logistics and

planning. Our projects always start with

specific problems and challenges our

customers have. As an industry,

competence is its biggest challenge 

for shipping in the years to come. The

industry must attract the right skills, and

existing competence must be raised and

become relevant for future operations and

maintenance of ships. Norway has a

unique maritime and shipping history,

domain knowledge and an educational

environment that is not found in many

other places. We have very good deve-

loper expertise, but it is an incredibly

demanding market with a lack of

resources.”

Shipping of 

the future

DID YOU KNOW...that most decisions

in shipping today are made from

intuition?
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Exponential Marine

Engineering

Putting an end to

marine litter

CoreMarine AS was founded by a

collective of subsea and marine engineers

who intend to develop technologies and

efficient solutions for the marine industry.

The company is working towards a future

in sustainable marine industries. As a

specialized marine engineering company,

CoreMarine offers advanced operational

and analysis services to the blue economy

and new marine industries. The company

conducts commercialization and

development of new marine industries by

transferring knowledge from the oil and

gas sector. Operations Director of

CoreMarine AS, Ben Fitzgerald, shares his

views on marine technology: “We’re

building CoreMarine to service the whole

ocean economy with smart engineering

solutions. Specifically, we’re using large

motion data-sets to come up with

predicative ship response models and

algorithms. It is the same as the radical

transparency concept by Ray Dalio and

Bridgewater – where employees are able

to be open and honest about their

thoughts about the business. 

RecyGlo offer environmentally friendly

recycling solutions to Myanmar and

Malaysia. The company was founded in

2017, and aims to become a leading waste

management platform in Southeast Asia,

which produces zero waste and zero

carbon footprint. RecyGlo won CCI

France's Young Entrepreneur Awards

2019 in the category Positive Impact. CFO

of Recyglo, Okka Phyo Maung, explains his

views on deepsea technology: “The most

interesting controversy is that people

believe that when we do marine tech it 

will harm nature, but this is not the case.

We are here to help the marine-related

companies to be able to thrive and

embrace the value of sustainability. In

Norway, the presence of marine related

industry is significant. If you look at other

Nordic countries, Norway stands out from

the rest in the maritime industry. Norway

should invite more talents to do marine

tech. If you want to do marine tech and

get the first advantages of upcoming cool

ocean developments, Norway is the right

place to be. Marine tech is the next big

thing. 

It creates a fast-moving and adaptive

business where many people share

thoughts and ideas together. I have the

benefit of seeing this from the

perspective of an Australian. Both the

Australian and the Norwegian economies

are reliant on a single resource for the

majority of their GDP. In Australia it’s iron

ore or minerals and in Norway it’s oil. Both

resources experienced significant

declines in the last five years, but the

policy response from both governments

has been poles apart.”

DID YOU KNOW...that continued

growth in marine industries is

depending on cooperation and

partnerships between existing

businesses?

DID YOU KNOW that 80-90 % of the

litter in the oceans come from Asia-

Pacific? 
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A sea of possibilities

Sustainable solution

against salmon lice

Katapult Ocean invests in and supports

start-up companies with a positive impact

on our ocean. The company does this

through their Marine Impact Accelerator,

the Katapult Ocean Fund, and by creating

a positive awareness of the great

business opportunities in a sustainable

sea. Katapult Ocean has so far made 23

investments in exciting marine technology

companies from around the world (14

countries, 4 continents). CEO and Co-

founder of Katapult Ocean, Maren Hjorth

Bauer, tries to solve challenges related to

the sea. Katapult Ocean has managed to

getmore than 80 mentors from around the

world, built a pipeline of over 500

companies, raised $ 4 billion for the fund,

and started their very first accelerator

program. “70% of the earth is covered by

sea, and we only know a microscopic part

of it. We want to help companies who

work to take care of the sea, and use it in a

sustainable way,” Hjorth Bauer says. She

also talks about how we should move

forward to address the serious challenges

we see today involving the oceans. “Fresh

sea is important for us to live on earth and

everything is connected. 

Blue Lice is developing technology to

catch salmon lice in the larval stage before

it settles on the salmon, in a way that

prevents salmon lice, but without

affecting the fish or the ecosystem. 

The company was founded in 2017, as a

spin-out from the entrepreneurial

program “Tomorrow aquaculture ”under

the auspices of X2 Labs in Stavanger. Blue

Lice's method is researched for over 20

years and is composed of a combination

of light, odor and local movements in the

water that attract salmon lice in the

copepodite phase. CEO of Blue Lice,

Karoline Sjødal Olsen, explains how they

focus on new sustainable solutions for the

aquaculture industry. “I think we do an

important job of illuminating and laying

emphasis on new sustainable solutions

where one uses technology to increase

fish welfare. It is very exciting to work with

a preventive solution on salmon lice,

especially because it is a brand new

method that has never been put into use

commercially, though the knowledge has

been with several research environments

for 15 years,” Olsen says. “There are many

misunderstandings that exist about

Norwegian salmon farming. Many of the

assumptions people have about the

industry, and especially about antibiotic

use, is directly wrong, so we try to explain

to those we meet the real conditions, and

that it is very much well done in the

industry to increase fish welfare. In the

future we need increased knowledge of 

Nature and the sea are important for us

humans mentally. In addition we kneed

more knowledge of how to use new

technologies to solve challenges in

environments. There are an incredible

number of possibilities to build profitable

big tech companies that solves some of

the challenges we have in the sea. Do you

want to work with exciting topics,

sustainability, tech and at the same time

build companies, you should work with

ocean tech.”

DID YOU KNOW that maritime

companies have to adapt completely,

because IMO (International Maritime

Organization) requires a significant

reduction in emissions?
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successful cohorts, raised its first US $8M

fund and established offices in Hawaii,

Norway and Singapore. Norway might

have the most mature and complex

aquaculture in the world but there are

challenges facing startups in it today. Co-

Founder & COO of Hatch Aquaculture

Accelerator, Wayne Murphy, says you

should never underestimate people skills.

Wayne has managed a number of

accelerator programs across different

sectors including Selr8r, a sales focused

accelerator run by SOSV, the Bank of

Ireland Accelerator and StartPlanetNI, an

accelerator project funded by InvestNI

and Northern Ireland’s premier startup

programme. “The world of Aquaculture is

at least 30 years behind agritech with lots

of catch up so the potential and upside is

enormous. But also sitting in a room full of

entrepreneurs all trying to get somewhere

is pretty cool and bringing new thinking

and technology to the industry is changing

the status quo,” he says. “The biology and

environmental challenges are a never

ending problem in the industry. Sea lice,

disease, waste etc., are all challenges

across all species. Hatch does not invest

in farming, rather all the tech around it that

can improve efficienc, lessen environm-

ental 

how nature around us seems, especially

within areas we know little about, such as

the sea. With that knowledge we can

create new innovations that do not go at

the expense of the resources we have

available. As Norwegians we are world

leaders in salmon farming, which does that

the rest of the world looks to us for new

innovative solutions in the aquaculture

industry.”

DID YOU KNOW that we are only

using 3% of the sea for human

purposes?

DID YOU KNOW that seafood

production brings a significant relief

to sea pressure?

Aquaculture might

solve demand for food

Hatch was established in late 2017 by co-

founders Carsten Krome, Georg Baunach

and Wayne Murphy. Their vision is to

achieve the least-possible footprint of

farmed and alternative seafood, for the

benefit of the oceans, terrestrial eco-

systems and future generations. After two

years in operation, HATCH has invested in

more than 30 companies, run three 

impact, and eradicate/manage disease.

Norway’s biggest assets is its ability to

collaborate and share knowledge as it

builds and maintains the world's most

mature complex experienced Aquaculture

ecosystem.”
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Cultivation of 

marine algae

A new value chain in

salmon production

Algenettverk Nord AS (ANN) is an

association of companies that is engaged

in the production of marine algae for

various purposes. The business idea of   

Algenettverk Nord is a collaboration to

exploit the enormous production capacity

of the coastal sea areas in Nordland, and

the rest of the country - for commercial

production and sales of products based

on micro- and macroalgae. The purpose is

to develop micro- and macroalgae prod-

uction in Nordland and Norway through

cooperation between companies, as well

as competence development at all levels

in the value chain. CEO in Algenettverk

Nord, Heidi Meland, thinkd we can look to

China and how they do production, but not

necessarily use this as an inspiration.

“There are good arena clusters in Norway,

clusters where it is not individual mem-

bers who take out all profit alone,” she

says. “In ANN we facilitate the members of

the network (21 companies) to a common,

but diversified organization. One of the

challenges we work on is 

balanced utilization of natural resources -

it is difficult to separate economic drivers

which has traditionally contributed to

congestion. Norway has a liberal

democracy, not too great differences

between people, and we can have little

fear of our authorities.” 

Group, and performs administrative

services for its owner companies. Deputy

CEO of Salten Aqua, Jarle Solemdal, feels

that there is still a lot to be gained from

new technology in the fishing industry,

and that a lot of new things are happening

in the entire value chain around salmon

production. Jarle has 12-year experience

from Salten Aqua, and provides insight

into some of the most important things he

has changed his mind about over the

years. “In Norway, our companies abased

on relatively flat structures, which

provides us with fast capability for

changes,” he says. 

“In Norway, our companies abased on
relatively flat structures, which provides
us with fast capability for changes,” he
says. 

The companies in the Salten Aqua group

together make up one full-fledged value

chain for the production and sale of

salmon. The group as a whole handles the

salmon from the time it hatches the egg,

until it can be found on store shelves.

Salten Aqua AS constitutes the main

administration of the entire Salten Aqua 

DID YOU KNOW that Norway has a

unique advantage when it comes to

growing algae? Norway has a long

coast and a large area. In addition, we

are little urbanized and have a small

population, resulting in small

emissions from land. 

DID YOU KNOW that Norway has a

unique advantage when it comes to

growing algae? Norway has a long

coast and a large area. In addition, we

are little urbanized and have a small

population, resulting in small

emissions from land. 
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Guest collection

#0159

OptoScale

Sven Kolstø

OptoScale ser hvor
stor laksen er

19.08.2020

#0224

Katapult Ocean

Maren Hjorth Bauer

Et hav av
muligheter

19.08.2020

#0179

Brunvoll

Odd Tore Finnøy

Propellteknologi

19.08.2020

#0246

Ship Reality

Georgios Bourtzos

Digitalisering av
havet

19.08.2020

#0206

Blueye

Christine Spiten

Digital dykkemaske

19.08.2020

#0429

JET Seafood AS

Eirik Talhaug

Handelsplattform
for sjømat

19.08.2020

#0185

Create View

Liv-Hege Seglsten

AI for fiskehelse

19.08.2020

#0306

Blue Lice

Karoline Sjødal

Olsen

Bærekraftig løsning
mot lakselus

19.08.2020

#0208

Klaveness

Aleksander Stensby

Fremtidens
shipping

19.08.2020

#0497

Hatch Aquaculture

Accelerator

Wayne Murphy

The future demand
for food, can
aquaculture be the
answer?

19.08.2020

#0220

Click Research

Fabrice Schnoller

Fra havet til virtual
reality

19.08.2020

#0537

BluePlanet

Academy

Trine L. Danielsen

Digital E-læring,
deling av kunnskap

19.08.2020

#0209

CoreMarine AS

Ben Fitzgerald

Exponential Marine
Engineering

19.08.2020

#0506

BioVivo

Technologies

Kjetil Korsnes

Fiske doktoren som
skal forbedre
produksjons—
syklusen

19.08.2020

#0219

WWF

Fredrik Myhre

Teknologi for havet

19.08.2020

#0532

BarentsWatch

Heidi Beate Vang

IT-verden sin juss

19.08.2020

#0669

Løvold Solution

Ellisiv Løvold

Innovasjon og
utvikling gjennom
grønn teknologi og
bærekraft

05.08.2020

#0671

Kvarøy

Fiskeoppdrett

Alf Gøran Knutsen

Fiskeproduksjon
med bærekraft i
sentrum

05.08.2020

#0685

NTNU

Hans Petter Hildre

Innovasjon til et
globalt marked

23.06.2020

#0672

Salten Aqua

Jarle Solemdal

Ny verdikjede i
lakseproduksjon

05.08.2020

#0697

Folla Maritime

Service

Camilla Kvaløsæter

Verftsindustri 
«En kreativ og
utviklende
produksjon»

23.06.2020

#0742

Telenor maritim

Lars Erik Lunøe

Kommunikasjon til
havs

26.06.2020

#0709

Moen Marin

Terje Andreassen

Å tørre å prøve

06.07.2020

#0731

cDynamics

Knut Inge

Edvardsen

Hvordan lykkes med
omstillingen?

24.06.2020
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#0781

GCE Ocean

Technology

Kai Stoltz
Det smarte 
havet vårt

02.09.2020

#0782

Loke Marine

Minerals

Walter Sognnes

Havbunnsmineraler
– et nytt norsk
industrieventyr for
det grønne skiftet

03.09.2020

#0784

Aanderaa

Inger Graves
Datadrevet lykkelig
sameksistens i
havindustriene

03.09.2020

#0783

TechnipFMC

Marit Mork
Stabil og fornybar
energiproduksjon

03.09.2020

#0785

CCB

Ronny Haufe
CCB i omstilling

03.09.2020

#0913

Kartverkets

sjødivisjon

Gudmund Jønsson
Felles ansvar for
sjøkart

22.12.2020

#0908

Kystverket 

Einar Vik Arset
Digitalisering av det
maritime Norge 

21.12.2020

#0931

Kystverket

Rune Bergstrøm
Erfarings- og
forskningsbasert
kompetanse

28.01.2021

#0912

Kystverket

Lostjenesten

Odd Sveinung

Hareide
Digitalisering i
Kystverket og
lostjenesten

22.12.2020

#0949

Kystverket

Odd Sveinung

Hareide
Innovasjonspartner
skap

11.02.2021

#0222

Evoy

Leif A. Stavøstrand

Batteriteknologi

19.08.2020

#0663

Algenettverk Nord

Heidi Meland

Dyrking av marine
alger – ressurser
med muligheter?

14.05.2020

#0223

Recyglo

Okka Phyo Maung

Stoppe
havforsøplingen
ved kilden

19.08.2020

#0666

NCE Aquaculture

Malin Johansen

Bærekraftig
akvakultur og
samarbeid i klynger

14.05.2020

#0779

GCE Ocean

Technology

Owe Hagesæther

Innovasjons—
økosystem, vekst og
internasjonalisering

02.09.2020

#0780

GCE Ocean

Technology

Gisle Nondal og

Karianne Kojen

Andersen
Verktøy for
innovasjon

02.09.2020
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PRODTECH, short for production technology,
which can also be named, manufacturing
technology, is defined by technology that includes
any machinery that makes creating a concrete
physical product possible for a business.

What is 

PRODTECH? 
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Top cases in Prodtech

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/624-
prodtech-kristian-martinsen-norsk-
infrastruktur-til-forskning

#0624 Norsk infrastruktur til

forskning

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
professor ved NTNU, Kristian Martinsen. Kristian
har doktorgrad i ingeniørfag og har jobbet med
innovasjon hele karrieren.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0704-
prodtech-karl-martin-eggen-
innovasjon-i-norsk-industriproduksjon

#0704 Innovasjon i norsk

industriproduksjon

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
administrerende direktør I Duun Industrier, Karl
Martin Eggen. 

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/630-
prodtech-tor-erik-nicolaisen-tenk-selv

#0630 Tenk selv!

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
laboratorium sjef i Institutt for vareproduksjon og
byggteknikk ved NTNU, Tor Erik Nicolaisen. 

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0733-
prodtech-egil-myr-standardisere-
gjenbruk

#0733 Standardisere gjenbruk

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
Egil Myr som er daglig leder i Engineering
Systems.

RESEARCH
Perspective: Topic:

PRODTECH

TimetoRIOT

Kristian

Martinsen
NTNU

19.08.2020

SME
Perspective: Topic:

PRODTECH

Duun Industrier

Karl Martin

Eggen
Administrerende
direktør

19.08.2020

RESEARCH
Perspective: Topic:

PRODTECH

TimetoRIOT

Tor Erik

Nicolaisen
NTNU i Gjøvik

19.08.2020

Perspective: Topic:

Engineering

Systems Software

Egil Myr
Daglig leder

19.08.2020

SME PRODTECH
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NTNU (Norwegian University of Science
and Technology) became established in
1996. NTNU has the main responsibility for
higher technology education in Norway
and also has a wide range within natural

sciences, medicine, humanities, and social

sciences. NTNU consists of eight faculties
with a total of 55 departments. We con-
sume resources such as if we had two
globes, and therefore it is important to
create new, more sustainable solutions.

NTNU is an internationally oriented
university with headquarters in Trond-
heim and campuses in Gjøvik and Ålesund. 
Their department of goods production 
and construction technology develops
innovative and sustainable solutions for
society. They research modern industrial
processes, construction processes,
design, environment, renewable mater-
ials, and technologies.

Duun Industri AS was established in 1956
and is a manufacturer of wood equipment,
fertilizer equipment, pasture mowers,
tractor blades, snow blowers, and sand
spreaders, and front loader equipment.

Duun Industri AS works to make the

Norwegian farmers and entrepreneur

more efficient in their work. Although a lot

of technology development is focused on

software and AI, commodity production

will continue as important elements in a

socio-economic perspective going

forward.

Norwegian
infrastructure for
research

Think for yourself

Innovation in
Norwegian industry
production

Lørntopic: 1802

Standardizing
recycling

Engineering Systems is located in

Kristiansand and develops advanced IT

systems. The customers of Engineering

Systems are larger project companies that

supply technically advanced equipment

applications in offshore, maritime and

industrial. Through structured product

management and project information, they

facilitate work processes based on

standardization and reuse of products.

The company helps customers deal with

complex projects in an effective way.

They developed the software product

Once, and now Once 360 is soon ready

for the market.
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Guest collection

#0624

NTNU

Kristian Martinsen

Norsk infrastruktur 

til forskning

19.8.2020.

#0630

NTNU i Gjøvik

Tor Erik Nicolaisen

Tenk selv!

19.8.2020.

#0733

Engineering
Systems Software

Egil Myr

Standardisere

gjenbruk

19.8.2020.

#0704

Duun Industrier

Karl Martin Eggen

Innovasjon i norsk

industriproduksjon

19.8.2020.
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REGTECH
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What is 

REGTECH? 
REGTECH, by the word regulatory technology,
can be defined as the management of regulatory
processes within the financial industry through
technology. It is a new technology that uses
information technology to enhance regulatory
processes.
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Top cases in Regtech

PUBLIC SECTOR

#0299 Fremtidens politi

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/299-

reg-tech-anne-catherine-gustafson-

fremtidens-politi

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

politiinspektør Anne-Catherine Gustafson om

hvordan vi kan forebygge kriminalitet og hvordan

norsk politi skal sikre velferden. 

Perspective: Topic:

REGTECH

Politiet

Anne-Cathrine
Gustafson
Politiinspektør

19.08.2020
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PUBLIC SECTOR
Perspective: Topic:

REGTECH

#0534 Skattelegging og deling av

data i en digitalisert økonomi

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/534-
regtech-hans-christian-holte-
skattelegging-og-deling-av-data-i-en-
digitalisert-okonomi

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

skattedirektør i Skatteetaten, Hans Christian Holte,

om hvordan de jobber for å finansiere offentlig

virksomhet i Norge – det er disse som må fungere

for at velferdsstaten Norge skal fungere.

Skatteetaten

Hans Christian
Holte
Skattedirektør

19.08.2020

PUBLIC SECTOR
Perspective: Topic:

REGTECH

Oppland

fylkeskommune

Øystein
Windingstad
IT-sjef

19.08.2020

#0434 Samarbeid om mulighetene

i teknologien

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/434-reg-

tech-oystein-windingstad-samarbeid-om-

mulighetene-i-teknologien

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

IT-sjef i Oppland fylkeskommune, Øystein

Windingstad, om FOT-samarbeidet,

Fylkeskommunale Optimale Tjenester. 

#0442 Smarte og responsive byer

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/442-

reg-tech-johan-hogasen-hallesby-

smarte-og-responsive-byer

Silvija of #LØRN, talks to CTO of Urban Sharing,

Johan Høgåsen-Hallesby, about how they

facilitate the ecosystem of transport so that

people choose the most efficient means of

transport and how to adapt to it.

SME
Perspective: Topic:

REGTECH

Urban Sharing

Johan
Høgåsen-
Hallesby
CTO

19.08.2020
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PUBLIC SECTOR

#0296 Oslos digitale

transformasjon

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/296-

reg-tech-erlend-schei-oslos-digitale-

transformasjon

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
teamleder i Oslo Origo ved Oslo kommune, Erlend
Schei, om en møteplass for utvikling, testing og
bruker-involvering.

Perspective: Topic:

REGTECH

Oslo kommune

Erlend Schei
Teamleder i Oslo

Origo

19.08.2020



The Norwegian Police Directorate (POD)

is a Norwegian directorate under the

Ministry of Justice and Emergency

Preparedness. POD is responsible for

professional management, allocation of

resources, follow-up of results, and

development of The Police and Sheriff's

Department. Police operative functions

are exercised by the police districts or

special bodies (such as for example,

Økokrim), it is only in special situations that

POD intervenes in the operational

activities in the police districts. In an

increasingly digital society, the police

must be present in other arenas than

before. An important perspective of the

police presence is that if they wait

long enough, the opportunities will

become threats.

The Tax Administration is a Norwegian

government agency. The tax authorities

are responsible for population registration

and the determination and collection of

taxes and value-added tax. The tax offices

solve tasks at the agency level and for the

whole country. Right now, the sharing and

valuation of data are in focus for the

agency. Furthermore, there is also a major

digital shift coming in the coming years. Oslo Origo is an agency that will be a

driving force in the city's digital

transformation and contribute to the

realization of “The story of Tim” - the

municipality's vision for digitization. Oslo

Origo was established as a project in 2017

but was organized as an agency from

1.1.2020. This emphasizes the devel-

opment of good common solutions for the

inhabitants as a lasting investment. “The

Oslo key” is a good example of citizen

service. It is a digital key that will give Oslo

residents access to self-service services.

The police force of
the future

Taxation and data
sharing in a digitized
economy

The digital
transformation 
of Oslo
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Urban Sharing is a technology platform for

shared micro-mobility. This software-as-

a-service is a fleet management suite that

empowers operators to improve effici-

ency and increase revenue. Urban

Sharing’s software features dynamic 

tools for managing and optimizing fleet

operations, including apps and an admin

interface to track and plan vehicle re-

balancing, maintenance, and repairs. The

platform supports both physical and

virtual parking, as well as various types of

micro-mobility including bikes, scooters,

mopeds, and small electric vehicles. Since

1.3 million people enter the city every day,

it is often congested. That is why it is

incredibly important to work for a sust-

ainable challenge that is so close to the

everyday lives of so many people.

Innlandet is Norway's only county without

a coastline. The area covers almost 17

percent of the mainland area in Norway,

and ranges from the Oslo region in the

south to Trøndelag in the north. Norway's

largest lake, Lake Mjøsa, is centrally

located in the middle of the southern end

of Innlandet. Cooperation across counties

opens up for a more efficient transition to

the digital. It is beginning to become a

recognized truth that the opportunities

are great and that it applies to all of us and

that we must act now, to create one digital

public sector.

Collaboration on the
possibilities in
technology

Smart and 
responsive cities
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Guest collection

#0292

Difi

Pia Jøsendal
Omstilling til

datadrevet

forvaltning

19.8.2020.

#0485

Difi

Paul Killie
Hvordan ny

teknologi vil endre

offentlige

anskaffelser

19.8.2020.

#0293

Statens
pensjonskasse

Kine Dirro
Bøhlerengen
AI i Statens

pensjonskass

19.8.2020.

#0534

Skatteetaten

Hans Christian Holte
Skattelegging og

deling av data i en

digitalisert økonomi

19.8.2020.

#0299

Politiet

Anne-Cathrine
Gustafson
Fremtidens politi

19.8.2020.

#0296

Oslo kommune

Erlend Schei
Oslos digitale

transformasjon

19.8.2020.

#0320

Entur

Endre Sundsdal
Vi kommer lenger

sammen

19.8.2020.

#0392

NAV

Karin Bøhlerengen
Fra stort prosjekt til

kontinuerlig

produktutvikling

19.8.2020.

#0329

Avinor

Trine Lind
Ikke noe snikk-snakk,

forvaltningsinformat

ikk, takk!

19.8.2020.

#0434

Oppland
fylkeskommune

Øystein
Windingstad
Samarbeid om

mulighetene i

teknologien

19.8.2020.

#0340

NAV

Jonas Slørdahl
Skjærpe
Livet - en strøm av

hendelser

19.8.2020.

#0442

Urban Sharing

Johan Høgåsen-
Hallesby
Smarte og

responsive byer

19.8.2020.
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RETAIL technology is making solutions that
enable retailers to manage and optimize
operations, and to make customers' lives easier.
The more advanced companies are finding
ways on how to use technologies such as IoT
(Internet of Things).

What is RETAIL? 
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 Top cases in Retail

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/487-
retail-roger-holthe-olsen-de-
eventyrlige-mulighetene-innenfor-retail

#0487 De eventyrlige mulighetene

innenfor Retail.

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
CEO og CO-founder i Dyrekassen.no, Roger
Holthe Olsen.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/603-
retail-gina-blomberg-digitalisering-i-
butikkene

#0603 Digitalisering i butikkene

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
løsningsarkitekt og seniorkonsulent i CGI, Gina
Blomberg. 

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/535-
retail-pia-bergum-digitale-
markedsplasser-med-mennesker-i-
fokus

#0550 Digitale markedsplasser

med mennesker i fokus

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
daglig leder i Myhatt AS, Pia Bergum. 

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/616-
retail-anette-ottar-to-be-or-not-to-be-
for-retail

#0616 To be or not to be for retail

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
SVP for Retail og logistikk i TietoEVRY, Anette
Ottar.

SME

Perspective: Topic:

RETAIL

Dyrekassen.no

Roger Holthe

Olsen
CEO og CO-

founder

19.08.2020.

ENTERPRISE

Perspective: Topic:

RETAIL

CGI

Gina Blomberg
Løsningsarkitekt og

seniorkonsulent

19.08.2020.

STARTUP

Perspective: Topic:

RETAIL

Myhatt

Pia Bergum
Daglig leder

19.08.2020.

ENTERPRISE

Perspective: Topic:

RETAIL

TietoEVRY

Anette Ottar
SVP, Retail &

Logistics

19.08.2020.
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TietoEVRY is a software company that

creates digital advantages for companies

and society. TietoEVRY is a leading

company in digital service and software,

with a local presence and global

opportunities. The company is

headquartered in Finland and employs

around 24,000 experts worldwide. The

company serves thousands of corporate

customers and the public sector in more

than 90 countries. The ones who manage

to connect offline and online business and

create competitive advantages will

become the digital winners.

CGI was founded in 1976 and is among the

largest IT and corporate consulting

services companies in the world. CGI

operates in hundreds of places around the

world, and delivers end-to-end services

and solutions, including strategic IT and

business consulting, system integration,

intellectual property, and managed IT and

business process services. A challenge

facing the retail industry today is to adapt

education to the major changes that are

about to take place. Some of these

changes have largely been pushed

forward by covid-19.

Myhatt is a marketplace for events where

organizers of all types of events, and

providers of all types of event services

can easily get in touch with each other.

The company was established in 2017.

New technology is relevant to a service

that has been there for a long time but has

great opportunities for efficiency. With

this new, exciting solution they have

created, they plan to revolutionize current

event services with automated

recommendations.

Dyrekassen.no is an online pet store and is

considered one of Norway's largest pet

stores with over 5000 products.

Dyrekassen delivers the goods right to the

door so you should have a less challenging

everyday life. The company has a strong

focus on the customer journey, and to

make the customer's experience on their

in-house developed platform as seamless

as possible. Their CEO emphasizes that

we are nowhere near grasping how fast

both AI, Big data, and other prominent

trends are developing.

The fantastic

possibilities of retail

Digital marketplaces

with people in focus

Digitization in stores

To be or not to be

for retail
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Guest collection

#0487

Dyrekassen.no

Roger Holthe Olsen

De eventyrlige

mulighetene

innenfor Retail

19.8.2020.

#0550

Myhatt

Pia Bergum

Digitale

markedsplasser

med mennesker i

fokus

19.8.2020.

#0616

TietoEVRY

Anette Ottar

To be or not to be

for retail

19.8.2020.

#0603

CGI

Gina Blomberg

Digitalisering i

butikkene

19.8.2020.
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ROBOTICS is a design, construction, and use of
machines, therefore the term robots, to perform
tasks done traditionally by human beings. Robots
are widely used in such industries as automobile
manufacture to perform simple repetitive tasks,
and in industries where work must be performed
in environments that can be dangerous to
humans.

What is 

ROBOTICS? 
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Top cases in Robotics

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/305-
robotics-bernt-oivind-bornich-roboter-
for-fremtidens-ingeniorer

#0305 Roboter for fremtidens

ingeniører

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

CEO i Halodi Robotics, Bernt Øivind Børnich, om

«Eve», en humanoid robot som vil tjene industri

og forbrukere.

SME
Perspective: Topic:

ROBOTICS

Halodi Robotics

Bernt Øivind
Børnich
CEO

19.08.2020.
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Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/322-
robotics-mika-tienhaara-avansert-
vareproduksjon-i-norge

#0322 Avansert vareproduksjon i
Norge

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
leder for Manufacturing Technology Norwegian
Catapult i NCE Raufoss og SINTEF Manufacturing,
Mika Tienhaara, om roboter, industri 4.0 og
avansert vareproduksjon. 

RESEARCH
Perspective: Topic:

ROBOTICS

SINTEF

Mika
Tienhaara
Leder

19.08.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/356-
robotics-magnus-bjerkeng-robotene-
kommer

#0356 Robotene kommer

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija og
forsker fra SINTEF, Magnus Bjerkeng, om roboter
og hvordan de sanser og fungerer.

RESEARCH
Perspective: Topic:

ROBOTICS

SINTEF

Magnus
Bjerkeng
Forsker

19.08.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/339-
robotics-tugberk-duman-future-of-
human-machine-interaction

#0339 Future of human-machine
interaction

In this episode of #LØRN Silvija and Head of
Innovation in Futurice, Tugberk Duman, will
demystify biometrics and talk about the social
consequences of how it can change the service
business. 

SME
Perspective: Topic:

ROBOTICS

Futurice

Tugberk
Duman
Head of Innovation

19.08.2020.

http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/
http://dyrekassen.no/


Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/541-

robotics-annette-anfinnsen-roboter-

for-transport-og-logistikk

#0541 Roboter for transport og

logistikk

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

daglig leder i Robotic Innovation, Annette

Anfinnsen, om hvordan de jobber for at norsk

industri kan holde seg konkurransedyktig. 

STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

ROBOTICS

Robotic Innovation

Annette
Anfinnsen
Daglig leder

19.08.2020.
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Robotic Innovation delivers the next

generation of mobile robot solutions for

handling transport and logistics in

commercial buildings and industry. The

company's team has extensive

experience in oil and gas, industry, and the

commercial construction industry. As the

solution for their focus industries, Robotic

Innovation delivers #AlexisTheRobot.

“#AlexisTheRobots core service is to

relieve and streamline repetitive

processes. Whether it's garbage at the

airport, dirty clothes in the hospital, or

transport of tools to the workers at the

factory. She increases employee

satisfaction, makes the workplace more

attractive and most impressive; she does

not make errors”. These kinds of

innovations are important for keeping the

Norwegianindustry competitive. In the

Stavanger region, there is huge technical

competence that is built up in the oil and

gas industry, and this competence can

also be used against new technologies.

does not make errors”.

“#AlexisThe Robot's core service is to
relieve and streamline repetitive
processes. Whether it's garbage at the
airport, dirty clothes in the hospital, or
transport of tools to the workers at the
factory. She increases employee satis-
faction, makes the workplace more
attractive and most impressive; she 

Halodi Robotics is passionate about

robots, and its mission is to bring skilled

humanoid robots to everyone. To achieve

this, the company has developed "Eve" a

full-size humanoid robot that will serve

industry and consumers at an affordable

price. The robot is unlike other robots, due

to its Halodi Robotics Revo1 drive system,

with proprietary engines. This may make

her the world's first direct-control robot.

She operates quietly and can safely

interact with people. Halodi Robotics has

already set the world record for highest

torque to weight ratios within servo

motors, and maximum payload to weight

ratio for a robot arm, and has barely

started. Halodi Robotics' goal is to create

safe and useful robots that most people

can afford.

Robots for future
engineers

Robots for transport
and logistics
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SINTEF is one of the Europes largest

independent research institutes. Their

2000 employees deliver applied

research, technology, innovation,

knowledge, and solutions for large and

smaller customers worldwide. SINTEF

collaborates with leading universities,

companies, institutes, industrial clusters,

start-up environments, and authorities,

and develops projects that can trigger

public co-financing for their customers.

SINTEF was established in 1950 by the

Norwegian University of Science and

Technology (NTH), which was later

merged into the Norwegian University of

Science and Technology (NTNU). The

company’s main goal is to increase the

competence of all its businesses to enable

Norwegian commodity production.

Some of their most noteworthy projects

include a fully automated battery factory,

the world-leading factories of Benteler at

Raufoss and HexagonRagasco.

Futurice brings together strategy, design,

engineering, and data to help

organizations become resilient, so they

can take control of their futures. They help

their clients unleash innovation through

digital product design and build, emerging

technology, agile software development,

and lean organizational change. The

company is among other projects working

on biometrics, which is recognition of

humans' unique features, for example,

fingerprint. Biometrics imitates human

intuition and its focus is to remove friction

in human & machine interaction. The

potential for this technology is almost

endless, and we are currently observing a

paradigm shift.

SINTEF is one of the Europes largest

independent research institutes. 

SINTEF’s 2000 employees deliver a

pplied research, technology, innovation,

knowledge, and solutions for large and

smaller customers worldwide. Swarm

robotics is about programming several

robots to do a task together, and an

example might be mapping a larger

area. An advantage is that one can

increase or decrease the swarm as

needed. Robotics, in every form, is also 

a tool to learn more about how humans

work.

The robots are
coming!

Future of human-
machine interaction

Advanced com-
modity production 
in Norway
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Guest collection

#0195

ABB

Bjarte Olsen
Robotisert

19.08.2020

#0301

Intek Engineering

Anita Hager
Roboter fra Raufoss

19.08.2020

#0305

Halodi Robotics

Bernt Øivind
Børnich
Roboter for

fremtidens

ingeniører

19.08.2020

#0303

DoitRobot

Stein Inge Pedersen
Lei en robot

19.08.2020

#0322

SINTEF

Mika Tienhaara
Avansert

vareproduksjon i

Norge

19.08.2020

#0366

NMBU/Sintef

Marianne Bakken
Når robotene får

øyne

19.08.2020

#0339

Futurice

Tugberk Duman
Future of human-

machine interaction

19.08.2020

#0541

Robotic Innovation

Annette Anfinnsen
Roboter for

transport og

logistikk

19.08.2020

#0356

SINTEF

Magnus Bjerkeng
Robotene kommer

19.08.2020

#0722

Pioneer Robotics

Finn Oscar Karlsen
Kosteffektiv

produksjon

24.06.2020
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SOFTWARE
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SOFTWARE is the technology that develops
methods, programming languages and tools to
support them that may be used in the development
of software. In general it is a collection of instruct-
ions and data that tell the computer how to work.

What is 

SOFTWARE? 
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Top cases in Software

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/585-

lornsoc-lena-lundgreen-overlever-

velferdsstaten-uten-teknologi?

#0585 Overlever velferdsstaten

uten teknologi?

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

Leder for offentlig sektor hos Microsoft, Lena

Lundgreen, om viktigheten av at folk er klar over

at vi må gjøre noe i offentlig sektor, hvis vi skal

opprettholde det tjenestenivået vi har i dag.

ENTERPRISE
Perspective: Topic:

SOFTWARE

Microsoft

Lena
Lundgreen
Leder for offentlig

sektor

27.01.2020.
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Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/606-

cybersec-daniela-soares-cruzes-

software-security-and-empirical-

studies?

#0606 Software Security and

Empirical Studies

In this episode of #LØRN, Silvija talks to Senior

Research Scientist at SINTEF, Daniela Soares

Cruzes, about collecting empirical data about the

software processes in software development

teams.

RESEARCH
Perspective: Topic:

SOFTWARE

SINTEF 

Daniela
Soares Cruzes
Senior Research

Scientist

04.02.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/614-

software-ingrid-alice-blotekjaer-lorn-

grow-and-meet?

#0614 LØRN, Grow and meet

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Håkon med

Front-end Utvikler og Talent Manager i Women

in tech, Ingrid-Alice Bløtekjær, om hvordan hun

jobber med utvikling, slik at ting fungerer på tvers

av plattformer og systemer.

SME
Perspective: Topic:

SOFTWARE

Women in tech

Ingrid-Alice
Bløtekjær
Front-end Utvikler

og Talent Manager

08.02.2020,

SME
Perspective: Topic:

SOFTWARE

Kodemaker

Christin
Gorman
Programmerer

14.08.2020.

Se episoden her:

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/0771-

effektiv-offentlig-it-utvikling?

#0771 Effektiv offentlig IT utvikling

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker SIlvija med

programmerer i kodemaker, Christin Gorman.



Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/610-

sustainable-software-engineering-

processes?

#0610 Sustainable Software

Engineering Processes

In this episode of #LØRN, Silvija talks to Letizia

Jaccheri, Professor at NTNU, about software

engineering for society. 

RESEARCH
Perspective: Topic:

SOFTWARE

NTNU

Letizia Jaccher
Professor

04.02.2020.
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Microsoft Corporation is a US software

company, established in 1975 by Bill Gates

and Paul Allen, headquartered in

Redmond, Washington. The company's

most famous products are the operating

systems Microsoft Windows, MS-DOS

and the Office suite Microsoft Office.

Microsoft in Norway is a subsidiary of

Microsoft Europe. The company conducts

sales to retail chains and large customers,

but do not have their own technology

development in Norway. They deliver

systems to the Norwegian public sector,

where the innovations can be essential to

maintain the welfare state. Sustainability is

important, alongside the correct and

ethical use of data and AI. A big question is

how Norway can build business on this in

the future.

SINTEF Manufacturing is Norway's leading

centre of expertise in manufacturing.

Their ambition is to create sustainable 

and effective solutions which provide

competitive advantages for the Norwe-

gian manufacturing industry. SINTEF

Manufacturing provides expertise in

automated production, product and

production development, Lean, value

chain management and material

technology, as well as laboratory and

engineering services. SINTEF Manu-

facturing offers industrial research and

consulting, various types of courses and

knowledge transfer from the academic

world to the industry. Software is every-

where, and is a large and complex field. It

is common to outsource software

programming, but Norway has a great

potential for developing skilled people

themselves.

NTNU is Norway’s university for higher

education in technology and natural

sciences. In addition, the university has a

wide range of courses in social sciences,

humanities, aesthetics, medicine, teacher

education, architecture and arts. NTNU has

9 faculties and 55 institutes and more than

100 laboratories. The university employs

approximately 5360 academic staff and

has 40 000 students. It is crucial for future

generations that today's software devel-

opers focus on creating software that will

have a positive impact. Otherwise we

might risk creating the new plastic. In

other words this means that even though

software can solve plenty of problems, it

isn’t necessarily always the solution. 

Will the welfare
state survive
without technology? 

Software security
and empirical
studies 

Sustainable software
engineering process 

Lørntopic: 1802
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Women in Tech® is an international

organization with a double mission: to

close the gender gap and to help women

embrace technology. The organization

focuses on 4 primary areas that are a call

for action: education, entrepreneurialism,

social inclusion, science and innovation.

The aim is to educate, equip and empower

women and girls with the necessary skills

and confidence to succeed in STEM

career fields. Culture, habits and tradition

mean that the gender distribution is

skewed among those who engage in

technology, and because technology is

manufactured in a way that often does not

appeal to women. Women In Tech wishes

to create an environment that includes

everyone and that is safe and supportive.

Kodemaker is a consulting company in

Oslo that strives to offer the very best

consultants in the market within related

services for system development.

Kodemaker has a strong professional

environment, and consists of sharp

knowledge-sharing system developers

which are hand-picked from the strong

professional community in Oslo. One of

their initiatives is to ensure that the

government spends funds efficiently 

on IT.

Lørntopic: 1802

Effective public IT
development 

LØRN - grow and
meet
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Guest collection

#0957

Vitari

Arve Inge Hoggen

Kundene endrer
seg, markedet
endrer seg og
trendene endrer
seg

2021-03-11

#0501

Zedge

Eric Nordvik

Fremtidens bruk av

applikasjoner

2020-08-19

#0946

Vitari

Magnus Skontorp

Verdien ved å
endre seg

2021-02-12

#0585

Microsoft

Lena Lundgreen

Overlever
velferdsstaten uten
teknologi?

2020-08-19

#0951

Vitari

Marianne

Thielemann

Gjør det enkelt!

2021-02-18

#0599

Labs Tech &
Design AS

Stine Vinnes

Må man alltid
hoppe på tech-
toget?

2020-08-19

#0953

Vitari

Kathrine Hvalstad

Løken

Mennesker og
optimalisering av

prosesser, hvordan
gå hånd i hånd inn i
fremtiden?

2021-03-04

#0589

FotoWare

Anne Gretland

Digital bevis-
håndtering, deling
og interaksjon på tv

2020-05-14

#0952

Vitari

Per Flekstad

Fra fjærpenn til
digital
regnskapsføring

2021-02-25

#0604

Kraftlauget

Cecilie Cathrine

Grimelund Snyen

Grønn IT

2020-08-19

#0954

Deli de luca,
distribusjon 

Shoana Ostadi

Smart logistikk som
skalerer 

2021-03-25

#0613

Sopra Steria

Monica Beate Tvedt

Oppgradere
systemet, eller
skreddersy et nytt?

2020-05-14

#0606

SINTEF

Daniela Soares

Cruzes

Software Security
and Empirical
Studies

2020-08-19

#0956

Thon Hotels

Ida Rod Fredriksen

Datakvalitet og
helhet - en
forutsetning for å
lykkes med digital
utvikling

2021-03-18

#0614

Women in tech

Ingrid-Alice

Bløtekjær

LØRN, Grow 
and meet

2020-05-14

#0610

NTNU

Letizia Jaccheri

Sustainable
Software
Engineering
Processes

2020-08-19

#0687

Tangofy

Ellen Gundersen

Husebø

It takes two to
tango

2020-08-19

#0771

Kodemaker

Christin Gorman

Effektiv offentlig IT
utvikling

2020-08-26
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SOME is the short definition of social media, which includes
websites and applications that enable users to create and share
content or to participate in social networking. The technology
facilitates the sharing of ideas, thoughts, and information
through the building of virtual networks and communities. By
design, social media is internet-based and gives users quick
electronic communication of content.

What is 

SOME? 
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RESEARCH
Perspective: Topic:

SOME

Universitetet i

Cambridge

Tellef Solbakk

Raabe
Doktorgradsstipend

iat

19.12.2019.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/571-
some-tellef-solbakk-raabe-
medieokonomi-og-teknologiske-
utfordringer?

#0571 Medieøkonomi og

teknologiske utfordringer

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija
med doktorgradsstipendiat ved Universitetet i
Cambridge, Tellef Solbakk Raabe om hvordan
avisene kan fortsette å være økonomisk
lønnsomt, samtidig som de lever opp til sin
demokratiske funksjon.

ENTERPRISE
Perspective: Topic:

SOME

Dagens Næringsliv

Julie Lundgren
Strategi- og

produktdirektør

24.01.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/580-

lornbiz-julie-lundgren-dn-sin-

papirlose-tilvaerelse?

#0580 DN sin papirløse tilværelse

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

strategi- og produktdirektør i Dagens Næringsliv,

Julie Lundgren om hvordan de jobber med å bli 

 mer brukerorientert og tverrfaglig for å

forberede seg på denne papirløse framtiden.

SME
Perspective: Topic:

SOME

Vibbio

Marianne

Bratt Ricketts
CEO & Founder

27.01.2020.

Se episoden her:

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/587-
some-marianne-bratt-ricketts-
kampen-om-oppmerksomhet?

#0587 Kampen om

oppmerksomhet 

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
CEO & Founder hos Vibbio, Marianne Bratt
Ricketts om hvorfor er det blitt et så stort behov
for video i markedskommunikasjon og hvordan
man når frem til forbrukeren, både effektivt og
økonomisk.

RESEARCH
Perspective: Topic:

SOME

Noroff School of

Technology and

Social Media

Ida Serneberg
Programleder for

digital

markedsføring &

sosiale medier

11.02.2020.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/615-

some-ida-serneberg-fremtidens-

sosiale-medier?

#0615 Fremtidens sosiale medier

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

Programleder for digital markedsføring & sosiale

medier på Noroff School of Technology and

Social Media, Ida Serneberg om de nye trendene

i sosiale medier 2020 og viktigheten av å drive

synlighet og øke kjennskap til merket sitt i det

nye medielandskapet.

Top cases in SoMe
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SME
Perspective: Topic:

SOME

Bouvet

Anita Reime
Tjenestedesigner 

29.01.2020.

Se episoden her:

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-
pod/601-lornbiz-anita-reime-hva-
trigger-brukeropplevelsen?

#0601 Hva trigger

brukeropplevelsen?

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
tjenestedesigner i Bouvet, Anita Reime. Anita
forteller om  hvordan man blir god på visuell
design og forklarer viktigheten av innsiktstesting
for å forstå brukeren - deriblant viktigheten av
empati hos brukerne. 



Bouvet is a Scandinavian consulting

company that delivers development and

consulting services. Bouvet consists of

over 1550 engineers, designers,

copywriters, economists, political

scientists, psychologists, educators,

mathematicians and anthropologists who

assist companies and social actors in all

industries. In order to create good

solutions, it is essential to understand the

users properly. It is also important to

understand the industry on both a micro

and macro level. This is done through

thorough research and empathy. 

VIBBIO is a fast-growing tech startup

located in Oslo. VIBBIO works with

solutions that provide the most efficient

forms of communication for different

companies. Their SaaS platform enables

companies to easily create "correct" brand

content for all internal and external use,

and the solution eliminates the need for

expensive and time consuming processes.

VIBBIO’s vision is to make smart video

accessible, affordable and automatic.

Today, the public has largely taken over

the power from the companies.In an

overloaded digital reality lies the key in

creating information that attracts our

attention and transmits value in short and

effective moments.

Dagens Næringsliv was founded in 1890

and is the third largest newspaper in

Norway today. Dagens Næringsliv’s

community, also known as DN is one of

Norway's most important providers of

news, stories and opinions about business,

economy and society. The newspaper is

well prepared for a paperless future in an

industry where the conditions for

operations constantly get stricter. This is

important because of DN’s critical role for

the Norwegian democracy among other

things by exposing abuses of power.

Noroff - School of Technology and Digital

Media was established in 1987 and

conducts education at vocational school

and college level. In addition, Noroff

operates an online education business

through “Noroff Online Studies”. Noroff's

vision is that their graduates should be

first movers. First out to develop new

methods, first on location, in the forefront 

of competence - the first to create new

job titles and new markets. Something that

makes social media interesting is the

degree humans are caught up in their own

biases. This is one of the reasons that

trends are constantly changing and why it

is important to always be one step ahead. 

DN’s paperless
existence 

The future of social
media 

What triggers the
user experience? 

The fight over
attention 
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The University of Cambridge is a

university in Cambridge, England. The

university was founded in the year 1209

and is considered the second oldest

university in the English-speaking world.

The university has some of the most

stringent entry criteria in the UK, and next

to the University of Oxford one of the

country's foremost and most prestigious

universities. A challenge in today's society

is the media industry's transition to the

digital, and how the industry must at the

same time retain its social responsibility

and profitability. This topic is in light of

how today's news picture is affected by

sharing in social media, the role of

algorithms and election influences. 

Lørntopic: 1802

Media economics
and technological
challenges 
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#0601

Bouvet

Anita Reime

Hva trigger
brukeropplevelsen?

2020-08-19

#0261

Altibox

Kjell Arild Nielsen

Kundeservice i
sosiale medier

2020-08-19

#0643

Podie film

Daniel Holm

Godt innhold selger

2020-08-19

#0262

Storebrand

Ingrid Stakkestad og

Hilde Stray Due

Sosiale medier i
praksis

2020-08-19

#0677

NORVA24

Arild Bødal

Konsolidering og
vekst i Europa

2020-08-19

#0362

Google

Avinash Kaushik

The machine
learning revolution

2020-08-19

#0263

Ipsos

Nathalie E.

Warembourg

Sosiale medier-
vaner

2020-08-19

#0702

Lindas dekor

Charlotte Warner

Melby

Å skape
engasjement

2020-08-19

#0571

Universitetet i
Cambridge

Tellef Solbakk Raabe

Medieøkonomi og
teknologiske
utfordringer

2020-08-19

#0597

Cox Kommuni—
kasjonsbyrå

Silje Brandsøy

Målbasert
kommunikasjon

2020-08-19

#0580

Dagens Næringsliv

Julie Lundgren

DN sin papirløse
tilværelse

2020-08-19

#0598

Sans

Margrete Birkeland

Husk å feire
milepælene

2020-08-19

#0587

Vibbio

Marianne Bratt

Ricketts

Kampen om
oppmerksomhet

2020-08-19

#0615

Noroff School of
Technology and
Social Media

Ida Serneberg

Fremtidens sosiale
medier

2020-08-19
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What is 

TECH4GOOD? 
TECH4GOOD is the way we employ technology
to make the world a better place by giving people
better help under unfair circumstances. The
intention with tech4good is to solve the biggest
world problems, help, create hope and create joy
for people in need. 
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CLUSTER
Perspective: Topic:

TECH4GOOD

Katapult

Cilia Holmes   

 Indahl
CEO

07.06.2019.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/409-lorn-
soc-cilia-holmes-indahl-technology-that-
solves-sustainability-issues?

#0409 Technology that solves

sustainability issues

In this episode of LØRN, Silvija speaks to CEO of

Katapult, Cilia Holmes Indahl, about how they

create a world where all capital, tech and people

are put to work for a better future to accelerate

businesses and solve global problems

RESEARCH
Perspective: Topic:

TECH4GOOD

Tankesmien

Skaperkraft

Catharina

Drejer
Advisor

21.06.2019.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/431-
tech4good-catharina-drejer-slavery-in-
a-digital-age?

#0431 Slavery in a digital age

In this episode of LØRN, Silvija talks to Advisor in

Tankesmien Skaperkraft, Catharina Drejer, about

blockchain and slavery in the digital age and how

it takes place.

Top cases in Tech4Good

STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

TECH4GOOD

FJONG

Sigrun

Syverud
Daglig leder

20.08.2019.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/447-
tech-4-good-sigrun-syverud-sirkulaert-
klesforbruk?

#0447 Sirkulært klesforbruk

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

daglig leder i Fjong, Sigrun Syverud, om sirkulært

klesforbruk.

STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

TECH4GOOD

iGT Technology og

Venture Developer

Carine Zeier
CEO 

22.01.2020.

Se episoden her:

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/573-
tech4good-carine-zeier-teknologi-som-

problemloser?

#0573 Teknologi som

problemløser

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med
CEO for iGT Technology og Venture Developer,
Carine Zeier, om "agetechnologi" og hvorfor hun
trives i umodne markeder hvor hun kan skape
innovasjon.
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STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

TECH4GOOD

Develop Diverse

Jenifer

Clausell-

Tormos
Founder & CEO

07.06.2019.

Se episoden her:

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/403-

tech4good-jenifer-clausell-tormos-

normalize-diversity-using-tech?

#0403 Normalize diversity using

tech

In this episode of LØRN Silvija talks with Founder

& CEO of Develop Diverse Jenifer Clausell-

Tormos about how to start tackling the problem

with the lack of gender equality and diversity and

male-dominated fields that fail to attract female

candidates.



Katapult mobilizes financial and human

resources to influence focused

technology companies through Katapult’s

investment programs. Katapult believes

that exponential technology used on the

UN SDG will deliver superior risk-adjusted

return along with positive impact. Since

2017 Katapult Accelerator has invested in

60 impact-tech startups from over 20

countries, and run accelerator programs in

Oslo, Copenhagen and digitally world-

wide. The company’s CEO states that if

we are to live in a sustainable and

equitable society with ok temperatures,

we need to invest in tech that solves the

global problems at the appropriate scale.

Lab-grown meat is a great example of

designing what is next into what is now. It

looks and tastes like meat, which makes it

familiar and capable of shifting demand. 

Fjong is a digital website where you can

rent and rent out clothes, which gives you

a bigger, greener and more exciting

wardrobe at a lower budget. Furthermore,

it allows one to make money on clothes

and bags which deserves to be used

more. Fjong's headquarters are located in

Oslo, Norway. The clothing industry emits

more greenhouse gases than aircraft and

shipping together, and half of all garments

produced are rarely ever used. Solutions

such as Fjong's will therefore be very

important in the coming years.

Technology that
solves sustainability
issues 

Circular clothing
consumption

Lørntopic: 1802

The future human

Technology as a
problem solver

Biotechnology now allows us to override

biology in all phases of life and take

control of our own evolution. In this book,

Sigrid Bratlie and Hallvard Kvale explain, in

a simple and understandable way, how

new technology makes it possible to

change how we make children, how we

stay healthy, and for how long we can live.

With biotechnology, the rules of life

change. How far do you want to go? Until

now, the premises of life have been

absolute: it is needed a woman and a man

to make children. Luck and bad luck

decide the genetic lottery. We are all

going to die. But does it have to be that

way? Between the fear of designer

children and the dream of eternal life, it

happens major breakthroughs. 

iGT Technology offers mobile and web

software for prehospital services, campus

security, home office, personal safety

alarms and medical sensors for effective

and cost-effective collection and

monitoring of information. In recent years,

the company has built a modular platform

for home use and security based on open

standards. The basic IGT alarm platform

(iGT PaaS) ensures a stable and safe

environment for back office services. The

solution is modular and based on a

standard Microsoft platform. The CEO of

the company states that it’s not the best to

maneuver the constructed business world

that is tomorrow's winners - it is those

who are most creative.
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Tankesmien Skaperkraft was founded in

Oslo on April 29th, 2011 by 70 individuals

affiliated to most Christian denominations

in Norway. These founders have their daily

occupation within most sectors of society,

including the academic, political, business,

health and educational sectors.

Skaperkraft is to stimulate reflection,

debate and engage people to actively and

positively participate in the building of

society. Their main focus is how modern

slavery needs to be defined in order for

the masses to take this problem seriously.

New technologies such as blockchain,

machine learning and big data mining have

great potential for fighting human rights

abuses such as slavery.

Develop Diverse consists of a team of

enthusiastic and creative language and

sociology specialists and skilled

programmers who have created a solid

framework to filter out stereotypic

language to make sure your real message

does not get buried under unfortunately

chosen words. The company has

developed an AI-powered solution to help

companies retain and attract brilliant,

diverse talent. Language has strong

power, and it can affect a person to feel

part of a group or a company, but it can

also do the opposite. 

Slavery in a 
digital age

Normalize diversity
using tech
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#0297

Nyby

Kristina Tuhus

Tech for

morgendagens

velferdssamfunn

19.08.2020.

#0409

Katapult

Cilia Holmes Indahl

Technology that

solves sustainability

issues

19.08.2020.

#0298

Stiftelsen
Digipomps

Kjetil Hustveit

Digital identitet

19.08.2020.

#0431

Tankesmien
Skaperkraft

Catharina Drejer

Slavery in a digital

age

19.08.2020.

#0302

Include

Truls Unholt

Morgendagens

omsorgsteknologi

19.08.2020.

#0448

Repairable

Ingvill Kerob

Bærekraftig mote

19.08.2020.

#0300

Diwala

Snorre Edwin

Desentralisert

teknologi

19.08.2020.

#0447

Fjong

Sigrun Syverud

Sirkulært klesforbruk

19.08.2020.

#0325

Flykninghjelpen

Mads Grandt

Teknologi på flukt

19.08.2020.

#0468

TotalCtrl

Charlotte Aschim

What´s possible and

how quickly

19.08.2020.

#0401

MuniDigital

Mauricio Sestopal

SmartCity

19.08.2020.

#0327

VMware

Angeliqua

Ramming-Gaden

Selvkjørende

datasentre

19.08.2020.

#0573

IGT Technology og
Venture Developer

Carine Zeier

Teknologi som

problemløser

19.08.2020.

#0403

Develop Diverse

Jenifer Clausell-

Tormos

Normalize diversity

using tech

19.08.2020.

#0387

Flyktninghjelpen

Giulio Coppi

Shaping the tools

before they shape

us

19.08.2020.

#0623

NTNU Technology
Transfer på Gjøvik

Hege Tokerud

Fra forskning til

business

19.08.2020.

#0405

Red Flash Mobile

Ylva Santesson

Empowering

autonomous

governments

19.08.2020.
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What is 

TRANSPORT? 
TRANSPORT is the technology used by companies,
not only transporting people, but to make the travel
more convenient. It can also include the technology
that helps get our packages and products from point
A to point B. In our cases you can learn about
advanced instances from various companies, for
example Ruter. 
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Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/539-

transporthelen-roth-fremtidens-veier?

#0539 Fremtidens veier

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

daglig leder i Norwegian Tunnel Safety Cluster,

Helen Roth, om norske muligheter innen

transportsektoren. 

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/515-

transport-brede-nielsen-teknologi-og-

samfunnsutvikling?

#0536 Teknologi og

samfunnsutvikling

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

CIO i Avinor, Brede Nielsen, om hvordan de ved

hjelp av teknologi sørger for at at du og jeg flyr

sikkert hver eneste dag, på det tidspunkt som er

forventet.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/645-

transport-torun-degnes-autonome-

mobilitetssystemer-ny-norsk-

eksportnaering?

#0645 Autonome

mobilitetssystemer 

- ny norsk eksportnæring

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

daglig leder i SAMS Norway (Sustainable

Autonomous Mobility Systems Norway,

næringsklynge), Torun Degnes.

PUBLIC

SECTOR

Perspective: Topic:

TRANSPORT

Trøndelag

fylkeskommune

Erlend Sole
Fylkesdirektør for

samferdsel

22.11.2019.

Se episoden her:

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/524-

transport-erlend-solem-trondelag-en-

grensesprengende-fylkeskommune?

#0524 Trøndelag, en

grensesprengende fylkeskommune.

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

fylkesdirektør for samferdsel i Trøndelag

fylkeskommune, Erlend Sole, om hvordan Trøndelag

skaper gode samferdselsløsninger som også gir

fantastiske klimabidrag og at dette representerer et

stort industri-potensial.

PUBLIC

SECTOR

Perspective: Topic:

TRANSPORT

Norwegian Tunnel

Safety Cluster

Helen Roth
Daglig leder

03.12.2019.

PUBLIC

SECTOR

Perspective: Topic:

TRANSPORT

Avinor

Brede Nielsen
CIO

11.11.2019.

FOUNDER
Perspective: Topic:

TRANSPORT

 SAMS

Torun Degnes
 Daglig leder

30.03.2020.



Trøndelag is a county and a historic part of

Norway. Trøndelag constitutes

the northernmost part of southern

Norway. Historically important business

routes in Trøndelag have been agriculture,

forestry, mining and fishing. Trøndelag has

a large hydropower and wind power

production that supports power-intensive

wood processing and smelter industry.

Aquaculture accounts for half of

Trøndelag's export value. Oil and gas

extraction off the Trøndelag coast is also

significant. The engineering industry and

the shipping companies in Trøndelag

largely supply aquaculture and offshore. In

Trøndelag, the goal is to halve emissions

within the next 6 years. Much of the

emissions are due to transport. It's about

thinking groundbreakingly. If we think

about the Norwegian contribution to the

global climate, we develop the climate

accounts maritime environmental

technology, and use it in Norway before

Norwegian industry exports it. It is good

for the Norwegian the climate accounts,

for exports and for global climate

accounts.

Avinor AS is a Norwegian state-owned

company and Norway's largest owner of

airports. The company operates 44

airports, of which 12 are owned by The

Norwegian Armed Forces. In addition, the

company owns security installations of

various types - for example radars, radio

beacons, remote base stations for aircraft

radio communications, and control

centers. Avinor started a project in 2017 to

prepare the airports for electric aircraft.

Can electric / hybrid aircraft be the

solution, and not the problem - in Norway

where we are totally dependent on flying

in the land with short-haul network? A

good idea not only needs wings, but also

landing opportunities.

development of safe, smart and

sustainable transport infrastructure for 

the global market. NTSC paves the way 

for increased innovation capacity and

collaborative development. This is done

by connecting parties across traditional

industries and sectors, challenging

established practices and assisting in the

work of initiating innovation projects and

pilots. In that way contributes the cluster

to strengthen the competitiveness of the

member companies, who develop smart,

secure and sustainable solutions for the

better transport infrastructure nationally

and internationally. The transport sector is

undergoing change and changes rapidly.

It's big challenges that must be solved, e.g.

with regard to the environment and

climate.

Trøndelag, a
groundbreaking
county 

Technology and
social development

Lørntopic: 1802

The roads of the
future
Norwegian Tunnel Safety Cluster (NTSC)

is a national Arena Pro cluster with

headquarters in Stavanger. The cluster

has over 100 members from all over the

country, of which over 80 of these are

companies. NTSC shall contribute to the 
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Sustainable Autonomous Mobility

Systems Norway - SAMS, consists of

companies, organizations and actors who

collaborate for the development and

delivery of radically new systems for

sustainable autonomous mobility where

maritime, land-based and air-based

mobility can cooperate. For the mobility

field, this can lead to a reduction in land-

based traffic, increased use of shipping,

fewer accidents, increased employee

safety, zero emissions, lower operating

costs as well restructuring opportunities

and value creation through the

replacement of today's solutions. We have

a fantastic opportunity to create even

better solutions and to ensure Norwegian

value creation if we collaborates across

companies and authorities, and takes into

use technology in a wise way.

Autonomous
mobility systems 
- new Norwegian
export industry
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#0524

Trøndelag
fylkeskommune

Erlend Solem

Trøndelag, en

grensesprengende

fylkeskommune.

19.08.2020

#0536

Avinor

Brede Nielsen

Teknologi og

samfunnsutvikling

19.08.2020

#0645

SAMS

Torun Degnes

Autonome

mobilitetssystemer

- ny norsk

eksportnæring

19.08.2020

#0539

Norwegian Tunnel
Safety Cluster

Helene Roth

Fremtidens veier

19.08.2020
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VRAR, which goes under the terms, “virtual reality”
and “augmented reality,” is an interactive computer-
generated experience that takes place in a simulated
environment. This immersive environment can be
like the real world, or it can be fantasy. AR can be
considered as a form of VR that combines data from
the physical world with virtual data, for example
through the use of graphics and sound. 

What is VRAR? 
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Topic:

VRAR
Topic:

Se episoden her:

https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/153-

vatt-vilt-og-virituelt-oddbjorn-

bruland?

#0153 Vått, Vilt og Virituelt

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Sunniva

med professor ved NTNU, Institutt for Bygg og

Mijølteknikk, Oddbjørn Bruland. Oddbjørn

forteller om VR og GameTech.

Institutt for Bygg

og Mijølteknikk

Oddbjørn

Bruland
Professor

06.12.2018.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/177-

industriell-bruk-av-ar?

 #0177 Industriell bruk av AR

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

innovasjonsleder i SHM Solutions, Arild Hoksnes.

Aril forklarer i episoden hva AR er i tillegg til

hvilke anvendelsesområder og løsninger som

finnes i AR. 

SHM Solutions

Arild Hoksnes
Innovasjonsleder

08.01.2019.

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/334-

vr-ar-adrian-lervag-skar-vr-ar-som-

verdiskaping?

#0334 VR/AR som verdiskaping

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Silvija med

Lead Developer i Xvision, Adrian Lervåg Skår om

hvordan VR og AR kan fungere som fantastiske

verktøy til digital historiefortelling og hvordan

dette bidrar til verdiskaping.

STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

VRAR

Xvision

Adrian Lervåg

Skår
Lead Developer 

25.03.2019.

RESEARCH
Perspective:

STARTUP
Perspective:

VRAR
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Top cases in VRAR

Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/074-

utvidet-virkelighet-ar?

#0074 Utvidet virkelighet (AR)

I denne episoden av #LØRN snakker Heidi med

teknisk leder og co-founder i Ludenso, Harald

Manheim om et nytt optisk system og en ny måte

å interagere med den digitale verdenen.

Ludenso

Harald

Manheim
Teknisk leder

19.10.2018.

STARTUP
Perspective: Topic:

VRAR



Se episoden her:
https://www.lorn.tech/lorn-pod/612-

vrar-ekaterina-prasolova-forland-vr-ar-

som-fremtidens-laeringsteknologier?

#0612 VR/AR som fremtidens

læringsteknologier

In this episode of #LØRN Silvija talks to professor
at NTNU and leader of INTEL (Innovative
Immersive Technologies for Learning), Ekaterina
Prasolova-Førland, who might be Norway's first VR
professor.

RESEARCH
Perspective: Topic:

VRAR

NTNU

Ekaterina

Prasolova-

Førland
Professor

04.02.2020.
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IMTEL is based on the idea of bringing

various types of competence and

interests together. Today, an increasing

proportion of dissemination, presentation,

communication and collaboration will

occur through ICT-mediated channels.

The on-going digital transformation

represents a challenge for the education

system and captures the tension between

tradition and innovation. This applies to

both the students' expectations for

education and training and the teaching

staff. IMTEL group researches innovative

immersive technologies for learning in

several contexts, ranging from university

education to emergency and medical

training and workplace training. In VR / AR

you can literally do anything you want,

follow your imagination and break

boundaries and physical laws. In Norway,

there are several support schemes for

innovation projects and infrastructure,

both within academia and from innovation

Norway to the business community.

Xvision's history dates back to 1999, when

the great oil companies began to migrate

technology down to the depths of the

ocean. This presented major challenges

that required solutions no one had before

seen, and the need for visualization grew

larger than ever. Since then, Xvision has

created images, animations and

interactive experiences for small and

large companies within most of

Norwegian industries. Today, Xvision is

Norway's leading digital storyteller. Both

VR and AR can be wonderful tools for

telling stories or show off products,

however, there are many cases where it is

not a natural platform for this.

SHM Solutions is a versatile and inter-

disciplinary technology company with

broad experience in the maritime industry,

aquaculture and the seafood sector. 

SHM Solutions supplies deck equipment

and maritime total solutions adapted to a

rough and salty environment. The

solutions are optimized, tailored and

functional - with easy installation and

integration. AR can reduce large costs

when businesses need service or help

with the equipment they have mounted.

This reduces both downtime for the

project, costs related to getting a person

to come and repair, and not least saves

the environment for CO2 emissions.

VR / AR as the

future learning

technologies

VR / AR as a way to

create value 

Industrial use of AR
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Augmented 

Reality (AR) 

Wet, Wild 

and Virtual

Ludenso is a company that teaches

children to explore, create and learn 

with the use of AR. Ludenso develops 

AR solutions that are tailored for both

students and teachers. Today, the

company helps schools to reach their 

full potential by giving children an under-

standing of AR, and by triggering their

curiosity about technology. There are

many ways to show AR on, but as of today

you solve it by having one screen or a

projector that is lit on a transparent layer

on the eyes.

The Norwegian University of Science 

and Technology (NTNU) is a state-

owned company university in Norway, 

and from 2016 the country's largest. 

The Department of Civil and Environ-

mental Engineering has expertise and

technological solutions needed within our

fields, for use in both public and private 

sectors. The institute was formed on

01.01.2017 through a merger of the former

Department of Construction and the

Environment, Department of Water and

environmental engineering and the

Department of Construction, Civil

Engineering and Transport. But what do

computer games have to do with natural

disasters? Through VR can we visualize

cause and effect so vividly that even one

who doubts becomes convinced. With

GameTech we can test all possible

scenarios. 
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Here is a list of all logos
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Guest collection

#0001

LØRN.TECH

Silvija Seres
Hva er greia med

VR?

19.8.2020

#0106

Futurice

Aki Kolehmainen
Fremtidens smarte

glass

19.8.2020

#0002

Attensi

Anne Lise Waal

VR som medisin

19.8.2020

#0107

Vixel AS

Rune Vandli

Hva er forskjellen på

VR - AR & MR?

19.8.2020

#0004

Hamarregionen

Håvard Røste
Verdens beste VR-

klynge

19.8.2020

#0177

SHM Solutions

Arild Hoksnes
Industriell bruk av

AR

19.8.2020

#0003

VR Education

Kari Olrud Moen

Slik kan VR

revolusjonere

skolen

2020-08-19

#0153

Institutt for Bygg
og Mijølteknikk,
NTNU

Oddbjørn Bruland

Vått, Vilt og Virituelt

19.8.2020

#0005

Høgskolen i
Innlandet

Marit B. Strandvik
Norges første VR-

studie

19.08.2020

#0232

PAZZING

Martin Mathisen
Morgendagens

spillopplevelser

19.08.2020

#0008

Dimension10

Aleksander

Langmyhr
VR — arkitektenes

nye plattform

19.08.2020

#0612

NTNU

Ekaterina Prasolova-

Førland
VR/AR som

fremtidens

læringsteknologier

19.08.2020

#0006

Stargate media

Renate Fossum
Historiefortelling

med VR

19.08.2020

#0334

Xvision

Adrian Lervåg Skår
VR/AR som

verdiskaping

19.08.2020

#0009

Digitalt Byliv

Kai Reaver
Det nye digitale

samfunnet

19.08.2020

#0007

House of Nerds

Grethe Viksaas
Europas største

gaming-senter

19.08.2020

#0341

Rainfall

Keith Mellingen
Regissere i 360

grader

19.08.2020

#0074

Ludenso

Harald Manheim
Utvidet virkelighet

(AR)

19.08.2020
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Technology is the catalyst steering the

change. More businesses are rethinking

their actions and seeking to develop and

use sustainable service and products.

Everybody accepts that technology has

become deeply embedded in people’s

work and lives. 

Technology is the catalyst steering the

change. More businesses are rethinking

their actions and seeking to develop and

use sustainable service and products.

Everybody accepts that technology has

become deeply embedded in people’s

work and lives. 

Looking ahead
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We have asked LØRNs listeners about

which technologies would become the

game-changers for 2021. 

Their expectations are.

Survey stories 

1. Health.Tech

2. AI

3. Energy.Tech

4. Ocean.Tech

The continuing evolution of health
technology. We see much innovation, 
AI and new technology in digital health
care, and it will continue to develop even
further this year.

Check out our partner-series

with Oslo Universitetssykehus 

and Norsk Sykepleierforbund

here. 

HEALTH.TECH 

50% agree 

Top tech-trends 

Q: Which of LØRN's

technology topics do you

see as the greatest growth

potential for Norway?



1. ENERGYTECH – Oil and gas industry

2. Ocean.Tech

3. Fin.Tech

4. IOT

Q: Which technology area is top

leading in Norway today?
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"We must continue to
transform oil and gas as
renewable technology
continues to grow"
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Q: In a more digitalized world, what

technology do we need to make better

use of to cope with the transition?

1. AI 

2. Big Data

3. EnergyTech – renewable energy

4. BioTech

5. Oceantech

The Tech Transition
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Green and clean! More
technologies are now
powering a green future. 
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LØRN is a Norwegian company that aims

to help start a digital knowledge drive for

the whole country. We have the country's

largest collection of new innovation

stories, on an easily accessible digital

platform. In three years, we have collected

almost 1000 stories in podcast format,

across 38 topics in technology, business

and society.

We have talked to many of Norway's most

inspiring researchers, leaders in large and

small companies, politicians, founders,

clusters, leaders in the public sector and

children. We work as a knowledge partner

for companies or cities, where we help

organizations find and document their

best stories, and to spread and activate

new knowledge.

We have a unique pedagogical model,

where we gather knowledge, measure

digital learning, manage discussions and

run productive workshops, all in digital

channels. We deliver a comprehensive

package with several media formats and a

course where those who listen and learn

can be rewarded for their learning in the

form of a blockchain certificate for

learning.

About LØRN

More info visit: lorn.tech/state-of-norwegian-techENDING SIDE 366
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Since the company's founding in 2018,

LØRN has grown to become Norway's

most prominent knowledge base for

stories on social and technological

development. Through its easily

accessible platform, LØRN conveys

people, stories and news in the field of

innovation - all done through a collection

of 1000 podcasts, across 38 topics in

technology, business and society. Since

the outset, several of Norway's most

inspiring researchers, leaders, politicians

and founders have contributed to LØRNs

knowledge base, leaving LØRN in a unique

position to distill and report the past year's

findings from Norway's technological

development. We hope you enjoy the

report - State Of Norwegian Technology

2021 (SONT '21). 

figures across some of Norway's most

vital institutions, organi-zations or busin-

esses. An additional questionnaire has

been performed among partners and

listeners of LØRN, to supple-ment the

findings reported in SONT 21. As of now,

LØRNs audience has downloaded our

podcasts more than 2,8 million times. 

The research behind State Of Norwegian

Technology 2021 (SONT 21) is based on

knowledge surfaced through our collecti-

on of podcasts. The guests of LØRN are all

credible professionals, and often central 

SONT 21 consists of extracted knowledge

from collected cases and podcasts, in

addition to information from qualitative

interviews, workshops and questionnaires. 

What we do

How we do it

What was the process?

Statsregnskap.no

State of European Tech

State of Oslo City 

Some of our inspiration includes:

What’s the inspiration?

As a knowledge partner for Norwegian

companies and state institutions, we are

excited to report, spread and activate new

knowledge through SONT 21. Our aim is

for SONT 21 to present the vast amount of

current innovation taking place in Norway,

and some of the inspiring possibilities

ahead. 

What are we most excited about?

Sources
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